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Abstract
The existing commercial building stock in most cities is aging and in many cases it is
performing poorly relative to the demands of the decarbonising agenda. The result is
not only excess carbon emissions, but working environments that are sub-optimal for
occupants. Rating tools have worked to move the building stock toward a higher
standard but there is still a challenge as old (and new) buildings drift from their
original design intent over time.
This thesis covers the research, design, development and trial of the Green
Performance Evaluation Tool (GPET) which identifies five key elements impacting
holistic building performance: building management, design and technology, indoor
environment quality, occupant experience and corporate culture.
The GPET shows interlinked and interdependent weaknesses across the five
elements in both the literature and in trials of the tool on buildings. Truly sustainable
buildings require an alignment across these areas and yet there is a gap in the
professional expertise to provide such integrated approaches. A new concept called
‘Conscious Building’ is thus proposed. This implies greater mindfulness by
organisations around the total impact the operation of their building has on both the
environment and occupants. By using the linked five linked elements in the Green
Performance Evaluation Tool areas for actionable change with buildings and
organisational processes can be identified to enable the concept of Conscious
Building to be achieved.
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The aim of this research was to explore practical ways to reduce carbon from
existing non-residential buildings. It involved the development of a low cost, low
complexity Green Performance Evaluation Tool (GPET) with research undertaken
through the Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre’s ‘Greening the
Built Environment’ project. During the process of developing the tool it became
obvious why existing buildings are often ‘off the policy radar’: they are complex
systems with multiple layers and, once constructed, they tend to be left to a myriad of
sub-contractors to maintain and over time become increasingly inefficient.
Machines are frequently serviced to ensure they are working as efficiently as
possible, but the signs indicating when a building is inefficient are less obvious, and
thus these inefficiencies may often go for long periods of time without detection. An
inefficient building can result in excessive carbon emissions and such buildings have
been recognised as one of the lowest hanging fruits when it comes to reaching
Australia’s carbon reduction targets.
Unfortunately, rising temperatures and other predicted consequences of climate
change are not triggering the action required to mitigate this enormous problem.
However, people care about their health and well-being, and a side benefit of
greening existing buildings is that they can bring about health benefits through
improvements to workplaces and indoor environment quality. Thus it is essential for
the Green Performance Evaluation Tool to demonstrate what can be done to improve
buildings for the environment and occupants.
This thesis attempts a multi-disciplinary approach to reducing carbon from buildings.
It has meant viewing the problems through multiple lenses to understand the causes
of poorly performing buildings, to promote holistic performance, and thus to
contribute to the achievement of a more highly performing building stock.
1.1

THE JOURNEY

This research began as a technical and science based analysis of building
performance to find ways to reduce carbon from buildings. The journey was much
more, however, one that negotiated a sea of literature on how to evaluate buildings
and protocols to follow, but there seems to be limited large scale action taking place
and so our cities are growing with inefficient building stock.
2
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The research has developed a much more comprehensive understanding of building
performance. It then applies this in order to test the viability as a tool to assist
multiple stakeholders in buildings, with a focus in this thesis on commercial
buildings. The research involved n in-depth analysis of two buildings using the
Green Performance Evaluation Tool to gain further understanding of their
complexities, and of where resistance to change for greater efficiency lay. It then
looked further into the international public and private sectors to understand
legislative and market barriers. Australian based research was then conducted within
local government, and through interviews with key stakeholders. Following this,
comparisons were made with US cities that have achieved successful large scale
programs, to compare and contrast the differences.
The results of the in-depth analysis were surprising, in that they highlighted the
critical importance of working with building occupants, rather than a focus on
technical issues. We work as well as the buildings in which we work, and for an
organisation the value of human capital is usually much higher than the value of
energy saved. This means that energy efficiency is not yet in high demand in most
places including Australia where there are few supporting policies and pieces of
legislation to green existing buildings. There needs to be an approach that takes into
account the stakeholders’ priorities.
Energy efficiency pursuits for buildings are not achievable without collaboration and
communication. Attending to both the technical and the social elements may require
organisational change and re-consideration of how business is conducted. The
building is the shell in which businesses operate; the performance comes from the
combination of design elements and human influenced factors.
This research has fundamentally indicated the many silos that exist, and significant
research needs to be targeted towards overcoming these silos in the course of
meeting industry needs. Therefore this thesis is not written in highly academic
language, but rather in language that can be understood by both industry and
academic groups.
1.2

A BRIEF HISTORY OF GREEN BUILDING

Following the 1972 ‘UN Conference of the Human Environment’ in Stockholm, the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) was established as a ‘voice for the
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environment’. As more attention was brought to environmental issues and their
complex interactions with economic and social issues, the UN General Assembly
commissioned a report which resulted in the publication of the Brundtland Report
(World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987), the first formal
introduction to the notion of sustainability as a way to integrate these three areas in
order to solve the deep issues which impact on present and future generations.
Shortly following this the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) was
established highlighting that carbon reduction was one of these deep sustainability
issues.
The UN formed the IPCC in partnership with the World Meteorological Organisation
in 1988, to provide clear and concise scientific information to the world on climate
change. It now has 195 member countries and is a highly referenced resource for
climate change information through its investigation of practical policy options and
research reports, of which there have been five major ones to date. The most
significant report from the IPCC for the building industry was the 2007 Fourth
Assessment Report, which quantified emissions from the building sector and
provided some clear direction on what could be implemented to mitigate these
operational emissions (M. D. Levine et al., 2007)
Following the foundation of the IPCC, the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and
Development (‘Earth Summit’) was held in Rio De Janeiro, and this led to the
formation of the Commission on Sustainable Development. There were three major
agreements adopted at this summit: Agenda 21; the Rio Declaration on Environment
and Development; and the Statement of Forest Principles. After the Earth Summit
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change was established, a convention
aimed at stabilising greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere.
Countries that signed up to this treaty now meet annually at Conferences of the
Parties (COP) to assess progress. It was from the COP that the Kyoto Protocol was
adopted in 1997, coming into force in 2005. The commitment to the Kyoto Protocol
also led to countries reporting and reducing carbon emissions. For example, Australia
ratified the Kyoto Protocol in 2007, committing to reduce emissions by 5-15% below
2000 levels by 2020 (DECEE, 2012). The key notion of reducing carbon while
increasing wealth means that energy and carbon must be decoupled, this cannot be
done unless buildings are a focus due to their high contribution to emissions.
4
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Various policy and governance systems for reducing carbon thus began to develop
with a focus on buildings. The development of the Kyoto protocol resulted in the
growth of existing green building rating schemes, such as the UK Building Research
Establishment’s Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) and the US’s
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), aimed at mitigating
greenhouse gas emissions associated with the construction industry. As the notion of
‘green building’ became more widely recognised the World Green Building Council
was formed in 1999, and this led to various green building councils forming around
the world and adopting certification schemes, mainly targeting new buildings.
The scale of uptake of green buildings varies worldwide. The US has mandated
LEED rated buildings for many government premises, and it is now part of the
culture and it is expected that new buildings are LEED rated. Australia has seen less
of an uptake with fewer government owned assets in cities, which makes mandating
certifications more difficult, and it is also costly to obtain a Green Star certification.
The term ‘green building’ largely refers to new rated buildings under schemes such
as LEED, BREEAM and Green Star.
More attention to growing populations in cities has led to greater emphasis on the
retrofitting of existing buildings, an area which the above mentioned certifications
schemes have not focused the majority of their efforts on in the past. Pike Research
in the US estimates that the market potential for retrofitting US commercial buildings
is $US400 billion (Research, 2012), and markets around the world are starting to
mature using various policies and incentives.
The World Economic Forum (WEF) reviewed policy options for retrofitting and
emphasised that overcoming market barriers requires forward thinking policy that
prioritises retrofitting, as otherwise there will be little incentive or stability for the
private sector to invest. The Forum found that there need to be clear government
signals and a predicable policy environment, and different approaches may provide
this. For example, the US are driving it at a local or city level, while in the UK it is
more at a national level, and in Australia it seems to be heading towards a federal
approach where the national government co-ordinates innovation at state level with
little national incentive or regulation.
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Greening existing buildings for the future needs to encompass more than just energy
efficiency, the world is changing at a rapid rate. Developing and developed countries
alike will feel the effects of climate change, from major storms causing flooding to
heat waves. Policy needs to consider the necessary adaptations required if cities are
to transition to a low carbon, healthy and resilient built environment, with attention
to more than just energy efficiency.
1.2.1 World Green Building Council
The World Green Building Council (WGBC) was formed in 1999 after an initial
meeting of council representatives from Australia, Canada, Japan, Spain, Russia,
United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom and the United States to review global
building activities (World Green Building Council, 2010). It was incorporated in
2002 with the role of formalising international communications and initiatives in the
area of green building, and assisting leaders in emerging markets. In 2007 it formed a
secretariat was formed in 2007 that could directly respond to growing needs of the
green building market. The WGBC now has councils in over ninety countries at
varying levels of development.!!
A list of established national building councils is given in Table 1 with the year they
were established and the environmental rating schemes that they use for commercial
buildings. Prospective (rather than established) member countries of the WGBC
have not been included. Some councils use multiple rating schemes, most frequently
LEED and BREEAM. The table also includes countries with authorities other than
the green building councils, for example China, which is developing a green building
council but currently administers its programs through government departments.
China is also the only country with a city that independently administers its own
rating system, namely Hong Kong with its Building Environmental Assessment
Method (BEAM) program.
1.2.2 C40 Cities
The Clinton Climate Change Initiative has been a driver of the C40 Cities Program,
which was established in 2005 by Ken Livingstone, the former Mayor of London.
This is a network and forum for cities to share and learn about low carbon initiatives
that can be implemented. Whilst strictly not only a green building program, C40 is
representative of how cities are driving the low carbon agenda from an end user
6
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perspective and hence usually addresses buildings. C40 assists cities with
implementing programs targeted at buildings. Included in Table 1 is the membership
of cities to the C40 program within the nation where they reside.
!
Table 1: City programs and rating schemes for buildings
Country
Argentina
Australia

Bangladesh
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China

Established Green
Building Council or
Authority
Argentina Green
Building Council
Green Building Council
of Australia
Bangladesh Green
Building Council
Green Building Council
of Brasil
Canada Green Building
Council
Chile Green Building
Council
China Green Building
Council

Yr.
Rating Schemes and
Establ
Programs
ished
2007
LEED
C40 Buenos Aires
2002
Green Star, NABERS
C40 Melbourne, Sydney
1200 Buildings program
Melbourne
2011
LEED
2008
2002
2010
2008

Chinese programs are in
development and are
administered by
government departments.
China
Colombia

Hong Kong Green
Building Council
Colombia Green
Building Council

2009
2009

Denmark

Denmark Green Building 2012
Council

Egypt

Egyptian Green Building
Council

2009

Emirates

Emirates Green Building
Council

2006
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LEED
C40 Rio de Janeiro
LEED, Green Globes
C40 Toronto
LEED
‘Three Star’ (Ministry of
Construction’s Green Building
Evaluation Standard) introduced
2006
GBAS (Green Building
Assessment System, Ministry of
Science & Technology)
introduced 2006
C40 Beijing
Building Environmental
Assessment Method (BEAM)
BREEAM and LEED
SAC-ES under development
(Environmental Seal for
Buildings)
DGNB (Danish version of
German Standard Certification
System)
GPRS – Green Building
Pyramid System
Estidama, Pearl rating
LEED, BREEAM
7

France

Association pour la
Haute Qualité
Environnementale
German Sustainable
Building Council

1996

Indian Green Building
Council
Israel Green Building
Council

2001

Japan

Japan Sustainable
Building Consortium

2001

Jordan

Jordan Green Building
Council
Greenbuilding index Sdn
Bhd (GSB)
Green Building Council
Mauritius
Dutch Green Building
Council (DGBC)

2009

Comprehensive Assessment
System for Building
Environmental Efficiency
(CASBEE)
C40 Tokyo
Tokyo Green Building Program
LEED

2008

Green Building Index

2009

BREEAM, LEED, Green Star,
HQE
BREEAM-N
C40 Amsterdam

Germany

India
Israel

Malaysia
Mauritius
Netherlands

2009

2007

2008

Haute Qualité Environnementale
(HQE)
C40 Paris
DGNB System (rating scheme)
C40 Berlin
‘Berlin Energy Savings
Partnership’ for improved
energy in buildings
IBC Green Sez
C40 Delhi
Israeli Standard for Green
Building

L
New
Zealand

New Zealand Green
Building Council

2005

Norway

Norwegian Green
Building Council
Peru Green Building
Council
Philippine Green
Building Council

2012

Green Star
BASE
NABERS NZ
BREEAM

2011

LEED

2007
2006

Building for Ecologically
Responsive Design Excellence
(BERDE)
LEED, BREEAM

2009
2009

LEED, BREEAM
BREEAM, LEED, DGNB

2009

BCA Green Mark

2007

Green Star
C40 Johannesburg
Methodology for environmental

Peru
Philippines
Poland

Polish Green Building
Council
Romania
Romania GBC
Russia
Green Building Council
Russia
Singapore
Singapore Green
Building Council
South Africa Green Building Council
of South Africa
Spain
Green Building Council
8
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Espana
Sweden
Taiwan
Turkey
United
Kingdom

United
States

Sweden Green Building
Council
Taiwan Green Building
Council
CEDBIK Turkey Green
Building Council
Building Research
Establishment
BRE and BREEAM
were established prior to
the UK Green Building
Council
United Kingdom Green
Building Council
US Green Building
Council (USGBC)

2009
2005
2007
1972

evaluation and certification for
buildings (VERDE)
C40 Madrid
LEED, BREEAM
Green Building Promotion
Program
LEED, BREEAM
C40 Istanbul
BREEAM (1990)
C40 London
RE:FIT London public buildings
program

2007
1993

LEED (1998)
C40 Chicago, Houston, Los
Angeles, New York,
Philadelphia
Many city building programs
C40 refers to cities partaking in the Clinton Climate Change Initiative
LEED : Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
BREEAM: Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment
Method
NABERS: National Australian Built Environment Rating System
Information from World Building Council website, national Green Building
Council websites, c40 Cities website and (Attmann, 2010)
This table shows that there is a strong global green building movement and identifies
a number of design tools being used around the world to rate buildings, design tools
that will be covered in more detail in Chapter Two.
1.3

FRAMING THE PROBLEM: WHY THIS RESEARCH IS IMPORTANT

1.3.1 Increasing carbon emissions
Cities are changing as population growth continues to focus in urban centres. With
world population expected to reach 8.2 billion by 2030 (OECD, 2008), the demand
for space will continue to rise. The problem with this space is that, in large part, it
has not traditionally been designed with long-term environmental and social impacts
in mind. Only since the late 1980’s has their been a coordinated global approach
towards changing building design, with a main focus on new buildings, evident in the
growth and development of the green building councils.
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Environmental impacts, particularly energy consumption and associated carbon
emissions, flow from both the construction and the operation of buildings. The
United Nations Environment Programme indicates that buildings are responsible for
40% of global energy use, and one third of total greenhouse gas emissions, which are
growing at an annual rate of 2.5% (UNEP, 2009). In Australia emissions from energy
use in the building sector are responsible for almost a quarter of the nation’s
greenhouse gas emissions (Centre for International Economics, 2007) .
Emissions in buildings come from several areas recognised under international
Greenhouse Gas Protocol guidelines. There are three scopes of emission: Scope 1 are
emissions produced directly on site, such as natural gas and fuels in generators;
Scope 2 are those being generated off-site but used on-site, that is, electricity; and
Scope 3 are other industry emissions such as travel for work and methane from waste
that is removed from the site. It can be appreciated that accounting for all of these
emissions is complex, and they can vary from building to building depending on the
type of activities occurring within the premises.
In addition to environmental costs, there are social and economic implications from
the built environment. Commercial buildings in CBD’s are primarily for people who
spend most of their day at work, sitting at a computer. The indoor environmental
quality of these commercial offices spaces is important for their health and wellbeing. Unhealthy spaces can result in sickness and impact on the productivity of
occupants. In turn this low productivity can be very expensive for an organisation,
even more costly than energy bills. Some organisations are leading the way with
effective workspaces, such as Google, but the truth is, the majority of workers are in
buildings not typically designed for sustainability.
1.3.2 Existing policies and programs
In 2007 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) projected that
emissions from commercial and residential buildings can cost-effectively be reduced
by almost 30% by 2020 (M. D. Levine et al., 2007). As has been noted, the UK and
US have been market leaders in green building accreditation schemes, with ‘LEED’
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) and ‘BREEAM’ (Building
Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method). These schemes are
now used in many countries. The Green Building Council of Australia introduced
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and administers the Green Star rating system, which targets the top 25% of the
building market and is primarily used by the private sector.
There is some evidence that market demand for green building is leading to an
increase in property and rental values for accredited buildings (IPD / Department of
Industry, 2013); (Newell, MacFarlane, & Kok, 2011). Research needs to produce a
multi-disciplinary evidence base to justify these increased values and prove the
effectiveness of green building in generating both environmental performance and
social benefits for occupants. Unfortunately building programs have received some
criticisms for accrediting buildings that do not actually deliver any major increase in
environmental performance (Guy R. Newsham, Mancini, & Birt, 2009); (Schendler
& Udall, 2005); (Roudman, 2013); (Pollard, 2011). More importantly, there needs to
be more of an emphasis on improving the performance of existing (as opposed to
new and iconic) buildings, as this has received insufficient attention to date.
1.3.3 Time for a new look at old buildings
This research primarily focuses on existing buildings. New buildings have been a
major focus for most green building programs around the world and policies
targeting them are becoming increasingly tighter, but cities face a growing issue of
inefficient existing stock that should be monitored more effectively.
Over time older buildings have drifted far from their original design specifications,
and there is no feedback loop or onus of responsibility for original design teams to
follow the progress of buildings once they are in operation.
It is also very important the new buildings continue to be managed in a way that
maintains their green certification. Even those built to high green standards will
become problems in the future if they are not managed and maintained well. There
has been some criticism that buildings are too complex (Herreros, 2013) and deliver
higher than necessary comfort standards with overly technical management systems.
This may account for the fact that, despite a large volume of recommendations about
cost effective actions for energy reduction, there has not been a large scale uptake of
these recommended actions (Langham et al., 2010).
The focus on new buildings has also led to a neglect of a range of issues facing
existing buildings, including the financing of upgrades, replacement of equipment
during a building’s life cycle, and connecting to district level power sources. These
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are major issues that should be a focus for research and development. Unfortunately
the retrofitting of existing buildings does not win awards in the way that new
buildings do, and thus it may not be as appealing to the architectural industry. As
well the push for performance based metrics on buildings is difficult and there is
“cultural resistance” towards quantifying building performance, mainly from
architects that do not believe architectural design can be measured (Augenbroe &
Park, 2005).
Finally there is also the need for buildings to be prepared for the future. An example
is Hurricane Sandy which hit Manhattan and left half of the city without power,
costing around USD$60 billion dollars (Pinsky, 2013). Sustainability is in part about
resilience. Many of these commercial buildings went without power as their
mechanical systems were flooded in basements, and so in many cases these systems
are now being relocated. Until cities experience this kind of loss it is difficult to spur
change. Sandy was said to have ‘woken’ New Yorkers up to the very real impacts of
climate change and the financial burden it can have on their business and personal
lives (The City of New York, 2014).
It is important, therefore, that green building does not solely focus on the brand new
high-technology Green Star, LEED and BREEAM constructions, but also addresses
two major issues we have in our cities: (1) Old and inefficient building stock that
needs to be transitioned if cities are going to be prepared for a low carbon future
(Pinnegar, Marceau, & Randolph, 2008), and (2) Building owners who are unaware
of tools and policies that can assist them in improving their buildings, and also
unaware of the consequences of not improving their buildings..
There is emerging research demonstrating that more sustainable buildings achieve
higher value (Newell et al., 2011; Stone, 2013), but a LEED or Green Star
certification, while adding brand value, may essentially not solve the climate change
problem. For many buildings these standards seem too out-of-reach and unachievable
and thus they will not be pursued. It is like the supermodel on the front of a magazine
– most people want to look like that but actually achieving it is impossible. Green
building needs to be both desirable and obtainable for all types of building owners.
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1.3.4 Now wait, this isn’t just a building, there are people inside…
According to Professor Mark Wigley from Columbia University (Wigley, 2013) the
term energy has been over-used and has lost the ability to stimulate thinking and
innovation. This is where the link between energy and the human health factors in
workplaces is critical.
Humans are spending more and more time indoors. Not only are there opportunities
for improving the health and well-being of occupants in buildings, but this is a key
incentive that can stimulate change. Not all businesses are concerned about kilowatt
hours used at the office or tonnes of carbon, especially if they aren’t paying for it.
But they do care about the cost of wages and people, and staff care about their own
health and well-being. These factors are the vehicle to drive change in buildings.
It is important, therefore, that sustainability considers the link to human health and
well-being. The true cost of operating buildings extends far beyond energy, and
many of these costs are being pushed onto the healthcare industry. Health Advocate
Fiona Stanley sums this up well stating that the climate change argument has become
politicised, but policies need to address the health and well-being of people (Cox,
2014). Stanley comments in this article that prevention is more cost effective, and the
health concerns need to be of greater interest to people
1.3.5 Show me the data?
Policy decisions need an evidence base in order to garner support from the
community. This project has attempted to obtain data and access databases on
buildings to better understand the built environment in cities and the policy changes
required. The availability of such data varies from country to country. The US has
much more in-depth research than Australia has, due to certain data collection
programs that have helped create a boom in policy developments for existing
buildings.
1.4

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES

The aim of this research has been to identify who the key influencers are for reducing
carbon from buildings, and to understand why there is not large scale uptake of green
building programs and initiatives in cities. There is already a growing body of
literature on reducing energy consumption in buildings, particularly around the need
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for retrofits and refurbishments, but there is not a great deal of research that links the
human and technological factors.
There is also the question of how these changes and retrofits can have a permanent
impact and be ingrained into the organisational culture of the companies inside the
buildings. Even if a building has the most amazing green features and technology, if
the people inside are not committed, the building will not necessarily continue to
lower emissions over time. How can we create a low cost, low complexity model that
is integrated into business-as-usual processes in the long term? How can we reduce
emissions not only from the building, but also from the business activities
themselves? Decarbonising buildings is also about decarbonising business processes.
This is where the human factor becomes integral to the process. This research has
found that there are barriers caused by the traditional technical approach to managing
and operating buildings. This traditional approach means that each stakeholder has
an agenda to fulfil and a job to complete, but a much more holistic approach to
building performance is needed. We need to go beyond disciplinary and professional
categories – engineering, architecture, business and so on – and collaboratively rethink business-as-usual approaches to the question of how humans work on a daily
basis. This thesis tries to enable a more holistic approach where all stakeholders are
actively involved in an integrated approach.
1.4.1 Primary and Secondary Research Questions

How do you reduce carbon from older building stock in cities, in a way that also
improves health and productivity for occupants?

•

What factors influence the whole building performance (people and
environment) that need to be considered?

•

Where are the gaps in the existing rating tools and policies?

•

Do we really need to be concerned about existing buildings?

•

How do you develop a practical tool that targets the gaps in existing
rating tools, with a people and energy focus?
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Who influences the performance of buildings and needs to be targeted

•

by such a tool?
Does the tool work? What were the outcomes? How can it be

•

improved?
1.5

DESIGNING THE RESEARCH

1.5.1 Traditional methods are not solving the climate change problem
We have entered into what is being defined as the ‘Critical Decade’ (Commonwealth
of Australia, 2011) with an abundance of climate science supporting the need to
reduce carbon in order to preserve lifestyles. Traditional research models in
universities work much more slowly than the pace of innovation required to solve
critical climate change issues (Hamilton et al., 2013).
Industry developments are moving more quickly than academic research. In fact new
research centres have been set up in New York with an understanding that the real
laboratories of today are cities, and universities need exposure to these industries
(Wigley, 2013). Jeffrey Sachs, Director of the Earth Institute, sees the future of
energy as requiring a multipronged stakeholder approach (Sachs, 2013). In particular
building and energy research has been identified as urgently needing a more
participatory approach involving collaborations with industry and policy makers
(Sommerfield, 2012) if we are going to meet changing climate needs. This creates a
complex issue for university research: it still requires rigour to ensure dependable
research, but is also requires more collaborative industry approaches.
This research formed part of a larger project with a number of industry, government
and academic partners funded by the Sustainable Built Environment National
Research Centre (SBEnrc). In addition to specifically exploring the issue of reducing
carbon from the built environment a number of interesting results have shown how
traditional research approaches can be adjusted to better suit industry-academic
outcomes.
My intention in undertaking a PhD was to bridge a gap between industry and
academic research, so that the outcomes from studies can be trialled and adopted by
industry. Research that evaluates the performance of buildings is “dubious to
academics” (Leaman, 2010) as it often does not draw on large samples but rather
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detailed case studies. These case studies offer valuable detailed insight into how
buildings operate, but don’t offer the ‘big data’ for evidence based research. My first
approach was to target a large sample, but I soon confirmed what the literature
emphasises, namely that there are serious issues around research and confidentiality
of the data associated with how buildings operate. In addition, the detail and learning
that can be drawn from in-depth case studies were much more beneficial than I
realised. More often than not, industry case studies don’t cover the full story about a
building but focus on isolated elements.
Building evaluation research is not new, but the connections that can be made
through industry collaboration are new, and improving the academic reach across
multiple disciplines is extremely important. Axon et al (2012) emphasise that future
research urgently needs to bring together “law, property, social science and
engineering to examine the nature of the existing relationships between landlord and
tenant communities” (p 470), with a focus on the whole building approach instead of
single individual technologies. Such research would connect the dots and provides
multiple views of the existing building problem from various sources, and it would
increase the understanding of the problem beyond climate change alone by gaining
insight from the ground up – from the stakeholders involved in the operation and
occupation of buildings.
The research with SBEnrc involved developing an evaluation tool to assess multiple
areas impacting on holistic building performance, and trialling this tool on two
operating buildings. In the absence of a large sample to trial various interventions I
still needed to investigate how this change could be implemented on a city scale,
what the incentives to do so would be, and the policy implications of this. This
involved examination of existing databases and, as part of my PhD, I accepted a role
in the Sustainable City Development Unit at the City of Perth, Western Australia,
looking at policy initiatives to improve existing buildings. This gave me a first-hand
understanding of the barriers that need to be overcome to create actionable change.
This understanding came both from the building I worked in for the City, as we
attempt to implement a number of sustainability changes, and from the development
of policies targeting existing buildings in the city.
This was coupled with a number of training programs I attended and conferences to
engage with industry professionals. I also completed a research trip to the USA
16
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where I visited a number of cities implementing green building programs and met
with policy advisors to discuss the success of their programs.

1.5.2 Methodology
The research task lends itself to a number of methodological approaches. As
indicated in an article by psychologist Paul Stern, climate change is anthropogenic
and therefore “social and behavioral science expertise would be necessary both to
understand the causes and to bring about the changes in human behavior necessary
to forestall, slow, or respond to global change” (Stern, 1992). Stern points out that it
is behaviour that impacts climate change, so although buildings are a source of
carbon and a low-hanging fruit, essentially it is the operation of that building (the
humans) that can impact change. Understanding this behavior requires us to examine
multiple causes ranging from individual values and attitudes, understanding of the
issue, contextual factors (such as legislation), and structural factors (such as
technology).
Because there are multiple factors affecting behaviour, policy interventions also need
to target multiple areas.

As McKenzie-Mohr indicates, most behaviour change

programs tend to target a single area but further understanding of psychology is
needed for widespread sustainable behaviour change (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000). This
research therefore follows Stern’s approach in seeking out the biggest influencers on
carbon in commercial buildings and then seeing what contextual changes could be
made to address these. Rather than simply focusing on the technical aspects of one
element (such as air-conditioning), it looks at the multiple influencers on how this is
used – building managers operating the equipment, lease requirements on
temperature, user demand for comfort, legislative requirements for energy efficiency
and the influences of organisational cultural. Axon et al (2012) point out that
organisational culture affects how different building stakeholders engage with energy
efficiency, and so shaping that culture across the whole organisation through
companywide policies is essential.
Due to the complexities in sustainability, a research methodology was selected that
combined a variety of approaches. Mixed methods and action research enabled a
collaborative research approach that combined some quantitative and qualitative data
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collection. Traditional environmental research tends to be mainly quantitative,
gathering data on key areas and providing evidence base to policy makers and
industry. However, as there are still major barriers in the uptake of green building
and there seem to be a number of psycho-social issues involved, this research
attempts to combine both the ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ elements involved in reducing carbon
from buildings.
Action research is a process where researchers and practitioners work collaboratively
to identify a problem and work together to effect positive change (Lingard, Albert, &
Levinson, 2008). Leaman et al comment that single case studies of individual
buildings will always be able to shed new light on issues, therefore the research
design focused on gathering as much information as possible in the tool to examine
the building performance from a holistic perspective (verses a single element focus)
(Leaman, Stevenson, & Bordass, 2010). The research was designed with the
Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre project partners, and
stakeholders contributed through participatory workshops to shape the data collection
process. This was coupled with training and attendance at industry events to ensure
the research protocol met the needs of the industry audience. This also enables
“research translation” (Sommerfield, 2012) for industry, which has been identified as
a key need for buildings research.
The research commenced with a literature review to understand the general problem
areas, followed by meetings with partners and two stakeholder workshops to gauge
industry perceptions of the problem. Workshops were facilitated in a non-leading
manner to gain insight into industry needs that bear on the enabling of green
building. From this initiation exploratory research a data collection process was
established and trialled, including a reflective stage to amend the process several
times. This research was also coupled with work at the City of Perth council that
shed light on which changes could realistically be implemented.
The various areas of the research and methodology are shown in Table 2.
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Research area

Table 2: Research design
Mixed
Action
Research Questions
Method

Literature review &

✔

• What factors influence the

discussion paper

whole building performance

development

(people and environment)

Stakeholder workshops &

✔

✔

analysis

• Where are the gaps in the
✔

Meetings & emails with
project partners

✔

Recruitment of additional

✔

Recruitment of test

✔

✔
✔

Trialling of the tool
Analysis of results

✔

Interviews

✔

• Do we really need to be
buildings?

practical tool that targets
the gaps in existing rating
tools, with a people and
energy focus?
• Who influences the

✔

Attendance at training and
events

performance of buildings
and needs to be targeted by
such a tool?

✔

✔

Perth
Analysis of existing

policies?

• How do you develop a

buildings

Position at the City of

existing rating tools and

concerned about existing

project partners

Development of the tool

that need to be considered?

• Does the tool work? What
were the outcomes? How
can it be improved?

✔

databases
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1.5.3 Literature review and discussion paper development
The first stage of the project involved an extended literature review that addressed
the technical and social impacts of the greening process on buildings and their
stakeholders. It largely focused on how green buildings operate once occupied and
reviewed studies of energy and water savings, and other elements that can impact
human productivity mainly focused around indoor environment quality. From this
literature review a discussion paper was developed for project partners.
1.5.4 Stakeholder engagement - Workshops
Following the literature review there were two main stakeholder workshops run as
part of the project. These were organised and run by myself and the SBEnrc team on
11 July 2011 in Perth and 8 September 2011 in Brisbane, and involved a range of
industry and government representatives and SBEnrc core project partners.
Participants worked through a facilitated process of identifying key considerations
and priorities for the research team to explore. Attendees at the workshops consisted
of environmental design consultants, engineers, architects, academics and
government and project partners from the Western Australian Department of Finance
and Treasury and the Queensland Government.
The results of the workshops were collated and analysed using Excel to provide
research direction and also gauge industry perception and trends.
1.5.5 Events and training
In order to increase my understanding of industry and tools a number of events and
training programs were attended including:
Events – understanding industry needs
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o

Energy Efficiency Council, National Conference, Melbourne

o

Green Cities (Green Building Council of Australia), Melbourne

o

Green Building Council of Australia, varied member events, Perth

o

CarbonExpo, Melbourne

o

Australian Property Institute, varied events, Perth and Sydney

o

CitySwitch Café Series events, Perth

o

Pre-loved buildings conference, AIRAH, Perth

o

Sea Change, New York

o

Green Building Expo, Washington D.C.
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o

The Future of Energy, New York

o

Varied Urban Green Council events, New York

o

Green Building Symposium, Sydney

Training – getting inside the tools
o

Green Building Council of Australia, Green Star Foundation Course

o

National Built Environment Rating System (NABERS) full training
course

o

Living Building Challenge training seminar

o

One Planet Sustainability Ttraining course

o

Energy auditor training course

1.5.6 Interviews
Interviews were conducted with the following participants.
o

David Motta, Building Manager, Central Park, Perth

o

Scott Bocskay, CEO Sustainable Melbourne Fund (SMF), Melbourne

o

Phil Wilkinson, CEO, Australian Institute for Refrigeration, Airconditioning and Heating (AIRAH)

o

Matthew Trigg, then Senior Policy Advisor, Facility Management
Association, Australia.

1.5.7 Green Performance Evaluation Tool development and testing
The design and testing of the tool involved continual engagement with industry
partners to ensure the applicability to industry of parameters being tested. After
several attempts to enlist buildings for the study there were two commercial
buildings selected. The tool was trialled in the first building, then revised and retrialled in the second building. Both sets of results were analysed in detail to
highlight the linkages between areas and the importance of holistic design and
operation considerations.
1.6

THESIS OUTLINES

The following section outlines what is covered in each chapter of my thesis.
1.6.1 Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter One gives an introduction to the research and a brief history of green
building, and it frames the existing problem. It then explains how existing research
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frameworks are not addressing climate change, and it contextualises how this thesis
has attempted to bridge these gaps. The specific research design and methodology is
introduced, outlining how each area of data collection has been implemented and
analysed.
1.6.2 Part 1: Background to human and energy performance in buildings
Chapter 2: Tools, policies and programs for managing commercial building
performance
Chapter Two reviews current rating tools targeting buildings used around the world
and the strengths and weaknesses of these tools. It also reviews various policies
targeting buildings, and a range of voluntary programs, and presents a case study of
Australian federal policy.
Chapter 3: The existing building challenge, Retrofits, financing and large
scale uptake
Chapter Three presents a more detailed review of typical building stock
characteristics and why these need to be considered in building performance. It
reviews how and why buildings become inefficient, how performance is evaluated,
barriers to performance improvement, and solutions to these.
Chapter 4: Carbon from buildings, here there and everywhere
Chapter Four provides an overview of and background to carbon emission sources in
buildings. It explains the three scopes of carbon emissions (scope 1, scope 2 and
scope 3) and the difficulties in defining the boundary between carbon emissions that
come from the building alone, and those attributed to the organisations within these
buildings,
Chapter 5: The human factors
Chapter Five covers the broad topic of Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ), with a
background and standards presented on each area related to the built environment. It
also reviews studies linking IEQ to productivity and rating tools that target IEQ.
1.6.3 Part 2: Design, development and trial of tool
Chapter 6: Developing the Green Performance Evaluation Tool
Chapter Six summarises the development of the initial research priorities, including
the workshops and results, and applies the lessons of this initial research to existing
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frameworks, leading to the creation of the ‘five elements’ that became the Green
Performance Evaluation Tool.
Chapter 7: Breaking it down, the Green Performance Evaluation Tool
(GPET) content
Chapter Seven breaks the GPET down and explains the five elements more fully,
citing literature that supports the inclusion of each of these elements.
Chapter 8: Trialling the Green Performance Evaluation Tool
Chapter Eight explains the building selection process, and introduces the test
buildings and the parameters of the GPET that were included in each, as the tool was
at varied stages of development for each trial.
Chapter 9: Building 1, trial and results
Chapter Nine discusses the Building 1 trial and results.
Chapter 10: Building 2, trial and results
Chapter Ten discusses the Building 2 trial and results.
1.6.4 Chapter 11 Discussion of results and introduction to ‘Conscious Building’
Chapter Eleven outlines the overall results discussed in the preceding chapters, forms
a conclusion and introduces the concept of Conscious Building.
1.6.5 Chapter 12: Conclusion
Chapter Twelve responds to the initial research questions and outlines areas for
further work.
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will cover the development and growth of green building programs in
Australia and around the world. Green building ratings tools have generally been
developed to set new practice standards in construction, targeting new buildings. The
most prevalent are Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) from
the US, BREEAM from the UK and Green Star in Australia and New Zealand. This
chapter outlines mandatory and voluntary rating tools, such as those above, to give
an overview of current policy used around the world and to highlight the policy gaps.
These tools and policies will be referenced throughout the thesis. The lessons learned
from implementing such rating tools and policies, as well as policy gaps, have been
considered in the development of the research in this thesis.
2.2

RATING TOOLS FOR BUILDINGS

2.2.1 Green Building Council of Australia – Green Star
The Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) was formed in 2002 to develop a
sustainable property industry and improve the uptake of green building through
market based solutions (Green Building Council of Australia, 2010). The GBCA
introduced the Green Star Rating Tools in 2003, a national and voluntary rating
system that evaluates how sustainable a building design is, rating it across a number
of categories. A version of the Australian Green Star was also launched by the New
Zealand Green Building Council in 2007 and more recently by the South African
Green Building Council.
Green Star rating tools are developed through a voluntary collaboration of built
environment professionals and industry experts. Each rating tool has a 90 day pilot
period for public feedback, which is then used to refine the tool before public release.
There are versions of the Green Star tool that rate the design of office, healthcare,
industrial, multi-unit residential, educational, retail and public buildings. The office
tool also comes in an ‘As Built’ version, which rates the design post-construction.
There is also a Green Star Communities tool. The GBCA now has 670 certified
projects around Australia, of which 516 are office projects (Green Building Council
of Australia, 2013, 2014).
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Criteria used for assessing buildings applying for Green Star accreditation are based
on nine categories shown in Table 3.

Category

Table 3 - Green Star rating criteria
Explanation

Management Addresses contracts, policies, and procedures to ensure the adoption
of sustainable development principles from project conception
through design, construction, commissioning, tuning, and operation.
Indoor

Addresses occupant health, comfort, satisfaction and productivity,

Environment and how these are affected by elements of the physical environment
Quality

such as indoor air quality, thermal comfort, and lighting.

Energy

Targets the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from buildings’
operation, with credits for holistic design, energy efficient solutions,
and renewable, on-site energy generation.

Transport

Targets the reduction of private vehicle commuting by discouraging
it and simultaneously rewarding the use of alternative transport
options.

Water

Addresses the reduction of potable water consumption in the major
areas of a building and potential for reduction and recycling.

Materials

Includes the “reduce, reuse and recycle” incentives that minimise the
environmental pressure from resource consumption.

Land Use &

Addresses the project’s impact on its immediate ecosystem by

Ecology

encouraging preservation and restoration of flora and fauna.

Emissions

Addresses pollution sources and environmental impact.

Innovation

Rewards pioneering in industry transformation, exceeding Green
Star benchmarks and addressing impacts not currently targeted by
Green Star credits, to foster the industry’s transition to sustainable
building.
Adapted from (Bondareva, 2007) and Green Star Foundation
Course
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In each of these categories credits are awarded for initiatives that can improve
environmental performance. From these credits a percentage score is calculated to
give either a four, five or six star rating. Green Star has been instrumental in setting a
higher standard of construction for new buildings and growing an economy of
sustainable material suppliers to the industry.
Only 16% of certified Green Star projects are for ‘As Built’ certification (Green
Building Council of Australia, 2013), this certifies buildings after construction
whereas the majority are assessed at ‘In Design’ which is solely on the design of the
building pre-construction. The small percentage certified post construction is
understandable as the tools are expensive and hence have only been targeting the top
end of the market. However, as more reports emerge on carbon emissions from the
built environment it becomes clearer that emissions should be assessed not only at
the design stage, but also when a building is completed and operational, and indeed
throughout its entire lifecycle.
Both LEED and Green Star have received some criticism for rating the design of
buildings and not their actual performance. GBCA has recognised the need to assess
building operations and has recently released the Green Star Performance Tool (PT),
which captures a number of sustainability metrics for buildings in operation. The PT
covers the areas of building management, indoor environment quality, energy,
transport, water, materials, land use and emissions. It seems to be the best tool
available to capture most carbon emissions from buildings in operation, and it
addresses a number of human factors involved, which will be covered in the
following chapters.
Any building can apply for a Green Star Performance rating, but this rating is not
required for Green Star As Built or In Design rated buildings, and thus they don’t tell
industry how well the accredited buildings perform in operation.
The PT is a comprehensive tool that has been well put together, but a significant
downside is that it is very extensive and usually requires consultants to be employed
to complete the paperwork. It will be interesting, therefore, to see what portion of the
market it captures. There are already issues with participation in voluntary programs
such as CitySwitch and NABERS, due to the additional work required and the
difficulty accessing data. In addition these programs do not require public disclosure
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of ratings, apart from when obtaining a Building Energy Efficiency Certificate. This
lack of open data on performance is another major barrier experienced in many
countries.
2.2.2 NABERS (National Australian Built Environment Rating System)
NABERS is a performance based rating system for existing buildings. It was
originally called the ‘Australian Building Greenhouse Rating’ system (ABGR) and
was started after the Australian Greenhouse Office commissioned a study in 1999 on
GHG emissions from buildings and discovered that emissions were projected to
double between 1990 and 2010. The Sustainable Energy Development Authority in
Sydney then developed the AGBR star rating tool, which has in turn evolved into the
National Australian Built Environment Rating System, or NABERS (Sheehan,
2004).
NABERS is now a national, voluntary system maintained by the New South Wales
Government but separately administered in each Australian state. The NSW
Government has also licenced its use in New Zealand, where it is being administered
by the New Zealand Green Building Council.
NABERS rates the operational impact on the environment of a commercial office,
hotel or residential building. When originally operating as ABGR, only energy was
measured, but now there are four rating systems:
•

NABERS Energy

•

NABERS Water

•

NABERS Waste and

•

NABERS Indoor Environment.

Data is collected over 12 months and the building is given a rating from 0 to 6 stars
depending on performance.

The ratings can be given to the tenancy, the base

building or the whole building (which is the sum of all tenancies and the base
building). The NABERS process takes the energy use in a building or tenancy and
multiplies it by a constant greenhouse gas (GHG) factor that doesn’t fluctuate over
time. NABERS also adds an adjustment factor to account for area, climate, hours of
occupancy and equipment density, thus allowing buildings with varied attributes and
locations to be comparable. The outcome is then compared against a benchmark
factor and allocated a star rating.
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In order to obtain a rating it is necessary to hire an accredited assessor to undertake a
NABERS rating, after which paperwork is submitted to the administrating body for
verification. The administrator then awards the NABERS rating and it is published
on the NABERS website. The cost of a rating varies depending on the size of the
building and experience of the assessor. As of November 2013, 1291 office energy
ratings had been undertaken in Australia (NSW Office of Environment & Heritage,
2013b) and there were 645 accredited assessors (NSW Office of Environment &
Heritage, 2013a).
The biggest criticism of NABERS is that, as a voluntary program, it tends to attract
high performing buildings that are willing to disclose their performance. In many
cases a building may be rated, but the rating is not disclosed because it is a poor one.
Therefore the aggregate data from NABERS may not be an accurate representation
of the actual building stock. To demonstrate this, Figure 1 shows the base building
energy ratings for Australian offices taken from the NABERS website. It can be seen
that the highest proportion of ratings are in the 4.5 Star category, and 73% of the
ratings are 3.5 Stars and above, despite the fact that 3.5 Stars is generally considered
to be above average for Australian offices. There is no way of knowing how many
buildings may have undergone ratings but not registered them due to a low score.
Baird emphasises that without random sampling it is difficult to realistically
determine the performance of the current building stock (Baird, 2011).
With lower grade buildings there in not the same response to market based
mechanisms like NABERS from building owners, nor the same commercial
imperative to upgrade (Trigg, 2013). There is less understanding of energy use and
less motivation to understand, and as owners are not requesting these services there
is little opportunity for the energy efficiency industry to reach these stakeholders.
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NABERS Base Building Energy Ratings for Offices

Figure 1 NABERS Base Building Energy Ratings for Offices (data from NABERS
website ‘Rating Register’ 18 November, 2013 (NABERS, 2013b))
NABERS also works with the CitySwitch program, which operates in capital cities
and is currently expanding to include other cities. This program provides building
tenants with a NABERS rating for their tenancy. Whilst CitySwitch has increased
awareness of energy efficiency requirements, a major problem is that many tenants
sign up but do not actually obtain a NABERS rating.
There are few benchmarks for energy use in Australian offices, but NABERS does
provide the main resource in this area. Its ratings system scales energy use on a six
star measurement and converts the electricity used into greenhouse gas emissions per
square metre.

2.2.3 Energy Star
Energy Star is the US program equivalent of NABERS. It was started by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1992 and rates buildings on a scale of 1
to 100, with those scoring above 75 receiving an Energy Star (EPA US, 2009). The
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program has been extremely successful and currently over 300,000 buildings are
registered and over 20,000 have an Energy Star certification (US EPA, 2013b).
Energy Star credits this success to targeting energy efficiency in organisations, not
just in buildings (EPA US, 2009).
Energy Star is different from NABERS in that people can access an online tool
themselves and enter energy consumption details. It also covers many more building
types, including schools. This is done through the online ‘Portfolio Manager’, which
then accumulates all of the ratings to provide benchmarks.
As well a high level of participation in Energy Star in the US, there is also greater
awareness of energy consumption in buildings. Since 1979 the US has surveyed
buildings as part of the Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey
(CBECS), and CBECS datum is often quoted in large-scale research studies as it
reviews US building stock and energy consumption characteristics. This data can
also be cross-referenced against sales to show that energy efficiency increases a
building’s value.
Energy Star is able to provide benchmarks of performance and this process is now
being integrated into policy. Several cities in the US, such as New York, require
annual reporting of energy use in buildings. The LEED tool for existing buildings
also requires use of the Energy Star rating tool.
2.2.4 LEED
The US Green Building Council introduced the Leadership in Energy &
Environmental Design (LEED) rating in 1998 as a voluntary program, and there have
since been several versions of the tool released. The Green Building Certification
Institute (GBCI) is an independent body established in 2008 to review and monitor
LEED (Cole & Jose Valdebenito, 2013) (GBCI, 2014). LEED has also developed
Global Alternative Compliance Pathways to assist in the adoption of LEED in
countries outside the US, as the system already has a large international presence
(Cole & Jose Valdebenito, 2013).
In LEED buildings are assessed across a number of categories and awarded points
based on performance, and depending on their points they are given a certified, gold,
silver or platinum rating. LEED is currently in its fourth version and is used in 140
countries (USGBC, 2013a). LEED uses criteria in Table 4 to assess building types.
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Building type
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 4: LEED assessment criteria
Criteria

New$Commercial$Construction$and$Major$
Renovation$projects$$
Existing$Building$Operations$and$
Maintenance$$
Commercial$Interiors$projects$
Core$and$Shell$Development$projects$$
Homes$$
Neighbourhood$Development$$
LEED$for$Schools$
LEED$for$Retail$$
LEED$for$Healthcare$$
LEED$for$Hotels$

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable$sites$
Water$efficiency$
Energy$and$atmosphere$
Materials$and$resources$
Indoor$Environment$Quality$
Location$and$linkages$
Awareness$and$education$
Innovation$in$design$
Regional$priority$

LEED currently has over 60,000 projects registered with just under 30,000 certified
projects, and over 80% of the certified projects are in the US (USGBC, 2013b). The
large policy role that LEED plays is evident with 16 agencies and 30 states adopting
LEED policies and initiatives (USGBC, 2014). USGBC publishes a quarterly update
on its current progress, Table 5 summarises the June 2013 report.
Table 5: LEED progress summary report - June 2013
National Members
5500
Volunteers

12699

LEED credentials held by professionals

188015

Commercial projects - registered

54207

LEED certified schools

983

GreenBuild attendees

24660

Federal government projects

1242 certified
4068 registered

State government projects

456 certified projects
1019 registered projects

Local government projects

1536 certified projects
2539 registered projects

LEED Hotels

226 certified
1361 registered

LEED Retail

2311 certified
4167 registered

LEED Healthcare

540 certified
1449 registered

(adapted from (USGBC, 2013c))
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What is interesting in Table 5 is that the performance metrics for the program do not
cover environmental savings. Whilst USGBC has been instrumental in taking
construction to a new level it still seems to leave existing buildings and operational
performance largely untapped. Just under 10% of LEED certified projects use the
Existing Building Tool (USGBC, 2013b).
2.2.5 BREEAM
In 1990 the BRE (formerly called the Building Research Establishment) developed
and implemented across the United Kingdom the BREEAM (BRE Environmental
Assessment Method), a tool that is now used internationally.
It works on assessing any type of building (new or existing) on different criteria, and
the credits for each criterion are then totalled and the building awarded a rating: a
Pass, Good, Very Good, Excellent or Outstanding. It was originally developed to
assess the environmental performance of offices, but has since been developed to
cover the following types of new and existing buildings.
Table 6: BREEAM (UK) Building types covered and assessment criteria
Building type
Criteria
•

•
•
•
•

New$Construction$
o Courts$
o Data$centres$
o Education$
o Healthcare$
o Industrial$
o MultiIresidential$
o Offices$
o Prisons$
o Other$buildings$
o Retail$
$
Communities$
Buildings$in$Use$
EcoHomes$
Refurbishment$

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management$
Health$and$wellbeing$
Energy$
Waste$
Pollution$
Land$use$and$ecology$
Transport$
Water$
Materials$
Innovation$

Adapted from (BRE Global Ltd, 2010) and (BREEAM, 2014a)
BREEAM has certified 250,000 buildings since 1990 and is used in over 50
countries (BREEAM, 2014b).
2.2.6 Living Building Challenge
The Living Building Challenge is a much more rigorous standard than other rating
tools. Projects are rated across seven areas: site, water, energy, health, materials,
equity and beauty (Living Futures Institute, 2013).
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The program requires a genuine commitment to sustainability, and it minimises
environmental impact through a range of measures, from assessment of the site to
consideration of how a building is operated and managed. It is much more than a
design tool, and requires dedication and capital to achieve certification.
2.2.7 European Directive and Intelligent Energy Europe
The EU directive on Energy Performance for Buildings was first introduced by the
European Commission in 2002 and recast in 2010 with the aim of increasing the
energy efficiency of buildings. The intention was for all buildings to be at nearly
zero-energy by 2020.
The EU has now developed a common methodology for calculating the integrated
energy performance of buildings, and it has also reviewed financing options. The
latest update shows that energy efficiency is well rewarded in the market but member
states need to step up their efforts in order to achieve the 2020 targets (European
Commission, 2013).
This cohesive approach shows a positive and actionable move towards energy
efficiency in buildings, one that goes beyond a reliance on traditional rating tools,
such as LEED and BREEAM. The directive is assessing various ways to reach net
zero energy buildings on a large scale.
This is complemented by Intelligent Energy Europe, which was initiated in 2007 as
part of the ‘Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme’ to assist the EU
to deliver on its climate change objectives (Hall, 2010). There are now a number of
energy efficiency projects running across the EU under this program, including
‘Build Up’, which specifically targets energy efficiency in buildings.
2.2.8 United Nations Sustainable Building and Climate Initiative
The active participation of the United Nations in recognising and reducing emissions
from buildings can be seen in their development of the Sustainable Buildings and
Climate Initiative (UNEL-SBCI). This was designed to provide a common platform
on which stakeholders could develop tools and strategies for reducing emissions
from buildings (UNEP, 2012). Green Building Councils are working with the United
Nations Environment Programme to produce a ‘Common Carbon Metric’ that can be
used internationally for consistent assessment and comparison of carbon emissions
from buildings (UNEP & WRI, 2010).
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2.2.9 Other International rating tools
Architecture 2030 is another program that, like Living Building Challenge, actively
targets operational emissions in buildings. It operates as a not-for-profit and provides
information and guidelines to designers on how to create truly sustainable buildings,
with the intention of transforming the built environment for the next generations.
France’s Centre Scientifique et Technique du Batiment administers the Haute Qualite
Environment (HQE) assessment system for buildings. This rates domestic and nondomestic buildings across 14 areas and assess them as ‘basic’, ‘good’ or ‘very good’.
The German Sustainable Building Council launched the DGNB certification system
in 2009 which rates buildings out of 10 points across key criteria and then awards
them a bronze, silver of gold certificate.
The Japan Green Building Council introduced the Comprehensive Assessment for
Building Environmental Efficiency (CASBEE) in 2001, and this rates buildings
across four main areas (energy efficiency, resource efficiency, local environment and
indoor environment).
The mix of domestic and international rating tools demonstrates the wide range of
options becoming available for the construction and property industries. There are
also organisations such as the International Initiative for Sustainable Built
Environment and International Sustainability Alliance that aim to improve the
environmental performance of buildings through better benchmarking and
competitions.
2.3

ARE THESE RATING TOOLS WORKING TO DELIVER
SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS?
Until recently there have been few assessments of buildings rated under LEED

and Green Star to check how efficiently they operate (Hall, 2010).

With the

introduction of the mandatory benchmarking legislation in the US it has basically
become mandatory to see how much energy these buildings are using, and it will be
interesting whether mandatory LEED requirements stay in place if buildings are not
performing as expected. Some of the highest rated buildings are also being shown to
use large amounts of energy (Brass, 2013).
Similarly to Green Star, LEED receives criticism for the process through which
certification is required, and there are questions about whether buildings thus
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certified are actually reducing energy use in operation. Mansfield (2011) emphasises
that regulatory bodies may not necessarily have an understanding of energy use in
buildings, and that assessments are generally made based on design not actual postoccupancy reviews and measurement. This, Mansfield claims, can lead to green
washing and makes it difficult to distinguish between a low energy building design
and one that actually consumes less energy.
This problem does not necessarily stem from flaws in a building’s design, but
rather from the way that building is operated and managed. It is important to
remember that sustainability is not only about the increased value of green buildings,
although this seems to be the major assessment criteria when establishing the success
of green building programs. It is also about lowering the impact of these buildings on
the environment. Critics on these programs say they concentrate too much on credits,
and how they can be designed to obtain the largest amount of credits rather than how
they can perform optimally.
An article by Schendler & Udall outlines (2005) their experience with LEED
and some of the issues this reveals. Authors comment that is an expensive and slow
process and buildings can still achieve certification without proper consideration of
their operational efficiency. To illustrate this an industry survey respondent was
quoted in the article stating:
‘In a recent building, we received one point for spending an extra $1.3 million
for a heat-recovery system that will save about $500,000 in energy costs per year.
We also got one point for installing a $395 bicycle rack.’
(Schendler & Udall, 2005).
Schendler & Udall also state that, due to the cost of obtaining certification,
LEED is being used as a guideline and checklist rather than the actual certification.
Some studies have looked at performance of accredited buildings. A recent
study published by the Green Building Council of Australia claimed that Green Star
buildings produce 62% fewer GHG emissions than average Australian buildings. A
review of the methodology, however, shows that the report uses Green Star
application documentation to determine the savings, which is based on modelled
energy data. And as Wang (2013) emphasises, it is important that comparisons are
made between the modelled energy and actual operation data to evaluate the
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effectiveness of building operation. This is not to say Green Star buildings are not
high performing buildings, but rather that further feedback and revisions to operating
data are needed to verify its certifications. The openness and availability of this data
will build the industry confidence required for larger uptake.
Other studies have also found that green buildings perform more efficiently
than conventional buildings, but lower than the planned outcomes (Bordass, 2007;
Ruyssevelt, Bordass, & Leaman, 2001; Torcellini & Crawley, 2005). Torcellini et al
(2005) found that the causes for energy inefficiency were found to be not only
technical problems, but also tenant related issues and specific occupancy
requirements, as well as the need for better building management systems.
There is also an issue, when certifying individual buildings, that relates to the
practical and economic viability of energy efficiency features installed in single
buildings alone. For example, it is difficult for one building to install effective
trigeneration but much easier at a precinct level. What happens if multiple individual
buildings install systems that would be more effectively shared? Is it possible to end
up with multiple grey water recycling systems, trigeneration systems, end-of-trip
facilities etc that could actually be better managed and operated at a precinct scale?
This question goes beyond the scope of this thesis but is important to keep in mind
for the development of certification schemes. Although there are community and
precinct level tools, retrofitting an existing area is much more complex than a new
development. The current precinct level tools seem to primarily focus on new
development.
The green building movement will take time to refine what it does, and each
certification scheme reviews and releases new iterations of tools and support
materials. As buildings can no longer be ‘the first’ at achieving a rating, it will be
interesting to see if the rating schemes maintain momentum or if the processes are
just absorbed into the current business-as-usual.
There are organisations that have taken the lead and realised the economic
savings that come from improving buildings without the rating schemes. A major
project was conducted by Investa, which owns and operate over one million square
metres of commercial office space in Australia. The company commissioned a study
to examine and implement energy efficiency plans in its buildings. Eleven buildings
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over ten years of age were selected, with a mix of ages, locations, sizes and operating
platforms. A baseline was established in 2004 and evaluated against this annually
until 2008, demonstrating an energy use reduction of 29% (Roussac, 2009).
Organisations such as Investa show that it is possible to achieve green building
without using Green Star, but every building and organisation is different and a range
of tools is needed to target the various sectors.
A major challenge outlined by C. and J. Valdebenito (2013) is that the many
different building rating tools that have emerged make it difficult for international
comparisons, particularly for the purpose of acquiring properties within various
countries and various rating systems. Authors also point out that the development of
these tools has been largely country specific and that deploying them internationally
may be principally driven by a desire for expansion. This leads to insufficient
recognition that these programs are intended to improve building performance (rather
it becomes brand recognition) and rolling them out in different countries with
varying conditions needs to be done with caution (Cole & Jose Valdebenito, 2013),.
2.4

FEDERAL POLICIES, AUSTRALIAN CASE STUDY

The role of government in transitioning to more efficient commercial buildings is to
proactively implement certain subsidies and taxes and ensure that regulatory tools
enable rather than inhibit innovation (Pinnegar et al., 2008). Every country has varied
government policies and mandates that are applied domestically to their buildings,
therefore Australia has been used as the primary example with references to other
countries throughout the explanation.
2.4.1 Background - National Strategy on Energy Efficiency
In 2008 The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) developed the National
Strategy on Energy Efficiency which was implemented in 2009 as a ten year energy
efficiency strategy. This has a section dedicated to increasing the energy efficiency
of commercial buildings designed to drive energy efficiency standards through
measures addressing both new builds, construction and existing building stock
(COAG, 2009).
In the following year the Prime Minister’s taskforce on Energy Efficiency released a
report on the need for a long term vision to transform existing building stock. One
area that these reports identified was the need for performance assessment
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frameworks for buildings, and for adjustments to the Building Code of Australia to
include more stringent energy efficiency provisions for all commercial buildings.
(COAG Experts Group on Streamlining Greenhouse Energy Reporting, 2009)
The Australian building and construction industry is largely governed by the
Building Code of Australia (BCA). In 2010 the BCA introduced more stringent
energy efficiency provisions under ‘Section J’ which focuses on insulation, glazing,
metering and HVAC. This is not a performance rating for buildings in operation but
a compliance requirement for new buildings and major extensions to existing
buildings.
2.4.2 Building Energy Efficiency Certificates
Since the COAG report on energy efficiency, existing commercial buildings have
begun to be targeted through the Building Energy Efficiency Disclosure Act (2010).
Leasers or sellers of space over 2000 square metres are required to obtain a Building
Energy Efficiency Certificate (BEEC), which consists of a NABERS energy rating
for the base building, a tenancy lighting assessment for the area being sold or leased,
and general energy efficiency guidance (Australian Government, 2010).
There are some exemptions to the Act. When buildings undergo a major
refurbishment they do not have to disclose energy use until two years after receiving
a certificate of occupancy from local authorities. Buildings are also exempt if a
NABERS assessment cannot be performed on the building.
The legislation was introduced over 12 months with full disclosure requirements
falling into place at the end of 2011. Figure 2 shows a graph of NABERS rating and
it can be seen that there was major growth in the number of BEECs obtained between
2010 and 2011.
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Figure 2: Number of NABERS energy ratings over life of the NABERS program,
data sourced from (Grosskopf, 2013)
Looking at the number of BEEC certifications shown in Figure 3, it can be seen that
there are 98 ratings in the 0 Star category, while on the NABERS rating register there
are no ratings in the 0 star category. This does show that legislative compliance is
reaching underperforming buildings
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BEECS Certifications in year 1 of mandatory disclosure

Figure 3: BEEC ratings according to NABERS rating (data sourced from (Australian
Government, 2013))
In the first six months of the program there were 596 buildings covered by BEECs,
which increased to 1250 in the 2012-2013 period. Some buildings had more than one
BEEC and the total number of buildings with a BEEC was 874 (Australian
Government, 2013; Grosskopf, 2013). Of these buildings, 290 have had a repeated
BEEC issued, and of these buildings 40% showed an improvement in their rating
(1/4 of a star), 53% recorded no change, and 7% recorded a decline (Australian
Government, 2013).
Interestingly, the lighting assessment data for the area covered by BEECs shows that
most space rated is using below industry best practice standard for lighting
(Australian Government, 2013). When discussing this point with Sustainable
Melbourne Fund CEO, Scott Bocskay, he commented that this demonstrates the
revenue potential inside these buildings and that this poor lighting is the ‘gold’ that
needs to be discovered (Bocskay, 2013).
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BEECs are still in an early stage of development. According to Australian Institute of
Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning and Heating’s (AIRAH) CEO Phil Wilkinson, the
industry was expecting an energy-efficiency boom after the introduction of this
legislation (P. Wilkinson, 2013), but this hasn’t happened. Facility Management
Australia’s former National Policy Advisor, Matthew Trigg, believes this is possibly
because the threshold size for the area to be rated is too large and misses smaller
tenancies (Trigg, 2013).
2.4.3 Energy Efficiency in Government Operations (EEGO)
The government introduced the Energy Efficiency in Government Operations
(EEGO) policy in 2006, to reduce the energy intensity of government operations by
2011 (Commonwealth of Australia, 2007, 2012). Under this policy all new buildings,
major refurbishments and new leases over 2000m2 had to enter into a Green Lease
Schedule containing energy intensity targets set for buildings and operations. To
accompany the EEGO a National Green Leasing Policy was introduced in 2009 that
provides templates and guidance notes for agencies.
The latest statistics on energy use in government operations show that office
buildings are responsible for 18.5% of Australian Government energy use (not
including defence operational fuel), and that since 2001-02 the total number of
people working in the public service sector has grown by 36% (Department of
Resources Energy and Tourism). Despite the growth, this report shows that since the
introduction of EEGO the energy use per square metre per person (in offices) has
reduced to below the intended target of 7500 to 7154 (MJ/M2/person1).
Another intention of the EEGO policy was to incentivise private industry and
potentially reduce risk through the trialling of technology. Despite the energy
reductions that have been achieved there does not appear to be a great deal of
information on what government departments have done to achieve the reductions.
The Auditor General’s 2009 report on the EEGO shows that in a survey of 63
agencies almost all of them had implemented at least one energy efficiency initiative,
but this was not going to be enough to meet the EEGO targets and there was still
‘considerable effort’ required by agencies (The Auditor General, 2009). The report
has some examples of initiatives agencies have put into place, but these are again not
1

This is the unit of measure for EEGO reporting
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being communicated well to a wider audience. and thus this measure does not lead to
risk reduction for new technology adoption.
To highlight why this is important, during my time working in local government our
unit worked with properties to find energy efficient chillers to replace those coming
to the end of their life. The City took an innovative approach and re-tendered after
seeing that submissions were not offering efficient options. During this process I
attempted research on suppliers and options for replacement but there are few case
studies online, which clearly show options for building owners and managers. By
publishing case studies on what has been accomplished in government building to
achieve the ratings and the types of technology used, more leadership could be
provided, with higher demand for the trialled products.
The Green Leases did not appear to have a high uptake and the government has not
published any metrics on the success of green leases within government office
buildings. This could potentially be due to market conditions and landlords not being
able to push for contractual arrangements. Also tenants seem to like the concept of
being green but do not realise it involves a commitment and potential organisational
change in order to meet the energy requirements (Blundell, 2011).
Considering that government occupies 32% of commercial building space in
Australia, any initiatives will have a major impact on national greenhouse gas
emissions (Government Property Group Council for Energy Efficiency, 2011). The
Australian Government has developed some important and highly successful
programs to improve Australia’s built environment. To further build on the success
of these programs it requires further stakeholder engagement, more frequent
publication of reports, end-user testing of proposed initiatives and more fine-grained
transparency of internal energy use. By setting a clear roadmap for technology and
initiatives used it has the potential to further encourage private industry.
2.4.4 Policy Summary
Effective policy needs to be coupled with effective incentives that suit local
market conditions. For example, the US has a number of federal, state and local
incentives for green building. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 has a tax incentive for
green buildings, and the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant was a $2
billion dollar grant allocated to communities and states for developing programs
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(American Institute of Architects, 2012). There are also many state and local
incentives ranging from tax breaks, bonus densities for developers of green
buildings, expedited permitting and grants (American Institute of Architects, 2012).
In Australia many of the incentives for green building have been implemented
then revoked at government change-over, such as tax breaks for green building. The
length of building projects will typically be longer than the three year government
term, and the instability of government policy in Australia for climate change makes
a reliance on government incentives too uncertain to base long term investment
decisions on.
Australia has been recognised as a leader in green building (GRESB, 2014) and
the Green Building Council of Australia has been instrumental in attaining this
reputation. However as Green Star buildings become the new Premium buildings, the
rest of the market may be perceiving this standard as unattainable. As the World
Green Building Council puts it, case studies published on green buildings are
generally those in glossy industry publications with costly green technology (World
Green Building Council, 2013). This could be setting the bar too high for some
building owners.
Simon Wild, Director of Cundall, reiterates this view, stating that the top end
of the market has not had a problem with the higher standards, but at the lower end
finance becomes more difficult, and so regulation is needed for this part of the
market (Fifth Estate, 2012). At the end of 2012 the building and construction
industry was struggling post-GFC with contractors tendering for work with little or
no profit margin, and this weakness resulting in down-sizing of the workforce
(Heaton, 2012). If buildings already struggle with the lack of commercial imperative
to upgrade for energy efficiency it is even harder to achieve major cultural shifts in
the midst of a depressed market.
The Building Code of Australia (BCA), like many building codes around the
world, is weak in targeting the commissioning of buildings and, although this has
been recognised and agreed on by the industry in the past, it still has not been
addressed (P. Wilkinson, 2013). Thus a regulation that targets operational
performance would be one way of supporting the lower end of the market. At the
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moment it is mainly market pressure alone that requires any improvements to
existing buildings.
Mandates are being used in cities around the world for government buildings
(i.e. minimum LEED standards), as well as mandatory energy reporting. It creates
more openness and competition to improve when the system is not just voluntary.
The outcomes from the Energy Efficiency in Government Operations (EEGO)
demonstrate that there is not a big incentive in the public sector to improve energy.
Without this sector making huge leaps (not incremental savings) it is hard to create a
sense of urgency in the private sector on a voluntary level.
In addition, climate change events can cause huge economic losses, and so the
urgency to both mitigate practices that can amplify these events and build sufficient
resilience does not seem to be filtering through to all government policies, potentially
leading some cities to a very unstable future.
Healthy buildings essentially offer a large opportunity for organisations to
maximise their return on investment through both energy savings and productivity
improvements. However, there has been a primary policy focus on energy efficiency
in buildings over health and productivity, which offer these returns. Whilst policy is
indeed starting to curb emissions that contribute to global warming, large scale
uptake of green building needs a more holistic focus to incentivise the many industry
sectors.
2.5

LOCAL AND STATE PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE LARGE SCALE
UPTAKE OF GREEN BUILDING

City-scale movements to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions have been largely led by
networks such as the Climate Alliance and ICLEI’s Governments for Climate
Protection, which started in the 1990s with the recognition that populations in cities
are growing (Bulkeley & Newell, 2010). It is important that buildings are prepared
for increased occupant density.
Cities are now being rated on their ‘liveability’ and there are links being recognised
between GHG emissions and the supporting infrastructure and economy in cities
(Hoornweg et al, 2011; (Pinnegar et al., 2008). Cities that are large economic centres
are addressing climate change with the implementation of GHG reduction plans and
targets. Some examples of this are Sustainable Sydney 2030, Melbourne’s Net Zero
Emissions Plan and New York’s PlaNYC.
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Embedded within such citywide GHG reduction plans are initiatives to address
buildings, which currently use around 40% of the world’s energy (WBCSD, 2009).
Sustainable Sydney 2030, released in 2008, established the Better Buildings
Partnership and contains reduction targets for City buildings. In the same year
Melbourne updated its Zero Net Emissions plan, introducing into it the 1200
Buildings program to specifically target commercial buildings in the CBD. New
York introduced the Greener Greater Buildings program after PlaNYC was
completed, highlighting emissions reductions needed from buildings. Many of these
cities participate in the Clinton Climate Change initiative and are C40 Cities. Figure
4 shows the areas a city-wide emissions reduction plan generally addresses, and how
buildings plans integrate into a larger climate change plan.

Figure 4: Buildings plans integrated to city wide GHG plans (Hall, 2012)
There are a number of state and local programs being used to target green building,
and the benefit of such programs is that they can be designed to suit local market
conditions (World Green Building Council, 2013) p 10). Whilst this spread of
programs across different jurisdictions does spur innovation and change, it can result
in varied measurement methods and administration of programs, which can make
direct monitoring and comparison difficult. The US is seeing this issue, with the
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growth of city and state programs making it difficult for companies with portfolios
across the country to address energy efficiency uniformly (The Economist
Intelligence Unit, 2013)
In such local action programs, the first task is to understand the energy use associated
with buildings, and this generally requires a city-wide GHG audit. Once the
emissions associated with buildings can be identified it allows for effective programs
and policies to de developed.
The following section outlines some existing local programs targeting buildings.
2.5.1 1200 Buildings (Melbourne)
The City of Melbourne launched the 1200 Buildings program in 2008 to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from commercial buildings, which are responsible for 48%
of the City’s emissions (City of Melbourne, 2010). The program forms part of the
City’s Net Zero Emissions plan, through which it aims to be carbon neutral by 2020,
and it encourages and supports building owners, managers and facility managers to
adopt more sustainable building operations and retrofits (City of Melbourne, 2013b).
The program was jointly funded and supported by the Victorian Government and is
expected to generate around $2 billion in economic activity and 8000 new green jobs
(City of Melbourne, 2011). Participants are required to commit to a building retrofit
that will reduce energy and/or water use in their building, This entails undertaking a
baseline assessment of water and energy use before commencing, submitting a
retrofit action plan, undertaking the works necessary to reduce the energy and water
consumption, and providing an annual progress report during works and a final
report upon completion (City of Melbourne, n.d. #235).
In 2010, in the face of less than anticipated uptake of this program, the City initiated
the Sustainable Melbourne Fund entity (SMF) as a way of financing retrofits (City of
Melbourne, 2010). The legislative changes required to establish the program caused
some delays and the target number of buildings was still not reached by 2011, with
only eight additional buildings signing on. Delays also resulted from the time
required to establish relationships and build participating companies’ confidence to
invest in retrofitting (City of Melbourne, 2011). Building the confidence of potential
investors is critical, but this may be an issue for a local council as, according to Scott
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Bocskay, this type of relationship is not typically a local government role, and so
having SMF as an entity separate to the council assists (Bocskay, 2013).
By 2011/12 the program was just under the target of 50 buildings retrofitted under
the program and three out of a target of four Environmental Upgrade Agreements
signed (City of Melbourne, 2012). A study found that although retrofit numbers were
falling short of targets the program had been introduced prior to the GFC, and so
despite the lower than predicted numbers it can be said that the sustainable retrofit
market is underway and maturing in Melbourne (S. Wilkinson, 2013).
According to the latest annual report from City of Melbourne, there have been
agreements to share the outcomes of building retrofits with the 1200 Buildings
program in only 180 cases (City of Melbourne, 2012). Perhaps the reason for this
lack of participation in the program is the additional work associated with signing up
and reporting in the program, and the potential risk if the retrofit does not produce
energy savings.
2.5.2 Better Buildings Partnerships (Sydney)
The Better Buildings Partnership was introduced to support the City of Sydney’s
Green Infrastructure Plan. (Environment and Heritage Committee, 2010). A small
number of landlords own most of the building stock in Sydney, and so the Council
met with eleven of these landlords who agreed to work with it to develop the BBP
(Environment and Heritage Committee, 2010).
Property owners that are partners in the BBP own around 60% of the CBD’s
commercial property (Moore, 2012), and this gives them significant influence over
the capabilities of the program. Unlike other cities with much more segmented
ownership the program already has a large reach through these founding partners.
The City of Sydney recognises the links between the various plans targeting
buildings and the overall City Climate Change Plan (Sustainable Sydney 2030).
Linking associated areas together is essential for sustainability, and this is potentially
helped by the 2009 Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework for Local
Governments (N. S. W. Government, 2012).To further this integration process in
Sydney links are being built between the CitySwitch program, the Better Buildings
Partnership and another program called ‘Green Champions’, aimed at behaviour
change (Environment and Heritage Committee, 2012).
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The BBP has now produced a number of guidelines pertaining to energy, water,
waste, owner/tenant collaboration and benchmarking/reporting, which are available
on its website. The BBP does not have clearly established goals for building
recruitment into the program, or an available list of buildings that have signed onto
the program. It is currently developing a database that will track performance and
test a number of scenarios for intervention options in partner buildings (Better
Buildings Partnership, 2012), and this is critical as BBP partners own the majority of
buildings in the CBD.
2.5.3 Greener, Greater Buildings (New York City)
PlaNYC is a sustainability framework developed for the city of New York when
planners realised that the city would soon grow by one million people, and that this
growth needed to be absorbed by re-building existing infrastructure. Throughout the
initial baseline GHG inventory and public consultation process it was realised New
York’s existing buildings are responsible for 78% of carbon emissions in the city
(ARUP and C40 Cities Leadership Group 2011). The city also has a large stock of
existing buildings and by 2030 the energy predicted to run the city will outpace
energy supply (Ewing & Knapp, 2010).
Planners realised that in order to curb emissions, buildings would need to be targeted,
and so PlaNYC includes a specific buildings segment called the ‘Greener Greater
Buildings’ plan that is designed to incentivise energy efficiency through greener
building codes and energy focused legislation. There were four codes introduced
(The City of New York, 2013a):
•

Local Law 84 (LL84) ‘Benchmarking’: Owners of large buildings must
annually report energy and water consumption through an online database
administered by the city and made available to the public.

•

Local Law 85 (LL85) ‘NYC Energy Conservation Code’: This requires
that renovations or alterations meet current energy codes, whereas
previously they were exempt.

•

Local Law 87 (LL87) ‘Energy Audits and Retro-commissioning’:
Buildings that are over 50,000 square feet must undergo energy audits and
retro-commissioning of the base building systems, submitting reports
online.
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•

Local Law 88 (LL88) ‘Lighting and sub-meters’: By 2025 lighting must be
upgraded to meet the code and tenants for large commercial spaces must
have sub-meters.

The city has a target of 16,000 public and private buildings and it is using municipal
buildings as demonstration projects. It has also created an Energy Enterprise
Metering System (EEMS) to monitor energy use through the city, with benchmarks
for energy use in buildings that enable program facility managers to gauge how their
building is performing compared to others (The City of New York, 2011b). The City
is also establishing a not-for-profit organisation, ‘New York City Energy Efficiency
Corporation’, to finance retrofits (The City of New York, 2011a).
The New York approach is one of the most interesting as there are now visible
outcomes from it. The first LL 84 report covered 1.7 billion square feet of space and
found that older buildings tended to use less energy in comparison to newer
structures, and larger office buildings were more energy intensive than smaller ones
(The City of New York, 2013b). The report also found a correlation between a
neighbourhood’s energy intensity level and asthma rates. The program was coupled
with an education and outreach program which was judged to be successful, as 75%
of properties complied with the reporting.
This mandatory program demonstrates the positive potential of building performance
reporting, there is now clear data that can be used to shape the city’s planning and
policies. From the processes in place the City can already see some issues and
problems with the program. A number of recommendations were made on issues
such as metering requirements for multiple buildings located on the same lot and
more clarity on the types of buildings that needed to comply with the legislation. The
report states that “Nationally and internationally, the field of energy efficiency has
been hampered due to a lack of information. The huge new data set produced by the
New York City benchmarking law is a sizable contribution to the field”(p 28) and
this information will be a promising research tool in promoting greater building
efficiency.
Benchmarking information that is available publicly has bought attention to actual
operational performance of LEED rated buildings. For example, the Bank of
America Tower was a LEED rated
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building but also one of the most energy
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intensive buildings in Manhattan (Roudman, 2013). This is not unexpected news to
the industry, but the evidence is finally attainable through the benchmark reporting
that is now required annually. Since New York launched Local Law 84 a number of
other cities have followed including San Francisco, Austin, Washington D.C. and
Philadelphia.
2.5.4 Building energy reporting (Hong Kong)
The Government of Hong Kong undertook a carbon inventory and found that 89% of
the city’s end-use electricity emissions were from buildings (EPD, 2009), and it
subsequently transitioned from a voluntary energy efficiency registration scheme for
buildings into a Building Energy Efficiency ordinance in 2012 (EMSD, 2013). This
sets minimum standards for new buildings and major refurbishments, and also
requires owners of existing buildings to conduct energy audits every ten years
(EMSD, 2013). Hong Kong is similar to New York in its population density and
emissions from the buildings sector. Reducing these emissions in existing buildings
may require more stringent policy, such as New York style mandatory benchmarking
(Finamore, 2013). As of January 2013 there were 120 buildings on the register
(EMSD, 2013).
2.5.5 Energy performance Contracts (Berlin)
In 1990 Berlin introduced an Energy Savings Ordinance that mandates the adoption
of state energy programs, and this has enabled the implementation of several
programs targeting public and private buildings (Wowereit, 2007). One of the most
successful programs has been the Energy Savings Partnerships, where the Berlin
Energy Agency organises retrofits for buildings using an Energy Service Company
(ESCO). Energy Performance Contracts are set up with the building owner and
ESCO and have resulted in 1300 public buildings being retrofitted, saving around 60
kT of carbon emissions and €10.5 million (C40 Cities, 2013).
Berlin’s Mayor commented in a speech that they are trying to get industry to
participate in these partnerships, which have generated major environmental and
economic savings without incurring debt (Wowereit, 2007). He stressed that
addressing climate protection has made good economic sense for the city, saving
operating costs, increasing innovative industries, creating jobs and improving the
quality of life (Wowereit, 2007).
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2.5.6 RE:FIT and Better Buildings Partnership (London)
London (also a C40 city) implemented a government buildings initiative in 2010,
publicly pledging to reduce emissions from public buildings by 10%. The program
succeeded, and over twelve months from May 2010 the government reduced
emissions by 105 kT, saving an expected 13 million pounds (HM Government,
2011). The UK had set GHG reduction targets for industry and realised it needed to
lead by example in order to gain commitment from others, which was the main driver
behind the reduction program (HM Government, 2011). This has led to the
development of the RE:FIT program for public sector building upgrades.
London also has a number of programs in place to target the private sector
(supported by an over-arching climate change plan). One of these is the Better
Buildings Program (BBP), which has been used as a model for Toronto and Sydney.
The BBP has a series of working groups with industry representatives that address
the main challenges facing the property market, and they have developed toolkits on
green leases, metering, retrofits, building management and agents. The BBP is
looking at ways to incentivise the market to improve buildings performance, and it
understands that there needs to be a different approach for occupiers and owners, and
are reviewing at the Australian NABERS as a model for this development (BBP,
2012).
2.6

CONCLUSION
The combination of tools and policies targeting buildings can very much

depend on the city and profile of the buildings stock, as well as powers under
legislation. In the role of encouraging energy efficiency, governments are in a
position to implement policy but importantly to also lead by example. They can
provide industry with incentives, which can also create jobs and diverse industries.
Many US cities have mandated LEED for public buildings as these often set good
examples for private developers (Hupp, 2009) and the municipal authorities tend to
own large portfolios of this stock. In the European Union directives for public
buildings to be operating near zero energy were introduced two years prior to the
private sector as they are considered a ‘role model’ to drive efficiency in the market
(Schüle, Höfele, Thomas, & Becker, 2011).
Table 7 shows some key incentives and tools for public and private buildings.
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Table 7: Tools and drivers for public and private buildings
Incentives/drivers
Tools
Public

Private

Financial savings
Cutting city target GHG
emissions
Lead by example
Job creation, encourage
innovation
Improved health & productivity
of staff
Staff attraction and retention
CSR, branding, competitiveness
Financial savings
Higher re-sale/lease

Projects, programs and policies
Minimum standards
Financial rewards and penalties
Department engagement
Financial incentives/ disincentives
Funding/ EUAs
Support, training, toolkits
Mandates
Reward and recognition

It is very important to have transparency and access to information to transition
from a returns-driven market to one that also encompasses what green building set
out to do – create buildings with less impact on the environment. Savings (energy
and financial) need to be measurable, and New York is a leading example of this
with its public reporting.
In the US research has shown that building retrofits could mitigate 600 millions
tonnes of C02-e per annum, with an investment opportunity of $279 billion bringing
over 1 trillion of energy savings over ten years (Fulton et al., 2012). Over and over
again older buildings have been shown as a primary target for carbon reduction and
improved energy efficiency, and hence lower operating costs. So why is there not a
bigger uptake?
The problem seems to be the demand for energy efficiency, suggests Scott
Bocskay, who manages the Sustainable Melbourne Fund in Melbourne (Bocskay,
2013). Energy still remains a small component of a building’s overall costs in
comparison to the costs of human capital in a building. The splitting of budgets
between maintenance and capital expenditure can also make it difficult, as a higher
capital expenditure may be required and this can only be seen as a line item, instead
of a factor that will lower the maintenance budget. Yet other issue that arise are that
people are extremely busy and energy efficiency is not a commercial imperative.
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Financing mechanisms such as Environmental Upgrade Agreements and Property
Assessed Clean Finance aim to encourage this investment.

2.6.1 What are other policy gaps?
Indoor Environment Quality
It is recognised that indoor environment quality has really not been considered
sufficiently linked to human health or integrated into policy (World Green Building
Council, 2013). Phil Wilkinson, CEO of AIRAH, explains how industrial facilities,
such as cold stores, are extremely efficient and compliant with regulation, because if
systems fail owners lose their products. It should be recognised that the same is true
for office buildings. If systems fail the humans inside will not be as productive and
potentially become ill, but this is not immediately visible or easily measurable and
therefore it does not receive as much attention. Products are also much less complex
to study than humans. The standards around Indoor Environment Quality will be
covered in Chapter 5 on the Human Factors.
Skills to support a sustainable built environment
The existing built environment skill sets need to be further enhanced (Pinnegar et al.,
2008). For example, in Australia AIRAH has produced a number of materials for
professionals, but these have had limited uptake, and it is now working with TAFE to
provide a specific tailored course for building professionals. Education starts in the
industry silos that are present today, with all built environment professionals being
very specialised with limited cross-overs and the lack of a multi-disciplinary
approach that is needed for innovation (Pinnegar et al., 2008).
Ongoing commissioning and reporting of buildings in operation
There are currently few legal requirements for buildings to monitor and maintain
their performance over time. When a person owns a car it is regularly serviced to
maintain it in reasonable working condition, and the same should apply to buildings.
They will run down over time and need to be constantly tuned to maintain
performance. A balance needs to be struck between relying on the market to drive
itself and intervening with policy to enforce more stringent practices.
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The policy environment around the world is moving from green building design to
the performance of buildings, and this has been largely assisted by some mandatory
reporting policies. It seems the lower end of the market is unaware of how to better
manage their buildings, and as it is not a commercial imperative for them, they are
not interested in pursuing energy efficiency. It is important, therefore, that a mix of
policies and incentives are used to reach a wider market.
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3.1

INTRODUCTION

Buildings have been constructed to varying standards as buildings codes have
developed, and only in the last couple of decades has there been more of a focus on
environmental performance of buildings. Energy efficiency in the existing building
stock has been recognised as valuable but challenging, and it can benefit from two
key inputs – regulation of retrofitting existing stock, and finance (The Economist
Intelligence Unit, 2013).
The focus when targeting existing buildings has been on improving energy
efficiency, as it is recognised that buildings tend to lose efficiency over time and
there are no mandates requiring ongoing performance. As temperatures continue to
rise the energy used in buildings will also grow to cope with increased HVAC loads,
and it is important that these assets are operating as efficiently as possible.
Performance improvements for buildings can be achieved on a wide scale from
minor operational changes and tune-ups, to retro-commissioning regularly or even
deep retrofits. The term ‘retrofits’ will be used in this thesis to address both minor
and major changes to buildings.
The majority of the retrofit market has been aimed at energy efficiency (S.
Wilkinson, 2013), but it is also important to consider future needs such as water
efficiency, indoor environment, how people use the building, and its relationship
with the environment and other surrounding buildings (Smith, 2012). A more holistic
view means that building owners focus not just on single elements such as chillers
when looking to improve performance, but on multiple areas where improvements
are interdependent, such as lighting, windows and chillers (Jones Lang LaSalle,
2013).
The World Economic Forum suggests that the retrofit market is still in its infancy,
with growth largely dependent on government policies and owners seeing a clear
return on investment (World Economic Forum, 2011). There are many cost and
resource savings that can be made from improving buildings, but there are a number
of barriers preventing large scale uptake of such programs.
This chapter will discuss existing building stock and its associated energy use, using
Australian experience as an example. It will then review why buildings often don’t
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perform, and the potential interventions that can cost-effectively reduce energy
consumption. It will then look at the drivers for retrofits and how to incentivise key
stakeholders, and finish with a number of financing mechanisms that have been used
to assist this process. Together these areas demonstrate the need for more tools to
focus on existing buildings

3.2

THE CARBON FOOTPRINT OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

The 2007 Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) report highlighted the
volume of emissions from buildings, equating to around 30% of the world’s total
emissions, as well as outlining how buildings could cost-effectively reduce their
carbon footprint (M. D. Levine et al., 2007). The global retrofit market is expected to
grow to 151.8 billion by 2020 (Navigant Research, 2012) as markets begin to look
beyond the iconic green buildings delivered through programs such as LEED and
Green Star to the lower grade existing building stock requiring upgrades (Wook,
2012).
It is important to understand the contribution that buildings are making towards
total carbon emissions. Commercial buildings are considered to be those intended to
earn a commercial rate of return for investors, and they include offices, hotels, retail
stores, hospitals, education buildings, public buildings and law courts (Pitt & Sherry,
2012). Using Australia as an example, the Centre for International Economics (CIE)
quantified Australia’s emissions from buildings. The CIE report showed that 23% of
Australia’s total Greenhouse Gas Emissions come from buildings, with 10% from
commercial and 13% from residential, equating to 234 PJ of energy consumed by
commercial buildings in 2005, projected out to 596 PJ in 2050 (Centre for
International Economics, 2007).
This has become a widely referenced report to illustrate the necessity of focusing on
commercial buildings. The next most comprehensive report was a 2012 study by Pitt
and Sherry that was commissioned by the Department of Climate Change and
Energy Efficiency to determine the energy used by these buildings and the associated
greenhouse gas emissions. This report has modelled the total floor area and
associated energy use for buildings in Australia based on available data out to 2020,
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Total Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 1999-2020, Non Residential buildings.
Adapted from (Pitt & Sherry, 2012)

Figure 6: Total NLA, 1999-2020, Non Residential buildings. Adapted from (Pitt &
Sherry, 2012)
This Pitt and Sherry report went into much greater depth than the previous CIE
study and has shown different energy use from the commercial buildings sector. In
fact, it shows a 40% difference in estimated energy use for these buildings. Pitt and
Sherry report energy use in commercial buildings for 2009 as 135.6 PJ and 32.8 Mt
C02-e whereas the CIE report energy use in commercial buildings for 2005 as 234 PJ
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and 56Mt C02-e. The CIE report also projects much higher emissions into the future
from commercial buildings2, the comparisons are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Comparison between Centre for International Economics (CIE), and Pitt and
Sherry (P&S) energy and emissions from commercial buildings.
Cities around the world have been conducting their own carbon modelling studies
from buildings that generally form part of a city-wide greenhouse gas audit.
However, a lack of aggregated data makes it very difficult to understand urban
building stock and thus to use such information to inform policy. The differences
between these reports demonstrate the possible variation in data on which policy is
based.
To put this into context the Australian Government is currently proposing an
Emissions Reduction Fund that will allocate credits to projects based on abatement
activities above a baseline efficiency standard. Buildings have been identified as a
key target for the proposed policy, which is due to replace the carbon tax. What
makes this difficult is that there are few baseline studies that can be used to set a
standard, and it is obvious from the varied outcomes of the CIE and Pitt & Sherry
reports that further work is needed in this area to establish reliable baselines.
In comparison to Australia, the Energy Star program in the US has been more
effective, as it is underpinned by large-scale survey of building performance that has
been conducted regularly since 1979, known as the Commercial Buildings Energy
Consumption Survey (CBECS). This survey collects data on building size, activity,

2

Several attempts were made to contact the Pitt & Sherry authors to verify this information but there
was no response.
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energy use and energy cost, and is conducted by the Energy Information
Administration (EIA), an independent research organisation informing government
policy on energy use (US Department of Energy, 2013). Some data from CBECS is
displayed in Figure 8 and Figure 9. It can be seen that the US also faces a similar
challenge to many cities of an ageing building stock in that, as of 2003, almost 75%
of the stock had been constructed before 1990.

Figure 8: Year of construction for US buildings (adapted from (US Energy
Information Administration, 2010)
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Figure 9: Office building use categories (adapted from (US Energy Information
Administration, 2010))
The data is open source so building owners and managers are able to compare
performance against benchmarks. Energy Star ratings are determined from a
statistical analysis of the CBECS results (US EPA, 2013a). This database has also led
to the development of an online Portfolio Manager tool, which cities have
supplemented with additional tools as they begin to require the mandatory
benchmarking discussed in Chapter Two. They have recognised the need for a
streamlined, accessible and easy-to-use system to increase compliance (Hope, 2013).
In gathering data for the Pitt and Sherry report it became obvious to the authors how
many different types of buildings there are within the overall categories, and how
energy use varies between these sub-types. The authors recommend that, to have a
clearer understanding of commercial building stock, further data sharing and
cooperation is needed, particularly data about building types with growing energy
intensities (Pitt & Sherry, 2012). This is reiterated by the World Green Building
Council that find there is a need for more data and case studies globally, including
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collaborations between academia and government for more informed decision
making (World Green Building Council, 2013).
When these databases are created they can become powerful communication tools.
Lack of action in the area of climate change can be attributed to information
overload. There have been so many statistics that people become numb to the
messages and do not understand the seriousness of the situation. Carbon Visuals is an
organisation that is turning the science into visual displays, and Figure 10 and Figure
11 below show how the organisation has turned data on municipal buildings in New
York and London into powerful visual images that communicate the message in a
few seconds. It is possible to click on the London buildings and see the associated
carbon. It shows potential for future property procurement to use such databases for
understanding expected operating costs of buildings, and for future employees to
ascertain how ‘green’ potential workplaces are3.

Figure 10: Carbon canyons of New York (used with permission from Carbon
Visuals)

3

See appendix 1 for written permission from Carbon Visuals
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Figure 11: Carbon canyons of London (used with permission from Carbon Visuals)
3.2.1 Peak power and electricity prices
There are steep increases expected in electricity prices, in addition to temperature
rises that will continue the growth of peak demand (Engineers Australia, 2010).
Managing peak demand is essential particularly during heat waves when the demand
on the grid exceeds the supply and brings significant risk to infrastructure. Cities are
expanding while relying on an ageing energy infrastructure, and in Australia alone
over $46 billion worth of electricity network infrastructure development has been
planned to manage the increased demands (Langham et al., 2010).
In addition to causing peak load constraints, this ageing infrastructure wastes energy
through both transmission and distribution losses and issues such as incorrect
metering. This has recently been recognised in Perth with the Water Corporation
acknowledging that water meters are so old they are no longer reliable (Mercer,
2013).
Although this research is not focused on peak power reduction (but overall energy
reduction) it has been recognised that poorer performing buildings can offer peak
load reduction opportunities (Steinfield, Bruce, & Watt, 2011), and therefore
transitioning existing buildings to more efficient operations can also contribute to
future energy security through lowering the risk posed by peak energy demand.
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3.3

A LOOK AT THE TYPICAL NON-DOMESTIC BUILDING STOCK

3.3.1 Commercial office buildings
Commercial office buildings were selected as a focus for this research due to the
high percentage of total built environment square meterage and energy use that they
account for (shown previously in Figure 5 and Figure 6). Early in the research
process it became obvious that there are still many layers and complexities in the
office building sector that require further and ongoing research. The next sections
will consider in further detail the characteristics of existing commercial buildings
that can influence performance. Australian statistics have been used as an example.
3.3.2 Building Age
CityScope data was extracted to get an approximate understanding of commercial
office building ages in capital cities, shown in Figure 12. Dates of construction were
missing for some buildings, and so these buildings were not included, but the data
nevertheless gives an approximate age of buildings in capital cities across Australia.
It does show an ageing building stock that requires a focus on existing stock.

Figure 12: Age brackets of commercial office buildings adapted from CityScope
(2012)
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The more stringent energy efficiency provisions for buildings were only introduced
in the 2006 revision of the Building Code of Australia (Section J). It can be seen
from Figure 12 that the majority of buildings are at least 20 years old so would not
have been captured in this policy. Studies in the UK have found a similar problem
with refurbishment programmes needing to address shortcomings from past
construction standards (Mansfield, 2011). The other problem with building code
energy efficiency requirements is that it is a policy for the design of buildings, but
has no ongoing operational requirements.
The US shows similar building ages with 54% of the US commercial buildings
constructed before 1979 (US Department of Energy, 2006).
3.3.3 Building Grades
The Property Council of Australia (PCA) provides a measurement protocol for office
buildings rating them in grades as Premium, A, B, C or D. Buildings are required to
have certain features within each grade to qualify. PCA do not actually grade the
buildings themselves or verify grades that are given to office buildings; it is up to the
developers or managers that might be selling or leasing the space to grade the
properties.
The Property Grade sets minimum requirements for a number of parameters that
influence building performance. For example, after hours operation and zoning
controls are more tightly configured in Premium and A grade buildings, which can
influence energy use and indoor environment quality.
Table 8 shows the matrix for property grading of buildings, and those factors that
directly impact the energy, indoor environment, building management and
occupants.
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Area

Metric

Table 8: PCA Grading Matrix
Grade
P
A
B

ENVIRONMENT
Energy
NABERS Office
Water
NABERS Office
Waste
NABERS Office
or equivalent
IEQ
NABERS Office
or equivalent
MECHANICAL
HVAC
Max zone m2
Perimeter/centre
zone
Chilled beam
density
% Peak cooling
load
Equipment
Tenant (w/m2)
After
hours Min zones per
operation
floor,
Max zone size
(m2)
TENANT SERVICES
Ventilation
General exhaust
(l/s/sqm)
Supplementary
outside air
ELECTRICAL
Power
VA/sqm
Power factor
Efficiency
Lighting
W/m2 per 100 lux
Light control
Zones/ m2
BMCS
BMCS

C

D

4
2.5
Rated

3.5
2
Rated

Rated
Rated
Rated

-

-

Rated

Rated

Rated

-

-

<=75/1
00

<=85/1
20

<=100/1
50

<=200 -

<=15/2
5
>50%

<=20/3
5
>40%

<=25/50

-

-

-

-

-

<=15
4
600

<=12
2
600

<=10
-

<=5
-

-

.2

.1

-

-

-

.3

.3

-

-

-

<=60
.98
<=3
<=150
Full

<=50
.95
<=3.5
<=200
Full

<=40
.95
<=4
Full

<=20
Electr
onic

<=20
-

AMENITIES & PARKING
Change rooms/
Yes
Yes
showers
Car park
Yes
Yes
Bike storage
Yes
Yes
Yes
BUILDING MANAGEMENT
Management
On-site On-site Remote
personnel
Life cycle/
>=10
>=5
maintenance plan
(years)
Energy/ water
Yes
Yes
Yes
sub-metering
Adapted from (Property Council of Australia, 2012)
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-

The main issue with the property grading system is that although a building may be
graded at a certain level and sold on that basis there is no regulation of these
parameters over time. It would be possible for a building to not continually meet
standards in all of these areas. As an example Premium and A grade buildings
require “Full management and operational on-site team, regular building
management committee meetings, online tenant service request system, active
environmental education, building user guides and risk management systems”
(Property Council of Australia, 2012). Over time with changing staff and tenants it is
likely that some of these will not be maintained.
3.3.4 Building ownership, management and tenure
Understanding the breakdown of building ownership is important when designing
policies. It is necessary to understand if there are lots of owners of individual
buildings, or large portfolio owners. The large portfolio owners are most likely
already engaged in retrofit work or understand the value of building improvements.
The underperformers are those who own a building that is making a return, and so
they have no need to undertake any retrofit work. For example, in a recent study on
retrofit activity in the City of Melbourne it was found that buildings owned by
institutional investors were more likely to be undertaking a retrofit, and more likely
to know the NABERS rating of the building, compared to private owners (City of
Melbourne, 2013a).
The way in which buildings are managed can also impact performance. Some
buildings will have on-site facilities management teams, whereas other buildings will
have a building manager off-site who also manages other buildings. The City of
Melbourne survey also found that over three quarters of the buildings owned by
institutional investors had a dedicated facility manager, compared to only a quarter of
the privately owned buildings (City of Melbourne, 2013a)
3.4

HOW DO BUILDINGS BECOME INEFFICIENT?

George Baird, Professor of Building Science at the University of Wellington and
author of many publications on assessing building performance, defines the
evaluation of a building’s performance as “what happens to, and in a building after it
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is built”, and he adds that it needs to include the physical, economic and social
performance of a building (Baird, 1989).
Buildings usually have a twelve month commissioning period after they are
completed to ensure they are working as intended in the design, after which time the
builders and developers no longer have any responsibility to ensure the building is
performing as required. Over time buildings experience a ‘drift’ from their original
design intent and require continual tune-ups and eventual retrofits when equipment
reaches the end of a life-cycle ((Mills et al., 2005). In many older buildings this drift
occurs over a period in which contractors and building managers change, and so
knowledge about the building operation is often lost (Mills et al., 2005) . Following
commissioning building equipment is serviced when required, but there is not a
culture of ongoing whole-building monitoring of performance in the industry.
The lack continual performance monitoring essentially results in on-going ‘chronic’
problems (Bordass & Leaman, 2005) preventing buildings from performing at an
optimum level. In order to progress the industry, building owners, designers, and
operators need whole building measured performance feedback, which is generally
recognised as a post–occupancy evaluation, but these tend to be done on single
buildings and is not widely adopted industry practice (Turner & Reichmuth, 2009)
particularly on older buildings.
UK research (Bordass & Leaman, 2005) revealed that clients are generally interested
in performance feedback on their buildings, although it is seldom collected
systematically. There is some uncertainty around the techniques that should be used,
and clients are unsure of the benefits to them. Clients also tend to move onto new
projects once a building is complete and they have completed the commissioning.
Two studies that evaluated green buildings found similar results, despite being
conducted almost ten years apart (Ruyssevelt et al., 2001); (Leaman et al., 2010).
Both studies found issues such as:
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•

Mis-matched user and systems resulting in excessive waste energy

•

More equipment installed than initially intended by designers

•

Building hours of operation longer

•

Additional HVAC installed
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•

Poor lighting control

The similarities of findings show that despite the growth of green building there has
not been significant progress of monitoring and feedback back lessons learned to
design teams in order to improve building performance.
The economic savings that can be made from ensuring a building is working well
over time (or is re-commissioned) are evident. A US study that looked at recommissioning existing buildings found that a 16% median whole-building energy
savings could be made with a pay-back of 1.1 years, with energy savings greater than
the commissioning cost, and a GHG reduction of $110 per/tonne (Mills, 2010).
The Low Energy High Rise project conducted by Australia’s Warren Centre looked
at factors affecting energy efficiency in existing commercial buildings (The Warren
Centre, 2009). The study conducted base building and tenant surveys in 127
buildings. Overall it found that buildings can achieve a four star NABERS rating
with limited refurbishment, which would make a significant impact on greenhouse
gas emissions, as well as building owners and tenants’ budgets.
Some key findings of this study were:
•

Improvements can be made with low capital expenditure investments.

•

Greater involvement of building management and tenants brings lower
energy use;

•

The age of the building did not necessarily reflect its energy
efficiency, but the worse the technology used the lower the efficiency;

•

Buildings perform better where there are energy efficiency training
programs and skilled building managers.

3.5

HOW IS PERFORMANCE IN EXISTING BUILDINGS CURRENTLY
EVALUATED AND WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS?

Existing buildings are mainly targeted through tools such as Energy Star and
NABERS, discussed in Chapter Two. The main issue with these tools is that they do
not provide a roadmap on how to improve buildings, but rather a rating on current
operation. Post-occupancy evaluations are a tool that can actually look at what design
elements work well and what should and shouldn’t be repeated in future buildings
(Federal Facilities Council, 2001). Post-occupancy evaluations can provide highly
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valuable data to designers, and monitoring over time allows for lessons learnt to be
developed and fed back to the original team.
The New Buildings Institute (NBI) is a not-for-profit institute in the US working to
improve the energy efficiency of commercial buildings. The NBI reviewed a number
of Post Occupancy Evaluations (POEs) that could be used when assessing a
building’s overall performance and found barriers such as limited interest in the end
product, and design teams that had moved on to other projects before a building’s
operation performance was evident, as well as significant technical and logistical
problems in collecting the data (Hewitt, Higgins, Heatherly, & Turner, 2005).
Another issue was that design professionals don’t welcome others critically
analysing their work, or the uncovering of problems or liabilities
In a more recent report from the NBI, Wang confirmed that it is difficult for
stakeholders (building owners, operators and managers) to make informed decisions
about energy use in their buildings (Wang, 2013). Once a building is operating,
monitoring performance can be costly, with the set-up of sub-meters and with
different tools using different input values, making it confusing to see how the
building is actually performing. The professional expertise that is often required to
make evaluations is an added cost.
The problems just discussed have resulted in limited uptake of Building Performance
or Post-Occupancy evaluations, and a further problem is that there has been no
commercial or legislative driver for such evaluations. Figure 13 shows a Building
Performance Evaluation Model in blue, and the red arrows have been added to show
weakness in this model where building inefficiencies tend to form.
Baird emphasises that, although buildings have a significant impact on our everyday
lives and the environment, there is a lack of knowledge and a lack of focus on large
scale studies (Baird, 1989). Leaman et al also suggest that the studies need to focus
more deeply on developing practical frameworks that are easy for a range of
stakeholders to use , and that real experience with buildings, though not necessarily
looked upon favourably by the research community, is where the lessons can be
learnt. Moreover, there is often a lack of academic funding for such studies because
it may not be seen as publishing anything ‘new’, and building owners frequently do
not want results to be published (Leaman, 2010).
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Figure 13: Ongoing performance evaluation adapted from: Jay Yocis, University of
Cincinnati (Preiser & Schramm, 2005)
In a practical sense, not all buildings will have the resources to conduct ongoing
post-occupancy evaluations. However, there is a vastly under utilised resource in
buildings, being the occupants. Building managers tend to be the intermediary
between users and the design elements (Aune, Berker, & Bye, 2009). Over time this
can result in the comfort preferences of users dominating decisions about building
performance. For example, a building where I work runs events on weekends and if
the room is not cooled well below necessary standards there are complaints. Hence,
the building manager resorts to dropping the temperature right down, and leaving the
HVAC on for extended periods to minimise complaints.
Better utilising occupant feedback as constructive data, as opposed to complaints, has
the advantage of providing real-time feedback from occupants as well as keeping
them satisfied. Furthermore, Baird points out this feedback is important as buildings
are rarely assessed from the point of view of the actual users (Baird, 2011). Yes users
are important to building performance, for example the degree of autonomy that
occupants have has been correlated with their satisfaction and ability to cope in the
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environment (Heerwagen & Diamond, 1992). The engagement of both building
management and occupants, in addition to facilitating technical improvements that
need to occur in buildings, is important to improve holistic building performance.
3.6

RETROFITTING AND RETROCOMMISSIONING TO IMPROVE
PERFORMANCE

Retrofitting of office buildings is a term widely used and perhaps not fully
understood. A retrofit can be minor or major, ranging from internal re-decorating to
the replacement of building services. A retrofit can occur in one area of a building,
such as the fit-out of a tenancy, or replace equipment such as HVAC that services an
entire building. In some cases when a building is no longer suitable for its originally
intended design it can be converted, and this is considered to be adaptive re-use
(Langston & Lauge-Kristensen, 2002). For example, hotel developers are looking at
B and C grade office buildings in Australia for conversion into hotels, rather than
demolishing and re-building (Hutchinson, 2013).
Wilkinson identifies a plethora of terms used to define retrofitting, such as
renovations, refurbishment, upgrade, conversion and the previously mentioned
adaptation (Wilkinson, 2011). In the context of this thesis it refers to major or minor
changes to a building to improve energy efficiency, but also changes to boost
productivity and improve the environment for occupants.
Retro-commissioning is the process of taking a building through the commissioning
process again after it commences operation. It is likely that since a building was first
occupied staff and primary use have changed, and so the retro-commissioning
process compares the original design intent with current operations, identifies any
existing problems and assesses how performance can be improved (Gilmer, 2005).
This process is different to retrofitting which may require changes to the actual
building, whereas this assesses whether the building is operating as it should be.
When retrofitting or retro-commissioning it is important to understand factors such
as age and condition of the building stock, as well as any details of major
refurbishments. However, as demonstrated earlier, the availability of statistical
information about this is usually quite limited (Pitt & Sherry, 2012). If it were
available it would enable the condition of properties to be assessed and indicate
which buildings require the most attention.
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It has generally been easier to demolish and re-build rather than focus on the
complexities of retrofitting existing structures. In his book Facilities Management,
author Frank Booty comments that owners and developers can find that the cost of
renovation projects amounts to more than 80 per cent of the cost of building a similar
facility from scratch (Booty et al., 2009). However, industry rarely considers the
environmental costs of demolishing and re-building, nor is industry held accountable
for the environmental cost of such processes.
There are more publications, guidelines and programs being developed to assist
stakeholders in improving the performance of their buildings. One example of this is
the ARUP ‘Existing Building Survival Strategy’ that guides users through over 200
retrofit alternatives depending on the condition level of the property (Arup, 2008).
There are more comprehensive materials published by the US Department of Energy
such as the Advanced and Deep Energy Retrofit Guides. The Rocky Mountain
Institute has also developed a number of Guides to Retrofitting, and city based
building programs (such as the Better Buildings Partnership) have resources
available for building stakeholders.
There are still, however, a number of barriers which prevent large scale uptake of
improved performance to existing buildings, and with those a number of
opportunities for further progress in this area.
3.7

DRIVERS, BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR BETTER
BUILDINGS

There are a number of drivers towards energy efficiency in buildings that have been
identified. Cost savings, incentives and improved public image are typically the main
drivers, and organisations with a publicly disclosed energy reduction target are more
likely to achieve the reductions (Institute for Building Efficiency, 2013); (The
Warren Centre, 2009). Green Star buildings have assisted in transforming the
industry towards the adoption of more sustainable new buildings, but it is important
to remember that not all buildings are owned by institutional investors, and to
transform the building stock on a large scale there are a number of deeper and more
complex barriers that need to be considered.
In order to support this growth the World Green Building Council recognises the
need to transform the market and bringing groups of people who typically operate in
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silos together to collaborate more, as well as the need for greater access to data and
case studies (World Green Building Council, 2013). The following are barriers and
opportunities seen in the industry.
3.7.1 Spilt incentives and leasing
There is a recognised divide between tenants and owners that is referred to as the
split incentive. This divide concerns who pays the operational energy costs, and who
is responsible for the energy supply equipment (such as HVAC) (Bright, 2010b).
Owners may not want to fund an upgrade to a building as they will not directly be
receiving the savings. For example, if lights are replaced it will be paid for by the
owner, but the tenant will have a reduced power bill. Advocacy groups in the US are
investigating an energy aligned lease to assist with the issue (Urban Green, 2014)
and RICS Research, Green Building Council, NABERS and Fifth Estate have all
developed tenant guidelines to assist in managing their relationship with building
owners.
Building services are generally the responsibility of the owner and they may involve
different timelines and priorities to those of tenants. This was seen during the testing
of the SBEnrc tool, where the tenants were experiencing low air quality and
inconsistent temperatures but the owners were not prepared to replace the HVAC,
this will be further covered in Chapter Nine. As retrofitting for energy efficiency is
not generally a priority for business there is rarely sufficient capital allocated for it
(World Economic Forum, 2011). This is where the opportunity exists for finance
programs but these are hard to develop particularly when there is unstable
government policy as there is in Australia at this time.
There is traditionally a lack of communication and information exchange between
owners and tenants as it is not often required, but when tenants need to understand
how much to reduce resource use in buildings this communication is imperative, with
base building services under the owner’s control. This was also seen in the case in
the SBEnrc project just mentioned, where the tenant wanted to submit paperwork for
a NABERS tenancy rating but had difficulty getting the data from the owner.
Leasing structures also need to be considered, as the length of the lease can be
instrumental in overcoming the split incentive (World Economic Forum, 2011).
Longer leases will enable returns for investments into technology with longer
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payback periods to be seen. There can also be multiple tenants in a building and they
may need to be displaced to allow retrofitting to occur. This can be disruptive if it is
not between leases, and current tenants will need to find temporary space. Due to the
displacement of tenants for retrofits it is also more likely that deeper retrofits can
occur when leases are being re-negotiated instead of during a tenancy.
3.7.2 Ownership, economy and property cycles
Large portfolio owners have been critical in driving sustainability. In the City of
Perth institutional owners such as Stockland and Brookfield have conducted energy
ratings for their properties, whereas smaller investors tend to not have the same drive
(Stone, 2013). This can also be related to vacancy rates as it is unlikely people will
refurbish a property if there is high demand for space (Stone, 2013) thus energy
efficiency is not a selection criteria.
Programs aimed at retrofitting and improving buildings need to understand the
different ownership structures, what motivates these various audiences (e.g.,
branding versus cost savings) and the best time to target each sector. Large
institutional investors will also be much more focused on profitability and are likely
to engage consultants to advise on market trends whereas smaller investors won’t
have access to these resources (S. Wilkinson, 2013). Different types of owners are
also likely to undertake different scales of retrofits. For example, owners merely
retaining the revenue from leasing are less likely to invest in deep retrofits but will
maintain and replace equipment. Portfolio owners may have larger capital and
operating budgets to consider deeper retrofits and have a longer term view based on
the market trends, referred to earlier.
Those who own and occupy buildings are also more likely to undertake large scale
retrofit (S. Wilkinson, 2013). There are not multiple tenants to negotiate with and
staff can be moved around more easily. This suggests why some of the US programs
have had such a large uptake. There is a higher concentration of government owned
and occupied buildings. Often these municipal buildings are targeted first in
programs and are more easily engaged when also tenanted by government agencies.
Split incentives, in these cases, do not prove to be as much of a barrier.
Furthermore the economy has a big impact on leasing patterns and acquisition of
property, relating back to the vacancy rates previously mentioned. In 2013 the
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commercial property market in Australia was expected to record $20 billion in deals
due to a large volume of international investment and there are additional incentives
being added to leases by owners to attract tenants (Lenaghan, 2013). As more
evidence builds on the higher value of green buildings this investment attraction will
also grow.
3.7.3 Proven cost savings from greener buildings
Building owners also need to be convinced of a solid return before investing time
and resources into retrofits (Jones Lang LaSalle, 2013). A main driver of green
building in the past has been the branding and improved real estate values associated
with properties that are rated either as a Green Star or NABERS rated property
(Newell et al., 2011). As well, there are operational cost savings (S. Wilkinson,
2013).It is unlikely people will continue to pay additional costs for LEED or Green
Star rated buildings if they are not delivering a high performing building, and there
will be a “demand for proof” buildings are operating properly (Blundell, 2013).
It is also necessary for the valuation industry to understand the impact of retrofitting
on building value, which will require a cultural shift with regard to reinvestment in
existing buildings (World Economic Forum, 2011). The World Green Building
Council have also recognised this and have called for more data and case studies to
demonstrate actual savings achieved (World Green Building Council, 2013)
3.7.4 Policy and incentives
Described in Chapter Two, there are different driving policy and incentives behind
green building. Policy can either be voluntary, such as NABERS in Australia, or
mandatory, such as the US energy reporting in existing buildings. As energy
efficiency is not necessarily a commercial imperative for some owners the mandatory
policy is likely to have the best impact in a shorter space of time.
What is also important is what is done with the information for such programs.
Information can change consumer behaviour, a point that New York University
Professor Constantine Kontokosta makes when he cites the requirement that New
York restaurants show calories content on menus, as a result of which people would
not buy dishes with excessive calories and restaurants had to adjust serving sizes and
ingredients accordingly (Geiger, 2012). Kontokosta compares this to the building
industry, and that once buildings must declare their energy use, and the information
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in publicly available, it is likely to drive the industry towards lower energy use in
buildings.
The compliance rate in buildings is the main indicator of program success in New
York, and this has increased over the three years the energy reporting mandate has
been place (Hope, 2013) . People now understand how to report and surrounding this
there is now a growing retrofit and support industry. Once such momentum grows
from a changing market it is much more difficult for the political process to derail it.
Australia has had a tumultuous market for green building incentives, with
government level programs such as the Green Building Fund and Clean Energy
Finance being implemented and then withdrawn with a change of government.
Inconsistent incentives, including their removal entirely, make it difficult to plan and
monitor projects.
3.7.5 Financing retrofits
Access to capital has been recognised as a major barrier to improving buildings.
There have been a number of finance mechanisms introduced in recent years and,
whilst these still have limited large-scale uptake, they are offering some options to
the market. They will be further discussed in this chapter. The main financing in
Australia is through Environmental Upgrade Agreements (EUA), operational in New
South Wales and Melbourne. The EUAs are similar to US Property Assessed Clean
Energy (PACE) finance. Both EUAs and PACE finance work through accessing
funds from a third party lender (such as a bank) and repaying the loan through city
rates with the savings made from the retrofit.
3.7.6 Data sharing and collaborations
Data sharing collaborations with universities have the potential to put more
confidence behind the data to boost market growth. At this time many major property
organisations collect the data on buildings for internal use only, and they are
unwilling to share it with outsiders. For example, as part of this research an
agreement was sought between the university and a private building management
company specialising in building upgrades that had a large database demonstrating
savings from retrofits. However, an agreement could not be reached and the database
could not be used in the research, missing an invaluable opportunity.
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Thus, universities and businesses may need to re-think their approach to data sharing.
Many universities offer consultations on projects and are able to get funding from
private companies. This does mean that all data cannot be disseminated publicly, and
an agreement needs to be made beforehand with regard to this, but data sharing is
highly valuable for the up-skilling of researchers in the day to day issues being
experienced in cities, so that research is directed appropriately. Universities such as
Cornell University, New York University and Berkeley University are adopting this
approach using cities and buildings as ‘Living Labs’ to collect useful data from
interventions, data that are then fed back to the clients to trial various methods.
Utilities also hold a large volume of very valuable data, but there is little incentive to
share this information, and in addition a lack of benchmarks creates uncertainty
which in turn holds back large scale growth of the retrofit market (World Economic
Forum, 2011). There are emerging open source data websites appearing around the
world (Craner, 2012). One of these is used in New York to cross reference a number
of different datasets and this gives key insights for policy – such as those dealing
with areas of the city with the most emissions and the highest prevalence of sickness.
3.7.7 Education and communication – culture change
The role of education and outreach is also essential. This has been a key factor in the
success of New York’s Greener, Greater Buildings Plan (Hope, 2013). As well as
educating owners, managers and tenants on the benefits of improved building
performance – there is a cultural shift needed in how we occupy buildings. One of
the key contributors to excessive energy usage is the HVAC system. As Richard De
Dear indicates, tenants need to stop demanding unrealistic temperature conditions in
offices and dress appropriately (de Dear, 2012). In turn, organisations need to be
willing to promote this internally.
Retrofit programs may not have all the answers to begin with, and part of the upscaling process involves understanding what users actually want and will implement.
Donna Hope, Policy Advisor for the Mayor’s Office, explained that they had
engineering and architecture students trained in the local laws on the helpline to
answer questions as part of New York’s buildings plan. From this process they were
then able to see where the most clarification was required and developed online
content to facilitate this. In addition they held training and seminars for stakeholders
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and a number of stakeholder meetings in the development stage of the plan to gain
and integrate their feedback (Hope 2013).
3.7.8 Flexible rating tools
There is also the need to continually develop and evolve rating tools (Pollard, 2011)
as the attempt to achieve ‘best practice’ could

result in stifling of innovation

(Barber, 2011). In some cases in the past green building has been unachievable due
to cost. Initiatives need to be affordable to generate a market shift, but the World
Green Building Council suggests that green building can be achieved by anyone and
the additional cost is a perception gap which needs to be overcome (World Green
Building Council, 2013). Adapting and growing the rating tools also means that the
top tier can continually be advanced as the market matures, as can be seen with the
introduction of an additional star to the NABERS rating tool in 2012.
3.7.9 Silos and lack of practical experience
Industry silos are another major barrier. They tend to commence at university level
and, according to facility manager David Motta, a lack of integrated experience is a
real problem when tackling existing buildings (Motta, 2012). Graduates have
knowledge that is very theory based but lack the experience in dealing with
buildings, and each building is unique. Professional silos mean that the different
stages of a project – from inception to design to delivery to use – do not receive
feedback from later stages, and users are not involved in design (Pollard, 2011).
The contracting out of work also presents issues. The New York Mayor’s Office of
Sustainability, which manages the city’s climate change plan, handles its work (such
as GHG audits) internally, rather than out-sourcing it. However, Australia relies on
consultancies and out-sourcing of work. As building manager, David Motta, has
commented, the Building Management System in the Perth building he manages can
only be serviced by an agency in the eastern states of Australia, making it a major
issue if it breaks down and has previously not worked for months at a time waiting
for a technician (Motta, 2012).
It seems staff need to be more integrated and involved with the running of buildings
and programs to actually become familiar with the technology and gain experience
that is otherwise lost to consultants. It has been found that having this expertise on
staff results in higher performing buildings (The Warren Centre, 2009)
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3.7.10 Understanding the baseline
It is essential that a clear baseline is established to prove the extent of energy
savings, as these savings are what can convince key stakeholders such as CEOs. In
one report on how to increase the scope and pace of the retrofit market it was
reiterated how difficult it can be to obtain the necessary data, and that even
individual building owners have trouble obtaining it. Improving the operation and
maintenance of buildings is “an overlooked opportunity for energy savings” (p 5)
(Wolf, 2012), but it is very difficult for industry to embrace change without
“concrete information” (p 10) (Ang & Wilkinson, 2008).
The US Department of Energy recommend when determining an energy baseline for
a retrofit a combination of quantitative data (historical energy use) and qualitative
data (management and operational practices) (Laboratory & Peci, 2011). The guide
gives some suggestions about energy use over area or per occupant, while aspects of
qualitative data it covers include having an energy manager, keeping a history of
retrofits, building envelope characteristics and the types of light and HVAC controls.
These all directly influence the energy used in the buildings and can be compared pre
and post retrofit.
This baseline is equally as important in building bridges between various
stakeholders as it is in providing the actual data, and it also puts building owners,
managers and tenants back in touch with how their buildings should actually be
operating. Even as I work with clients on their business carbon footprints,
establishing the baseline is the single most important element I emphasise. There is
nothing against which we can compare their progress or establish annual benchmarks
if this baseline is not established at the very start.
3.7.11 Planning for retrofits
The building management industry tends to be reactive. Building managers work in a
similar way to HR managers, responding to issues when they arise and being
preoccupied with a multitude of them, and so proactive long term thinking is
generally not an option. One way of changing this mindset is to focus on the ‘Bright
Spots’, or what is working, and to attempt to shrink the problem (Heath & Heath,
2010). In other words, rather than ‘retrofitting a building’ identify small steps such as
replacing chillers. Retrofitting a building is not a task easily accomplished, and it is
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important the stakeholders can be given a roadmap of what to do and the benefits it
will bring.
Retrofitting requires a number of considerations from building a sufficient business
case, to selecting the right technologies to install, to planning for downtime or
displacement of staff. This could be the reason some upgrade programs have not a
huge uptake. It already takes a lot of planning, so filling in additional paperwork and
reporting obligations may be a deterrent.
3.7.12 Further understanding the power of non-energy benefits
Office buildings are the places that many people spend most of their day in, but they
are treated like a product that is completed at delivery rather than a service.
According to Simon Senek if you don’t understand people, you don’t understand
business (Sinek, 2009). Therefore delivering a ‘productive building’ that is also
green cannot be achieved without understanding both people and the environment.
There are no immediate health detriments seen on a daily basis, but over time
buildings and the way that we work in them are having a major impact not only
through growing carbon emissions but also to the health and well-being of their
occupants.
Quantifying non-energy benefits, such as the value of the asset, the health and
productivity of occupants, and tenant retention (Wolf, 2012) are key to building
momentum in the market. The current wave of research and policy has been focused
around base building improvements but as more benefits for occupants are
understood the next wave will be more occupant focused. This is currently visible
with the US passing the Better Buildings Act in the House of Representatives which
will introduce a tenant energy star program (US Congress, 2014); once the links are
made between economic benefits and improving workplaces in buildings, it is likely
retrofits will receive more traction.
3.8

FINANCING EXISTING BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

There have been attempts to value green building with a five star NABERS rated
property shown to have a 9% green premium and 3-4.5 star NABERS rated property
a 2-3% premium (Newell et al., 2011). This information is particularly important as
investment funds are allocating increasing proportions of their portfolio to real estate
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investments, which has been risky in the past with limited financing mechanisms
(Kok, Eichholtz, Bauer, & Peneda, 2010). There is now a growing understanding of
asset value and environmental performance (or at least perceived environmental
performance).
Tina Johnson outlined in a recent Green Building symposium in Washington D.C.
that many building owners retrofit buildings without accessing additional finance
available and therefore miss opportunities (Johnson, 2013). For example they might
replace the HVAC with the capital immediately available but with the same capital
they could have also upgraded the façade through a low interest loan. These types of
loans are becoming available as the physical building becomes the security. There
has been a recognised need for more case studies on everyday buildings
representative of the overall building stock to show how projects have been
implemented, including how and what financing was accessed (Wolf, 2012). It is
also important that there is a realistic time frame on expected return on investment,
for deep retrofits (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2013).
The main types of financing available are Property Assessed Clean Energy Finance
(PACE) and Environmental Upgrade Agreements (EUA), both which put a debt on
the building that is re-paid through savings made from the retrofit, and the actual
asset is used as security.
Property Assessed Clean Energy Finance (PACE) emerged in the US targeting
residential properties, but has now moved towards commercial buildings following
the Global Financial Crisis. PACE financing must be enabled through state
legislation, and by the beginning of 2013 26 states had legislation in place (Managan
& Klimovich, 2013). Municipalities then establish the program and the building
owner and/or municipality find the funding and agree to charges levied to repay the
funds (Managan & Klimovich, 2013). Funding may also come through government
bonds, where repayment is made as part of paying the tax bill (World Economic
Forum, 2011).
Although simple in theory the programs are complex to manage, and as they are
relatively new there is not a lot of evidence of their long term success. There could
also be complications when properties are sold with the additional tax attached, and
this may require the property price to be lowered (Kubert & Sinclair, 2011). PACE
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has also faced issues around additional mortgages required on a property. It won’t be
until there is a larger uptake of this program that such issues are better understood
and solutions found.
3.8.1 Environmental Upgrade Agreements (EUA)
An ‘Environmental Upgrade Agreement’ was a term coined in Australia that
started as part of the 1200 Buildings Program in Melbourne, which was created to
retrofit existing CBD commercial buildings. One of the main barriers revealed in
scoping studies in both Sydney and Melbourne was the lack of access to capital and
the difficulty in overcoming split incentives between owners and tenants. The EUAs
were a funding mechanism designed to overcome these barriers (Bocskay, 2013).
EUA’s function by obtaining finance from a lender for building upgrades, with loans
paid back through the levy of an additional charge (or environmental charge) on a
building’s rates, collected by the local council and repaid to the financier (Blundell,
2012). There have been two different types of EUAs established in Australia, one in
Melbourne and one in New South Wales.
EUA - MELBOURNE
Legislation passed in September 2010 enabled the City of Melbourne to levy an
environmental charge on buildings signed up to the 1200 Buildings program through
a partnership commitment letter (Blundell, 2012). This was done through
amendments to the City of Melbourne Act 2001, which is the local government act.
The Sustainable Melbourne Fund (SMF) administers the program on behalf of the
City of Melbourne. Applications are lodged directly with SMF, they are assessed for
an EUA and then, if approved, they liaise with a lender. SMF operates by collecting
a fee from the applicant at the start, and an ongoing administration fee that is charged
as part of the scheduled EUA payment (SGS Economics and Planning, 2013) This
cost recovery means that the council is not at a financial disadvantage from running
the program. There are also requirements in place as part of the legislation that
stipulate the types of buildings that can be targeted and the value of the land in
relation to the additional finance Buildings must be non-residential and two years
past practical completion and the works that can be included in the finance are those
which reduce energy and water, improve base building or anything fixed to the
building, and feasibility studies (Sustainable Melbourne Fund, 2013).
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EUA – New South Wales
The New South Wales scheme is available to any incorporated local government
areas through the Local Government Act 2010 (NSW) and the Local Government
Amendment (Environmental Upgrade Agreements) Regulation 2011. NSW has a
centralised EUA council process and consultation service, and template
documentation that local councils can opt into.
The main difference between the Melbourne and NSW schemes is the latter’s lack of
a third party administrator (an equivalent to SMF) to verify the process – it relies
purely on the commercial agreement between the parties (SGS Economics and
Planning, 2013). The NSW scheme is not just applicable to Sydney but can be
applied by all Councils on an opt-in basis, and strata-titled residential buildings of
more than 20 lots are eligible (Blundell, 2012).
It follows a similar process to Melbourne with each council administering the EUA
itself, supported by state government. Building owners apply to the council and when
agreements are made between the financier and the lender the council becomes a
party to the EUA, levying and collecting the charge.
Overcoming split incentives with EUAs
Under the Melbourne scheme the tenants are only required to give approval if
the cost is going to be passed along to them. Bocskay emphasises that the risk of
passing along the cost to a tenant without their consent is just too high and could devalue the building, so it is essential to consult tenants and seek their consent if
necessary. At the time of the interview with Scott Bocskay none of the building
owners under the Melbourne EUAs have passed along costs to tenants.
This is also where the type of leasing arrangement is relevant. If tenants are
under a gross lease there is no mechanism in the EUA to pass along costs to tenants
as the owner pays the energy bill. The EUA can still proceed if all costs are borne by
the owner, unless the leasing arrangements with tenants are changed, which is
unlikely. Thus it is important for owners and tenants to understand the type of leasing
arrangements and the length of lease, if changes need to be made to how the energy
bills are addressed.
The SMF have been asked to assist in facilitating discussions between owners and
tenants, but Bocskay points out that this is beyond its scope and the cost of this type
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of consultation is prohibitive. The question should be asked: who should bear the
cost of a program that facilitates discussion between the owners and tenants? The
need for this communication has been identified as essential to progress energy
efficiency in commercial buildings. It is currently internal, between the owner,
building manager and tenants, but it does indicate a cross collaborative education and
facilitation gap.
In some ways there need to be specific consequences for the tenant and owner so that
they can see the savings from their specific initiatives. For effective behaviour
change tenants need to see the result of their actions and actual reductions in energy,
and owners need to see a return on investment. The development of case studies
becomes essential for understanding how other buildings have successfully achieved
retrofits.
The role of State and local government in EUAs
State government needs to play a significant role, particularly due to the necessary
amendments to Local Government Acts in order to enable EUAs. This is currently
being explored in the states of South and Western Australia Legislative changes
need both state and local government input, and require a collaborative approach to
create a framework for EUAs. Scoping studies to determine the mix of buildings,
ownership, age and size should assist defining the EUA parameters.
The South Australian (SA) Government has recently undertaken scoping studies to
determine the viability of EUAs there. Based on stakeholder feedback it was evident
that some councils did not want the additional financial and administrative burden
associated with managing the program and would prefer this to occur at state
government level. Feedback from the SA stakeholders has also shown that the
scheme would need to consider local laws, such as those relating to rate payments,
because if council currently taxes tenants the proposed model is no longer feasible.
A program such as this that involves a mix of legal, financial and planning
collaborations requires a mix of specialised input that cannot be managed alone by
local governments. Implementing an enabler such as an EUA requires the Local
Government Act to be amended, and this can be a complex and lengthy process. The
traditional role of local government authorities is certainly being challenged as cities
and populations expand, but there needs to be a balance between local government
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and state control. SMF appear to have the program well established and
administered, removing themselves from the council enough to provide specialist
advice but leaving the council to play an integral role in levying the charges and
marketing the program (SGS Economics and Planning, 2013).
When the South Australian government reviewed the processes from both states
some of its key conclusions were as summarised below (SGS Economics and
Planning, 2013):
-

There has been slower than predicted uptake in the market, but momentum
appears to be building.

-

Early and ongoing engagement with all parties involved is essential, with
each party having different technical and commercial priorities. This also
includes the engagement of tenants, whether or not they consent to the work.

-

Outsourcing administration to a third party is strongly preferable.

-

The issue of first mortgages being put at risk through the additional payments
required is negligible as the EUA increases a property’s value.

Following this analysis the South Australian Government recommended a third party
scheme with independent certification, a scheme that would take around 18 months
to be enacted and implemented. The government’s scoping report outlined the kind
of relationship between state and local governments that is needed for EUAs to be
implemented effectively. It does require the capital city councils to be proactive but
also requires the support of the state government. In Western Australia, for example,
state government support is weaker.

3.9

UPSCALING THE RETROFIT MARKET

It is important that green building has enough of an impact to contribute to carbon
reductions, and thus it needs to be adopted by a large market share. The retrofit
market is starting to grow in New York as a result of market pressure, now that
buildings are required to disclose their energy consumption. A report published by
the NYCEE examining ways to increase the scope and pace of retrofits (Wolf, 2012)
recommended the establishment of pilot programs in 5-7 cities to trial a set of
financing, marketing, benchmarking and delivery tools. From these trials a set of
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case studies could be developed tailored to a variety of audiences.. The content and
means of communication with target audiences are key elements, as information
needs will vary. For example, some building owners particularly in old stock may not
even be aware of their energy consumption. A point discussed at the SBEnrc
workshops was that people sometimes do not trust single case studies as they may be
developed by the owner or manager, and hence governance structures for these
programs and the central dissemination of information are important.
3.10 EXISTING BUILDINGS AND EXISTING WORKPLACES
In the argument for better buildings an integral component that must not be forgotten
is productivity. Even if improved energy efficiency is not a commercial priority,
productivity upgrades can meet human capital requirements while at the same time
improving environmental performance. Sustainable buildings should also be
productive workplaces. A study of 29 million employees in 69 countries around the
world found that only 13% of workers feel engaged at work, in the sense of feeling
passionate about their job and making meaningful contributions (Gallup, 2012).
As this report states, people spend the majority of their lives earning a living and thus
‘the quality of their workplace experience inevitably effects the quality of their lives’
(p 13), and with such low numbers of engaged employees it is not surprising that
recovery from the GFC has been slow. This report also put the cost of disengaged
employees at around $450-550 billion in the US, €112-138 billion in Germany, £5270 billion in the UK and $54.8 billion in Australia. In addition unengaged employees
have higher levels of absenteeism and turnover.
Public servants have the reputation for being lazy and taking lots of absentee days,
but the issue may be that they are not actively engaged and do not feel that they
meaningfully contribute in their roles. The workplace environment and workplace
culture are integral ingredients of a building’s productivity. A building alone cannot
deliver a productive workplace; it needs to be coupled with a productive workplace
culture and supportive physical environment.
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3.11 CONCLUSION
This chapter outlines the complex issues within existing buildings. Green building
rating schemes have largely been focused on new buildings, rather than performance
improvements to existing buildings. Over time, all buildings risk drifting from their
original design intent and dropping in performance levels. There are few mandatory
regulations in place to monitor the ongoing performance of buildings, and collecting
data on existing buildings is challenging. This highlights the need for more research
and tools focused over the operational life of buildings.
The data collected on major building characteristics, such as age and ownership,
varies from country to country. For example, the US has been collecting this
information since 1979 through the Commercial Building Energy Consumption
Survey (CBECS), whereas Australia’s data collection is largely fragmented, which
makes the creation of evidence-based policy challenging. Understanding baseline
details of a building’s age, ownership and condition is extremely important for
effective policy. The gap in this knowledge demonstrates that there is fragmented
understanding about building life cycle, hence a gap in understanding on a large
scale how buildings are operating.
There are a number of tools that can assist buildings to improve performance, and
there has been a growth of retrofitting and retro-commissioning. The key is to ensure
ongoing building performance or post-occupancy evaluations are conducted to
maintain optimal performance levels. The lessons learnt from these evaluations can
be coupled with the ‘big data’ from surveys such as CBECS, as the high level case
studies are equally valuable in understanding complexities within buildings. There is
little work to data linking the big data to retrofitting and buildings in their operational
phase, again highlighting the need for further understanding in this area.
The funding of retrofits is also an important and emerging area, with mechanisms
such as Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) finance and Environmental
Upgrade Agreements (EUA). As the uptake of these mechanisms grows within
specific building programs, such as Better Buildings Partnership and 1200 Buildings,
it is expected that more and more owners will participate. The uptake is also
dependent on political initiatives, for example, mandatory energy reporting in the US
to require energy disclosure and thus allow comparisons between buildings.
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Increased real estate values of green rated buildings are starting to influence the
market. It is important, however, that these buildings are sustainable in operation and
not branded with a rating tool which does not actually manage ongoing performance.
Otherwise cities are heading towards a future with new buildings that only add to
existing inefficiencies.
These findings have highlighted the need for further understanding of buildings in
their operational life cycle. Whilst this research does not collate large sample of
operational buildings, it indicates what areas need to be understood in detail when
collecting
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buildings
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4.1

INTRODUCTION

A main intent of this research was to find ways to reduce carbon from existing
buildings, in order to do so an understanding of what carbon is produced in buildings
is needed. This chapter will explain sources of carbon and relevant policy in place to
manage and mitigate carbon. This process was undertaken to identify what sources of
carbon could be targeted under a performance tool for buildings, and what would
need to be excluded.
Energy is the largest focus as electricity in buildings is the biggest source of
emissions, and the most easily targeted. However there are also emissions associated
with fuels that might be used in the building, waste sent to landfill, refrigerants, gas,
and consumables such as paper and transport. Each of these produces various
greenhouse gases, which for accounting purposes are converted into carbon dioxide
equivalent and referred to as ‘carbon emissions’.
The boundary between emissions that occur within actual buildings and those that
occur in order to run the operations of businesses located in the buildings is quite
indistinct. This presents a challenge for the research, but also an opportunity to link
buildings to organisational processes.
4.2

GOVERNANCE AND REPORTING OF CARBON EMISSIONS

Before looking at how to account for carbon in building it is important to review how
reporting on carbon is governed. The United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) was formed in 1994 following recognition of the issue
of greenhouse gas emissions and the necessity for industrialised countries to take
action to reduce emissions and stabilise atmospheric greenhouse gases (UNFCCC,
2012a). The convention identified Annex I (industrialised) countries that were
expected to report annually on their GHG emissions from 1990, and this information
is published (UNFCCC, 2012b).
The Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) recognised the need for a
standardised method for carbon accounting on an international basis and introduced
guidelines in 1996 which were then revised in 2006 (Rypdal et al., 2006). These
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guidelines have been accepted by nations around the globe, and by the UNFCCC as
transparent and consistent reporting methods (Cleveland, 2009).
In order to calculate carbon effectively nations developed emissions factors relative
to the carbon intensity of their domestic operations. For example, Australia produces
the annually updated National Greenhouse Accounts (NGA) Factors to calculate the
country’s carbon emissions for the national accounts, and these factors are used by
other domestic organisations to calculate their emissions.
Governing carbon at a more domestic level has been largely led through the
development of the GHG Protocol. In 2001 The Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol
was launched as a joint initiative of the World Resources Institute (WRI) and the
World Business Council for Sustainable development (WBCSD), as an international
tool for organisations to use for carbon accounting (GHG Protocol, 2012). Since this
time the GHG Protocol has established a number of sectoral tools and guidelines that
are available for use from its website. The GHG Protocol guides organisations
through the processes of determining their operational and organisational boundary,
and defines carbon emissions into three scopes that will be explained in the following
sections.
The GHG protocol has assisted in creating an international format for governing and
reporting on carbon emissions that is the underpinning methodology for many
domestic policies. To govern carbon emissions in Australia, The National
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act was introduced in 2007 requiring
corporations that produce over a certain threshold of greenhouse gas emissions to
report on those as well as their energy production and consumption (Australian
Government, 2007). New Zealand has an Emissions Trading Scheme that
commenced in 2008 to help reduce emissions, as does the EU. China is piloting
various emissions trading schemes at city and regional levels. The US and UK have
emissions cap and trade schemes. They all rely on the GHG Protocol to guide their
carbon accounting.
However these types of schemes generally target large emitters of carbon, and whilst
buildings produce a large volume of emissions when aggregated, as individual
entities they often do not cross the reporting thresholds, unless they are part of a
larger operation. For example an organisation such as Chevron will include
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emissions from its office buildings as its total operations will be over the reporting
threshold, whereas a smaller company such as a real estate office will not need to
report its building emissions. Hence, this results in a market void as buildings of
smaller companies are not required to report on emissions yet they are constantly
used as the primary example for ‘low hanging fruit’ projects yielding easy emission
reductions. Buildings are generally targeted for electricity reductions through the
tools and policies covered in Chapter Two and other voluntary schemes for
organisational level carbon reporting.

4.3

HOW CURRENT TOOLS TARGET OPERATIONAL CARBON IN
BUILDINGS

A challenge of accounting for carbon in buildings is that there is no universal tool
available, and different systems and tools have different assumptions and boundaries,
making it a challenge to produce a universally acceptable model (Deru, 2010). The
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and Carbon Disclosure Projects (CDP) are widely
used international voluntary initiatives that target emissions from organisations,
projects and cities. The CDP and GRI use the GHG Protocol for emissions reporting,
and although neither directly target buildings they are able to capture buildingrelated emissions under their definition of an organisation. What makes using this
information difficult is that it is hard to work out what emissions have been reduced
specifically by building. For example, under the GRI or CDP an entity may report on
their total organisation, which includes various sites, offices, suppliers,
manufacturing etc., without including specific information on the building.
The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has been developing a
‘common carbon metric’ as a solution to this problem. The Common Carbon Metric
was launched at the COP-15 in 2010 as a universal protocol for measuring carbon
from buildings during the operational phase (UNEP-SBCI, 2012). The goal outlined
in the draft protocol was “To provide globally applicable common metrics for
measuring and reporting the energy use in and GHG emissions from existing
building operations to support international, regional, national, and local policy
development and industry initiatives” (UNEP & WRI, 2010). To date it has
undergone two trials and been tested on almost 200 buildings around the world.
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The draft protocol outlines that CCM reports on electricity, purchased
coolth/steam/heat and on-site power generation, and offers a separate reporting
standard for refrigerant and fugitive emissions if available. The CCM calculation
methodology is based on the GHG Protocol. It is the first attempt at a universally
accepted model, but it does not solve the issue of reporting for Scope 1 and 3
emissions from buildings. Whilst electricity is definitely the largest and most easily
targetable source of emissions, it is also necessary to consider other sources
occurring on site.
4.4

SOURCES OF CARBON IN BUILDINGS

There are three main sources of operational carbon emissions. Scope 1 emissions are
direct emissions, or those which occur on-site such as from the combustion of fuel to
drive a motor. Scope 2 emissions are indirect, or those that occur off-site, such as
electricity. Finally Scope 3 emissions are other indirect emissions which may not
occur directly on-site but still produce emissions. Another source of non-operational
emissions are those embodied in the material used to construct a building. Whilst
these are not produced when actually operating the building they are still important
when considering the total life cycle of the building. Typical operational emissions
that occur in buildings by scope are shown in Table 9 and discussed further in this
section.

SCOPE 1

SCOPE 2
SCOPE 3
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Table 9: Emissions from buildings (by scope)
Refrigerants
HVAC and refrigerators
Natural Gas
Water heating, cooking
Fuel
On-site generators, maintenance equipment, company
vehicles
Electricity
Lifts, chillers, fans, pumps, lighting, computers and
equipment
Consumables
Paper
Travel
Flights, taxis, other travel
Water
Emissions from transporting water
Transmissions The percentage of emissions from gas and electricity
and
that are lost from transportation to the site
Distribution
losses
Waste
Waste that goes to landfill resulting in emissions
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4.4.1 Scope 1
Refrigerants
Refrigerants gases are a hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) and one of the six Kyoto
Greenhouse Gases. These are used in Heating Ventilation and Air-Conditioning
(HVAC) systems in buildings. As the climate becomes warmer, HVAC is becoming
more frequently relied upon, particularly during the heatwaves of summer. More
systems are being installed and existing systems used more frequently.
HVAC systems contain fluids refrigerants that compress and expand between liquid
and gas in order to chill an indoor space. Annually these refrigerants leak into the
atmosphere and have varied Global Warming Potentials (GWP). The greenhouse gas
contribution of air-conditioners is largely derived from the electricity required to
operate them (M. Levine, D. Ürge-Vorsatz, K. Blok, L. Geng, D. Harvey, S. Lang,
G. Levermore, A. Mongameli Mehlwana, S. Mirasgedis, A. Novikova, J. Rilling, H.
Yoshino, 2007) and this leakage of HFCs.
Accounting for carbon from refrigerants can be achieved by obtaining the GWP from
the name plate on a system and multiplying it by the equipment charge (kg) and
leakage factor. Leakage occurs over the entire life cycle of a system, and for
buildings it is usually years between the replacement of systems. Annual leakage can
be 1-35%, with additional leakage from system malfunctions resulting in major
losses, leakage during maintenance and end of life commissioning (The Expert
Group, 2010). However it is only an average annual leakage rate that is included
when accounting for greenhouse gases.
Cold stores, refrigerated trucking and any kind of retailing requiring cold storage will
have a higher carbon contribution from refrigerants. The GHG contribution of airconditioners in offices is relatively low, and for this reason they are generally left out
of most carbon auditing processes. From experience conducting carbon audits this
information is incredibly difficult to find, with the IPCC 2nd report being the main
information source containing GWP factors, but this does not contain details of all
refrigerants.
4.4.2 Other Scope 1 emissions
The other main sources of scope 1 emissions in buildings are fuels and natural gas.
The combination of energy sources to operate buildings can depend on age, size and
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location. For example in New York, natural gas is the main fuel source in
multifamily buildings but electricity is the main source for office buildings (The City
of New York, 2013b). Offices constructed after 1990 use a negligible amount of fuel
oil, but those constructed earlier than 1930 rely on fuel oil for about 10% of their
energy consumption (The City of New York, 2013b).
The mix of energy also depends on a city’s infrastructure. For example, New York’s
district steam network contributed 27-39% of the energy used for buildings
constructed between 1930 and 1980 (The City of New York, 2013b). Australian
cities do not have a district steam network and rely mainly on electricity. Connecting
less emissions-intensive fuel sources, such as gas, can be costly. For example, the
City of Perth considered connecting gas to its building for gas driven chillers, but the
connecting price made its cost prohibitive.
Decentralised energy is being investigated around the world as a low carbon
alternative to electricity. This involves using local energy sources, such as
cogeneration and tri-generation, to generate energy used at a precinct level. Local
generation means fewer transmission and distribution line losses. Although this is
positive and highly suitable for new developments, it is difficult to connect existing
buildings to such systems, as it requires major retrofits to buildings when they are not
tenanted, and also needs to meet the varied stakeholder needs of multiple building,
infrastructure and land owners.
The other source of Scope 1 emissions is fuel for operating equipment and vehicles.
This is an area with an indeterminate line between building and operational
emissions as these are required for the business but may not necessarily be directly
attributable to the building. For example, fuels used in the maintenance of building
grounds and for company cars are included in a carbon audit, but not accounted for
by any building specific operational rating tools.
4.4.3 Scope 2: Electricity
Electricity is generally the most intensive source of emissions in buildings, with the
largest uses often being for the HVAC and lighting, although this varies depending
on the activities of the organisation. Electricity is not considered a Scope 1 emission
as it is combusted off-site and transported to the end user through a grid. When
considering electricity, emissions occur from both this combustion and the associated
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transportation and distribution (T&D) of electricity. The T&D emissions are counted
as Scope 3 emissions as the producer of the electricity is accountable for them as a
Scope 1 emission (for on-site combustion).
Buildings rely on the electricity grid to receive energy. Electricity generated from
different sources producing different levels of emission is mixed in the grid, with this
mix varying throughout the day, and thus a fixed emission level per unit of electricity
is not necessarily reliable (Deru, 2010). For example the grid in Western Australia
has a baseload capacity from coal that is supported by gas-fired plants, with peak
load mainly supplied by gas, dual fuelled gas liquids and liquid plants (Engineers
Australia, 2010). The mix of fuels in the grid is considered when calculating the
National Greenhouse Account Factors, but the emissions profile when calculating
carbon from buildings is generally done on an annual basis and does not account for
the consistent changes in fuel mix. Thus reported emissions from electricity use in a
building are an approximation, and as the mix of energy in the grid changes and
technology improves it will impact on a building’s carbon footprint.
Peak demand is the time of day that the grid is under the most pressure and meeting
peak demand is a recognised problem, and thus there has been discussion of moving
demand to off-peak hours through smart metering. However this does not necessarily
lead to emission reductions. It again depends on the domestic fuel mix, which in
Australia consists of baseload power from coal and high-efficiency gas turbines to
manage peak demand (Wright, 2012). This essentially means that peak demand is the
cleanest energy, and shifting that load to off-peak times will increase the amount of
coal powered electricity.

4.4.4 It’s getting hot in here…the contribution of air-conditioners to climate
change
According to the Engineers Australia (2010) Infrastructure Report Card, peak
summer demand is growing and is not expected to be curbed given that we are
already experiencing the consequences of climate change with, for example, some of
the hottest temperatures on record in 2013 (Bureau of Meteorology, 2013). Airconditioners, the most energy-intensive component of a commercial building, make
an unrelenting contribution to climate change, and as temperatures continue to rise
more air conditioners will be installed.
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Peak demand may only occur for a few hours a month in summer but it is a main
driver of infrastructure growth and development, as it is essential to meet peak
demand on those days. As HVAC is a key driver of peak demand, achieving
emissions reduction in buildings depends very much on reducing energy use for
HVAC systems. As the planet continues to heat the temperatures will continue to rise
and managing peak air-conditioning demand could be a key element in reducing an
existing building’s carbon, which comes from both refrigerant leakage and electricity
consumption.
Air-conditioners are the fundamental link between the environment and the
occupants of buildings. Workers have come to expect the buildings they reside in to
be cooled to a certain temperature. Lease agreements for buildings usually have the
hours and expected temperature stated, and temperature discomfort is usually the top
complaint for occupants in buildings. There is a balance between maintaining
comfort to a reasonable standard and operating a building efficiently.
Developing countries face an additional pressure because air-conditioning is a status
symbol (Winter, 2012), and demand is growing at an alarming pace as these
countries become wealthier (Rosenthal, 2012). If a client walks into a warm office it
is thought that the occupants are too poor to afford air-conditioning. Residential and
commercial premises are increasing the volume of air conditioning and will
eventually face a similar situation to Australia’s, with the need to transform existing
buildings.
Whether or not people live or work in a green building they cannot realistically
continue to expect perfectly cold temperatures on hot days. This will be expanded
upon in the discussion on indoor environment quality, but it is important to reiterate
that as peak demand increases better control over air-conditioning and a focus on the
efficiencies of these systems is essential for the planet’s future.
4.4.5 Scope 3
Transmission and Distribution (fuel, gas, electricity)
Scope 3 emissions of carbon refer to indirect emissions that occur due to activities at
a site or facility not owned or controlled by the organisation concerned (COAG
Experts Group on Streamlining Greenhouse and Energy Reporting, 2009). Scope 3
includes transmission and distribution losses from fuels, natural gas and electricity.
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These are losses that occur as a result of transporting and distributing the energy,
losses that can be minimised through the use of decentralised energy systems.
Other Scope 3 activities
Other Scope 3 emissions generally include emissions from paper, waste and business
associated travel, such as staff commuting and flights.
Scope 3 emissions can be significant (depending on the organisation’s activities) and
really are the link with behaviour change and a corporate culture of sustainability, in
that reducing them requires companies to recognise resources being used on a daily
basis and how much waste their activities generate.
Dealing with Scope 3 emissions also links to other areas that benefit staff in office
buildings. For example, one of the test buildings for this research showed that a
large number of workers travel into the office via car even through public transport
options are available. If building emission metrics include these transit emissions,
there are incentives for organisations to target those emissions and find out why
people are not using public transport or active forms of travel.
Addressing Scope 3 emissions can also links organisations together. For example,
IKEA is requiring companies providing it with transport services to meet specified
environmental criteria, after recognising the contribution that road, rail and sea
transport make to IKEA’s carbon footprint (IKEA, 2012). Large organisations that
start to green their operations will have a flow-on effect upstream as they require
suppliers of goods and services to green their operations as well.
In general Scope 3 emissions are not recognised as much as they should be in
building rating tools. Dealing with them links the organisation, its building and the
surrounding economic and natural environment, and generates very powerful
incentives for change.
4.5

EMBODIED ENERGY

Generally there are two types of carbon that are considered in buildings, operational
emissions (covered previously) and embodied energy. This thesis focuses on the
operational emissions from buildings but it is still important to understand the
embodied energy in buildings.
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Over a building’s life cycle emissions occur during construction, operation, any
refurbishments and demolition. Embodied emissions come from the energy required
to produce the materials in buildings (bricks, cement, glass, steel etc.), the
transportation and construction of these materials (fuel, electricity, water) and then
the waste that goes to landfill during both construction and demolition. Every
building is different, so it is difficult to state exactly how much embodied carbon is
in buildings, but research (RICS, 2012) has indicated that approximately 20-35% of
carbon in office buildings is embodied carbon..
Embodied energy has not been considered important in the past, as there is no
legislation in place addressing this area. However more research is being conducted
as this is an important element to consider for potential carbon savings that can be
made from transforming existing buildings rather than demolishing and reconstructing them. As suppliers start to consider greener production options,
developers will be able to procure lower carbon materials for buildings. In the future
truly low carbon or ‘carbon zero’ buildings will have low or no embodied carbon.
For example, property developer Mirvac has just introduced a bold sustainability
plan that requires them to conduct a Life Cycle Analysis of their buildings, which
among other things will see them reducing waste and choosing suppliers according to
sustainability criteria (Mirvac, 2014). This is likely to change the demand for
materials and building typologies to encompass lower embodied energy.
4.6

WHAT IS THE ORGANISATIONAL BOUNDARY FOR A BUILDING?

When conducting a carbon audit it is necessary to define the organisational and
operational boundaries for the reporting entity. When buildings are considered
carbon neutral or zero carbon this most likely refers to the electricity used. Perhaps
the issue is that buildings and organisations are seen too separately. In truth, a
building is a vehicle, a shell, through which an organisation operates. It is an asset,
and instead of the focus being primarily on the building it needs to be more directed
at full organisational emissions. Figure 14 and Figure 15 are images from a report
completed for South Fremantle Senior High School when they conducted a carbon
audit. It shows the three scopes of emissions and how these encompass activities
inside and outside of the building.
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Figure 14: Scopes for South Fremantle Senior High School carbon audit

Figure 15: Organisational and operational boundary for South Fremantle Senior High
School
The National Australia Bank (NAB) is an example of carbon reductions at an
organisational level, using buildings as a key reduction measure. From 2007-2010
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NAB planned to become Carbon Neutral and spent close to $20 million on 350
energy efficiency projects around Australia, reducing its emissions by 59,200 tonnes
and costs by $6 million (National Australia Bank, 2010).
Carbon reduction actions can range from changes to infrastructure, such as lighting
fixtures and HVAC, to behavioural changes, such as alternative travel to work.
Establishing the boundaries is a crucial step as it clearly defines the carbon emissions
that must be accounted for. If it is only an energy focus in the building, a lot of other
sustainability initiatives are missed. For example, the Australian Commercial
Building Disclosure legislation is focused on base building energy use, which is the
owner’s responsibility. But drawing such a narrow focus creates silo. The energy
benchmarking being used in the US is a whole building energy rating, so this works
to create communication between owners and tenants, especially if energy use is
high. In addition, owners start to seek alternative energy supply and strategic energy
procurement is a growing service.
As previously mentioned, energy is only a small component of the overall cost for an
organisation, yet it is the largest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. In
economies where mandatory regulations are not creating the market drivers, Scope 3
emissions essentially hold the key to behaviour change and reductions in Scope 1 and
2 emissions. If staff travel interstate or overseas on a regular basis, flights will
generally be the largest source of emissions. This is evident in the comparison below
of the carbon audit conducted for the Curtin University Sustainability Policy (CUSP)
Institute office in Fremantle. Two graphs are shown below, one including flights
(Figure 16) and one excluding flights (Figure 17). It is obvious that flights are a
significant contributor to emissions, but staff were unaware until this had been
calculated.
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Figure 16: CUSP Scope 3 with flights

Figure 17: CSUP Scope 3 without flights
In establishing an overall boundary within which to reduce carbon from buildings it
is necessary to account for all three scopes of emissions. However, given limits to
uptake and resources available, targeting the energy used in a building seems to be
the key to motivating large scale uptake in buildings. After a carbon reduction
market is created the boundary within which emissions are reduced can be expanded.
This is obvious in the US where, now that benchmarking is required, a market is
being generated and people are finding ways to reduce their energy consumption and
to innovate.
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4.7

OUT WITH THE OLD IN WITH THE NEW – CARBON POSITIVE
BUILDINGS

Carbon Neutral is a term that is defined as the point at which net greenhouse gas
emissions for an organisation or product equal zero. To achieve this an audit needs to
be conducted of all Scope 1,2 and 3 emissions, and then sufficient reductions are put
into place and offsets purchased to cover the remaining quota of emissions.
Delivering a ‘Carbon Neutral’ building is complex. For example, Pixel Building in
Australia was developed by Grocon and accredited with the highest LEED rating in
the world, as well as a Green Star rating. There were a number of technical features
in the building that enabled it to produce its own energy and harvest its own water.
There is no ongoing monitoring of the building that is making data publicly
available, so it is unclear if the building operates off the grid. If it can sustain
operations through provision of its own power it is carbon neutral, but this only
accounts for neutral Scope 2 emissions. The activities to operate a building include
other Scope 1 and 3 emissions, as well as the energy embodied in the building
materials.
The Living Building Challenge (LBC) requires that 100% of a project’s energy must
be supplied by on-site renewables and that materials are sourced sustainably and
locally. This results in much deeper planning processes and operational energy
budgets when buildings are designed. What will the base building need to operate?
What will tenants need? It is a reverse engineering design that looks at the emissions
that will be occurring in the operational phase and how to plan for this load.
The growth of renewable energy systems offers the potential for carbon positive
buildings. For example large industrial buildings could export excess renewable
energy back to the grid or to other buildings around it and essential become a small
power generator. Such a building would be carbon positive (excluding embodied
energy and other Scope 1 and 3 emissions). There are a number of legislative barriers
currently preventing this from occurring, barriers relating to the allowable scale of
power production on-site, and to the on-selling of that power. The Mirvac
sustainability plan previously mentioned is working towards achieving net positive
energy and water.
The future will likely bring buildings that are productively harvesting water and
generating energy, but it will take time for the available technologies to reduce in
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price and for legislative and financial barriers to lessen before there is large scale
uptake of carbon positive buildings.
4.8

CONCLUSION

There are three main areas of carbon related to buildings: the embodied energy in the
materials and construction process, the operational emissions to run a building, then
the operational emissions that occur from activities to run operations out of a
building. The operational emissions fall into 3 Scopes. Scope 1 are direct emissions
occurring on-site, such as fuel combustion. Scope 2 emissions relate to electricity
combusted off-site and transmitted to a site. Scope 3 emissions refer to other indirect
emissions, such as waste to landfill and flights.
Declaring a building as ‘carbon neutral’ can be as misleading, as such buildings may
not actually be reducing emissions in operation. Rating tools such as Energy Star and
NABERS have essentially targeted the scope 1 and 2 emissions for electricity, gas
and refrigerants. Green Star, LEED and Living Building Challenge give more
consideration to building materials and rewarding sustainable material choices.
LEED and Green Star have performance tools that account for operational carbon
from electricity and gas, but as covered previously these tools are largely not being
adopted within existing buildings. Moreover, it is important to remember that, apart
from LEED mandates, these are mostly voluntary standards. Scope 3 emissions are
not covered sufficiently by current building rating tools as this is generally where
operational carbon tools such as CDP and GRI are used.
This component of the research showed the linking of carbon emissions occurring
between a building and organisation is not managed under one tool or policy. Yet the
scope 3 emissions (such as commute to work) can closely relate to corporate culture
and have wider implications for creating an understanding of sustainability in an
organisation. In designing the performance tool as many emission sources as possible
(scope 1,2 and 3) would be considered, especially those emissions (such as
commute)

which

link
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corporate
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building
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

It is important that whilst striving for energy efficiency in the built environment,
impacts on human health and any adverse consequences are clearly understood.
Otherwise we may end up producing the next generation of low carbon buildings but
shift the burden onto healthcare through detrimental working environments.
A building needs to offer a healthy indoor environment as well as opportunities for
physical movement and activity, and social interaction (Heidel, 2011). The
workshops that were conducted as part of this research showed that industry were
interested in healthy and productive buildings. Participants enquired if green rated
buildings are a worthwhile investment in relation to achieving productive
workplaces. Hence, indoor environment factors must be considered when retrofitting
existing buildings, as this can directly influence the health and productivity of
occupants.
This chapter will cover existing commercial buildings research into indoor
environment quality (IEQ) across thermal comfort, air quality, acoustics, lighting and
greenery. It will then discuss how these are linked to productivity. It will then
examine how IEQ is addressed in existing building rating tools. Finally this chapter
will look at other impacts on productivity that should to be considered in buildings.
The reasons for addressing this section are to determine which areas can be included
in the design of a tool targeting holistic operational building performance.
5.2

WHAT IS INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY AND WHY IS IT
IMPORTANT?

In the 2001 State of Knowledge Report by Environment Australia, the National
Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) states that considering workers
spend 90 per cent of their time indoors, little research has been conducted into the
quality of the indoor environment in buildings (Environment Australia, 2001).
Factors such as the air people breath, noise levels, daylighting and views can affect
occupant health, absenteeism and productivity, and hence the bottom line for
organisations.
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Table 10 is adapted from the research report ‘Productivity and Health in Commercial
Office Buildings by Bell et al (2008) and summarises factors that affect the indoor
environment in buildings.
Table 10: Factors impacting on indoor environment, adapted from (Bell & Franz,
2008)

The State of the Environment report also finds that the health impacts from toxin
exposure in buildings are not well understood, and that the physical and
psychological responses from the indoor environment are complex (Environment
Australia, 2001).
It is interesting that unlike other settings where health and safety factors are
prioritised, they are not in buildings. Perhaps this is because the impacts on humans
are not immediate. The airline industry is held accountable for any deaths due to a
malfunction in the design or operation of a plane, but the building industry can
deliver shells in which people live, breath and operate all day without the same level
of accountability.
Early in the research I drew comparisons between obesity in humans and buildings.
There are excess energy and toxins being fed into buildings that are causing major
health impacts, yet giving up the addiction to this excess is difficult. We know it is
unhealthy, but it is difficult to change. One of the reasons for this is that indoor air
pollutants are a complex field requiring specialist experience, and they are largely
unregulated beyond minimum occupational health and safety standards. To put this
into perspective Table 11 is adapted from a Clean Air Society of Australia and New
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Zealand (CASANZ) report summarising some of the main indoor air pollutants that
can be present in commercial buildings, their sources and potential health impacts.

Table 11: Indoor air pollutants, impacts and standards
Pollutant

Health impact

Source

Legislation/ standard

Carbon
monoxide

Headache
Low concentration
Fatal at high doses

NEPM/ NHMRC –
9ppm over 8 hours.

Particulate
matter

Respiratory
conditions
Cardiovascular
disease
Affects central
nervous system

Cooking appliances,
MV exhaust (i.e. car
parks through
ventilation), tobacco
Wood combustion,
cooking, vacuuming
Lead based paint or
water pipes in older
buildings, paint
removal processes
Cooking appliances,
MV exhaust (i.e.
from car parks
through ventilation),
tobacco
Woodboard, carpets,
linoleum, upholstery,
furnishings,
finishings,
appliances
Cleaning products,
adhesives

Various depending on
lead type

Paints, adhesives,
solvents, aerosols

Made up of several
VOCs, NHRMC has
goal of 500µg/ m3

Damps areas, airconditioning ducts

0 – 500CFU/ m3
(WHO)

Lead

Carbon
dioxide

Headaches
Respiratory illness

Formaldehyde Irritation to skin,
eyes and lungs

Benzene

Total VOCs

Moulds and
fungi

Skin and eye
irritations,
drowsiness,
dizziness,
headaches, and
vomiting
Irritation to nose,
eyes, airways and
skin, nausea,
headaches
Hayfever, allergies
and asthma
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1000ppm (ASHRAE)
5000ppm (WorkSafe
for occupational
environment)
1.2 mg/m3 over 8
hours (NPI)

0 .10% weight/weight
(Worksafe Australia
recommendations)
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Indoor toxins in commercial buildings typically come from areas such as interior
finishings (paints, solvents etc), furniture, office equipment, moisture and HVAC
systems. The lack of consistent and legislated guidelines make the design of healthy
buildings difficult (Spengler & Chen, 2000). Given that there is little understanding
of air toxins it is questionable whether green building certification systems give
sufficient weighting to the quality of indoor air.
A study led by Environmental Policy Professor John Wargo at Yale University
indicated how LEED’s concentration on energy efficiency has led to a neglect of
human health factors in the assessment process for buildings (Wargo, 2010). The
author indicates that the use of toxic substances in buildings is largely unregulated,
and programs such as LEED are placing little emphasis on indoor air quality and the
health impact to building occupants. USGBC have, however, published multiple
reports on the IEQ impacts to human health, with particular attention to this area in
the latest version of LEED (V4).
A Scottish study found there is little published data on IEQ results in the new
generation of highly efficient buildings, but there is a challenge now to refurbish
existing buildings to an energy standard that also promotes a healthy environment for
occupants (Hobday, 2011). The author discusses the drastic drop in ventilation rates
during the 1970’s oil crisis which resulted in a growth of Sick Building Syndrome
(SBS), and this coupled with tightly sealed buildings and mechanical ventilation
reduced the air quality in buildings.
All of these factors indicate that IEQ is important to consider as it has a direct
correlation to health and productivity. To put into perspective the commercial value
of addressing IEQ alongside energy efficiency I have compared what is spent in
Australia annually on wages, and what is spent on electricity and gas, as shown in
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Figure 18. It is important to keep in mind that this includes manufacturing and
mining, which consumes over half of the electricity and gas. Almost 50 times the
amount spent on electricity and gas is spent on wages, hence the lack of commercial
imperative around energy and the vital importance to address human factors.

Energy =
13 Billion
Human factors
=594 Billion

Figure 18: Electricity and gas vs. wages expenditure Australia (data from (ABS,
2012) (ABS, 2010)).

5.3

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY RESEARCH

The following sections will outline key research into indoor environment factors in
buildings.
5.3.1 Thermal comfort and the energy implications
The temperature in office environments is typically recommended to range between
20 and 24OC (Comcare, 2007), and this range is often stipulated in leases. A number
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of studies have proven the impact of temperature on productivity (Niemelä, Hannula,
Rautio, Reijula, & Railio, 2002) (Hedge, 2004), and that performance decreases
when the air is too hot or too cold. The idea temperature for productivity in an office
is suggested to fall between 21.5 and 24.75 OC (Federspiel et al., 2002).
Professor Richard de Dear, an Australian indoor environment specialist and Director
of the newly established IEQ laboratory at University of New South Wales,
challenges the typical 21.5 OC standard temperature for offices. De Dear says this
temperature has unjustifiably made its way into lease agreements and is often
demanded by tenants. He argues that occupants are more satisfied with adaptable
spaces rather than tightly controlled, uniform temperature (de Dear, 2012).
De Dear points to the importance of people having control over temperature. The
installation of individual temperature controls at desktops has led to increases in
overall occupant satisfaction for thermal and air quality (Tsuzuki, Bauman, Arens, &
Wyon, 1999) (Menzies, Pasztor, Nunes, Leduc, & Chan, 1997). These studies
showed that workers were making adjustments according to their preferences. The
level of control people have is a psychological response and directly related to the
satisfaction with the space and their level of productivity (Rock, 2009) (Medina,
2008).
Occupant expectations for thermal comfort are increasing. Why is it that at home we
can put up with a much higher temperature but when stepping into an office we
expect a different environment? Tim Winter argues it is because buildings are
designed and controlled centrally. Winter says there is little consideration of the
thermal envelope and space that is unnecessarily air-conditioned and, as also
indicated above by De Dear, office workers have little personal control over the
temperature as it is up to someone else (Winter, 2012). This may potentially be the
reason that giving workers placebo controls for thermal comfort increases
satisfaction. It is not necessarily their level of satisfaction with the temperature that is
so important but rather their general feeling of control and ownership over the space
they work in. This points to the importance of corporate culture and understanding
staff needs.
Chappells and Shove conducted a UK study examining the building industry’s
attitude towards thermal comfort and satisfaction in buildings, and how demands are
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changing as increases in temperature from climate change are occurring (Chappells
& Shove, 2005). An interesting aspect of this research was the information obtained
from the industry. Experts were selected and interviewed across a number of relevant
fields. Comments included:
•

Clients are so concerned with future climate change that they are making
unreasonable requests, for example buildings that can cope with 40 degree
heat (in the UK).

•

Clients differ in what indirect changes they will make, for example a client
wanted a non-air conditioned building, but learning it would require
changes to corporate dress standards the client changed their mind.

•

Air-conditioning is socially expected and represents quality and prestige
over comfort.

•

Generally clients do not want to compromise comfort for environmental
sustainability.

•

Current policy takes comfort standards for granted.

Wyon’s research supports the above findings, indicating that the quality of air has
been reduced in the search for thermal comfort, and that people are willing to pay the
additional environmental and economic costs for the temperature (Wyon, 2004).
The human body naturally regulates temperature through a process called
thermoregulation. In the 1930s Professor Leonard Hill brought attention to the fact
that indoor sedentary lives impact the body’s ability for heat production (L. Hill,
1933). Later studies show that the body’s natural thermoregulatory control has
essentially been shifted to the indoor environment, and this false thermoregulation is
a major driver of extravagant energy expenditure (R. W. Hill, Muhich, & Humphries,
2013). New studies are recommending adaptive thermal models with changing
temperatures that mimic the external environment, as opposed to a continual static
temperature (van Marken Lichtenbelt & Kingma, 2013).
Some new Australian research suggests that it is also necessary to prepare for the
future temperature increases due to global warming. The number of days per year
that will be over an average temperature is going to continue to increase, so buildings
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need to at least be designed with the potential to increase capacity requirements in
place for the HVAC (Kelly, 2013)
5.3.2 Ventilation
Studies have shown that increased ventilation rates (over minimum requirements)
can improve productivity, satisfaction and health (Wargocki, Wyon, Sundell,
Clausen, & Fanger, 2000); (Fisk, 2000); (Fang, Wyon, Clausen, & Fanger, 2004).
The recommended ventilation rate according to Australian Standard AS 1668.2 is
10L/sec/person, but as discussed by Bell and Franz this number should vary
depending on a building’s use, density and pollutant levels (Bell & Franz, 2008).
Spengler and Chan suggest that as building systems became more lightweight, they
lost their ability to filter moisture and gaseous compounds, and have a reduced
ability to act as a sink area for contaminants. Building interiors are then filled with
off-gassing materials and finishes, resulting in a sealed envelope of complex toxins.
These authors also indicate that as building products, finishes and uses have
continued to evolve, design guidelines have not addressed the issue of these indoor
air pollutants (Spengler & Chen, 2000).
The emphasis on energy efficiency in buildings may be leading to neglect of
necessary \ air change rates in buildings (Bell & Franz, 2008; Kurnitski, 2012). For
example, the Australian standard of 10L/sec/person seems too low to offer a
productive and healthy workplace based on current research. There are options for
improving ventilation rates, such as night purging. However, again, these
technologies are researched more for new buildings with little information on how to
manage both energy and IEQ when refurbishing existing buildings (Hobday, 2011).
It is important that outdoor air is also considered in research, as it is this air that
ventilation systems will pull into a building. Poor external air can be correlated with
the prevalence of diseases such as respiratory illness. It is to be hoped that greater
consideration of external air quality will also spur the development of green
precincts.
5.3.3 Workspace layout and ergonomics
There is an abundance of studies related to ergonomics and productivity. As part of
the research there was an attempt to review the most relevant studies relating to
measured occupant satisfaction, indoor environment, energy and productivity. This
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review examined the importance of ergonomics and layout when buildings are
refurbished for sustainability. In the stakeholder workshops productive buildings
were a key concern, prompting consideration of all factors that impact on
productivity in the workplace.
A comprehensive review of studies of the effect of office design on worker health
and performance was conducted in 2005 by the University of Amsterdam, examining
how location, layout, and use impact on workers (De Croon, Sluiter, Kuijer, &
Frings-dresen, 2005). Out of over 1000 studies starting from 1972, 49 relevant ones
were selected. Findings showed open workplaces reduce privacy and job satisfaction
and that attention should be paid to acoustic and visual protection. These findings
show that creating social spaces and reducing privacy through open plan offices will
not necessarily contribute to more productive workplaces, confirmed in later studies
(Kim & de Dear, 2013) . Industry moves much more quickly than research and there
has been a large growth of open plan offices, particularly in new green rated
buildings, which do not seem to be based on a great deal of research (Konnikova,
2014). The idea that open-plan offices are beneficial for occupant satisfaction and
communication may not always be valid (Y. S. Lee & Guerin, 2009).
Findings from Charles, Danforth et al (2008) found that freedom from distraction is
essential for a productive workplace. They report ideal workstation size to be 5.9 –
13.4 m2, and partitions 1.4 - 1.6 m high depending on employee preference for
lighting and acoustics (G. R. Newsham et al., 2004) cited in (Charles et al., 2008).
These studies reiterate the importance of design considerations for occupant
productivity and satisfaction. Technical feedback is crucial, according to these
studies, if the design is to deliver the most productive workplaces. Personal control
over space is rated highly, and achieving the highest level of satisfaction may not be
aligned with the credits available when applying for a green building accreditation.
For example, open plan offices are given credits for a green rated building, but in fact
may not be producing the most productive workplaces.
An Australian study researched office design in relation to satisfaction and
productivity (Dirk, Hilary, & Brian, 2008). The authors compared design in new and
retrofit office environments and found that new buildings provide the greatest
number of satisfied occupants. Updated environments that are occupied by the same
organisation before and after refurbishment are more successful than environments
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that are occupied by a new organisation after an update. This is very important if an
organisation is considering moving to another building, verses upgrading their
existing building.
5.3.4 Acoustics
Excessive noise in an office environment can be exacerbated by insufficient
insulation, mechanics (i.e. noisy HVAC or office equipment) or office layout. These
can all impact on the way sound is transmitted or absorbed. As outlined by Bell and
Franz (2008) this noise affects occupant focus, task performance, comfort and stress
levels. Table 12 shows the Standards Australia guidelines for acoustic levels office
buildings (Standards Australia, 2000).
Table 12: AS/NZS 2107:2000 on Acoustics
Minimum (dB)

Maximum (dB)

Board and conference rooms

30

40

Corridors and lobbies

45

50

General office areas

40

45

Private offices

35

40

Public spaces

40

50

Past research has shown that green rated buildings sometimes perform poorly with
regard to acoustics. A 2002 study by the Centre for the Built Environment (CBE) at
the University of California examined 34,000 survey responses from 215 buildings in
the US, Canada and Finland (Huizenga, Abbaszadeh, Zagreus, & Arens, 2006).
Results showed that air quality and thermal comfort were, on average, rated more
highly in green buildings than in traditional buildings. However, lighting and
acoustics were not significantly better in green buildings. Also, using CBE data
Jensen, Arens et al found that 50 per cent of occupants in open plan spaces were
dissatisfied with acoustics and believed it interfered with their ability to work
(Jensen, Arens, & Zagreus, 2005).
Other studies have shown that poor acoustics can be a key issue for discontent office
staff (Navai & Veitch, 2003). Hodgson conducted an acoustical evaluation of six
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‘green’ office buildings in the US, four of which were LEED certified. Hodgson
found that LEED accreditation gives little attention to acoustic design and that the
environment was not enhancing occupants’ ability to work due to excessive noise
and poor speech privacy (Hodgson, 2008). Similar findings came from a study on
Green Star (James & Zoontjens, 2009).
One of the most interesting points to note from Hogson’s study is that when initial
meetings were conducted with the designers they were already aware of the
problems, but acoustics are not considered a priority in delivering a building. This
suggests that ‘credit shopping’ for environmental ratings is a priority over delivering
a sustainable building, sacrificing the social health, well-being and productivity of
staff for a green brand. In a Ted talk acoustic expert Julian Treasure comments that
architects do not design for hearing but for aesthetics, and the impacts are negative
and unproductive for spaces (Treasure, 2012). In New York there is a complaint line
for non-emergencies in the city, and the highest complaint is for noise (Patrinos,
2013). This data has also been turned into a visual map so that, when selecting an
office or residence, people can look up where noise complaints are highest. Noise
that occurs outside, as well as inside, can impact on the IEQ.
In more recent research, 12 traditional and 12 LEED rated buildings were compared,
and the indoor environments in the green buildings were found to be more beneficial
for occupant well-being, with superior indoor environments (G. R. Newsham et al.,
2013). The authors indicate that acoustics appeared no worse in the green buildings,
so perhaps the rating tools are improving an awareness of IEQ factors, but it is
important to ensure that awarding credits in other areas does not reduce acoustic
performance, and that there is further research in this area.
5.3.5 Lighting
There are a number of areas related to lighting that contribute to indoor environment
quality. Bell et al (2008) define three areas as natural daylighting, artificial lighting
and glare (e.g. off computer screens). There have been numerous studies that have
linked lighting levels and employee productivity (Abdou, 1997) (Edwards &
Torcellini, 2002), with particular attention to the importance of natural daylight. The
term ‘ill-lighting syndrome’ was coined in a study into artificial lighting in offices,
which showed a lack of vitamins from natural daylighting can cause various health
problems for workers (Begemann, vandenBeld, & Tenner, 1997), while other studies
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have linked daylighting levels with mood and productivity (Edwards & Torcellini,
2002); (Heerwagen, 1998). Another advantage of increased natural daylighting over
artificial lights is that it reduces energy consumption.
Lux levels can be measured as part of assessing the overall indoor environment
quality. Australian Standards rate desired levels at workstations as 160-320 Lux,
depending on the tasks performed. The standard specifies that flexibility in lighting
systems is needed as various tasks will be performed at a desk (such as typing,
reading and writing) (Standards Australia, 2002). The Standard also indicates the
need to consider reflection and the impact of fit-out colours and textures, and how
these impact on lighting. There are also requirements for horizontal as well as
vertical light measures, because if these are not balanced correctly an office can have
a ‘cave-like’ feel and become a less productive space. It is likely that many offices
are over-lit, and standards may not reflect the best indoor environment quality for
lighting (Cuttle, 2013).
Occupant satisfaction with lighting is often included in self-assessment surveys for
comfort and productivity, but it is also necessary to measure the actual lighting
levels. For example, an office in Australia conducted a lighting assessment with a
handheld lux meter and discovered the office area was lit to 1800 lux when it only
required 160-320 lux. The area was de-lamped, and although there was some
backlash from staff they eventually adjusted to the change, hence demonstrating the
need for both a quantitative and qualitative measure (Burlinson, 2013).
5.3.6 Greenery
Greenery inside offices, and views of greenery outside, can have significant benefits
for human productivity and well-being. Stress reactions in the brain and body are
shown to be lowered through direct contact with nature or even pictures of nature
(Selhub & Logan, 2012), and thus the benefits of integrating greenery into buildings
cannot be ignored (USGBC, 2013b). Judith Heerwagen emphasises the importance
of continual connection with nature through biophillic design and the positive
impacts it brings for health and well-being (Clay, 2001) . This section will cover
some studies in this area but due to the range of studies related to biophillic design
this is not a complete review.
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A 2009 study by the University of Georgia (Yang & Pennisi, 2009) tested 28
different species of indoor plants and found five with the ability to remove volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) from indoor air. Through improving the air quality,
increases to productivity and the health of occupants are possible. The authors
established that combining various species in a workplace can target most VOCs and
recommend more research into other plant species. A Norwegian study tested 385
office workers to examine the association between plants and perceived stress, sick
leave and productivity (USGBC, 2013a). The number of indoor plants had a small
but statistically reliable association with sick leave and productivity.
An Australian horticultural study into potted plants in office space found that indoor
plants can reduce VOCs and C02 in buildings. The study showed this measure had
the potential to reduce air-conditioning loads when oxygen levels drop and air
change is required (Burchett, 2011), and overall this study showed that plants may
reduce energy requirements of buildings and at the same time bring the other
physiological benefits to occupants.
Credits are available as part of Green Star for installing indoor plants. However, as
pointed out by Ronald Wood in a recent article for ‘Fifth Estate’ humans and plants
require different levels of lighting and it is important to consider this in workplace
design (Wood, 2012). Wood emphasises that current building requirements for
commercial glazing, while minimising solar heat gain, do not meet plant light
requirements. A balance needs to be achieved, and this can involve supplementary
lighting to ensure long-term health of plants. The Australian horticultural study
supports this, pointing out that normal lighting conditions may not be appropriate for
the plants to effectively cut C02 but that specialised lighting for plants can be used in
some areas..
Jinsop Lee makes an excellent point in his Ted talk that we do not design for all five
human senses (J. Lee, 2013). For example, in the workplace we don’t stimulate sense
of smell, touch or taste. Yet plants can bring benefits such as the Jasmine scent for
increasing attention (Selhub & Logan, 2012). The calming and stress reducing effects
of contact with nature are scientifically proven and an essential component of the
process of attending to human factors when creating sustainable buildings.
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5.4

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT LINK TO PRODUCTIVITY

The costs associated with productivity losses from a poor indoor environment can far
outweigh the cost of running or refurbishing a building. Staff costs are estimated to
be approximately 80 per cent of total business costs (Dickson, 2010), and the
Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CISBE) showed these costs to
be 100 to 200 times that of energy bills. This demonstrates that just a marginal
increase in staff productivity can offset the operational costs of a building (cited in
(Garnys, 2010). Romm and Browning confirmed this with a study showing that just a
1 per cent increase in staff productivity will cover the cost of energy bills (Romm &
Browning, 1998).
George Baird indicated this link over 20 years ago, stating (p 135) “A reliably
demonstrated relationship between building design and salary costs will lead to both
greater opportunity and greater challenge to building services engineers to design
better building services” (Baird, 1989). Baird applies the 1:10:100 rule, meaning that
the operating costs of a building are around 10 per cent of the total life cost of the
building, which in turn is around 10 per cent of salaries paid over the lifetime of the
building.
A study quantifying the productivity losses across 3720 hourly employees in 40 US
buildings showed consistent associations between increased sick leave, lower
outdoor air supply levels and IEQ complaints (Milton, Glencross, & Walters, 2000).
This research was used to predict total cost of productivity losses to the US from
poor IEQ at as much as US$22.8 billion per year. A review of studies confirmed that
the cost of poor IEQ can be higher than costs of energy and ventilation, and that
measures to improve IEQ can be cost-effective through savings from improved
health and productivity (Schendler & Udall, 2005).
There is a surprising lack of cross-over between research on productivity and indoor
environment and the domain of medical research. Even within the realm of buildingrelated health research alone, there are ventilation studies, lighting studies, acoustic
studies etc completed by specialists in each of these areas, but a holistic view across
multiple areas is lacking.
The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s Indoor Health and Productivity (IHP)
project identified this lack of collaboration, pinpointing a critical need for research to
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expand to a more multi-disciplinary level, and for existing research to be better
communicated (Kumar & Fisk, 2002). Inter-disciplinary teams also need to
contribute to policy and rating tools (Veitch, 2008).
By identifying and communicating the causes of building related ‘illnesses’ through
further research, the design process could deliver higher performing buildings for
both the environment and the occupants. In addition, quantifying and demonstrating
the productivity improvements could also drive energy efficiency measures which
simultaneously improve the indoor environment (Fisk, 2000).
It is obvious that IEQ has a direct and proven connection to the health and comfort of
occupants. What is difficult to determine with certainty is how and to what extent
these IEQ factors directly impact on worker productivity in everyday workplaces. It
is difficult to distinguish between health or comfort factors and productivity factors,
as found by authors of a study in Sweden. However, while acknowledging this
difficulty, they nonetheless argued that improved comfort levels in sustainable
buildings can still return yields through reduced turnover of staff, so comfort should
not be ignored (Annika, Holger, Marcel, & Lukas, 2013). The risk here is relying on
a building to produce a productive workplace, when in fact the organisation in that
building needs to drive further attention to indoor environment.
5.5

RATING TOOLS AND THE INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

Rating tools are increasingly attending to indoor environment factors. However, if
this is not done effectively then rating will continue to focus on design rather than
operational outcomes. This happened in the case of energy and the same could occur
in relation to indoor environment (G. R. Newsham et al., 2013) .
Green Star does recognise IEQ within the rating system, but similarly to LEED, a
building does not actually require any of these credits to obtain a rating. Table 13
shows a comparison between the ratings for the current office Green Star In Design
rating and the recently introduced Performance tool. Looking at this table the IEQ
section has 27 credits for In Design, but this drops to 18 for the Performance Tool,
which is the operational tool. Does this indicate IEQ is less important once buildings
are operational? According to the studies reviewed in this chapter it should be just as,
if not more, important.
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Table 13: Green Star use of IEQ
Green Star
Green Star

Green Star

Office V1

Office V3

Performance

Management

12

12

18

IEQ

26

27

18

Energy

24

29

27

Transport

11

11

7

Water

12

12

14

Materials

14

22

8

Land use & ecology

8

8

4

Emissions

13

16

5

Innovation

Up to 5

Up to 5

Up to 10

(adapted from (Roussac, 2009))
Professor Wargo’s report shows that there are a vast amount of untested chemicals
that are used in the built environment with little regulation (Wargo, 2010). People
would never ingest these chemicals in their home environment but when at work it
may not be a choice. Furniture, paint, printer and cleaning products may off-gas
highly harmful chemicals that people breath in quite unawares.
The NABERS Indoor Environment rating works similarly to the energy rating, by
awarding stars for performance. The stars are based on the building’s ability to
deliver an appropriate quality of indoor environment for occupants, and more stars
achieved reflects the delivery of working conditions above statutory regulations
(NABERS, 2009).
The NABERS protocol requires reporting on air quality, thermal comfort, acoustic
comfort, lighting and office layout, with data collected through indoor environment
measures and an occupant satisfaction survey. Data is collected in one day, which in
itself can be difficult as there are many influences on the indoor environment, such as
the quality of external air on that particular day. The other available tools under
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NABERS are waste and water. The current uptake of all four NABERS tools is
shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: NABERS Office ratings, data from (NABERS, 2013b) (22 November
2013)
From its introduction in 2008 till recently there was little uptake of the NABERS IE
rating in Australia, with only 39 of the 1900 ratings for offices being indoor
environment ratings (NABERS, 2013b). However, this number has tripled in 12
months since further investigation and stakeholder review into the NABERS IE tool
began. In an industry survey NABERS IE was found to be an ‘excellent initiative’
but not supported enough in the industry and very complex with numerous technical
faults in the protocol (AIRAH, 2012). Following this review a Technical Working
Group was established to advise on enhancing the tool, with a revised version
expected to be released soon (NABERS, 2013a).
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Staff are becoming more selective in choosing a company to work for, and
organisations are constructing green buildings to attract and retain staff (Bordass,
2007). The interesting point is whether these buildings are providing healthy
workplaces. The indoor environment affects people on a daily basis, and it is
important that building rating tools give the same priority to these parameters as they
do to energy.
5.6

OTHER IMPACTS TO PRODUCTIVITY

This thesis addresses the fact that delivering a green building does not promise less
energy use as it needs to also be operated effectively, and it is essentially the same
with workplace productivity. If the team and work area is not managed with people’s
needs in mind, it will be very difficult to provide that productivity improvement. In a
paper on green buildings and productivity, Heerwagen cites research by Cole (2009)
about ‘green’ buildings that have ‘gray’ occupants due a lack of understanding on
whole systems design (Heerwagen, 2000). This section is in no way an exhaustive
summary of workplace productivity generally, a highly researched area, but rather of
its relation to sustainable building.
We are no longer in an industrial age where productivity is measured in the number
of goods produced at the end of a manufacturing line. The IT world has seen
communication and workplaces change, and today’s workplaces have a short term
focus with time as a critical performance variable (Steers, Mowday, & Shapiro,
2004). The relationship between teams and individual work is also changing, and
buildings constructed decades ago were not necessarily designed to accommodate the
new working culture. A study by the Australian Psychological Study showed that
nearly half of Australians report workplace issues as a source of stress, and those that
felt positively engaged at work reported lower prevalence of stress and higher
prevalence of well-being (Casel, 2013).
There are strong links between well-being, positive working environments and
organisational performance (Blustein, 2008; Cotton & Hart, 2003) and organisations
with engaged employees have higher earnings per share (Gallup, 2012). A study by
Gallup into employee engagement found that successful engagement comes from
aligning the right staff to roles that build their strengths, from leadership by engaged
managers and from a focus on employee well-being (Gallup, 2012). Gallup also
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found a positive correlation between employee engagement and physical health, with
the most engaged reporting lower illness and higher participation in wellness
programs. This is where factors such as absenteeism, sickness and fatigue at work
can impact on performance – healthier employees are more productive and happier at
work. Gallup found that in Australia only 19 per cent of leaders are engaged, and
only 24 per cent4 of employees engaged, predicting a cost to the country of around
AUD 54.8 billion per annum.
Productivity improvements will not come from a building alone, and people are not
computers that can be programmed to perform. There are a number of externalities
impacting on performance, including biological and psychological factors.
5.6.1 Psycho-social and physical factors in workplaces
The link between a positive frame of mind and physical health and well-being, and
therefore productivity, is critical. Huppert (2009 p154) finds that “Psychological
well-being is associated with flexible and creative thinking, pro-social behaviour,
and good physical health” He outlines that psychological well-being is the
combination of feeling good and functioning effectively, which involves selfdevelopment, having a sense of purpose, control over your life and experiencing
positive relationships.
These factors that influence psychological well-being can be influenced by the
buildings and organisations where people spend the majority of their day. As an
example, there have been several studies cited in this chapter showing when people
believe they have control over the temperature at the workstation they are more
productive. They have a sense of control and therefore they are more psychologically
satisfied and productive.
Huppert outlines that negative emotions are strongly linked to a higher prevalence of
disease and therefore that factors such as social interaction, inclusion and a healthy
lifestyle are critical (Huppert, 2009). He points out that these can be built into
workplace initiatives, and that moving the focus from ill-being to well-being can
results in large-scale benefits to productivity, relationships and health.

4

Author was contacted to further understand the Gallup methodology on measuring engagement but
they were unable to supply the information, as it is Gallup Intellectual Property.
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Humans are complex and workplaces that can meet their needs in order to be
productive will have long term benefits to human health. It is difficult to realise these
types of workplaces as the health and productivity benefits may not be seen
immediately but rather occur over the long term. Why should workplaces be
investing in the health of staff if they may not even be with them in the future? It is a
similar dilemma to that faced when retrofitting buildings; the return won’t be
immediate but there will be long term savings.
Cardiovascular disease is one of today’s leading causes of death (AIHW, 2012), with
the biggest contributory factors being high blood pressure, high cholesterol, physical
inactivity, high body mass and low consumption of fruit and vegetables (Begg et al.,
2003). A working life mostly spent seated inside doesn’t contribute positively
towards health, and interestingly the Gallup study found that engaged employees ate
healthier food and exercised more frequently (Gallup, 2012). The importance and
relevance of this to reducing carbon in buildings is that these factors need to be
considered side-by-side. It makes no sense spending millions of dollars on an energy
efficiency building upgrade if it doesn’t account for the human factors. For the longterm economic benefit of, these silos must be overcome in policy so that in ten years
we aren’t re-doing this with ‘retrofitting for human health’.
5.6.2 Corporate culture, values and profitability
The environment refers not only to the physical working environment, but also to the
organisational culture. Companies are coming under increasing pressure to be more
sustainable, but there is little guidance on how to actually go about transitioning to a
culture of sustainability (Linnenluecke & Griffiths, 2010). It goes beyond simply
implementing policies at a corporate level; it needs a deeper examination of
individual factors affecting staff (Tudor, Barr, & Gilg, 2008). This is particularly
relevant for interventions in buildings that require behaviour change in staff. If a
policy is put into place requiring staff to adjust behaviour, but at the same time they
feel they are not a part of the organisation or are not being heard, it is unlikely the
intervention will succeed (David, 2013). Many green teams and competitions occur
in buildings, but how do you sustain the sustainability? The literature points to the
need to look at the values underpinning the organisational culture (Linnenluecke &
Griffiths, 2010) and to ensure these match the sustainability initiatives.
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High performance buildings really need to take into account strategies for high
performance workplaces, to improve the sustainability of the building and harness
the energy of the people, in order to bring a financial return. Valuing staff and
valuing the environment from the top down is vital to sustain sustainability.
5.6.3 The link to carbon
Work impacts health from the moment people leave their house. The decisions made
about mode of transit (public transport, bike, walk or car), and movement around a
building (stairs, collaborative spaces) can play a significant role. What is interesting
is the correlation between these decisions and the carbon reduction impacts.
Occupants who choose to walk, cycle or catch public transport have a healthier
commute (both mentally and physically) and make a lower contribution to carbon
emissions. These factors obviously depend on the local environment and also require
a supportive urban design that promotes physical activity and social interaction
(Buzzelli, 2008). This is the key link to carbon reductions: the low carbon options are
often those that will bring more positive mental and physical benefits for people.
The influence of the working environment over people’s health and well-being has
been on the agenda for some time. In a 1976 literature review examining
occupational stress in the workplace and the impact on coronary disease and mental
well-being, the authors concluded that “If we can get organisations, social scientists
and doctors to work together on these sorts of problems (in the field), we may be able
to make important contributions not only to the social, managerial, and medical
sciences but to the physical and mental well-being of men and women at work”
(Cooper & Marshall, 1976). The need exists, the value businesses could gain from
making the connections is immense, but it is complicated and requires the linking of
multiple industries.
When conducting background research on indoor environment I identified a gap that
spanned the different areas. Why is there not more of a medical presence in
designing rating tools for buildings? People’s brains rely on the space around them to
supply a functional and supportive environment in which to work efficiently. The
human brain requires a certain amount of oxygen, space and light to function, but
these requirements are being sought in the building codes rather than medical
guidelines.
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What this essentially indicates is that although industry is asking for the delivery of
productive green buildings, the building can only go so far. It requires an
organisational shift and further policy attention.
5.7

CONCLUSION

There are a number of indoor environment factors that can impact on the health,
wellness and productivity of occupants inside buildings. These include air quality,
thermal comfort, acoustics, lighting and exposure to greenery. Rating tools have
started to encompass some indoor environment factors but it is important these are
prioritised. The long term implications on human health constitute a high risk, and
could result in greatly increased costs for healthcare. Many studies have been
conducted on the importance of indoor environment quality but there are few multidisciplinary approaches bringing these areas together. The importance of including
most IEQ factors in the development of an operational building tool was confirmed
from the findings in this chapter.
There are also many other factors impacting health and wellness in the workplace,
such as stress levels, engagement and work and empowerment. Whilst these may not
be directly attributable to the building, they certainly influence how much occupants
maximise the potential returns from green building. It is important that organisations
are green in their culture if they wish to have a high performing building. The linking
of these factors to carbon reductions are that the low carbon options, in many cases,
have better outcomes for the health and well-being of building occupants. Whilst
these factors would be difficult to measure, the findings from this chapter concluded
that these will need to be addressed in both the occupant questionnaire and when
investigating corporate culture.
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6.1

INTRODUCTION

The initial literature review, which was conducted as part of Sustainable Built
Environment National Research Centre ‘Greening the Built Environment’ project,
reviewed all areas impacting building performance. This review was turned into a
discussion paper and published by the group5. Furthermore, the discussion paper was
used as the basis for two project workshops, the first in Perth and the second in
Brisbane. Following the workshops the initial research priorities were reviewed and
the Green Performance Evaluation Tool began development and trial.
This chapter will present the findings of the workshop, the application of the research
to existing evaluation tools and the initial development of the tool. Five key areas
were identified as having major impacts on human and building performance and
they became the key elements of the Green Performance Evaluation Tool. They are
shown below and covered in more detail in the following chapters:
1. Building Management
2. Design Elements
3. Indoor Environment Quality
4. Corporate culture
5. Occupant experience
6.2

SUMMARISING THE TOOL’S DEVELOPMENT JOURNEY
The development of the GPET is summarised in Figure 20. This section will

focus on the workshops conducted in Perth and Brisbane and the application of the
outcomes to the research.

5

Documents available at http://www.sbenrc.com.au/research/greening-the-built-environment/10design-and-performance-assessment-of-commercial-green-buildings
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Figure 20: Development timeline
My Master’s thesis identified the issue of performance variations of green rated
buildings in operation versus design. Completed in 2010, it was titled ‘How
successful are the existing green building environmental rating schemes in achieving
triple bottom line results’. This thesis formed the basis of a literature review for a
buildings project awarded to Curtin University and Queensland University of
Technology (QUT), through the Sustainable Built Environment National Research
Centre (SBEnrc). The project was to develop a performance assessment framework
for commercial buildings in operation. The SBEnrc team consisted of a small group
of students from Curtin University and Queensland University of Technology. I
commenced as lead researcher on this project in 2011, which became the core input
for this PhD thesis.
Following an expanded literature review and development of discussion papers there
were three key areas identified for the project to focus on: design elements, buildingoccupant interactions and building management. Although the literature showed
these areas influencing building performance, there was little cross-disciplinary
research linking the areas together. These three areas were expanded following the
stakeholder workshops as it became obvious that the interactions were more complex
and required consideration of other areas. One of the key areas that needed to be
addressed in the research was identified as indoor environment quality (IEQ).
The importance of linkages across subject areas can be seen using indoor
environment as an example. There are potential implications for the indoor
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environment when energy efficiency initiatives are put into place in buildings. For
example, when SBEnrc team member David Sparks surveyed a building in Brisbane
he discovered that the air-conditioning was being shut down to conserve energy. This
was resulting in a vacuum effect whereby fumes from the car park were being drawn
up through the elevator shafts, deteriorating the air quality for occupants (Sparks,
2012).
Understanding the need to detect such impacts on air quality, a research relationship
was built with an indoor environment specialist, QED Environmental Services. QED
brought the required equipment and knowledge to conduct higher level testing on the
indoor environment. At this point in time an occupant survey was drafted and the
first version of the GPET was trialled on a tenancy in a Perth. IEQ data was collected
using both the handheld device purchased for the project and the professional
services of QED.
The second workshop was held in Brisbane. Some issues had come to light during
the first trial around engaging with building management, and the workshop
confirmed the need to explore the ‘soft’ communication elements and the different
needs of tenants and owners. Following the workshop the project was expanded into
what became known as the ‘Performance Nexus’, which covered five areas that
could impact the energy performance of a building: design elements, building
management, indoor environment quality, occupant experience and tenancy
agreements.
The tenancy agreements area was developed after gaining legal advice from
specialists at QUT on the importance of considering lease documentation when
managing tenant energy use. This is an area that has been developed by the
Australian Government, which provides ‘green leases’ and templates for building
owners and tenants. Many older buildings have the potential for these structured
leases but require better communication and engagement between all stakeholders
before these can be effectively implemented. ‘Tenancy Agreements’ therefore
became ‘Stakeholder Engagement’ and was finally changed into ‘Corporate Culture’
to encompass a wider range of topics.
Once the five areas of the nexus had been established, researchers looked at key
criteria to be addressed in each area and consulted with industry partners. Positive
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feedback was received and researchers proceeded to develop methods to test each
area. The final version of the nexus was trialled on a Western Australian building,
providing invaluable feedback on the ease of implementation. For the purpose of this
thesis, I have further built on the findings from the project, and changed the
‘Performance Nexus’ concept into the ‘Green Performance Evaluation Tool’
(GPET), which is how it will be referred to from this point forward.
6.3

WORKSHOPS

SBEnrc project workshops were conducted in Perth and Brisbane as part of the
stakeholder engagement process. The locations and dates of the workshops are in
Table 14.
Table 14: Stakeholder workshop dates and locations
Date
Location

Number of attendees

11 July 2011

140 William Street, Perth

16

8 September, 2011

80 George Street, Brisbane

19

Stakeholders invited to the workshops included research partners in the SBEnrc
project and a range of local industry specialists. The workshops proved equally as
valuable in gaining information from attendees as they were in building rapport and
gaining connections for later in the project. For example a Perth workshop attendee
from QED Environmental Services later became a research partner. Another attendee
was from a local land agency whose building was used as a test case study for the
project, and a consultant engineer who worked on this building also attended.
Similarly in Brisbane there were a number of state government attendees with whom
discussions were held about using a building as a case study, but unfortunately this
did not happen due to a change in government.
The workshops were aimed at learning from the experiences of industry attendees
and confirming initial findings from the literature review. The outcomes of the
workshops were published in a stakeholder engagement report for the project
partners, and the data and outcomes from this report have been included in the
following analysis.
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6.3.1 Methodology
The workshops were based on a social learning methodology developed by Emeritus
Professor Valerie Brown (Brown, 2008). Participants sat in groups of four to five and
were taken through various discussion sessions, outlined below.
1. Session One: What Should Be?
Participants were asked to ‘think big’ and envision the ideal green building,
ignoring typical barriers such as funding. Participants discussed their ideas in
their small groups and listed key points down on paper provided. These papers
were then rotated around the tables for other groups to review and add on any
other notes. They were then returned to the original group for a brief discussion,
and each table picked a representative and presented their ideas to the larger
group.
2. Session Two: What Is? (Considering the current enablers and disablers)
In their groups, participants were asked to draw a line down the centre of a new
page and on the left column write ‘Enablers’ and on the right column write
‘Disablers’. They were given instructions to imagine the centre line as their ideal
green building and consider the enablers as what assists in achieving the ideal
green building, and the disablers as what prevents this from occurring.

ENABLERS

DISABLERS

Industry groups

Finance

Figure 21: Workshop session 1, enablers and disablers visioning exercise
3. Session Three: What Could Be?
After groups had developed a list of enablers and disablers they were asked to
consider what could be done to overcome the disablers. Participants were asked
to think individually about what could be done to reduce the disablers and write
4 or 5 main points on post-it notes. They then discussed these with their group
and put the post-it notes up on the wall.
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4. Session Four: What Can Be?
Groups presented their ideas to the larger group and were then asked to come
together and put the post-it notes up on a wall and categorise them into three or
four main themes.
Participants were introduced to the project with a presentation at the start of the
workshops, and asked to consider the project throughout the day. The first workshop
in Perth looked at the energy performance of design elements and the impact of these
elements on the occupant and the indoor environment, based on findings from the
literature review. Figure 22 is the image that was initially used to envision the
project. There was much discussion of the human impact of building performance in
the first workshop, so this was explored further in the second (Brisbane) workshop.

Figure 22: Perth workshop - What impact are the design elements having on energy
and occupants?
Figure 23, displayed for the Brisbane workshop, shows the evolution of the
research criteria as attempts were made to integrate feedback from participants at the
first workshop into the project scope. An example was given to these participants of
a library in Melbourne that had chilled beams installed. The librarians were give
control of the thermostat and on a hot day turned the temperature right down,
resulting in condensation and ‘rain’ on all of the books (Gibson, 2011). This example
was designed to show that the level of management and control that is given to
occupants can impact not just on energy use, but also on indoor environment quality.
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Figure 23 Brisbane workshop
6.3.2 Findings
There was a mix of attendees representing state government and private industry at
both workshops, with a higher academic presence at the Brisbane workshop. There
were more engineers than architects and few building managers. There were a
number of building managers and portfolio representatives invited who did not
attend.
The results were analysed and coded in excel to identify key areas of discussion and
recurring themes. Responses from all workshops were grouped together to see if
there were dominant areas of discussion. Analysis of the results has come from raw
data taken on the day and from the Stakeholder Engagement Report published as part
of the research (Hargroves, S., Desha, & Sparks, 2011).
What is the ideal green building?
The results from both workshops are shown in Figure 24 where 134 valid responses
were coded in excel and are shown as percentages of total responses. These are the
characteristics of their ideal green building.
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Figure 24: Workshop respondents ‘What Should Be?’
What is enabling and disabling the ideal green building?
Figure 25 and Figure 26 respectively show the enablers and disablers identified by
research participants, which support the findings from the literature review. The most
frequently raised topics are at the top with the percentage representing the frequency
out of total responses.
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Figure 25: Enablers for green building

Figure 26: Disablers for green building
At the top of the list of disablers is ‘split incentives’. This is a common term
referring to the different investment costs and benefits for tenants and building
owners respectively. For example, an owner invests in a lighting upgrade but the
tenant receives the savings through lower utility fees. Participants commented that
tenants were unaccountable for what they use, that sometimes buildings and
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occupants are not appropriately matched and that owners and tenants have different
values. This is very much reflected in the literature where there is an emerging body
of work looking at the ‘forgiveness factor’ that some people may have in green
buildings as they also have a positive environmental attitude (Deuble, 2012). In other
words, they are more understanding of issues such as temperature variations as they
know the building brings a lower environmental impact than a traditional building.
The lack of feedback loops discussed in the workshops revolved around a lack
of community in a building, which results in a lack of communication. There was
also discussion on departmentalism and lack of collaboration, as well as a lack of
end-user education on how buildings (or building controls) work.
There were several mentions of risk and resistance to change within all
categories of stakeholders. Participants saw this as closely relating to the
aforementioned lack of knowledge and awareness, in addition to insufficient
numbers of skilled professionals. There was also consistent mention of the lack of
evidence and research, and the fact that without substantiated evidence it is difficult
to direct investment.
When discussing legislation, participants voiced the need for more incentives
and up-front funding for schemes to incentivise action and evidence so as to inform
policy. There was also support for a national standard for measuring IEQ that was
affordable to implement, with some mention of how the existing NABERS Indoor
Environment protocol does not sufficiently address indoor environment factors.
There was discussion of the lack of clear post-occupancy evaluations of
buildings to validate their design, and of a lack of quantifiable data on occupant
productivity. There was also mention of how single case studies on buildings may
not be trustworthy. This is partly because companies do not publish negative
information to show what hasn’t worked in buildings, leaving the industry with a
best-case-bias. There was, however, also discussion of the risk that, if a postoccupancy evaluation reveals that a design or technology is not working as intended,
somebody will need to be held liable (and this is even more likely to be so if the
evaluation is published).
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Overcoming disablers, maximising enablers
In both workshops participants were asked to brainstorm strategies to maximise
the enablers and overcome the disablers. They then wrote these on post-it notes and
grouped them under headings. The results have been analysed in each workshop
rather than as a whole group, as these particular sessions were run slightly differently
in Perth and Brisbane. However, these results were compared to see if the same or
different themes emerged. The Perth workshop was then asked to look in more detail
at what should be included in a post-occupancy evaluation (POE) framework.
Perth
This workshop resulted in three headings being produced for research direction
which were:
1. A post-occupancy evaluation framework
2. Education
3. Codes and regulation.
The Perth workshop had some dominant personalities. Therefore the raw data
from this session (what was written on the initial post-it notes) was re-analysed to
verify if the theme headings reflected this raw data, or if more dominant people in
the room could have possibly influenced them. The responses people wrote onto
post-it note have been coded into themed headings, and Figure 27 shows the
responses with the number representing how many times it was repeated.
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Figure 27: Perth - grouping of enablers
It can be seen that the post-occupancy framework and education were clearly
thematic, while the codes and regulation heading was indirect, but is strongly related
to the need for more data and evidence based policy. The topic of ‘case studies’ was
not picked up as a key heading by workshop attendees, although a number wrote that
down as an enabler. A number of case studies were developed as part of the SBE
project to show best case building and what could be achieved, but there is already
an abundance of case studies available online.
Framework for post-occupancy evaluation
This Perth workshop focussed quite a lot of discussion on standardisation for
post-occupancy frameworks, including what needs to be included in a POE. There
were many suggestions for parameters to measure, which could be grouped under
occupant experience, productivity and indoor environment quality. There were also
some suggestions of metrics for building performance measurement. The
brainstormed ideas have been grouped under these headings in Table 15.
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Table 15: Brainstorm for POE content (Perth workshop)
ENERGY DATA AND THE BUILDING
•
•
•
•
•

Gather'data'(Interval'energy'data'with'individual'loads'needed'for'buildings)'
Establish'performance'benchmarks'for'other'buildings'
Correlate'energy'against'IEQ'data'and'occupant'satisfaction'
Consider'occupant'density'and'activity'use''
Look'at'design'features'that'impact'IEQ'–'ventilation,'fans'and'various'HVAC'systems,'
blinds'

•
•
•
•

Service maintenance & complaint numbers
Energy use
Waste
Vacancy and churn rates

•

Yield'and'rents'

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light'(artificial,'natural,'glare,'uniformity,'flicker)'
Temperature''(temperature,'radiant'heat,'air'change)'
Ventilation'and'air'quality'(oxygen,'CO2,'system'type,'ACE)'
Relate'IEQ'factors'to'occupant'satisfaction'
Plants/'indoor'greenery'
Individual'control'
Particulates'
Noise/acoustic'quality'
VOCs'and'Formaldehyde'

Occupant Satisfaction/ Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Noise'
Ergonomics'
Privacy'
Nature/views,'visual'comfort'
Thermal'comfort'and'ventilation'
Amenity'
Number'of'complaints'
Individual'control''
Work'life'balance'
Quality'of'view'
Mood'at'work'

Productivity (potential measures of productivity)

•

SelfSrated'or'time'taken'to'complete'a'task,'impacted'by'temperature,'noise'and'air'
quality'
SelfSreported'productivity'and'line'manager’s'report'of'productivity''

•

Energy use per email sent

•

•
•
•
•
•

Effect'of'colours'on'occupants'
Toilet'breaks'
Time'spent'in'office,'attendance'times'
Sick'days'
Time'commuting'per'day'
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Brisbane
The Brisbane workshop generated a larger number of headings when
participants considered how to overcome disablers and maximise enablers. Table 16,
from the stakeholder engagement report (Hargroves et al., 2011), summarises the
responses with the key themes:
-

Occupant experience and measures for occupant feedback
Mainstreaming and mandating green building
Productivity and occupant evaluations
Needs verses deliverables
Transparent reporting
Incentives
Data accessibility and communication
Greenwash radar
Perception management
Capacity building and knowledge

Table 16: Brainstorm for POE content (Brisbane)
BRISBANE
Occupant(experience((left(column)(and(measures(for(occupant(feedback((right(column)(
Description of occupant level of control of
personal workspace (lighting, air, layout)
Subjective assessment of work/life balance
Toilet breaks
Time on phone (indicator of need for social
contact/stimulation)
Selection of desks in hot-desk workplaces (user
preferences for different locations in buildings)
Time spent in office/at desk (use of spaces and
occupancy)
Quantity of unpaid voluntary hours of work
When it comes to survey - bigger is better - look
for international opportunities
Attendance profile of staff (e.g. early vs. late
starts)
Operation of blinds (position and angle) vs.
irradiance and illumination on window
Subjective quality of view out window vs.
photographs (for computer analysis of view
quality criteria)
POE structure with rating how important each
element is and weighting responses according to
this
Measuring the unmeasurable values
What people do with controls (all levels)
(individual; group; management) [and
differences]
Influence of ‘halo’ effect - positive user
perception
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Tenancy power consumption information
communicated to tenants
External irradiance and daylight conditions
Mood-o-meter (building occupant
computer/mobile app to measure occupant mood)
Measure/compare ratios of service maintenance
to complaints/satisfaction (mandatory;
predictive; breakdown)
Operation of lighting controls near and far from
users
POE measure - health (sick days per year);
happy meter
Green-o-meter (whole-of-building energy use ->
filtered; as a sculpture; as an ambient feedback)
Thermal comfort information available to tenants
Measure average time spent commuting each day
and methods of transport
Measure percentage of waste produced over total
occupants in the building per day (excluding
recycling)
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Mainstream/mandating(green(building(

Productivity/occupancy(evaluations(

Implement NABRS/Green Star on all buildings
like electrical appliance Star Ratings. No Star,
no sale
Builders and designers to become more
involved/accountable for building performance
Leadership policy
Sustainable growth
Carbon

Productivity vs. subjective assessment of
workplace culture
Analysis of satisfaction across multiple similar
floors of high rise with different tenants (looking
for organisational bias)
Energy use per email sent
Effect of colours on occupants (productivity)
Constant light levels vs. changing light levels
during the day
Lighting colour temperature vs. productivity,
visual comfort

Needs(vs(deliverables(

Transparent(reporting(

Building need (how much space is required;
alternative options - hot desking, work on-site,
work from home)
Don’t overcomplicate things. Carefully respect
the simple things that deliver adequate results.
Don’t over-engineer everything. KISS
IAQ Cleaning
Tenant habits
Waste management
Deal breakers for users (prioritise to avoid)
Lighting quality vs./with energy efficiency of
lighting
Daylighting (glare; intensity)
Users’ comfort needs/levels being met
Diagram (see below)

IEQ benefits quantified (absenteeism,
productivity vs. VOCs, Fresh air, plants)
Don’t be lured into direct connections between
elements and outcomes. The contribution of
elements is often more complex than it appears
Measure maintenance costs for building/for users
($/yr; hr/yr)
Third party data (performance; social benefit;
construction costs)
Measure outcomes rather than indicators - i.e.
ask people what they think rather than measuring
light, temperature etc. Often cheaper and more
accurate
Building automation system that predicts
occupant behaviour
True POEs (include design meeting brief;
happiness of users; system/service efficiencies;
IEQ measures; external factors (i.e. transport
availability)
Total carbon monitoring across building life
cycle

What was promised

Client dissatisfaction

What was delivered

Building(communities(

Research(methods(and(tools(

Develop community to bring managers and
occupants to same table
Social interactions (space; people; design)
Building assessibility (travel time and cost;
personal, public)

Building research marketplace ‘computer dating
for buildings’
Transparent research of ‘real’ application of
high-performance buildings (economic
pros/cons)

Incentives(

Data(accessibility(and(communication(

Incentives (availability; reach; amounts)
Environmental KPIs for employees

Data on ratings tools and their reach (tool by
tool; cost; rigour)
Convergence of rating systems (design (correct
design) - post-occupancy (correct use))

Perception(Management((

Greenwash(radar(

Adaptive model of thermal comfort promotion/education
Building psychologist - facilitate perceptions of

Innovation of research (knowledge sharing;
government support; industry adoption)
Bullsh*t metre
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occupant control
Balance matrix (comparing the three parts of the
triangle to obtain the best balanced position
between design/management/users
Effectiveness of various video-conferencing
facilities

Looking out for spin - don’t believe everything
people say
Government support for research

Capacity(building(knowledge(

(

Don’t reinvent the wheel - this HAS been done
before. Make sure you learn from what others
have done before
Training (what’s available; curriculum; cost
comparative)
Education of managers to understand buildings
to get outcomes not just procedures
Improved building operation education - inform
how the building should be operated and
occupied

BMS - use of technology, tenant feedback and
connectivity
BMS - self-diagnostic reporting
BMS - more than a glorified time clock
Measure understanding (what does the facility
manager know and what difference does it make)
A greater focus on facility manager (at design;
adequate handover of knowledge at project
completion)

6.3.3 Discussion
This workshop content reflected the findings of the literature review, in that
there is still confusion as to how to measure all of the factors that contribute to
performance of a building. Without a standardised methodology for assessing
building performance it is difficult to establish benchmarks, and, in turn, feed this
information into policy.
It became obvious through the discussions that the linkages between energy
use in a building and the indoor environment quality were strong, but it is difficult to
quantify the impact that these have on the occupants. Tools have been developed to
measure various IEQ factors, but understanding the inter-relations is difficult. The
degree to which people can be productive is influenced by factors such as light,
temperature and air quality – but it can also be influenced by external factors such as
stress at home or from their organisation. As George Baird puts it, the relationship
between work effectiveness and the environment is complex, and the optimum
environment will vary person to person (Baird, 1989).
Many participants mentioned the silo effect in the industry, adding that tenants,
building management, owners, designers, architects and engineers all need to be
informed and educated. This lack of communication between stakeholders is
highlighted in the literature.
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Life cycle analysis was raised, as well as the need for calculations of total costs
to be based on a cradle to grave approach for buildings. As this project was focusing
on operational emissions, life cycle analysis (pertaining in particular to embodied
energy) was noted but could not be included within the scope of this project.
In Brisbane there was an open discussion around the need for further
transparency, given the many misconceptions people have and the tendency for
greenwashing to mislead them, but the complexity involved in obtaining information
was also noted. There were mixed opinions on the validity of self-rating a building.
The call for more case studies as an enabler was interesting, as there are many
case studies online, and the question of why these are not being utilised needs to be
addressed. Further to the greenwashing issue, it was discussed that people do not
trust individual case studies as they are often published by building owners or
developers of that property, and there is also the issue that these typically aren’t
continual studies but just once-off publications.
It became apparent that the project needed to consider quantitative measurements of
the effect of indoor environment quality on productivity. This again confirms
findings from the literature review that IEQ is often neglected in buildings.
The understanding that productivity is difficult to measure was confirmed.
Participants were asked how they thought it could be measured, and self-rated
productivity came up frequently, as did the testing of certain areas to see how
functional they are for inducing a more productive workplace. Other suggestions
included measurement of time to complete tasks (which is, however, a costly and
extensive research exercise) and interviews with line managers. These discussions
suggest that industry (at least as it was reflected in these workshops) understands that
measuring productivity effectively on a large scale is extremely complicated, and
that there are currently no known measures in place to assess the causal relationship
between these areas.
6.4

INITIAL SBENRC RESEARCH DIRECTION
The research priorities emerged out of the literature review, workshops,

training and the trial of the tool. The following three areas were first identified as
priorities and later expanded following the first trial (an expansion that will be
discussed in the following chapters):
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! Occupant experience: How satisfied and productive are people in the
space? How is the indoor environment impacting their experience?
! Indoor Environment Quality: What is the quality of the air, light and
other indoor environment factors?
! Design elements: What design elements in the building affect the
energy performance?
6.5

APPLYING INITIAL FINDINGS TO EXISTING RESEARCH

6.5.1 How to not re-create the wheel
Following the workshops more research was focused on how a building
performance evaluation (BPE) could be applied to existing buildings. A BPE
framework is intended to be used for a continuous flow of quality improvements to
buildings over their entire life cycle, and it also contributes to the knowledge and
capacity of the industry (Preiser & Schramm, 2005). Preiser and Schramm note that
BPEs are used to compare actual performance of buildings to expected performance
given their design and features. The issue with existing and older buildings is that
many of the factors that determine their performance have changed significantly
since first design. Furthermore it is often difficult to even locate earlier
documentation of a building’s design and features.
In some part this is due to a reliance on various contractors. For example,
contractors may be used for lighting or air-conditioning. As building managers and
tenants change over time so do the contractors, and eventually the manuals and
processes for maintaining equipment become lost. As an example, a building I work
in was constructed in 1962 and over time different contractors have installed various
sub-meters for different projects. Now there are no existing line diagrams showing
how the building is wired or what the sub-metres are recording, making the
implementation of energy efficiency processes challenging.
Feedback on building performance is not generally collected systematically. If
a building use has changed from the purpose it was originally designed for it is
difficult to assess performance. Over their life buildings undergo these drifts from
original design as a result of refurbishments, tenant churn and natural degradation of
systems (Augenbroe & Park, 2005). BPEs will generally be conducted soon after a
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building is first commissioned, but not twenty years later. According to Matthew
Trigg, former National Policy Advisor for the Facility Management Association,
there has been little research in the operational phase due to its complexity (Trigg,
2013). This is an issue worldwide; at the 2013 Green Building Expo where
Washington D.C.s new green building codes were launched David Epley, Program
Manager, commented that post-occupancy evaluations are a ‘new area’ for the city to
tackle (Epley, 2013).
The SBEnrc workshop findings highlighted the importance of a standardised
post-occupancy evaluation but essentially the target market for this research was
older buildings that wouldn’t normally undertake this type of work. Therefore a
building ‘underperformance’ evaluation essentially needs to be considered,
particularly for older buildings where the original designers and operators have long
since departed. The tool would need to find the areas of weakness and knowledge
gaps in operation and provide feedback to the relevant stakeholders.
Older buildings are constructed according to the standards of that period (van der
Heijden, 2013), and building codes have not always addressed energy efficiency.
With little regulation mandating ongoing standards for the condition of a building,
there exists a gap where a tool is needed to provide ongoing feedback on operation,
as highlighted in Figure 28 and discussed in Chapter Three. It is important this gap
isn’t filled with an existing, unmodified tool, so the next stage of research was to
determine if a new tool needed to be developed or an existing one could be adapted.
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Figure 28: BPE Framework

Adapted from Jay Yocis, University of Cincinnati cited in (Preiser & Schramm, 2005
p 17)
6.5.2 Do we use an existing evaluation tool or make our own?
Building Performance Evaluations (BPE) and Post-Occupancy Evaluations
(POE) tend to be used interchangeably. The former look at the whole building and
the latter focus more on occupants.
The most frequently used tools for post occupancy evaluations of buildings are
the Building Use Studies (BUS) survey from the UK and the Centre for Built
Environment (CBE) survey by University of California, Berkeley. There are also
many other individual and smaller-scale surveys, but these two surveys have been
used widely in research around the world to assess individual buildings and compare
building performance on a larger scale.
BUS was created by Adrian Leaman, an expert in the field. The survey uses 12
variable indicators with subgroups to assess occupant satisfaction, temperature, air,
lighting, noise, comfort, needs, image, perceived productivity and health (Building
Use Studies Ltd, 2013). CBE at University of California has developed a survey that
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focuses on seven areas of indoor environment performance: thermal comfort, air
quality, acoustics, lighting, cleanliness, spatial layout, and office furnishings (CBE
Centre for Built Environment, 2013).
Both the CBE and BUS surveys are recognised for use with the Australian NABERS
rating. These were first reviewed as part of the initial project scoping in 2011 and
have seen significant development since that time. There is also an Australian
specific occupant questionnaire that is currently being developed through the Indoor
Environment Quality Laboratory at the University of Sydney.
The New Work Environment Research Group (GRET) at the University of Montreal
also specialise in this area. This group commenced in 2000 and focuses on human
use of interior space. Director, Dr Jaqueline Vischer, has developed building postoccupancy studies. Vischer equates productivity with comfort, and specifically three
kinds of comfort that need to be measured: physical comfort, psychological comfort
and functional comfort, outlined in Table 17.
Table 17: Comfort in the workplace ( adapted from (Vischer, 2008))
Physical comfort
Health and safety
Responsible design
Building and construction
standards
Comfort standards

Psychological comfort
Sense of privacy
Social vs. individual space
Individual control
Job and social status

Functional comfort
Workspace design to support
task performance

The GRET survey has been used around the world, typically examining the
areas of thermal comfort, light/glare, air quality, windows, workstation size-spacecomfort, noise, privacy and the building overall. The GRET post-occupancy
evaluation focuses on the environmental psychology of workplaces (Vischer, 2007,
2008) and is more of an assessment of the function of the space to support work. For
example, certain lighting levels are needed for desktop office tasks. Does the
occupant feel there is sufficient light? This survey, like BUS and CBE studies does
not focus on physical examination of the space, but rather measuring satisfaction
with the environment and perceived productivity. If these could be coupled with
further evaluation of the space it would assist in identifying if the problems actually
exist (and to what extent) or if they are simply perceived.
The need for a functional post-occupancy evaluation began to emerge, one that
could quantitatively measure physical aspects of the working environment, such as
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lighting at desktops, as well as subjective measures of occupant satisfaction. The
validity of perceived productivity was raised in the workshops. Essentially an
individual’s perception becomes reality, so if staff say they are dissatisfied with a
space it needs to be established if that is because they are just unhappy or there is
actually a physical problem (such as light levels).
Without making the link between occupant perceived productivity and the
actual building it is difficult for a causal relationship with the physical environment
to be established (Federal Facilities Council, 2001). For example studies show staff
are more productive at certain temperatures, but what is the actual temperature set at?
What is the lease requirement for the temperature? What does the building manager
set it to, and why?
Baird also indicates a key issue with the benchmarks set by both CBE and BUS
surveys, in that these are buildings that voluntarily participate in the surveys and are
unlikely to be poor performers (Baird, 2011). Therefore, if this tool is targeting
underperforming existing buildings comparisons to the CBE and BUS databases will
not be useful.
In addition to the physical measurements one of the best ways to understand
how a building is impacting on employees and their performance is to ask and listen
to them (Langston & Lauge-Kristensen, 2002). This qualitative information is very
valuable, not least because user behaviour influences energy or water use in a
building. At design stage there may be errors in judging occupant activities, which
results in higher or lower energy use (Turner & Reichmuth, 2009), but this can be
avoided through good communication with and between designers and end-users.
It became obvious from reviewing the existing performance evaluations in use
around the world that these could be developed further to build the linkages between
key areas. Rather than a large scale study that identified one particular area (such as
lighting impacts on number of key strokes) the study could take a wider approach,
and try find new ways to link some of the existing silos together. In addition, it has
been identified that in order progress the industry building owners, designers, and
operators need whole building measured performance feedback, which is not widely
implemented (Turner & Reichmuth, 2009). Therefore, the research needed to go a
step beyond the current evaluation methods.
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6.5.3 How can it be scalable?
The other tools that have been developed for the market are not being accessed by
the full spectrum of stakeholders in the built environment, and some feedback that
highlights probable reasons for this is as follows.

Green Star is often seen as

expensive, lengthy and technical. NABERS has been accessed by owners and
managers, but often people will not disclose the rating unless it is under the
mandatory disclosure legislation. This is why the majority of ratings are done by
Premium and A grade buildings.
Judith Heerwagen argues that there needs to be a better business case (EMSD, 2013).
She suggests using a balanced scorecard approach that links business goals and
objectives to the facilities. This allows for a broader view instead of the typical focus
on very specific areas that are mainly from the occupant’s perspective.
NABERS in Australia has also had limited uptake compared to Energy Star in
the US. Why is this the case? A comparison between the two tools (Mitchell, 2010)
shows that Energy Star is similar but covers more building typologies than NABERS
and it also has the portfolio tool for online tracking. In addition costs are lower and
Energy Star does not require an accredited assessor. Tools such as LEED, BREEAM
and Green Star tend to appeal to the top tier of the market, but there are still a large
number of buildings at the bottom of the market that contribute to climate change
and need to be targeted. What is not being captured in these tools is what buildings
need to improve, and how. Mitchell suggests that over the next few years a new
generation of rating tools will be developed to capture a wider range of buildings.
Considering these factors, with the aim for bridging industry and academic
divides it was important that this research be adaptable for large-scale uptake to
reach the bottom end of the market. It needs to be accessible, affordable and reduce
consultant overhead costs that tend to come with many of the existing tools. The
research needed to target building owners and managers who are doing little to
actively improve their buildings and are off the radar when it comes to legislative
compliance.
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6.6

INTRODUCTION TO THE GREEN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
TOOL (GPET)
A tool began to be developed that could measure key performance elements

identified in the research, and act as an educational and awareness raising instrument
to bring attention to under-performing areas. The tool would target stakeholders with
limited knowledge of building performance and could even be used as a predecessor
to NABERS and Energy Star tools. It needed to create some links between the
building and the organisations in these buildings.
The Green Performance Elements or ‘elements’ shown in Figure 29 were
initially identified as Design & Technology, IEQ and Occupant Experience and
expanded to include Building Management and Corporate Culture following the first
trial. These five elements balance the performance of the building and the
performance of people for truly sustainable buildings.

CARBON
FOCUS

SUSTAINABLE
Existing Buildings

PEOPLE
FOCUS

Figure 29: Green Performance Evaluation Tool
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6.6.1 The Five Elements
1. Design & Technology: There are many designs and technologies in a building
affect the performance, at both a base building and tenancy level. This area focuses
on what energy consuming technologies and controls are in a building, and covers
monitoring and control technology; lighting; heating; ventilation and airconditioning; plant and equipment; building fabric; and the tenancy design and fit
out.
2. Building Management: In addition to having building management personnel,
buildings have varied levels of automated management systems to give greater
control and monitoring over the amount of energy consumed. This element covers
operation and management practices; reporting and evaluation; maintenance and
cleaning; commissioning and tuning; management personnel; communication and
education; and procurement.
3. Occupant experience: The working environment impacts on occupants, and
changes to designs for energy reduction can change their operating environment.
This element covers satisfaction with the environment and perceived impacts on
productivity; communication; training, education and guidance; and use of the
building.
4. Corporate Culture: The corporate culture can lead or dissuade energy efficiency.
This element looks at how sustainability and the other four elements fit within the
organisation, and how these link to the building.
5. Indoor environment quality: The indoor environment quality can affect the
health, wellness and productivity of staff. This element covers indoor environment
quality performance and monitoring within the building, which includes air quality,
temperature, humidity, lighting and acoustics.
6.6.2 Linking the elements
When commencing to design enquiry methods for the elements it became clear that it
was necessary to not re-invent what other POE studies had already achieved. As
Judith Heerwagen found, within buildings there are impacts on human well-being
and organisational performance, but more research is needed around these
connections (Heerwagen, 1998). The tool needed to target areas impacting on whole
building performance. This was done through re-visiting the literature review and
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looking at each element in detail, finding the key areas that impacted on building
performance and, where possible, find links across the other four elements. Figure 30
shows the original project data collection document. The weakness of this approach
was that it collected information but was not finding the linkages between the
elements.

Figure 30: Initial tool scoping
Further analysis into these linkages was done with fellow researcher, David Sparks,
from Queensland University of Technology, shown in Figure 31. An excerpt from
the final document containing this information is shown in Table 19, from the
Stakeholder Report (Hargroves, S., Desha, Sparks, & Newman, 2012). The process
involved going through each element and breaking it down each into areas that
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contributed to building performance, such as various types of lighting within the
Design & Technology element. The next step was finding the linkages with other
elements.

Figure 31: Work with David Sparks to link the 5 elements
The aim of this linking exercise was to design questions that went into these threads
and potentially show where some issues may emerge, as shown in Table 18. It was
expected from the research that patterns would show during the trials, for example,
research showed that lighting performance can be affected by both the globe type and
the maintenance, as well as the occupants’ use of switches. So where is the building
under-performing? If it has the correct globes and there is training for occupants,
perhaps it is the building management element that is resulting in low performance.
Table 18: Linking the elements (from (Newman, Hargroves, C., S., & D., 2013)
Design &
Technology

Indoor
Environment
Quality

Occupant
Experience

Building
Management

Corporate
Culture

Is the lighting
system energy
efficient?

Are the lighting
levels suitable for
tasks?

How satisfied are
occupants with
light levels and
controls?

Is there a
maintenance
schedule for
lighting?

Is there a fit out
guide in place for
lighting systems?

Table 19 shows an excerpt from the SBE stakeholder report with an example of how
the links were made and how these are relevant to the questioning. See appendix 2
for a full list of the identified linkages with referenced studies.
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Table 19: Linking the elements in detail (from (Newman et al., 2013)
DESIGN%&%TECHNOLOGY%?%Lighting%
This&node&focuses&on&the&effectiveness&of&the&lighting&design&as&it&has&a&major&impact&on&the&energy&demand&of&
the&building&and&the&level&of&satisfaction&of&the&occupants.&Electric&lighting&is&a&large&user&of&energy&and&also&
generates&waste&heat&which&places&additional&load&on&building&HVAC&systems,&estimated&to&account&for&up&to&15<
i,ii
20&per&cent&of&cooling&demand. %

OE%

Consider&the&occupant&experience&of&the&level&and&quality&of&light&as&improved&lighting&can&increase&
individual&productivity&though&increased&working&speed,&reduced&error&rate,&improved&concentration,&and&
iii
other&co<benefits. &&

IEQ%

Check&the&actual&lighting&levels&(LUX)&at&workstations&both&horizontally&and&vertically&to&assess&
compliance&with&recommended&standards&for&workstations&and&spaces.&

BM%% Ensure&regular&maintenance&and&cleaning&of&lamps&and&luminaires.&Ensure&lighting&controls&are&in&
accessible&locations&with&clear&labelling&or&occupants&will&not&use&them.&&If&appropriate,&consider&reducing&
%
&iv
maintained&artificial&luminance&levels&in&the&office&and&providing&appropriate&task&lighting; &&

AC%

Consider&the&inclusion&of&specify&energy&and&IEQ&performance&requirements&for&lighting&in&tenant&leases.&
Such&requirements&can&be&supported&by&the&provision&of&education&on&how&and&when&to&use&lighting&
controls&and&how&this&impacts&building&performance.&

BUILDING%MANAGEMENT%?%Maintaining%lights%and%group%re?lamping%
This&node&focuses&on&the&process&to&ensure&design&lighting&levels,&as&cleaning&lights&can&improve&output&by&as&
v
much&as&25<30&percent.& &Further,&incorrect&wattage&of&bulbs&in&light&fittings&can&negate&the&cost&of&any&retrofits.&
Options&such&as&group&re<lamping&at&planned&intervals&can&reduce&labour&costs&to&between&one<fifth&and&one<
vi
tenth&of&the&cost&per&lamp&for&spot&re<lamping. %
DE% Ensuring&high&efficiency&lighting&is&maintained&with&correct&lamps&can&reduce&energy&consumption.%

OE%& Ensuring&lighting&is&monitored&and&lamps&replaced&reduces&disruption&to&staff&and&avoids&negative&
impacts&on&productivity&and&occupant&experience.&&&

IEQ& Appropriate&lighting&can&reduce&glare&and&reflections&that&may&affect&visual&amenity&inside&the&building.&&&
AC% Consider&policies&to&ensure&contractors&are&informed&of&correct&lights&and&replacement&schedules.%
INDOOR%ENVIRONMENT%QUALITY%–%Day?lighting%and%Lighting%levels%
This&node&focuses&on&the&impacts&of&lighting&design&and&maintenance&on&the&quality&of&the&indoor&environment.&
This&is&important&as&the&costs&of&low&productivity&and&illness&in&a&workplace&can&be&100&to&200&times&the&cost&of&
vii
viii
energy&bills, &with&just&a&1%&productivity&change&in&Australia&equating&to&AUD&$1.2&billion. &
DE%% Encourage&increased&natural&day<lighting&over&artificial&lights&using&correct&tinting&on&windows&and&
external&or&internal&shading&as&this&reduces&energy&consumption.%
%

OE%% Encourage&increased&natural&day<lighting&as&studies&have&shown&that&this&can&lead&to&increased&worker&
&ix
&x
xi
&xii
productivity, &reduce&absenteeism, &Increased&vitamin&intake, &and&mood&improvements. &
%
BM% Ensure&lights&and&windows&are&adequately&maintained&to&maximise&light&levels&and&consistency.&This&can&
AC%

be&done&through&schedules&that&can&also&include&checks&on&wattage&and&fixture&conditions.%
Consider&policies&for&restricting&after<hours&light&use,&providing&adequate&labelling&and&mapping&of&light&
switches,&and&providing&clear&reporting&procedures&for&complaints&on&lighting.&

OCCUPANT%EXPERIENCE%?%Use%of%controls%
This& node& seeks& to& identify& if& occupants& know& how& to& use& available& lighting& controls& including& light& switches,&
external&shadings,&internal&blinds,&and&desk&task&lighting.&As& effective&use&of&lighting&controls&by&occupants&can&
xiii
reduce&energy&consumption&by&more&than&30&percent. &
DE%% Consider&the&inclusion&of&occupant&controls&in&the&design&as&this&can&dramatically&reduce&energy&demand&
with&occupants&turning&off&lights&that&are&not&in&use&and&reducing&lighting&levels&to&meet&task&
requirements.&Providing&some&degree&of&control&over&lighting&levels&also&has&a&large&impact&on&
satisfaction.&
IEQ% Measure&the&associated&lighting&levels&to&ensure&that&they&are&within&recommended&task&lighting&
requirements,&as&users&may&have&differing&tolerance&for&lighting&levels&that&may&change&if&they&are&given&
information&as&to&the&recommended&levels.&
BM% Check&that&occupants&are&aware&of&correct&communication&channels&to&report&lighting&issues.&Good&
communication&with&occupants&and&prompt&response&to&lighting&complaints&and&can&avoid&dissatisfaction&
and&distraction.&
AC% Consider&policies&that&ensure&minimum&task&lighting&standards&are&met&as&per&appropriate&guidelines&and&
design&standards.&Provide&education&to&ensure&occupants&understand&how&to&operate&the&lighting&system&
to&improved&energy&efficiency&and&individual&comfort.&

CORPORATE%CULTURE%?%Organisational%culture%
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This& node& investigates& if& the& organisation& considers& sustainability& or& energy& efficiency& as& part& of& their& core&
strategy&and&if&this&focus&is&embedded&in&the&culture.&
Consider&policies&that&require&the&use&of&efficient&lighting&technologies&to&ensure&that&replacements&are&in&
DE%
line&with&the&design&intent,&such&as&part&of&‘repair&and&alteration’&clauses&in&lease&agreements.&&

OE%
IEQ%
BM%

Building&organisational&culture&around&sustainability&can&assist&encouraging&occupants&to&take&ownership&
and&more&responsibility&for&their&actions&which&impact&performance.&
Consider&policies&that&require&compliance&with&minimum&lighting&levels&to&ensure&that&appropriate&
lighting&is&provided&and&daylighting&is&harnessed&where&applicable.&
Consider&policies&that&set&minimum&requirements&for&maintenance&schedules&to&ensure&efficient&
operation&of&lighting,&such&as&part&of&‘repair&and&alteration’&clauses&in&lease&agreements.&

BM:%Building%Management%%%%%DE:%Design%Elements%%%%%OE:%Occupant%Experience%
IEQ:%Indoor%environment%Quality%%%%%AC:%Agreements%and%Culture%

Once these linkages were determined separate questionnaires were designed for each
element with the threads running between the enquiry methods. To demonstrate this
the content of Table 18 has been extended to show examples of the questions,
highlighted in Table 20.
Table 20: Questioning for the element linkages
Design &
Technology

Indoor
Environment
Quality

Occupant
Experience

Building
Management

Corporate
Culture

Is the lighting
system energy
efficient?

Are the lighting
levels suitable for
tasks?

How satisfied are
occupants with
light levels and
controls?

Is there a
maintenance
schedule for
lighting?

Is there a fit out
guide in place for
lighting systems?

What are the lux
levels?

How satisfied are
you with the
lights?
How do you use
the lights?

How are lights
maintained?

Is there training
on efficient light
use?
Any tenancy
requirements on
lighting fitouts?

What type of
lights are in the
building?

6.6.3 Who is responsible for the five elements? Establishing enquiring methods
There were four key user groups recognised in buildings, with each having
varied responsibilities over the five elements, shown in Table 21. This is a general
summary that describers the key roles of the building owner, building manager,
occupants and tenant level manager in the context of this research.
The occupants consist of the staff in the building that interact and experience
the environment on a daily basis. They may be tenants or they may be staff if the
building is owner-occupied. The building manager is responsible for operating the
building and ensuring it is running in accordance with the lease requirements. In
some cases this may be the role of a tenant level facility manager, or in other cases
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there may be an entire team responsible for a building. The building owner can vary
from a large institutional investor to mid-sized portfolio owners or single building
owners. The building stock and ownership profiles change from city to city, and this
in turn causes variations in the planning and policy frameworks for large scale
building programs.

Table 21: Stakeholder groups and key responsibilities over the Five Elements
Five Elements

Responsibilities Stakeholder

Building
Owner

Building
Manager

Occupants

Occupant/
tenant
manager

Design &
Technology
(D&T)

Building
Management
(BM)

Indoor
Environment
Quality (IEQ)

Occupant
Experience
(OE)

Corporate
Culture
(CC)

Selection of
(D&T). Capital
and operating
budgets

Culture, vision,
training,
management

Ensuring terms
of lease are met
to provide
compliant space

Attracting and
retaining
tenants

Establishing a
corporate
culture, training
BM staff in CC

Provide space
meeting IEQ
compliance
standards

Ensuring space
meets tenant
requirements

Working within
established CC

Use of space,
reporting of
issues

Use of space
for work

Using space in
line with CC

Observation and
management to
ensure space
maximises health
for occupants

Observation
and
management to
ensure space
maximises
health for
occupants

Establish
organisational
CC,
communicating
to staff on
building use
according to CC

Ensure D&T
remain in working
order.

Correct use of
building D&T

Training and
induction on
building D&T
features

Building
maintenance,
compliance,
contractors,
budget
expenditure
Reporting of
issues/complai
nts with
building
Liaise between
occupants and
building
manager with
any key
issues/requests

The tool was designed to examine both the physical building operation and
occupant experience in the building through a series of questionnaires and interviews
directed at these identified stakeholder groups. The questionnaires were broken into
base building and tenancy level. This is because if it is not a owner-occupied
building some groups will not interact. For example, the building manager will be
responsible for base building operations and services but a tenant level manager will
be responsible for the tenancy. The groups identified for the surveys are shown in
Table 22. It is important to note this was designed with flexibility, not every building
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is the same and the management, ownership and tenancy structures will change. It
was, however, necessary to establish a trial method for the research.

Table 22: Stakeholder groups to be targeted with each element (adapted from
(Newman et al., 2013)
Design &
Technology

Building
Management

Indoor
Environment
Quality

Occupant
Experience

Corporate
Culture

Base
Building

Building Owner

Building
manager

Building
manager

N/A

Building owner

Tenancy

Tenancy
organisation
manager

Building or
property
manager

Building or
tenancy manager

Occupants

Tenancy
organisation
manager

AUDIENCE

The surveys6 were structured to suit each audience type. The occupant
questionnaires were put online into Survey Monkey to ease distribution. The
Building Management, Design & Technology and Corporate Culture questionnaires
were individual surveys given to targeted recipients. The Indoor Environment
Quality was also given as a questionnaire as well as the actual physical testing of the
environment.
6.7

PARTNERSHIP - INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY
Two companies were contacted in Western Australia who specialise in the area

of indoor environment quality. One organisation, QED Environmental Services,
(who also attended the workshops) agreed to participate in the project as an in-kind
partner by providing IEQ assessments of four buildings to the value of $84,000 over
the life of the project. They agreed to collect the data and offer a high-end analysis
for comparison with the handheld monitor and the occupant questionnaires.
QED Environmental Services have access to a wide range of advanced
equipment for testing and monitoring the indoor environment of buildings. This
equipment would not have been accessible to the study without a partnership. The
free IEQ assessment, which would normally cost thousands, also provided an
incentive for owners to make their buildings available for the assessment.

6

All questionnaires trialled are available in the project workbook online at
http://www.sbenrc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/SBEnrc-Project-1.1-Energy-PerformanceNexus-Workbook.pdf
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6.8

CONCLUSION

The Green Performance Evaluation Tool (GPET) was developed as part of a project
with the Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre (SBEnrc). After a
thorough literature review two workshops were conducted, one in Perth and one in
Brisbane to engage with industry experts on research priorities. The workshops
confirmed the difficulty in measuring overall building performance and reservations
about some published case studies. The need for more transparent and easily applied
performance evaluations was a theme that emerged in both workshops.
From the workshops three key areas were determined as research priorities: occupant
experience, indoor environment quality and design elements. These findings were reapplied to the literature review to see what existing research existed linking them
together. There are many existing post-occupancy evaluations that can test these
areas but there was a lack of linkage to the organisation, and not a large scale uptake
across industry. From this review the Green Performance Evaluation Tool
development commenced, identifying the three previous areas and in addition
corporate culture and building management.
Linkages between these five elements that could impact holistic performance were
identified. If they were looked at as individual factors the underlying issue impeding
performance may not be identified. The combination of examining the physical
environment (not just an occupant survey) in addition to investigating the identified
linkages offered a new perspective to existing research in this area. The next chapter
will go into detail on the five elements and how testing methods were developed
from these key areas.
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Chapter 7: Breaking it down - Green
Performance Evaluation
Tool Content

Lighting &

Air

OCCUPANT
EXPERIENCE

Lighting

INDOOR
ENVIRONMENT
QUALITY

CORPORATE
CULTURE

CARBON
Training

Ratings,

Building
fabric

Lighting

PEOPLE

DESIGN &
TECHNOLOGY

& tuning

BUILDING
MANAGEMENT
&

HVAC

&

Training
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7.1

INTRODUCTION

The content of Green Performance Evaluation Tool (GPET) elements was developed
by analysing existing studies. Key sub-areas were defined within each element and
this information was turned into a series of questionnaires. This chapter outlines the
sub-areas within the elements, justifying their inclusion in the GPET. Some areas
relating to occupant experience and indoor environment quality have already been
covered in previous chapters and will not be elaborated in this chapter. This is not an
exhaustive review of all studies due to word limitation, but is aimed at bringing
together areas not typically addressed within the same study to begin identifying
connections.

CARBON
FOCUS
SUSTAINABLE
Existing Buildings

PEOPLE
FOCUS

Figure 32: The five elements
The Design & Technology, Building Management, Corporate Culture and Occupant
Experience elements were researched then developed into questionnaires aimed at
the stakeholder groups identified in Chapter Six The IEQ element was also tested
through data collection on-site.
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The GPET was designed with the Design & Technology (D&T) element as the
anchor. This element refers to the actual tangible assets, such as lighting and HVAC.
The other four elements cover the way that people interact with those assets, and the
impact these assets have on the indoor environment.
7.2

ELEMENT 1: DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

David Staples from Queensland University of Technology conducted the majority of
research on the Design & Technology element. Content for this section has been
adapted from his work in the SBEnrc academic report. 7

Figure 33: Design & Technology Element
These physical design elements in a building can affect energy efficiency as well as
the indoor environment and occupant experience. There were a number of sub-areas
identified within the Design & Technology element, shown in Figure 33. These subareas essentially formed the anchors across the other elements, which will become
more apparent as the tool is explained. The following sections demonstrate why these
areas are essential to energy efficiency in buildings. As this thesis is not aimed at

7

The full report is available online at
http://www.sbenrc.com.au/images/stories/sbenrc_1.1commercialbuildings-industryreport.pdf
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energy efficiency of particular equipment this section will not go into great detail but
the full research can be referenced online8 and the questionnaire for Design &
Technology is in Appendix 5.
7.2.1 Monitoring and control systems
Typically energy in a building is monitored and controlled through a central Building
Management System (BMS), which can be very basic (especially in lower grade
stock) or advanced. When used effectively these systems can deliver between 5 and
20 per cent in energy savings (M. D. Levine et al., 2007). The BMS is linked to a
series of sub-meters in a building which provide valuable information on energy and
water use, assisting to identify anomalies and improve performance over time
(NSTC, 2011). Basic energy metering options are available for most buildings,
where particular design elements, such as lifts, lighting, HVAC and tenancy plug
loads, can be linked to sub-meters.
Metering is crucial for energy efficiency. For example, if a building owner wishes to
undertake a NABERS Energy rating and does not have sufficient metering available
they have to install the meters and wait an additional 12 months to gather the data
required. However the owner may not always have this choice. For example, an
owner may need to undertake a base building rating when leasing space under the
Australian Commercial Building Disclosure legislation. If there is only one metre to
the building, and no sub-metres for tenancies, the rating will need to include all of
the energy. This can potentially result in a low rating, which could impact on the
value of the space. The market understands the need for monitoring energy with the
electricity sub-metre market expected to grow from $771 million to $1.58 billion by
2020 (King, 2012).
These systems have become an integral part of the built environment (McGowan,
2011), and they can also assist with behaviour change and training initiatives in
buildings through the provision of correct, relevant data. In more advanced buildings
the monitoring and control systems can be linked to indoor environment equipment
and provide feedback on factors such as temperature, light levels and air quality, and
the building controls can adjust accordingly. This has direct relevance to energy

8

The full report is available online at http://www.sbenrc.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/2013/10/sbenrc_1.1commercialbuildings-industryreport.pdf
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consumption as, when it is at appropriate temperatures, outdoor air can be used in
place of mechanically cooled air.
More advanced monitoring systems offer direct digital controls, which can improve
energy efficiency by 15 per cent (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, n.d.). As
an example, when I started working in a Perth CBD building I conducted an energy
audit and discovered analogue metres which are read manually by the building
manager each month. Therefore he is not aware of any anomalies in energy use until
the end of the month. Unfortunately this leaves much room for human error and
delayed responses to wasted energy, which is why digital systems can assist
efficiency.
There is some debate as to how complex these systems need to be, as greater
complexity has been associated with more faults in operating buildings (Roth,
Westphalen, Feng, Llana, & Quartararo, 2005). Complex systems also depend on a
limited number of skilled operators. An example is a newly constructed library in
Peppermint Grove in Western Australia containing advanced green building features.
The departing building manager was unsure how the library would function once he
left, as the BMS was very complex and no other staff were able to operate it
(Chidlow, 2012).
The SBEnrc research identified a number of considerations to ensure design elements
were effectively reducing unnecessary energy consumption in buildings:
•

Monitoring and control systems require initial commissioning and ongoing
maintenance (US EPA, 2002).

•

Measuring and understanding the data can link tenants to building
management.

•

Monitoring can pick up anomalies when equipment is not working properly
and curb wasted energy.

•

Using the data can be key for communication and reporting requirements,
such as green leases (DCCEE, 2010) and can also track usage for incentives
related to building performance (such as Energy Performance Contracts)
(NSTC, 2011)

7.2.2 Lighting
Lighting is one of the largest energy consumers in commercial buildings. It is
responsible for around 20 to 25 per cent of energy consumed in buildings, and lights
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also generate heat, which contribute to cooling loads (Augenbroe & Park, 2005). The
type and quality of lighting in a space can also affect occupant satisfaction and
productivity (Loftness et al., 2005); (Abdou, 1997; Bell & Franz, 2008).
There are many components to consider in lighting efficiency. The actual lamp, or
luminaire, and the amount of light it produces, and the ballasts in which the
luminaires sit connecting them to a circuit. The luminaires and ballasts all have
various light outputs and energy consumption profiles. Ballasts need to be matched
correctly to lights, for example, when retrofitting lighting systems it may not just be
the lamps that need replacing, but also the ballasts. There are magnetic and electronic
ballasts.
Energy efficient lamps can reduce consumption by up to 40 per cent, comparing T5
with older T12 fluorescent lamps (Dubois & Blomsterberg, 2011). T12 lamps, which
still exist in many older buildings, use a conventional magnetic ballast. These lamps
use 45-60 watts of energy, and if replaced with T8 lamps reduce energy by 10 per
cent , but with 50 per cent more light so fewer lamps are required (Philips Lighting,
2007). The cost benefit ratio of transitioning an office from T12 to T8 or T5 still
seems to be in favour of T8 lights for cost effectiveness, but there is a lot of research
and development in this area so it is likely that this will change in the future
(Morgan, 2009). Although T5 lamps bring additional energy savings the cost is
higher as these require new ballasts.
Additional savings can be made from the use of occupancy sensors or dimmers,
which can use either manual or automated systems (G. R. Newsham, 2009b).
Savings that can be made from lights have been quantified by many organisations in
different ways. A US study reviewed 88 papers and case studies and verified that
lighting controls can reduce energy by 30-40% if multiple controls are actioned
(Williams, 2012).
Lighting is measured in lumens per square metre, or ‘lux’. Australian Standards
(AS/NZS 1680.2.2:2008) recommend lighting levels of 160-600 lux for general
office areas& with specific requirements for various spaces and tasks. It is estimated
that most offices are over-lit. The ‘standard’ of work that is conducted in offices is
also changing along with technology, with for example the reading of a document
and work on a computer requiring different amounts of light (Choi, Loftness, &
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Aziz, 2012). It is recommended that energy use associated with lighting can be
reduced through providing low background lighting with task lighting at individual
workstations (M. D. Levine et al., 2007).
The level of control over lighting can also affect energy consumption (G. R.
Newsham, 2009a; Sustainability Victoria, n.d.). There can be personal control over
lighting in a workspace, such as task lighting, or lighting sensors that adjust
automatically based on occupancy. These types of occupancy sensors are used more
in spaces that are not occupied all day, such as conference rooms, hallways, car
parks, change-rooms and bathrooms. Photosensors can also be used which
automatically dim based on the ambient lighting conditions, delivering savings up to
60 per cent (Galasiu, Atif, & MacDonald, 2004). The lighting controls can also be
linked to the BMS to ensure they switch off when the building is unoccupied.
Maximising the use of daylight to reduce energy use in artificial systems is important
(M. D. Levine et al., 2007). Until the last decade commercial buildings have not
frequently been designed to harvest daylight, so it can be challenging for existing
buildings designed with offices around the perimeter and desks in the centre to
harvest daylight. It is possible to transition these spaces to maximise daylight, and
variations of open plan office spaces are taking advantage of this.
7.2.3 Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC)
Heating Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems are responsible for
between 20 to 60 per cent of energy use in a commercial building (Pérez-Lombard,
Ortiz, & Pout, 2008; Westphalen & Koszalinski, 1999). The HVAC system is
responsible for maintaining the temperature and delivering sufficient ventilation to a
space. Correct and efficient HVAC systems can save money by reducing wasted
energy, and they provide a more stable indoor temperature. This doesn’t apply only
to large complex facilities, but also to buildings with small HVAC systems, which
can achieve energy reductions between 25 and 35 per cent without significant capital
cost (State of California, 2005).
HVAC equipment consists of chillers and condensers that cool the air, air delivery
systems for ventilation, and heating systems. Poorly designed and maintained HVAC
systems can have detrimental effects on the indoor air quality and result in illness,
thereby reducing productivity (Daisey, Angell, & Apte, 2003). Poor design and over-
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sized systems seems to have emerged from unrealistic design guidelines and risk
aversion in the marketplace, with engineers opting for safety by installing a larger
system than necessary to avoid potential system faults (Thomas & Moller, 2007).
The use of over-sized systems means larger equipment is required to run
components, thus resulting in more difficulty controlling temperature, reduced
thermal comfort, higher energy costs and a shorter equipment life cycle (Thomas &
Moller, 2007).
Over time occupants have become increasingly reliant on HVAC systems as the
primary mode for comfort control (as opposed to natural ventilation) (de Dear &
Candido, 2010). The ideal temperature varies but studies generally find that the most
productive temperature to be between 21.5 - 25 °C (Federspiel et al., 2002);
(Niemelä et al., 2002), and that it is not necessary to over-cool a work area. The
organisation, Investa, found that increasing the temperature by 1 degree dropped
energy consumption by 6 per cent and reduced temperature related complaints
(Roussac & Susan, 2012).
Energy efficiency technologies that can be introduced to existing systems, including
more efficient fans, motors and pumps and variable speed drives for this equipment,
delivering significant savings (Saidur, Mekhilef, Ali, Safari, & Mohammed, 2012).
There are more options coming onto the market for HVAC systems, such as gas
driven HVAC and natural refrigerants that can run through a system at lower
pressure, thereby reducing energy consumption and also eliminating leakage of
hydrofluorocarbons, which are a greenhouse gas.
7.2.4 Other plant and equipment
Other plant and equipment refers to other energy using equipment not included in the
previous sections, such as elevators, hot water heating, server rooms and additional
pumps, fans and motors.
There are various technologies, such as regenerative breaking for elevators as well as
smart systems that program elevator travel for energy efficiency. The type of façade
on a building, and how well it is maintained can impact on performance. Data centres
and server rooms are also energy intensive areas within buildings and often require
cooling below tenancy set points due to heat load from the equipment.
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7.2.5 Tenancy design and fit-out
The quality of tenancy design and fit-out can have a direct influence on comfort and
satisfaction. A 1997 survey conducted by the American Society of Interior Design
showed that 90 per cent of consultants, researchers and interior designers believe
design improvements can lead to improved performance for workers (Langston &
Lauge-Kristensen, 2002). The survey recommended break-out spaces for meetings,
sufficient privacy, ergonomic furniture and high quality indoor environment factors
(air, light and temperature).
Paints, carpets, finishings and fixtures can emit volatile organic compounds (VOC)
and other toxins that reduce air quality. GBCA and LEED stipulate requirements for
the materials that are used inside office spaces in order to eliminate these types of
toxins. The materials that are used to clean office spaces can also leave toxic residue,
which impacts on air quality. These toxins can affect an entire building, as was
discovered during the first trial of the GPET.
The tenancy design and fit-out is a crucial element in creating a productive building.
Indoor environment factors such as air quality and toxins must be considered, as well
as spaces that suit the working culture. Interestingly, there has been a large uptake of
open plan offices in the industry. Yet there is a lack of evidence on the effectiveness
of this layout, and it can lead to dissatisfaction in employees due to increased noise
issues and loss of privacy (Duval, Charles, & Veitch, 2002); (Konnikova, 2014).
The way that occupants use a building is also a significant contributor to carbon
emissions, the energy that office equipment uses is responsible for approximately 20
per cent of total energy in a building (McEwan, 2010). This consumption comes
from computers, kitchens, printers and other office equipment. There are energy and
water ratings to assist selection of efficient equipment. The engagement and training
of staff in building use is important to reduce this load. An example at South
Fremantle Senior High School (SFSHS) demonstrates the important of training and
engagement. The SFSHS Sustainability Officer could not understand why computers
were being left on when they had campaigned for staff and students to turn them off.
She discovered that the head office IT department was installing program updates in
the middle of the night. This automatically turned computers on through the network,
and left them running all night (Anketell, 2013).
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The amount of energy used in a tenancy can also be affected by heat and light from
windows, which also in turn influences the indoor environment quality. Internal
blinds can give occupants some control over the amount of heat and light that comes
into their work area and some internal blinds can reduce energy consumption if they
are designed to have low solar absorption (Frontini & Kuhn, 2012). It is important
that occupants know how to operate blinds and any other temperature controls, and
also that they are accessible.
7.3

ELEMENT 2: BUILDING MANAGEMENT

The way in which a building is managed can have a profound influence on the
overall energy consumption, as well as on occupant experience and the indoor
environment. This is particularly relevant when targeting improvements in existing
buildings. Studies are showing that improvements can be made using existing
technologies in buildings with minimal capital outlay (The Warren Centre, 2009).
Conserving energy and improving the indoor environment does not necessarily
require replacement of equipment; existing equipment can be improved through
some management and maintenance practices to optimise performance.
Over time buildings have become increasingly complex with additional services
integrated and more stakeholders involved in design and delivery. As Orn Agustsson
(2010) indicates, prior to the 1970s there were typically only six different parties
involved in the design, delivery and management of buildings. However, as shown in
Figure 34, buildings have become more complex with higher demands from owners.
In turn, more parties have become involved, and breakdowns in communication are
occurring between these parties. Over time the communication breakdowns between
stakeholders result in building flaws and deficiencies, which can affect building
performance (Mills et al., 2005).
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Figure 34: Parties involved in delivering and operating buildings before and after
1970s. Adapted from Orn Agusston (2010)
This section covers six key areas identified from the literature and industry reports to
demonstrate the importance of including management in energy efficiency. These
element looks at how the design and technology elements in a building are operated,
maintained and cleaned.

7.3.1 Operation and Management Practices
The Warren Centre Study found that most existing buildings can achieve a four star
NABERS Energy rating (equivalent to a 30 per cent energy improvement) with only
minor expenditure (The Warren Centre, 2009). All new buildings (whether built to
green standards or not) will become part of the existing stock, and once a building is
delivered its operation and management are what determine the performance. The
management of base building services such as HVAC and lighting can have
significant impacts on energy consumption, but also require attention to comfort
conditions to meet tenant needs. Buildings will undergo multiple refurbishments over
time, with major changes to lighting and HVAC, changes that are seldom
documented (Hampton, 2011).
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Some management practices that can improve energy efficiency include aligning
equipment runtimes to occupancy schedules, establishing efficient temperature setpoints, ensuring simultaneous heating and cooling is not occurring and locating air
intake vents away from pollution sources. The correct commissioning of a building
and equipment is also important, as is the correct use of passive design features, such
as operable windows and external shadings features.
7.3.2 Maintenance and Cleaning
Even the most efficient buildings can consume excess energy if they are not
maintained efficiently (FMA Australia). For example, if lights are not cleaned
regularly the lux levels will be reduced and the building may require additional
lighting. It is clear from the literature that it is important to ensure that maintenance
and cleaning practices contribute to energy efficiency.
Planned maintenance strategies allow for preventive, rather than reactive,
maintenance, and studies show that proper planning of maintenance is more cost
effective (Suttell, 2006). Having systems in place to ensure maintenance
documentation is kept up-to-date helps to ensure good knowledge transfer between
those involved in managing a building or facility. For example, during a site audit of
South Fremantle Senior High School I noted that a lot of the lights were dirty, with a
build-up of dust on the inside. However, due to budget constraints there was no
regular cleaning schedule. It could even have been possible for some of the
classrooms to be de-lamped, given excessive lighting, but due to the diminished
efficacy from dirt build-up all the lights were used to provide the same lux that could
have been produced from fewer, cleaner lights.
Faults in initial building design can place a burden on a building for the
remainder of its life-cycle. These can be related to materials used in the building as
well as accessibility for easy maintenance (Sr Nor Haniza, Afaq Hyder, & Ahmad,
2007), so buildings may need to be modified to allow for accessibility if it has not
been considered in design (FMA, 2010). For example, ducts and vents may not be
cleaned regularly due to inaccessibility, which can result in substandard HVAC
performance and poor air quality.
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7.3.3 Commissioning and Tuning
The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) has conducted comprehensive
work on building commissioning. From a database of commissioned buildings LBNL
has developed benchmarks to demonstrate the cost benefits of commissioning. The
664 buildings studied showed 10,000 energy related problems detected during
commissioning, and the fixing of these typical problems is predicted to bring a 16%
median energy saving for existing buildings (Mills, 2010). Roth et al identified a
number of common faults estimated to account for 2 to 11 per cent of energy use in
commercial buildings (Roth et al., 2005). The authors confirmed these faults are
easily avoided through good commissioning and tuning practices.
The solution for existing building stock is the adoption of retro-commissioning,
which is the application of commissioning to existing buildings in order to resolve
problems that may have occurred over time (Haasl & Heinemeier, 2006). The reconsideration of maintenance contracts may also be required, to ensure systems are
operating as per design intent. These contracts need to state energy efficiency as a
key performance indicator to service providers (Michaels, 2011), such as Energy
Performance Contracts (EPCs).
In larger organisations procurement and maintenance may be conducted by different
departments. For example, the organisation I work for is in the process of replacing
HVAC systems that have not been maintained well, and their life-cycle is thus much
shorter than expected. The installation contractors and maintenance contractors were
different companies, with no energy maintenance requirements in either of their
contracts. If these systems had been tuned and maintained the cost to the organisation
would have been much lower. It is important to integrate commissioning and tuning
into contract processes for accountability.
7.3.4 Reporting and evaluation
Organisations that publicly disclose their energy reduction intentions are more likely
to achieve them (The Warren Centre, 2009), and internally it helps build a roadmap
for staff. Reports and goals can include energy, IEQ or occupant satisfaction targets.
It is difficult for building owners to make well-informed decisions with regard to
environmental management of their buildings without some type of building
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management system in place (Kok et al., 2010) as this can provide the essential data
to inform decisions.
Data should be reported in an intuitive and actionable way so that it is able to
influence building management decisions and thus facilitate good decision-making
processes. For example, the local government where I work recently implemented an
online tool for asset custodians to monitor the energy and water use at their sites.
Reduction targets are now being set for asset custodians and a cultural change is
occurring as they are becoming accountable for the performance of their site.
7.3.5 Management, personnel and education
The Warren Centre’s LEHR study found that buildings performed better where there
is an energy efficiency training program in place, and that managers with greater
energy efficiency skills were able to maintain buildings more efficiently (The Warren
Centre, 2009). If management personnel are not capable of maintaining a building to
the intended performance level, investments in energy efficient technology or
building tuning may not be cost effective (Orn Agustsson, 2010).
An industry skills gap in energy efficiency exists. For example, Australia has no
specific university degrees for building management, unlike the US and UK (P.
Wilkinson, 2013). Interviews conducted by Skills Australia revealed gaps in energy
management, building and systems monitoring, and understanding building
performance. The survey found that the roles of facility or building managers were
important for the future, and that their knowledge was crucial for ensuring buildings
comply with regulation and function efficiently (Skills Australia, 2011).
Roth (2005) described how building owners and operators often have little time or
budget allocation to monitor and improve building operations, with numerous
responsibilities that go beyond managing energy consumption. ‘Mum and dad’
investors may own small buildings with little awareness or understanding of energy
efficiency in comparison with institutional investors who appreciate the commercial
value-add of sustainability. It is important to understand who owns buildings as their
drivers for change will be different. The size and ownership profile of a building will
also influence whether managers are in-house or contracted externally.
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7.3.6 Procurement
Procuring energy efficient equipment at both tenant and base building levels is
important for whole building performance. It is also necessary to consider factors
such as gas and water consumption. For example, a building I work with attempted
to replace the HVAC system with an energy efficient option but then discovered it
consumed excessive water. Thereby the procurement process was reviewed and
another HVAC type selected.
It is also important to select low toxic products for cleaning and maintenance, which
were previously discussed, at a base building level. These toxins can travel through
the ventilation system and affect air quality throughout the building.
Although procurement seems like a small component in the total operation of a
building it is essential as it can indicate a change in organisational culture when
procurement policies are put into place and fundamentally start to shift demand for
more sustainable suppliers.
7.4

DEVELOPING THE DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY AND BUILDING
MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRES
Table 23: Target audiences for surveys
Design & Technology
Building Management

Base Building

Building Owner

Building Manager

Tenancy

Tenancy Organisation
Manager

Building or Property Manager

Using the Design & Technology element as an anchor, four surveys were developed.
There were two Design and Technology9 surveys (Appendix 5) and two Building
Management surveys (Appendix 6), one of each for the building manager (focusing
on base building questions) and one for a tenancy facility manager or representative
(focusing on tenancy-specific design elements). The various audiences for the
questionnaires are shown in Table 23. The base building surveys were longer and
more comprehensive, containing details on the base building services. These separate
questionnaires were necessary based on varied levels of knowledge about the

9

Originally called ‘Design Elements’, renamed to ‘Design & Technology’
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building. For example, a manager for a tenancy may not know the base building
HVAC system details but will know how many computers and printers there are in
the office.
The questions in the survey were written in a way that linked areas together. For
example Design & Technology Element survey questioned the type of HVAC system
and the Building Management Element survey questioned the scheduling and
maintenance of the HVAC. It was an extensive list of questions covering all key
design elements that impact on energy efficiency (see Appendices 5 and 6). It was
not expected that all questions could be answered, but those that could not be
answered would potentially highlight an area that requires further exploration.
7.5

ELEMENT 3: OCCUPANT EXPERIENCE
The value of human capital is extremely high. Australia’s workforce is

predicted to be valued at over $100 billion, with just a 1 per cent change in
productivity worth AUD $1.2 billion (Morison, M. cited in (V. Garnys, 2009).
Therefore, despite the fact that the actual measurement of productivity in the
workplace is shown to be extremely complex (Leaman & Bordass, 1999) the
occupant element was crucial to include to understand the end-users experience in
the building and if the human capital potential of the space can be improved.
There are many studies showing the links between occupant experience, the
workplace environment and productivity that have been covered so far in the thesis.
A number of occupant surveys were reviewed, discussed in Chapter Six. These
surveys were generally more targeted at measuring occupant satisfaction, However,
if occupants are as important as a building manager in ensuring optimal operation of
a building, there needs to be more attention to how occupants use a building. For
example, if people rate their satisfaction with lighting as low, are they using windows
and shading features appropriately? In older buildings there may not even be interior
shades available, so the survey tool needs to pick up on these issues. Occupants often
receive criticism for leaving lights on and other such actions that result in excessive
energy wastage, but have they actually been made aware of how to minimise energy
use? Is misuse of the building a result of a training gap, or their own personal habits?
Addressing this question may contribute to some behaviour change initiatives for
buildings. It is important to understand the needs and habits of the end-users.
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As has been discussed earlier, there is a relationship between health and well-being
on the one hand and key IEQ variables such as lighting and air quality on the other
(Zhang, Bansback, & Anis, 2011), and it was also seen that if people are unhappy
with the indoor environment conditions they are likely to say it negatively impacts
on their productivity (Leaman, 1995). This survey was not designed to be a direct
productivity study. Instead, it needed to test how supportive occupants find the
physical environment for their productivity. Furthermore, feedback from government
stakeholders was that testing or enquiring directly about personal productivity can be
sensitive, and so aiming the research at the environment instead of the person or
work could avoid this risk.
Finally, what was noted as lacking in some current POE surveys was questioning
around the level of communication in buildings.

There is a growing industry

providing real-time feedback mechanisms, such as screens displaying current energy
use, in buildings. This enables occupant engagement activities such as competitions
between floors of buildings. When occupants feel engaged and somewhat in control
they may be more likely to be tolerant of temporary discomfort (Clements Croome,
2006). This communication factor was considered when developing the occupant
experience questionnaire.
7.6

DEVELOPING THE OCCUPANT EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

Unlike the Design & Technology and Building Management Elements, the Occupant
Experience Questionnaire did not need to question two different audiences; it was
just aimed at the staff in the building. The questionnaire needed to be diverse enough
for commercial and government building occupants. The first questionnaire was set
up to ask questions in key categories shown in Table 24.
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Table 24: First Occupant Questionnaire Topics

The questionnaire needed to focus on the productivity of the building, and not on
people’s jobs as such. As an example of how the two can become confused, when the
SBE project was in the pilot phase David Sparks trialled the CBE survey to try and
gain an understanding of how to administer and collate the responses. One of the
surveys came back with “I hate my job” written on it. An individual’s perception
becomes reality, and if somebody sits at their desk hating their job it is likely they
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will also hate the environment that they are working in. As George Baird describes
(p. 135) “Organisational culture may exert a positive or a negative influence on
employees' perception of the building in which they work” (Baird, 1989) and any
rating tool measuring performance needs measurement from the user’s point of view
(Baird, 2009).
The Design & Technology Elements were again used as anchors and questions
stemmed from those topics. For example, the Design & Technology questionnaire
asked what type of lights there are, while Building Management asked how these are
maintained and Occupant Experience asked how satisfied respondents were with
various light levels. This could then also be compared to the Indoor Environment
Quality data to detect any correlations.
The questionnaire was sent to a peer group and also reviewed by project partners.
During the first trial feedback was also sought from respondents. They mentioned it
was lengthier than necessary and somewhat repetitive. Thus the questionnaire was
revised. The original and revised questionnaires are in Appendix 4.
7.6.1 Evolving the questionnaire after trial one
The questionnaire was revised after the first trial as it lacked some depth with regard
to what was really happening in the building from a users’ perspective. The results
showed how satisfied and productive occupants perceived themselves to be, but there
was insufficient understanding of how they were using the building. For example, on
walking into a meeting room in Building 1 (one of the trial buildings) it was noted
that all of the lights were on and the blinds were down not allowing use of natural
light. It is simple, but why were people not opening the blinds? Was it the heat or did
it just not part of their usual process when starting a meeting to use natural light. The
topics for the second version of the questionnaire are shown in Table 25.
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Table 25 Revised topics for Occupant Questionnaire

This focus on questioning how occupants use a building showed the importance of
matching the environment and occupants. A study on office ergonomics found that
training staff appropriately increases their skills and knowledge of how to use the
work environment appropriately, which can impact on individual, group and
organisational performance (Huang, Robertson, & Chang, 2004). An induction
processes will often not cover how to effectively use a building, which would seem
logical, but it was clear from the site visits and case study buildings that the original
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design elements may not work as they were once intended. As one element of this,
occupants are unsure how to control light and temperature to maximise comfort.
One of the most interesting aspects of collecting the data from building occupants is
the conversation, which is possibly something lacking in a technologically oriented
society and something that has been identified as a key factor in the future of
building research (Hamilton et al., 2013). When asking and discussing with people
their experience in the building it was possible to capture information that they may
not have included in the survey, but it was difficult to generalise from the
questionnaire responses as each building is so different. This really brought attention
to the subject of organisational culture. The culture and leadership in a company, and
commitment to sustainability, is going to require interventions to improve facilities
and buildings. Staff are paid to occupy these spaces but in many cases there are no
conversations that explore what is working and not working, and what would make
the environment better for them. In one of the trial buildings a staff member was
using a cap due to the glare of the lights and another area had tape over the vents due
to the draft coming through. Every building is different so it is hard to include all of
this information in the survey, but instead a template was developed that showing
how to administer the questionnaire and these conversations with staff.
The original and revised questionnaires for Occupant Experience are in Appendix 4.
7.7

ELEMENT 4: INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY

The review of IEQ and the impact on occupants has been covered in Chapter 5
(Human Factors), so it will not be repeated in this section. Instead the section will
explain how IEQ data collection in the GPET was planned.
Each stakeholder in a building has a different concept of indoor environment quality.
To an IEQ specialist, it relates to measurable factors that impact on the quality of the
working environment inside a building, such as light and sound levels. For
occupants, it is generally a subjective measure of their comfort in their environment,
and it can differ from individual to individual. For building managers, the quality of
the environment generally means the level of complaints from building users, as well
as legal compliance with minimum regulations. As each stakeholder views and
perceives the indoor environment differently the tool was designed to measure the
objective parameters as well as the subjective measures from stakeholders. The
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management and perception of IEQ parameters was the subject of questions in the
building management, corporate culture and occupant element questions, and then
the objective parameters were actually tested in the IEQ element.
The differences in IEQ areas tested are show in Table 26.
Table 26: Basic verses advanced metering parameters
Basic IEQ Monitoring
Advanced IEQ Monitoring
Temperature

Temperature

Light levels

Light levels

Relative Humidity

Relative Humidity

Acoustics

Acoustics
Particulate matter (PM 10 and PM 2.5)
Air quality (CO, CO2, VOCs,
Formaldehyde)
Air speed
Internal/external air temperature and
comparisons

7.7.1 Developing the IEQ testing methodology
Both basic and advanced systems for measuring IEQ in line with the current
NABERS IE rating tool were developed. I attended NABERS training to learn more
about the process and, with fellow researcher, David Sparks, developed a basic IEQ
data collection and analysis procedure for the SBEnrc project. The basic testing uses
a handheld device10 that costs around $300, while the advanced system is done
through the research partnership with QED Environmental Services, which provided
a high level professional service that would generally cost around $10,000 per
building. Please see Appendix 8 for the IEQ testing parameters and details of the
handheld device used.

10

Handheld Device: LM-8102 ‘5 in 1’ Anemometer, humidity meter, light meter, thermometer, sound
level meter
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7.7.2 Basic IEQ monitoring
Basic monitoring refers to the manual measurement of basic IEQ parameters
following the developed protocol such as temperature, relative humidity and air
speed with simple handheld equipment, which could be performed by suitably
trained personnel. The main issue is that handheld equipment is not always accurate,
although this may improve as measuring IEQ becomes more widely adopted and the
technology improves. Nevertheless it can help to identify potential problem areas and
provide a basic level of understanding of the indoor environment when performed
regularly and systematically. It is helpful if equipment is regularly calibrated to avoid
incorrect readings. For the case of the project, two handheld metres were purchased
and one was returned to be re-calibrated as it was reading incorrectly.
7.7.3 Advanced IEQ monitoring
The indoor environment specialist QED was used to demonstrate the professional
IEQ monitoring option. QED conducted sophisticated measurement of IEQ
parameters, which was more expensive as chemical and biological testing was
included using advanced monitoring equipment, specially trained operators and
laboratory analysis. This level of testing is used more at base building levels for risk
factors such as contaminants and asbestos, but it also has much potential to be
mainstreamed and potentially mandated in buildings as it measures factors directly
affecting people’s health.

Results can provide valuable feedback for retrofit

strategies and building management practices (Scholz, 2012).
7.8

ELEMENT 5: CORPORATE CULTURE

This element was initially titled ‘legal and non-legal agreements’ in reference to the
leasing processes and documents in commercial buildings. It was then changed to
include more of the softer non-technical areas around communication and was called
‘stakeholder engagement’. Finally it was decided that ‘corporate culture’ included all
of these topics, as well as encompassing other areas that research indicates are
critical when developing sustainable buildings. It is one thing to count carbon and
implement enablers such as green leases in a building, but to make carbon reductions
on an ongoing basis it needs a deeper commitment and requires organisations to shift
their focus (Bright, 2010b).
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Investa is an Australian organisation that has dedicated time to improving the
performance of its property portfolio. Investa highlights that it is not possible to
address environmental performance in commercial buildings without understanding
how people engage with the physical building, lease documents, practice manuals
and other stakeholders (Roussac & Susan, 2012). This sums up all of the necessary
areas that the GPET targets, and these areas are greatly influenced by corporate
culture.
Each of the areas outlined below are examined in the tool with linkages back through
the other elements. Please see Appendix 7 for the Corporate Culture questionnaire.
7.8.1 Organisational culture
Energy management must become visible in managerial terms, through being seen
not only as a cost but as a value added to the way a company delivers its services
(Cooremans, 2007). The way that different companies engage with energy efficiency
strategies is influenced by their organisational culture (Axon, Bright, Dixon, Janda,
& Kolokotroni, 2012). The Low Energy High Rise (LEHR) study demonstrated that
higher levels of building management are more likely to be motivated to act if
something is embedded in company policy than if it is simply at the behest of
building managers (The Warren Centre, 2009). This study also found that in
buildings where stakeholders felt they were able to affect energy efficiency there was
a higher energy rating (The Warren Centre, 2009). So when targets and incentives
are in place it seems buildings have a much better likelihood of improving their
performance.
Susan Bright discusses this well with reference to the CRC Energy Efficiency
scheme in the UK, pointing out that price alone (and therefore energy costs) may not
be sufficient to change behaviour and that organisations need to re-adjust their focus
(Bright, 2010a). The organisational cultures of stakeholders need to be aligned and
work as a relationship. A recent project in the agriculture industry called
Carbonproof–Sustaining the food processing chain, found that cultural change led
from the top, across a whole enterprise, is the most effective means of achieving true
business sustainability (Agrifood Skills Australia, 2013).
If companies are not defining environmental objectives as a corporate commitment at
a management level, it is unlikely energy efficiency will be seen as a priority. A
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survey in 2010 found that the majority of 688 property investors surveyed around the
world were relatively inactive at managing environmental issues in their portfolios
(Kok et al., 2010). Whilst working in local government I have seen the importance of
implementing mandates (such as energy reduction targets) that then infiltrate asset
management processes and influence corporate culture from the top down.
The influence of organisational culture is clear through the consistent call for
research into productivity. Energy is often seen as on the periphery when compared
with other investments (Cooremans, 2007), with typical business expenses being
made up of 63per cent for employee remuneration and benefits, and only 6 per cent
for rent, outgoings and electricity (Skelton, 2011).

These are clear business costs

that obviously rank higher in management priorities than energy. The tool seeks to
establish if energy efficiency is on the organisation’s corporate radar, and if it is an
active commitment. This aim is to assess how supportive the various building
stakeholders’ corporate cultures are of sustainability and energy efficiency.
People are an integral part of buildings and cannot be considered separately, but the
industry often focuses on the energy and economic aspects of sustainability and not
the social side. However, the performance of these building relies on the cooperation
of staff and the free-flow of information and feedback (Kimmet, 2007). The
behaviour of staff occupying a building needs to be linked to building management
processes, and driving this behaviour to be more sustainable is inextricably linked to
the occupying organisation. Occupant feedback on everyday interactions with the
building is crucial, and it is important to see if the organisational culture supports this
open communication approach.
7.8.2 Stakeholder communication
Experience is showing that the disconnection between and varied priorities of
different stakeholders is preventing the uptake of high performance initiatives,
resulting in neglected and ‘unloved buildings’ (McDermott, 2011). Actually
understanding how to reduce energy demand and improve efficiency in buildings
comes down to understanding the stakeholders involved and the communication
between these stakeholders. This is particularly complicated in multi-tenanted
buildings. In addition to the physical design elements, other areas that need to be
considered include the socio-legal and financial-economic relationships between
landlords and tenants, building service strategies, organisational cultures and their
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level of engagement with energy efficiency (Axon et al., 2012). This can become a
complex process in buildings, particularly when there are so many stakeholders
involved.
There are key stakeholder groups in every building with different roles in a
building’s operation. The building owner is responsible for the maintenance and
ongoing occupation of the building, the building manager is responsible for ensuring
the building functions appropriately to meet tenant needs, and the tenants are the
‘eyes and ears’ of a building, playing a key management role in relation to the
building’s operation and the provision of feedback on this (Hes, 2009). For a
building to operate well it is becoming more evident how important communication
between these stakeholders are, and policies and agreements can be put into place for
existing buildings to assist with the allocation of roles and responsibilities to
facilitate this communication.
7.8.3 Lease Agreements
Leases traditionally don’t provide a great deal of transparency regarding operational
costs and outgoings are usually paid based on a set amount (not actual resource
consumption) so tenants have little understanding or connection with their energy use
(Christensen & Duncan, 2010). Lease agreements govern the rights, duties,
responsibilities and obligations of occupants and owners of buildings. It is important
to determine the ownership and leasing structure (owner-occupied, single tenant or
multiple tenancies), as different structures give different potential for lease
agreements to be used to improve building performance.
Often commercial leases will be based on a ‘net lease’ arrangement, which means
tenants pay building outgoings in addition to renting the space. This is opposed to a
‘gross lease’ where the tenant pays higher rental for the space as it includes all of the
outgoings and operating costs. Net leases provide little incentive for owners to invest
in capital upgrades as the savings go to tenants. This is known as a ‘split incentive’.
Whereas within a gross lease the owner is responsible for paying the outgoings,
hence is able to make the savings once the building reduces operating costs.
Tenants and owners have different vested interests in the building, and the way
leases are arranged has a significant influence on building management and how (or
if) capital costs for upgrades can be funded. Split incentives result where there is
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little motivation or incentive for an owner to improve energy conservation measures
if they will be paying for the capital upgrades but receiving little benefit. This can
also work the other way, a tenant may wish to reduce their operating costs but have
little support from a building owner.
Short term leases provide little incentive for tenants as they won’t demonstrate a
strong enough return on any time or financial investment (Bright, 2010a). Tenants
are generally not concerned about the operation of the overall building but just their
own fit-out. They are concerned with moving in and fitting out, and not the long term
benefits of upgrading a building (Carmichael, Fluhrer, & Bonnett, 2008), which is
why long term leases can help.
When looking at incentivising behaviour there are some leasing arrangements that
need to be considered in addition to reviewing how outgoings are managed. Rent and
review clauses can reward or penalise tenants depending on whether they are making
a concerted effort to reduce the cost of operating a building (Christensen & Duncan,
2010). This requires setting targets and monitoring tenancy performance regularly,
the outcome of which can be considered in rent reviews.
Clauses around repairs and alterations also need to be considered. The UK Better
Buildings Partnership (BBP) Green Lease Toolkit suggests that flexibility is built
into leases to allow both landlords and tenants to carry out works aimed at improving
energy efficiency, reducing water consumption and minimising waste production
(Better Buildings Partnership (London), 2009). Clauses generally do not allow
landlords access to tenant premises or allow costs for the above works to be passed
on to the other party (Hinnells et al., 2010a) so a degree of flexibility is needed,
permitting upgrades that will improve performance, whilst disallowing those that
could impede performance.
Internal changes to tenancy fit-outs can impact on air flow and the way that the area
is originally intended to perform. One example of this is supplementary airconditioning systems put in at tenancy levels, which can impact on energy
consumption and air flow. If fit-outs can affect IEQ and energy performance, tenants
should complete an environmental report when requesting changes (Hinnells et al.,
2010b). This could stop quick changes, especially in high churn rate areas, and allow
more careful management of tenancies.
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With regard to repairs and alterations, BBP also recommends that the requirement to
return premises to their former condition be waived for efficiency upgrades, as it acts
as an immediate disincentive. An example could be replacing ballasts for higher
efficiency, and then having to revert to original fixtures on departure. Obviously this
means that a required standard for upgrades should be stipulated, with procurement
guidelines for repairs and replacement, for example, specifying low VOC paints and
efficient light fixtures.
Multi-tenanted buildings also result in the additional complexity of multiple
stakeholders. Why would one tenant make a concerted effort to improve their energy
use if other tenants are not? Their effort will be diluted if other tenants are not also
contributing. This matter is especially pertinent when outgoings are paid in
proportion to space and not actual consumption. By comparison, it would be
considered completely unfeasible for a group of residential flats to pay their energy
bills based on the area they rent. One might house a family of five while another has
a professional living alone and not home during the day. It has worked for
commercial leases as ‘someone else’ pays the energy bills, but as companies start to
set environmental objectives and become aware of their energy use they may take
more ownership over this consumption.
Green leases are being introduced into the Australian market. They are particularly
helpful for new buildings, and some elements can be transferred over to green
existing leases. Green leases do not have a big uptake in the market as of yet, and this
transformation is not going to happen easily (Roussac & Susan, 2012). Leases are
typically inflexible, making it difficult to adapt to changing situations, but it is
important that flexibility is built in so both parties have the incentive and compulsion
to co-operate (Brooks, 2008) for better building performance.
7.8.4 Ratings, mandates, incentives and targets
There is a wide range of rating systems designed to improve the performance of new
and existing buildings, and this area is growing with new types of rating systems
being introduced (such as Living Building Challenge). Studies have found a positive
correlation between public disclosure of NABERS ratings and base building
performance (The Warren Centre, 2009). Tenants are increasingly demanding higher
performance buildings, which means that existing buildings will inevitably need to
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become more energy efficient due to the competitive demands of the marketplace
(Gordon, 2009) .
A range of incentives, such as PACE financing and Environmental Upgrade
Agreements (EUAs), or other government funding streams, are also becoming
available to help fund improvements to existing buildings. This line of questioning in
the survey intends to find what current ratings the building may have (such as
NABERS), and any funding or incentives that have been accessed (such as EUAs).
7.8.5 Communication and education
A Colliers tenant survey in 2012 found that in a challenging economy ‘strong tenant
relationships’ are important, as it is costly and unprofitable to replace tenants
(Colliers International, 2012). A similar survey found that communication is
correlated with tenant satisfaction, and to cultivate a culture of loyalty that leads to
tenancy renewals owners must communicate better with tenants (Klein Wassink,
2010). Dr Paul Bannister outlines this well, adding that good communication
between landlord and tenant needs to be part of organisational culture (Bannister,
2012). If tenants and owners aren’t communicating, and there is a high level of
dissatisfaction, it is unlikely tenants will stay long term or be committed to energy
saving initiatives.
A survey of 1800 tenants in 1999 by Building Owners and Managers Association
(BOMA) and Urban Land Institute found that the number one reason tenants move
out is because of HVAC problems, and that indoor air quality and temperature are of
high importance to their comfort (Boma/Uli, 1999). HVAC is the largest consumer
of energy in a commercial building, as well as having a direct impact on indoor
environment quality, which is the key to tenant retention and occupant satisfaction. It
needs to operate efficiently in a way that meets all stakeholder requirements, which
is only possible if clear communication and feedback mechanisms are in place. The
Australian Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency promotes the
formation of a building management committee to assist this communication,
consisting of stakeholder representatives who meet regularly and discuss an energy
management plan for their building.
A major underlying issue in the communication between building stakeholders is the
problem of sharing information, which ‘may be the biggest single hurdle to
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overcome’ in improving the performance of buildings (Sledd, 2012). Buildings can
be rated at both tenancy and base building levels now, and green building programs
in many cities are requiring the reporting of tenant energy consumption. New York
City requires sub-metering for tenancies and is coupling this with education for
building tenants and owners.

7.8.6 Behaviour change and education

Efficiency gains from physical improvements don’t match their potential without
policy to support positive organisational behaviour (Axon et al., 2012). Initial and
ongoing education of tenants is imperative to ensure occupants are aware of building
sustainability features and the correct operation of design elements. This is especially
important when building managers leave or key champions for energy efficiency
move on to other organisations.
The LEHR report found that one-off investments in energy efficiency upgrades were
not as effective as long-term incremental investments. It shows that change and
education need to be an ongoing process. LEHR also reported that buildings perform
better when an energy efficiency training program is in place, and managers with
skills in energy efficiency were generally found to operate buildings better (The
Warren Centre, 2009).
Change needs to be accompanied by the relevant and ongoing support. GPT Group is
a property company that reduced the energy use in its building portfolio by 27 per
cent from 2005 to 2010. Two practices that assisted this were setting targets and
providing training workshops to help managers analyse and respond to energy data
(Energy Efficiency Exchange, 2012).
There can also be indirect stakeholders and factors that influence building
performance. For example, baseload power can increase dramatically after hours due
to cleaners leaving lights on or using energy in-efficient equipment. As this is not
visible to building managers it is often unaccounted for, but can affect ratings and
building performance. Similarly, the purchasing of equipment and cleaning products
used in the building can affect the energy load and indoor environment quality.
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7.9

DESIGNING THE CORPORATE CULTURE QUESTIONNAIRE

The first trial did not include this corporate culture questionnaire. It was developed
once there was recognition of the frequent difficulties in communicating with owners
and managers, of how imperative culture was to this communication, and of the
importance of sustainability as a priority in this culture. Questions have used many
findings from the Low Energy High Rise (LEHR) study, as this targeted existing
buildings and was very relevant research to build upon (The Warren Centre, 2009).
There was a tenancy and owner questionnaire developed for the corporate culture
section that broke down the topics covered in the previous sections into questions.
The reason two questionnaires were used is that the split incentives can work either
way, tenants can be committed to sustainability but lack the support of building
owners prohibiting building service upgrades, whilst on the other hand building
owners may be prepared to upgrade but face limited enthusiasm from tenants. The
line of questioning for the tenancy is directed at a manager who is aware of both the
physical building and organisational culture. The base building questioning is
targeted at the building owner or landlord. This questionnaire is available in
Appendix 7.
7.10 CONCLUSION
The five elements of the Green Performance Evaluation tool were determined as
Design and Technology, Building Management, Indoor Environment Quality,
Occupant Experience and Corporate Culture. These elements were all reviewed to
find how they contribute to improved building performance, and broken into subareas that formed the basis of survey questionnaires to key stakeholders. Linkages
between the elements were also identified, as one of the main weaknesses of building
performance studies was found to be limited connections between the key issues.
It is imperative that all elements are involved in improving the holistic performance
of existing buildings. The soft elements (such as communication and leases) are just
as integral to the solution as the hard physical elements (such as HVAC and lighting)
in a building. If capital is spent on installing new equipment it is important that the
impact is understood down the internal chain from owner to occupants. The GPET
examines all of these areas through questionnaires and tests with the intention of
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finding the weak spots. The next chapter will outline the testing process for the
selected buildings.
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8.1

INTRODUCTION

The research was aimed at designing and testing a low cost and low complexity tool,
which would be challenging given the sheer volume of content outlined in Chapter
Seven. The process of trialling the tool was to test the ease of accessing information
across the five elements, in order to find areas that are difficult to explore and may
therefore be preventing scalable action across the built environment in cities.
This chapter will discuss the process for identifying and including potential buildings
in the study. It will then introduce the two trial buildings in which the GPET was
tested. The following chapters (nine and ten) will detail the findings from each
building. Different versions of the tool were trialled in both buildings as it underwent
significant developments following feedback on the first trial.
8.2

POTENTIAL BUILDINGS TO TEST THE GPET

8.2.1 Access to buildings
Attempts were made to collect data from a number of buildings (Green Star and non
Green Star). The basic details of the potential buildings are shown in Table 27,
although full details cannot be disclosed.
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Table 27: Buildings contacted for study
Building
(Suburb)

State

Owner/
Manager

Key tenant

Green Star
(GS)/NABERS

Osborne Park

WA

Property Group

Government

4 star GS 2009, newbuild

Perth

WA

Inst. Investor

Government

5 star GS 2008, newbuild

Perth

WA

Property Group

Government
agency

4 Star GS fitout,
refurbishment

Perth

WA

Property Group

Owner
occupied

6 star GS, newbuild

Perth

WA

Private

Owner
occupied

GS Interior (registered)

Perth

WA

Government

Government

5 Star GS,
refurbishment

West Perth

WA

Property group

Multi

5 star NABERS,
refurbishment

Brisbane

QLD

Government

Government

Refurbishment

Brisbane

QLD

Government

Government

Refurbishment

Fremantle

WA

LGA

LGA

No planned works

There were building owners or tenants contacted in Perth but they did not return calls
or express interest in participating in the research. Buildings were targeted through a
phone call or face-to-face meeting about the research, followed by a formal letter
from Curtin University or Queensland University. This letter contained detailed
information on the study, ethics clearance and contact information. Initial contact
was generally made through a tenant for the government buildings and the building
manager or other key contact for private buildings. Owner consent was required as
details on whole building energy use would be requested.
For buildings owners or tenants that agreed to participate, an initial meeting was
established along with QED Environmental Services. We met with key contacts and
toured the building. The next step was setting a convenient date for data collection,
and arranging permission for building and plant room access. A key liaison in the
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building was also identified to email out the occupant survey to. Detailed emails
followed with instructions to be passed along to staff.
8.2.2 Challenges
Although many owners and tenants were contacted, few agreed to participate in the
research. After initial contact, multiple attempts were made at following up the
research proposal with building owners through phone calls and emails. The key
contact generally showed interest at the commencement but was difficult to keep
engaged. The main issues of participating in the research generally came up when
contacting the building owner for consent.
In the case of one Perth Green Star building the research was cleared by the
government tenant and the initial meeting held at the premises. However, once the
tenant informed the building owner of their wish to participate, the owner would not
allow any study on the building’s performance due to risk associated with
publication of information. It was assured that the information would be de-identified
but they still felt participation was a risk.
The main limitation at this point of the study was the time and resources to approach
and recruit owners and tenants. It required identifying key people, calling, emailing
and meeting with them. With the previously mentioned building it took over seven
months to establish a relationship and build trust with key contacts, but the research
was still turned down after this time. In another building that was government
tenanted several attempts were made to contact stakeholders and an initial meeting
set up but we were turned away at the meeting and not allowed into the building.
Several further attempts were made to follow-up to no avail.
An attempt was also made to study a building the Brisbane Government occupies,
and initial meetings sought with key representatives who gave constructive feedback
on questionnaires and approved the research. This was set to progress until the
government change in Queensland at which time many environmental strategies
were abandoned, including consent for participation in the project.
After multiple refusals, organisations were sought that specialise in building
management. One organisation chosen manages and improves the energy
performance of commercial buildings. There was a discussion as to whether their
database could be used, or they could identify possible buildings to use in the study.
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The organisation suggested an ideal building that could be used as a case study that
they had been working with. The research letters were prepared and sent to the
contact, but the owner of the building did not want to participate in the research. The
building management organisation was also resistant to allow access to the database
without a commercial contract in place with the university. Attempts were made to
pursue this but there were difficulties forming the contract, and this highlighted the
lack of industry-academic relationships in this area and the need to expand actionbased research methods.
8.2.3 Learning from the limitations
It became clear that some of the biggest barriers for the research related to building
owners and managers. Generally they are too busy to participate in research
activities, and in many cases saw it as risky to participate if it had the potential to
expose the building as underperforming. It was difficult to make contact and request
this level of information, particularly when there was not a pre-existing relationship
between researchers and the building owners.
For future studies the challenges could potentially be overcome though joining
existing research or industry bodies with pre-existing relationships. Once a few
buildings have participated it can be demonstrated the level of involvement required
of stakeholders is minimal. It could also be assisted by stronger relationships with
bodies such as the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) or the National
Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS) administrator encouraging
the research. During the project the GBCA Performance Tool was still under
development.
The risk factors revolve around building owners who have paid for Green Star
buildings and may be liable to tenants (particularly government tenants) paying a
premium for a potentially underperforming Green Star space. From a research
perspective, the closed nature of the industry makes the transparency and evidence
base that came up in the workshops very difficult to achieve.
The level of risk and participation barriers made me re-consider the planned sample
size and data collection strategy. Along with the SBEnrc team we looked for
alternative processes for the study, through which we could develop a model that
would test a building with no planned upgrades or refurbishments to trial the tool.
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The original intention of the research was directed at rated buildings (such as Green
Star or NABERS) and seeing how well they performed against projections and if
there was value in the rating tools. However, combined with the difficulty in
accessing these buildings and findings from the literature review and workshops, the
need to focus on existing buildings became obvious. Rather than using this tool to
test how new buildings operate, we could use it to target underperformance in older
buildings.
A local government in Western Australia was approached to trial the tool after
development, and was very interested. It was at a lower risk as there were no planned
works for the building, and no existing ratings to uphold, and thus was suited to trial
the model.
8.3

TEST BUILDINGS – INTRODUCTION

The trialling of the GPET took place in several stages. The test buildings will be
referred to as Building 1 and Building 2 for confidentiality. Very early in the
research Building 1 was identified, with the tenants undertaking a major interior
refurbishment. In order to capture the information the pre occupancy study needed to
be conducted relatively quickly. This allowed a framework to be developed and built
upon, integrating feedback from the workshops. The GPET was used as a pre- and
post-occupancy study of the refurbishment in Building1.
Feedback from the first trial on Building 1 greatly assisted in finalising the tool to
test on Building 2. However many of the changes that were made to the GPET were
not applied to the post-occupancy survey for Building 1. This was due to the fact that
I needed to make direct comparisons made between the pre and post refurbishment
data so survey questions could not be altered. Figure 35 shows which version of the
GPET was applied to each trial and Table 28 shows the elements within the GPET
that were trialled.
Please see appendix 3 for a sample of documents that were used in preparation for
the testing and on day of testing for Building 1. A complete set of documents,
including all questionnaires is available online11.

11

Questionnaires in Appendices 4 to 8.
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PERTH&
WORKSHOP&

REVIEW&

GPE
T&
Vers
ion&
1

July%2011

BUILDING&1&
Pre<Occupancy&
Trial&

August%2011

REVIEW&

&

BRISBANE&
WORKSHOP&

GPE
T&
Vers
ion&
2

BUILDING&2&

Sept%2011

Trial

REVIEW&
BUILDING&1&

July%2012

Post<Occupancy&
Trial

Nov.%2012

Figure 35: Development timeline with GPET version tested

Table 28: GPET parameters included in testing
Building 1
Building 2
!
(2 trials - pre and post (1 trial)
refurbishment)
Tenancy
✔
Whole Building

✔

Building Management

✔

Occupant Experience

✔

✔

Design Elements

✔

✔

IEQ

✔

✔
✔

Agreements and Culture

8.3.1 Building 1
Building 1 is a commercial building constructed in 1985 located in the Perth CBD. A
government agency tenants 3.5 of the 12 storeys and agreed to participate in the
study. The agency was merging staff from two separate buildings into their existing
tenancy and decided to refurbish the area as opposed to moving to a new building.
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The first version of the GPET was tested on this building before and after the
refurbishment.
8.3.2 Building 2
A local government building located in the Fremantle CBD was the subject of the
second trial, following additions and changes to the tool after the Building 1 trial.
The Local Government Authority (LGA) owns and occupies the building,
constructed during the 1960s. There have been many variations made to the fit-out
during the building’s life and it is expected that the building will be demolished in
the next few years.
8.3.3 Ethics approval
Letters outlining the research and ethics were sent to key stakeholders once they
agreed to participate in the research. A form of this letter was also distributed to all
occupants who completed the survey. Those completing the survey online through
Survey Monkey clicked through the research and ethics explanations before
proceeding. This was also distributed to all interviewees.
8.3.4 Zoning areas for the building trials
In order to analyse the occupant experience and IEQ data collected, floor plates were
divided into zones. Traditionally post-occupancy evaluations draw on total feedback
across a building. Analysing the occupant responses according to smaller zones gave
very insightful feedback and correlated findings with IEQ data. Shown below are
samples of the zones on floors that were determined from the mechanical
engineering plans. In Building 1 there were two air-conditioning units, one that
served the interior office and one that served the perimeter. The zones, therefore,
were established in line with these air-conditioning units, and this process is shown
in Figure 36 and Figure 37.
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Figure 36: IEQ zones for Building 1 using mechanical engineering plans

Figure 37: Occupant survey zones based on IEQ zones
A data collection protocol was written to ensure that the process was repeated
correctly from floor to floor. It was thought that the process of zoning would enable
easier identification of issues experienced by occupants. For example, a perimeter
desk may receive more heat load from windows than an interior zone. Do occupants
notice this? Does it affect their work? Could this potentially be targeted through
installation of glazed windows?
Building 2 had a number of units servicing different areas of the building and made
the zoning more complex. It demonstrated that every building is very different and
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data collection protocols need to be flexible to allow for these differences. The
zoning details for each trial will be covered in detail in Chapters 9 and 10.
8.3.5 Elements tested in Building 1 and Building 2
Occupant survey
The Occupant Experience survey was created on Survey Monkey with an email
link that was sent to staff. An email was sent the day prior to the survey being
distributed with information on the data collection and then re-sent in the morning
when the survey was opened and researchers were on-site. The survey was also
printed and taken as a hard copy for any staff members who preferred to complete it
this way, and it was manually entered into the system afterwards.
Occupant surveys were completed by staff on two levels of Building 1 in the
pre-occupancy and 4 levels in the post-occupancy. In Building 2 all staff had access
to the survey across 4 levels.
When staff commenced the survey it asked them to fill in the zone where they
were located. To assist them completing this process a map with instructions on
which zone they were in was left on their desk, with researchers distributing these
prior to the building being occupied on the morning of data collection. It would be
the first thing that they would see on their desk along with an accompanying email in
their inbox.
Indoor Environment Quality
Indoor Environment Quality was recorded from both buildings using the handheld
IEQ monitor and the research sponsorship from QED Environmental Services.
A data collection process and template were created for the IEQ data from the
handheld device, available in Appendix 8. The process was based on the NABERS
Indoor Environment data collection protocol. This determines the number of
sampling spots required per floor.
The handheld monitor became the primary source of data collection due to issues
with the QED Environment machines. The full data could not be retrieved for the
post-occupancy trial of Building 1 or any of the data for Building 2. QED cited the
errors as irretrievable data despite the machines being sent back to manufacturers in
Italy.
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Design & Technology
Information for the Design & Technology Element was initially collected on an
observation sheet coupled with a walk through of the building and plant room.
However it was determined after the first trial in Building 1 that that this would need
to be expanded. This template was turned into a questionnaire that could be issued to
the building manager to record a higher level of detail. This was trialled in Building
2 but still presented some barriers, these will be detailed in the results chapter.
Building Management
Information for the Building Management Element was not collected in Building 1
as this element was developed following the first trial. This was trialled in Building 2
but also still involved some issues getting detailed information, these will be detailed
in the results chapter.
Corporate Culture
Information for the Corporate Culture Element was not collected in Building 1 as this
area was developed following results from the first trial. This was trialled in Building
2 through the Sustainability Manager.
8.4

CONCLUSION

There were many challenges encountered when obtaining buildings for the trial of
the Green Performance Evaluation Tool. The resistance encountered highlighted the
need for further action-based research involving industry and universities working
together. Owners were particularly resistant to potential liability if underperformance
was highlighted. In addition, building managers were time poor and difficult to
engage.
Given the difficulty engaging building owners and managers for the study, it was
determined that rather than rating new building performance the tool could target
existing buildings. As a low cost and low complexity tool it would not be able to
effectively rate the operational performance of all the Design & Technology
Elements across the five areas. However, it could be used to determine weak spots
causing poor performance. The weak spots could be equipment, or breakdowns in
communication between stakeholders.
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There were two buildings selected and these have been titled Building 1 and Building
2. The first version of the GPET was trialled in Building 1 with the additional
elements created and trialled in Building 2.
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9.1

INTRODUCTION

A government agency located in Perth, Western Australia volunteered to participate
in the study. Its head office is located on levels 3-6 (half of level 6) of a CBD office
building constructed in 1985, which is identified for the study as Building 1.
Contact was made with the agency’s Sustainability Manager at a Green Cities
conference. He expressed an interest in the study as the agency was in the process of
refurbishing the building for a Green Star interiors rating. He also attended the first
SBEnrc workshop in Perth. An initial project meeting was conducted, ethics
clearance obtained and a date set for data collection. QED also agreed to participate
in the project.
The study was intended to be used as a pre- and post-occupancy survey for the
refurbishment. The pre-occupancy survey was conducted in August 2011, at the
commencement of works, and the post-occupancy in November 2012, one year after
completion.
Data was collected for the Occupant Experience, Design & Technology and Indoor
Environment Elements. A review of the electricity bills was also conducted. As this
was the first version of the Green Performance Evaluation Tool (GPET) the other
elements had not yet been developed so were not trialled.
This chapter presents the process of trialling the GPET, the comparison of the pre
and post-occupancy testing. The process of examining the findings informed the
revisions and further development of the GPET.
9.2

THE BUILDING

The building is located in the centre of the Perth CBD, with external views to the
Swan River and in close proximity to park area. The building façade faces south with
large windows giving 180 degree views from east to west. It is a few minutes walk
to public transport and other amenities. Details of the building are shown in Table 29
Office building grade

A

Year of construction
Height (Levels)
Activity
NLA
Land area

1985
12 plus 3 basement levels for car parking
Commercial office
11015m2, approximately 930m2 per floor
1823 m2
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Building Manager
Tenants
Table 29 Building Details

Property management company
Multi-tenanted

The process of retrofitting a building is challenging. For this organisation it required
the displacement of staff within the building during works, and the relocation of staff
into the building from another location on completion of works. The agency tenants
Levels 3-5 and half of Level 6. These floors were being refurbished to fit the
additional staff from the other location, with the long-term goal of achieving a Green
Star interiors rating.
The building has a standard HVAC system using Variable Air Volume (VAV) and
an Air Handling Unit (AHU) that distributes air through two ducts to the interior and
perimeter of each floor. The plant room is located on Level 3. The elevators are
located in the middle of these floors opening directly onto the floors, whereas the
stairs are not easy to locate or access. The original tenancy fit-out was private offices
on the perimeter and cubicles with high partitions in the centre.
The refurbishment project removed most of the perimeter offices and replaced the
high partitions with semi-high ones to give more of an open office plan. There were
more meeting rooms put into place and a coffee hub in the centre of each floor,
joining the two sides of the buildings together. There were also green walls, and endof-trip and kitchen facilities put into place. The desk sizes were reduced and the
capacity of the floors doubled. The print equipment, previously located in the office
area, was moved into closed off sections.
9.3

PRE- AND POST-OCCUPANCY STUDIES

For the pre-occupancy study the Occupant Experience survey was only administered
to staff on Levels 3 and 4. The Indoor Environment Quality and energy assessments
were also conducted only on these levels. There was work already being conducted
on Levels 5 and 6 so these were not included at this stage of the study. This will be
referred to as POE1.
For the post-occupancy study, the survey was administered to all staff (Levels 3-6).
However, the IEQ collection and energy analysis focused only on Levels 3 and 4 to
allow for direct comparisons. This will be referred to as POE2.
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The floors were divided into 4 zones, with interior (east and west) and perimeter
(east and west) zones on each floor to coincide with the HVAC zones. The IEQ
testing also used these zones. Maps were created and distributed with the occupant
surveys showing respondents the zone they were located in.
Although the data collection methods evolved after being trialled in Building 1 these
were not applied between the pre- and post-occupancy studies of this building, in
order to enable a more direct comparison of the findings. The changes were applied
to Building 2 in order to improve the data collection process and volume of data
collected.
9.4

DATA COLLECTION METHODS

A day was designated to conduct the occupant survey and IEQ data collection,
shown in Table 30. A group of researchers were recruited to assist with the study.
They were given a run sheet for the day’s activities and a sheet to complete with
observations of the building and additional staff comments. Security passes were
obtained and researchers entered the building prior to occupancy in order to set up
equipment and distribute information sheets to staff desks prior to their arrival.
Pre-Occupancy

August 4, 2011

Occupant Experience Study
Pre-Occupancy

August 4 and August 10, 2011

IEQ data collection
Post-Occupancy

November

28,

2012

Occupant Experience Study

Survey open until December 3, 2012

Post-Occupancy

November 28, 2012

IEQ data collection 1
Table 30 Building 1, Survey Methods and Timing
Researchers were divided into those collecting the IEQ samples with the handheld
monitors, in addition to QED’s collection of samples, and those having a presence in
the office in order to encourage staff to complete the survey. An email was sent to
staff the night before and again on the morning of the survey with the online link to
the survey.
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In addition to the surveys, morning tea was provided in the pre-occupancy session
with the option to come and speak to a researcher about their experience in the
building.
Researchers did not instigate conversations with staff in order to minimise
disruption, but were present in the office for any questions. When staff completed the
survey they were given a code word to receive a coffee voucher. Surveys continued
to come in throughout the day, and the IEQ samples were taken in the morning and
afternoon. The research was completed between 6 am and 6 pm.
9.4.1 Zones
The zones were determined from the mechanical engineering plans. The HVAC
delivered air in perimeter and interior vents and these were used for the IEQ and
Occupant Experience zones. For POE1 data collection the zones were given
numbers, e.g. you are seated in zone 4. It was found to be easier to colour code them
for POE2, e.g. you are in the Pink zone. A typical layout with the colours scheme is
shown in Figure 38. These were printed and given to staff to show the zone where
they sat. Please see Appendix 9 for the floor layouts pre and post occupancy.
9.4.2 Occupant Experience
Half of Level 3 and all of Level 4 were tested in POE1 for occupant experience and
IEQ. All of Levels 3 and 4 were tested in POE2. For POE1 there were 70 surveys
distributed with 51 responses. The occupant experience questionnaire was also sent
to all staff on Levels 5-6 for POE2, and in total there were 250 surveys distributed
across these floors with 131 staff responding.

Figure 38: Level 3 – Zones for IEQ and Occupant Experience surveys
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9.4.3 Design & Technology
Observation sheets were given out to researchers with maps of the zones and each of
the areas that required feedback – lighting, HVAC, acoustics, office plan and layout.
Researchers were asked to give feedback on each specific sheet indicating the
observation. This was repeated for POE2.
9.4.4 Indoor Environment Quality
For parameters of this study the indoor environment included lighting, acoustics, air
quality, ventilation and thermal comfort. QED conducted professional testing in the
tenancy in addition to the handheld IEQ readings taken by researchers. Surveys and
IEQ testing were completed on the dates shown in Table 30.
QED undertook the IEQ testing by entering the building prior to occupancy (6 am)
and taking tests to establish the base building ‘rumble’. Testing was conducted in the
plant room to ascertain the air intake levels throughout the day with samples of
external air also taken.
QED set up monitoring stations in designated zones to measure the indoor
environment quality experienced by staff throughout the day. Joseph Scholz conducts
these tests and is an accredited NABERS Indoor Environment Assessor.
9.4.5 Key considerations and limitations
The first study was focused on Levels 3 and 4. This included all of Level 4 and half
of Level 3. This was due to work and relocation already commencing in the other
areas. The survey aim was to examine occupants experience with their building.
Therefore, staff relocated numerous times were likely to show dissatisfaction with
this movement through the survey, and thus they were not included in POE1. In total
70 staff resided on the selected floors and feedback was received from 51 staff.
Ideally the timing of the pre-occupancy survey is six weeks prior to the move but this
was not possible in the Building 1 and the survey was issued the week prior to the
move. The second study (POE2) tested the same levels for indoor environment
quality, but it was expanded to include all of Level 3. As staff had been relocated to
other floors the occupant survey tested all staff across Levels 3, 4, 5 and 6.
In line with the IEQ testing, only Levels 3 and 4 were included in the energy
consumption analysis.
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9.4.6 Analysis
The results have been analysed to show a pre- and post-occupancy comparison of the
space in order to determine the overall impact the retrofit has made on all areas. The
analysis was conducted using the analysis tool in SurveyMonkey and Excel. These
results were also presented to the Building 1 agency in a report.
9.5

RESULTS: DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

As part of this study researchers evaluated the building through observations of areas
that were tested in the occupant survey and indoor environment tests. These
observations were not based on testing of the parameters mentioned, but were made
by researchers during the days of testing. Verbal comments or feedback from staff
are included in the observations.
9.5.1 Lighting
Pre-Occupancy (POE1)
•

The building has large windows around the
permitter, where offices and meeting rooms are
also located.

•

Natural light seems relatively high on walking
into the area. Offices (with doors) have direct
access onto the windows, and there are no closed

Figure 39: Lighting POE1

blinds that block the light for the workstations
located in the interior (Figure 39).
•

Lights are operated by the main switches at
room entrances.

•

Lighting

to

workstations

was

variable,

particularly for interior workstations.

Post-occupancy ( POE2)
•

The manual lighting was replaced with sensors
switches. When walking into the office all the
Figure 40: Task lighting POE2
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light sensors worked well, immediately lighting the zones where we walked.
•

Lighting in some areas was still variable but daylight was more accessible to
interior staff due to lower partitions and removal of perimeter offices.

•

Noticeably there were many more task lights around the office (Figure 40)

9.5.2 Layout
Pre-occupancy (POE1)
•

The floors consist of a mix of offices and
open plan using high partitions.

•

A large area on one of the floors is taken up
by a library, print equipment and storage
section (Figure 41)

•

Partitions are very high and makes the
office area maze-like and difficult to
navigate.

Figure 41: Print equipment in
corner of office

•

External views are not accessible for some staff on the interior.

•

Stairs are difficult to locate and use, and researchers were trapped in the
stairwell and ended up in the basement!

•

Noise levels changed through the building but it seemed relatively quiet.

•

There were some spots where it was quite noisy around the HVAC vents and
plant room.

'

Post-occupancy (POE2)
•

The office is much easier to navigate with
lower partitions and a more open plan
design.

•

The separation between different sides of
the buildings in the previous fit-out made
it feel like they were occupied by different
companies but the area is now more
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Figure 42: Low partitions POE2
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uniform and looks like one organisation.
•

It is also more welcoming to walk through, and feels less hierarchical with some
of the offices removed (Figure 42).

•

The desks are very cramped, and in some areas people seem to be struggling for
room. There is little space for storage at desks, and there is a lot of printed
material (reports, plans etc) on desks and on
the meeting tables around the perimeter
(Figure 43)

•

The increased volume of staff and noise in
the space was very noticeable. Some staff
had ‘do not disturb’ signs on the back of
their chairs to minimise interruptions.

•

The areas designated for collaboration in
the office were not being used for this, but

Figure 43: Desk space is limited

instead tended to be storage areas for excess documents. Conversations tended to
happen around desks and coming in and out of meeting rooms.

9.5.3 HVAC & Ventilation
Pre-occupancy (POE1)
•

The building has a standard HVAC system
using Variable Air Volume (VAV) and an Air
Handling Unit (AHU) that distributes air
through two ducts to the interior and
perimeter of each floor.

•

The plant room is located on Level 3, shown
in Figure 44

•

The elevators are located in the centre of the
building.

•

There are no individual temperature controls.

•

Strong fumes from the print equipment were Figure 44: Plant room on Level 3
detected.
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•

Temperature varied between different areas of the building, and some areas
seemed to have minimal air movement.

'

Post-occupancy (POE2)
•

Temperature seemed reasonably consistent.

•

Staff commented that it was quite variable and more often very cold, but in the
last few weeks these inconsistencies seemed to have improved.

•

The back corners seemed to be where most of the temperature inconsistencies
were experienced, which could also be affected by the number of staff and
equipment in the space.

9.5.4 Break-out areas and collaboration space
Pre-occupancy (POE1)
•

There were very limited recreation areas, with a small kitchen space that could
only fit one to two people at any time.

•

People prepared food and ate at their desks, which led some staff to comment on
the smell from food.

•

There was a recreation/kitchen area on the ‘CEO’ side of the building but one
staff member commented that he doesn’t like to eat lunch there and prefers to
take it to his desk.

•

It seemed there were few opportunities and locations for staff to have a casual
discussion and relax.

Post-occupancy (POE2)

•

A lot more staff interaction was observed,
and the culture seemed less corporate and
more friendly.

•

The coffee hubs are used frequently on all
levels and act as a thoroughfare between
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Figure 45: Coffee hubs as break-out
spaces
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the two sides of the building that previously felt quite separated. The hubs offer
features such as storage of food, coffee, water, and areas to sit and look outside.
It gives a quiet space for people to read. During the day people took a break and
came in and read the paper, had meetings, took phone calls, topped up water
bottles, made coffee and socialized. Some areas are unused, such as the lounges
by the window.

9.5.5 Discussion on Design & Technology findings
Overall the office seemed to offer a superior space following the refurbishment. The
layout encouraged more interaction, allowed for daylight to reach a larger volume of
staff and also seemed friendlier with the offices eliminated. Although the HVAC is a
base building service, and there were no upgrades, the air-flow seemed more
consistent with fewer hot and cold spots. The blinds used over the windows allowed
for light and heat control. The motion sensors in the offices and meeting rooms
worked well with additional task lighting through the office.
The down side of the open plan transition may be a lowering of the acoustic quality
in the area. The amount of chatter and discussion between staff in the general office
area seemed very high and obviously distracting for some staff. Comments were
made that the constant interruptions and discussions around them made working
productively very difficult. Some staff considered the noise from the toilets, corridors
and meeting rooms unacceptable. One staff member commented that it is okay that
managers do not have an office now but it is extremely hard to get work done with
distracting conversations occurring.
Staff generally seemed supportive of the organisation’s sustainability initiatives and
openly discussed these. It did seem some initiatives had been put into place without
consideration of alternatives, for example, plastic cups were prohibited but there is
no recycling in place. Staff all had individual bins under their desks, which doesn’t
encourage waste minimisation.
9.6

RESULTS: INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY

This section summarises results for the Indoor Environment Quality testing.
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9.6.1 QED Testing
QED tested Building 1 during between 4 August and 15 August 2011 for POE1, and
on 28 November 2012 for POE2. QED conducted testing on thermal comfort, dust
levels, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and formaldehyde, ventilation rates and
carbon dioxide levels, acoustics and lighting. The excerpts below are taken from the
QED Environment Report that was generated for the project (Scholz, 2011).
QED Summary of findings
The QED findings showed that even though there was a higher population density in
the tenancy there were no major changes to thermal comfort, dust levels, ventilation
rates and carbon dioxide levels from POE1 to POE2.
Dust levels (PM10 Particulates) were slightly lower in POE1 (PM10 17) compared to
POE2 (PM10 10). This could be attributed to outdoor air particulates on the day of
POE2 testing, or more dust disturbance from the higher population in the tenancy
after the refurbishment. Despite the variance, for both POE1 and POE2 dust levels
were still very low.
For both assessments the carbon dioxide and ventilation rates were higher than the
Australian standard, at around 30 L/second with the HVAC running on outside air
for the majority of both testing days. Utilising the external air also allows for energy
savings. In areas with data available the carbon dioxide levels were similar from
POE1 to POE2, 532ppm and 538ppm respectively.
The major change after the fit-out was a significant drop in the levels of Volatile
Organic Compounds. There were toilet fit-out works being conducted during the first
testing and these high VOC measures were most likely attributable to air being
drawn by the HVAC from the toilets and distributed throughout the tenancy. VOC
measures in the POE1 were between 545-807 µg/m3, dropping to <14 µg/m3 in
POE2. Formaldehyde levels were also very low on both days, although slightly
higher after the fit-out. In POE2 formaldehyde was between <5 to 12.1µg/m3, in
POE1 it was between 5.5 to 13.2 µg/m3.
There was no major change in acoustic levels. Performance was not optimum with
most areas testing about the recommended level of 43-47dB both pre and post fit-out.
Lighting levels were improved in POE2, but still varied significantly during the day.
QED notes that there might be some discomfort for staff on perimeter desks with
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varied light levels. However, the available blinds did not seem to be used
appropriately, although this was difficult to confirm as it was a particularly rainy day
on POE2 testing.
QED concluded that the fit-out has a positive indoor environment quality for staff,
especially considering that the population density has doubled. The air quality can be
difficult to control due to design. For example the elevated VOCs in POE1 were
from base building works in the bathrooms, which are located next to the plant room
and air handling unit, distributing that air through the tenancy. QED also found that
minimal improvement to acoustics can be expected with the transition to open plan,
low partition offices.
9.6.2 Handheld IEQ testing
A handheld device was used to collect information on acoustics (dB), lighting (lux),
temperature (oC) and relative humidity (%). The device also collects information on
air movement but the readings for this were too unreliable and were not used as part
of the dataset. Data was collected with the handheld device twice during the day, in
the morning and in the afternoon. These readings were used to determine average
daily representations of the indoor environment. Please see Appendix 8 for
information on the handheld device.
Limitations
Sample points for the handheld measures and QED’s measures were matched as
closely as possible. Some of the handheld results are excluded in comparison with
QED as QED had fewer sampling spots. Comparisons were made between QED and
the handheld results where the sampling spots could be matched to try and
demonstrate whether the handheld device is reliable for this process.
The method of handheld data collection was first trialled in Building 1 POE1, and
after the first trial it was realised that a stricter protocol needed to be established.
Thus an ‘IEQ measurement protocol’ was developed that was used in the second
survey. Therefore there were more data samples taken for POE2 and the averages of
these have been used to compare the areas.
Data Analysis process
The data was input to Excel where the zones were coded. (QED had different titles
for the zones and slightly different locations.) For some parameters multiple samples
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were taken and these were averaged. A sample of the Excel sheet is shown in Figure
46. The data was analysed in various ways to detect trends, and presented here are
the averages to give a general overview of the indoor environment quality using the
handheld monitor. Each parameter collected (temperature, relative humidity, sound
and lux). Lighting and sound levels are taken repeatedly and averaged due to high
variances.

Figure 46: Data analysis IEQ results
Temperature
The temperature measures were averaged in the zones, shown in Figure 47, and then
areas compared to QED’s available results shown in Figure 48.
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Figure 47: Average temperature readings AM and PM

Figure 48: Handheld measures for L3 compared to QED
This comparison was done to see if the handheld measures were reliable. There were
no detailed results available for QED in POE2, hence the flat line. It can be seen that
the handheld temperature readings are similar.
The temperature readings for POE2 were also looked at in more detail. Interestingly,
there did not appear to be any consistency between the zones on Levels 3 and 4, even
though these are fed from the same HVAC plant. Although it does seem to fluctuate,
it is only within one degree on Level 3, but almost two degrees on Level 4, shown in
Figure 49 and Figure 50 The cyclical nature of the fluctuations morning to afternoon
suggests there could be a problem with the HVAC cycling.
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Figure 49: Level 3 AM & PM temperature readings POE2

Figure 50: Level 4 AM & PM temperature readings POE2
Lighting
Light levels are measured taking horizontal and vertical lux readings. Horizontal
illuminance is the light landing on a horizontal surface, such as a desk and vertical
illuminance is light landing on a vertical surface, such as a wall or partition. The
horizontal light is important for reading and desk based tasks but the vertical light is
also important for general interaction and depth perception.
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The horizontal lighting levels should be at least 320 lux in accordance with
Australian Standards, while the vertical lighting needs to be much less than this at
160 lux. This allows for focus on task work, because if surrounding areas are too
bright it can be distracting. Therefore the illuminance ratio (difference between
horizontal to vertical lux) should be no greater than 3, and QED recommends 1.5 as
the best ratio. This was analysed using Excel, and a sample analysis of the zones is
shown in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Handheld illuminance readings analysis chart
There are typically three horizontal and three vertical light measures taken. The
lighting measures were not taken by the handheld in as much detail for POE1 as
POE2. Instead of three measurements there was only one taken at each zone.
The measures from the handheld device were compared with whatever data was
available from QED (it did not measure all zones for POE2), and these comparisons
are shown in Figure 52.

Figure 52: Average horizontal Lux comparisons of QED & handheld
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Apart from a high rating for the Yellow zone the handheld lighting measures were
comparable to QED. The recording locations were not completely matched so the
Yellow zone reading from QED may have been in a particularly well-lit location
compared to the handheld. One of the readings for this zone was removed in the data
average as it was 4 times the level of the other readings and may have been an error.
The Pink zone was also only based on one reading from QED.
Both the QED and handheld results showed that some areas were underlit for POE1,
with the Green and Pink zones having horizontal lux readings below 320 lux. In
POE2, although lighting levels were up, there were still some areas underlit – the
Blue and Pink zones on Levels 3 & 4 still showed areas below 320 lux.

Acoustics
The Australian Standard for Acoustics recommends a level in the range of 43-47dB.
On comparing the available QED data to the handheld it appears that the handheld
readings for POE1 are uniformly lower than the readings for QED on POE1, shown
in Figure 53. This may be due to a fault in data collection. However, the difference in
noise levels between POE1 and POE2 was noted by researchers, with POE1 seeming
much quieter. The acoustics can also be easily affected by somebody speaking near
the data collection area, lift doors opening etc. Looking at the handheld results for all
zones in Figure 54 the noise levels look more consistent but marginally higher for
QED, and in some areas just above Australian Standard.
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Figure 53: Average acoustic comparisons QED & handheld

Figure 54: Handheld acoustic results

Due to the lack of data available from QED it is difficult to make a sound conclusion
in regards to acoustics. Both the handheld and QED data results show the noise
levels to be above Australian Standard, with the handheld results in POE2 showing
poorer performance than was the case in POE1.
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9.6.3 Discussion and findings - IEQ
The results showed that apart from the high VOCs recorded in the preoccupancy the tenancy performed relatively well across the IEQ parameters. The
process of analysing the data via zones was helpful but would need revision as there
is a lot of data and a more concise method is needed to make performance
conclusions. It is assumed the QED equipment will be more reliable, however
acoustics and lighting can both vary considerably and the testing points were not
timed or located at exactly the same testing points. Despite this, not all building
owners and tenants will have access to advanced equipment or consultants. There is
potential for further research and development into IEQ monitoring equipment for
buildings.
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9.7

RESULTS: OCCUPANT EXPERIENCE

9.7.1 Respondents: Pre-Occupancy survey (POE1)
The majority of respondents preferred to complete the survey online, with only 8 out
of 52 total responses being entered manually from hardcopies, out of a total of 70
staff in the testing area.
The majority of responses for the survey (65%) were from occupants on Level 4. On
level 4 there were 47 information packs handed out, with 28 on Level 3. This pack
included a summary letter about the research, ethics information and information
about the zone they were seated in. Respondents were reasonably evenly spread
between floors, with higher numbers in the Level 3 zones. There were a larger
proportion of female respondents (59%) and the age bracket of 31-50 yielded the
highest percentage of respondents (73%). The data is summarised in Table 31.
Table 31: POE1 Occupant survey number of responses by zone
Level

Green

Pink

Blue

Yellow

Reception

3
4
Total

8
9
17

10
7
17

Not tested
7
7

Not tested
7
7

1
2
3

9.7.2 Respondents: Post-occupancy survey (POE2)
The survey was distributed to all staff across the four floors, as opposed to only the
staff on levels 3 and 4 as in POE1. Management did not want to exclude any
employees from giving their feedback on the new office refurbishment. There was a
reasonably even response rate from the floors, with 26.7% from Level 3, 32.1% from
Level 4 and 35.1% from Level 5, but only 11 questionnaires distributed on Level 6,
representing 6.1% of responses. Again, there was a slightly larger proportion of
females responding (51.9%) and the age group 31-50 comprised 57% of responses.
The highest number of responses were located in the Green zone, shown in Table 32.

Level

Table 32: POE2 Occupant survey number of responses by zone
Green
Pink
Blue
Yellow

3
4
5

6
13
14

13
8
12

6
10
9
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10
11
11
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6
TOT

7
40

1
34

0
25

0
32

9.7.3 Workstation and work area
In POE1 the majority of respondents (67%) were sitting in open plan office
workstations ‘with partitions that you cannot see over’, followed by 12% in offices
with glass windows, shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55 Type of Workstation

Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction on a five point scale from very low
to very high. Figure 56 uses the weighted averages, with low satisfaction nearer the
centre of the spidergram12. The largest areas of improvement between POE1 and
POE2 were the greenery levels in the general office area and at workstations.
However, satisfaction diminished in visual privacy, workstation size and storage for
work and personal items.

12

Five people skipped the question in POE1 asking them to rate satisfaction levels across the areas
shown in Figure 56 so these five have been considered as 'None of the above', which is equivalent to
10% of responses.
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Figure 56: Satisfaction with work area (POE1 and POE 2)
Satisfaction with general noise levels in the office did not differ significantly but
satisfaction with sound privacy at workstations was much lower. With significantly
more employees added to the floors that had offices removed and partitions lowered,
it was not unexpected that sound privacy dropped.
Trend in zones
A trend was identified across the zones, as is shown in the weighted averages in
Figure 57. The most satisfied zone is Yellow, with Blue scoring 10% below this as
the most dissatisfied zone. The only area where Blue rates slightly higher than
Yellow is in visual privacy, shown in Figure 58.
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Figure 57: Satisfaction by zone (POE 2)
The Green zone scored the lowest in satisfaction with visual privacy (POE2). Further
investigation of the responses for the Green zone showed no major differences
between Levels 3, 4 and 5. It is lower for Level 6 but this area also had a slightly
different seating arrangement to the other levels. This suggests that work units
located in this zone are unsatisfied with visual privacy. Unusually this is not reflected
in the other side of the building (Yellow zone) so it may also be specific to the type
of work units in these areas.
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Visual Privacy

Figure 58: Visual Privacy (POE 2)
In comparing this to POE1, there were no respondents in the Green zone that replied
‘very low’ or ‘low’ on Level 3 and only 3 responses on Level 4, shown in Figure 59.
This is most likely due to the fact that this zone consisted mainly of enclosed office
space compared to open plan.

Zone Green
POST
Level 3
(6 responses)
Level 4
(13 responses)
Level 5
(14 responses)
Level 6
(7 responses)

‘Very low’ & Percentage
‘Low’ response floor
4
67%
8

62%

9

64%

3

43%

from

Figure 59: Green zone visual privacy scores
Sound privacy
In POE1 45% of occupants were unsatisfied or very unsatisfied with sound privacy at
their workstation compared with 66% for POE2. The survey compared the main
sources of noise distraction, shown in Figure 60. During data collection the noise
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levels were noted as being quite high with some staff members having do not disturb
signs on their chairs, and comments were made about how people continue to talk
coming out of meeting rooms, which makes it hard to concentrate. This was reflected
in occupant responses, with the open areas (such as meeting rooms) being the only
ones that had increased noise distractions from POE1 to POE2.
Surprisingly, despite other data showing an increase in dissatisfaction with sound
privacy, Figure 60 shows noise as a main source of dissatisfaction decreasing. This
could be attributed to the fact that there are noise sources that were missed in the
survey, or it may show that although the area is noisier that this is constructive as the
working area before did not cultivate the same social interactions and exchanges.

Figure 60: Sources of noise distraction

Looking in more detail by zone it can be seen that the Blue and Green zones
collectively have the highest reported disturbances from noise, shown in Figure 61.
Pink and Blue had the highest disturbance from mechanical noise, which could be
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due to closer location to lifts and bathrooms. Respondents could elect more than one
noise distraction.

Figure 61: Noise distraction by zone
This also reflected in the sound privacy, with Green and Blue showing higher levels
of dissatisfaction, as shown in Figure 62. To ensure it wasn’t one particular floor that
was dissatisfied this was checked against the zones on each floor. It showed a
relatively even disbursement in comparison to the population in each sub-zone,
shown in Table 33.
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Figure 62: Satisfaction with sound privacy

Table 33: Floor comparisons for sound privacy dissatisfaction
Zone Green
‘Very low’ and ‘Low’
Percentage from area
Level 3
6
100%
(6 responses)
Level 4
10
77%
(13 responses)
Level 5
10
71%
(14 responses)
Level 6
4
57%
(7 responses)
Zone Blue
‘Very low’ and ‘Low’
Percentage from area
Level 3
4
67%
(6 responses)
Level 4
7
70%
(10 responses)
Level 5
8
89%
(9 responses)
Level 6
0
0%
(0 responses)
The IEQ acoustic readings were examined by floor and zone to see if the occupant
responses reflected the findings. The Green zone had most number of readings over
the Australian Standard (demonstrated with the dotted line), which supports the
findings. However the Yellow and Blue zone were equivalent, and did not reflect the
occupant responses, shown in Figure 63.
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Figure 63: Acoustic readings by floor and zone
It is important to note that the IEQ recordings are only a snapshot of time, and it
would be more helpful to collect these readings over a week to see what the average
noise levels are and if these alter the findings.
Interaction with colleagues
In POE1 59% of staff responded that they are aware of break-out areas to interact
with staff, but the majority only use these areas occasionally. The largest reason for
not using the spaces was split between staff who are unsure of the rules of use, and
fear that their converstations would disrupt other people. Over 90% of staff in POE1
commented that it was important or very important to their productivity to be able to
interract with colleagues. On observation of the area, and in verbal feedback from
staff during POE1, it was noted that there were minimal break-out spaces.
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Figure 64 shows that in POE2 staff are clearly more satisfied with their ability to
interract with colleagues. The perentage of staff using break-out spaces ‘often’ or
‘very often’ has almost doubled, shown in Figure 65.

Figure 64: Satisfaction of interaction with colleagues

Figure 65: Frequency of use for break-out spaces
It appears from Figure 66 that the Blue and Pink zones use the provided break-out
spaces more frequently. This may be due to the work layout and the suitability of
interactions occurring at desk areas. These zones are also on the interior with limited
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views, and the break-out spaces have a large window with views outside to a park
and river. It is still a relatively large component of respondents who rarely or only
occasionally use the spaces and this could also represent the transition to the new
space as there were few break-out areas prior to the fit-out.

Figure 66: Use of break-out spaces by zone
Other comments / open-ended discussion
Occupants responded to an open ended question regarding other areas that affect
their ability to work productively. Open-ended responses were thematically coded
with 21 responses for POE1 and 40 for POE2.
For POE1 the majority of comments pertained to noise and distractions, and lack of
natural light. There were also comments around the need for specific work areas
depending on the team or individual needs, such as areas to take phone calls, and
some teams requiring collaboration which could be distracting for others.
For POE2 the majority of comments pertained to distractions from people talking
and passing traffic, followed closely by comments regarding incoming daylight and
glare. This is not unexpected considering the change from partitions to open plan. It
shows there may be some education needed around operating the shadings and
considering those not seated directly next to the windows. Some of the comments
around distractions specifically referred to areas around the meeting rooms and the
fact that conversations continued into the hallways once people left meeting rooms.
Comments (6 in all) also pertained to lack of storage and desk space and the large
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volume of people in the area (4 comments). There were also multiple comments on
the difficulty operating the blinds and noise/smell from the toilets.
9.7.4 Temperature
Thermal comfort levels showed no major change from POE1 to POE2. This is not
unexpected as it was a tenancy fit-out and the air-conditioning is a base building
service. The percentage of staff comfortable on cold days has decreased by 6% and
the percentage of staff comfortable on warm days has increased by 16%, shown in
Figure 67 and Figure 68. The most significant source of discomfort seems to be that
staff are too cold, which was the subject of both open-ended comments and verbal
comments from staff during data collection. It is important to keep in mind the
majority of respondents were female, and often females feel the temperature as
colder compared to males (VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland, 2014).

Figure 67: Thermal comfort POE1
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Figure 68: Thermal comfort POE2
The data from respondents electing they are ‘Often too cold’ was extracted to see if
this

was

coming

from

a

particular

zone,

shown

in

Figure

69.

Figure 69: Cold days by zone
It can be seen that the Yellow zone has the highest comfort band, but this zone also
had the highest temperature variations from the IEQ data.
In the data from POE2 it was women who felt colder than men. There were 21
relevant open-ended comments, and of these 7 related to the temperature being too
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cold. There were 4 comments on inconsistent temperatures in the meeting rooms,
either too cold or too warm and stuffy. Several comments were made on drafts, from
sitting under or near a vent. Some comments were also made again in relation to the
difficulty in operating the window blinds. There were also 7 comments pertaining to
air quality, from dust coming out of the HVAC, and also air from the toilets affecting
people at their workstations.
9.7.5 Air quality
The proportion of staff commenting that they are satisfied or highly satisfied with air
quality has almost doubled, shown in Figure 70

Figure 70: Satisfaction with air quality
Figure 71 shows the frequency of staff experiencing unpleasant odours from the
kitchen areas, printers and other chemicals is drastically lower in POE2. This
suggests the closed doors to the coffee hub and print areas have been effective. From
the open-ended comments in POE2 there is a small proportion of staff directly
impacted with regard to air quality and temperature due to their location (i.e. near
toilets, vents etc).
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Figure 71: Unpleasant odours
Typical issues experienced with regard to air quality were examined by zone in
Figure 72. From the graphs it can be seen that the Pink and Green zones experienced
the most unpleasant odours, whilst Blue and Yellow reported none. Pink also showed
temperature inconsistencies and drafts.

Figure 72: Frequency experiencing typical air quality issues
9.7.6 Lighting
Figure 73 shows that staff are more satisfied with daylight levels in POE2. They
were also asked about their satisfaction with artificial lighting levels, as this can
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affect staff not located near windows. Whilst over 50% of staff were very satisfied or
satisfied with lighting levels, there are still around 20$ unsatisfied or very
unsatisfied, this warrants further investigation by the building owner.

Figure 73: Satisfaction with daylight levels
Analysing this further it can be seen from the figure below that the interior zones
(Pink and Blue) had lower levels of satisfaction compared with the perimeter zones,
shown in Figure 74.

Figure 74: Satisfaction with daylight levels by zone
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In POE1 the results that came back in the open comments were mainly related to a
lack of access to natural light. For POE2 the main comments were around the
meeting room lights, and Figure 75 details the low satisfactory rating for this section.
Some staff commented that they do not know how to use the light switches in the
meeting rooms, and that some of the occupancy sensors do not stay on or switch off
when they are working after hours.

Figure 75: POE2 lighting satisfaction with specific areas
Staff were asked how they operated lighting. In POE1 96% used manual switches
and now only 1.5% use manual switches. On observation when entering the building
at 6 am to conduct IEQ testing all the lights came on entering the rooms. The sensors
have removed the ability for ‘bad behaviour’ or lights being unnecessarily left on.
The percentage of staff using window shades to control light also tripled (from 14%
to 39%). Verbal comments and feedback left by staff in the open-ended comments
did state that the window shades were very difficult to access. Some staff said they
do not use the blinds to control light because it is very hard to get to the shade
controls across the desks. Just over 30% of staff in POE2 reported glare or reflection
at their workstation to be a problem ‘frequently’ or ‘sometimes’. This is similar
feedback to the previous survey. The comments around the window blinds and
shades in POE2 also included that people operating these needed to be aware of
people sitting further into the office and that the light and heat coming in affects
people beyond the smaller area.
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9.7.7 External views
Many studies support the benefits of nature (such as the sky and park areas) in
relieving stress and improving the health and productivity of office workers.
Figure 76 shows 33% of staff commenting that they did not have a view for POE1,
but this reduced to only 15% with no view in POE2. This is most likely attributable
to the removal of some perimeter offices and the reduced partition height.

Figure 76: Satisfaction with external views
This result was further analysed by zone for POE2 and it was found that the interior
zones are much less satisfied with the view compared with the perimeter zones,
shown in Figure 77.
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Figure 77: Satisfaction with external views by zone
It is clear that the Yellow and Green zones are more satisifed with their view, and
this is reflected further when asked what they can see, in Figure 78. These perimeter
zones have greater views of trees and parkland, while the Pink zone has the highest
number of ‘no views’, and also the highest level of dissatisfaction with external view.

Figure 78: What can be seen externally
9.7.8 Health and Productivity
There was a significant change in how healthy occupants perceived the building.
POE1 showed that 40% believed it to be unhealthy or very unhealthy, but only just
over

5%

showed

the

same

perception

in

POE2,
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Figure 79: Perception of how healthy the building is to work in
The Yellow and Green zones (perimeter) showed a healthier perception of the
building than the interior (Blue and Pink) zones, shown in Figure 80

Figure 80: Perception of how healthy building is to work in, by zone
In this section respondents were asked to pick from a list of typical illnesses that can
occur from poor indoor environment quality, as well as workplace stress. They were
given the option of responding with ‘Always’, ‘Often’, ‘Sometimes’, and ‘Rarely’.
The responses for ‘Always’ and ‘Often’ are shown in Figure 81. It can be seen that in
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all illnesses (and workplace stress) the percentage of staff responding ‘Always’ and
‘Often’ has dropped considerably.

Figure 81: Always or often suffer from listed illnesses
There were no major differences in symptoms reported by zone, shown in Figure 82.
The higher number refers to a higher frequency of reporting. The Yellow zone scored
the lowest reports of illness, but only marginally, with the Pink zone scoring the
highest. The Yellow zone shows the lowest workplace stress.

Figure 82: Illness reported by zone
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9.7.9 Impacts to working ability
This project was aimed not at rating productivity but rating how supportive the
environment is for productivity. Questions asked what affected occupants ability to
work productively. Figure 83 and Figure 84 show that, despite comments around
lower acoustical satisfaction, the frequency of noise distractions affecting
productivity have only increased marginally. Visual distractions have not increased
despite the removal of the higher partitions. In all cases there is a higher proportion
of staff ‘rarely’ being affected by the common causes of distraction.

Figure 83: POE1 Impact on working ability
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Figure 84: Impact to working ability (POE2)
Open ended comments in this section reinforced previous comments with regard to
noise and distraction.
9.7.10 Amenities

Figure 85: Satisfaction with amenities
Other questions pertained to satisfaction with building location, public transport and
other amenities. As expected the results for location and public transport are very
similar in POE1 and POE2, with the building rating highly due to the central CBD
location. One area of dissatisfaction for staff in POE1 was the kitchen and break-out
space available. Odours from people eating were experienced throughout the office
and there was very little recreational room.
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POE2 showed a major improvement with the majority of staff (95%) now satisfied or
highly satisfied with these spaces compared to 12% in POE1. Although there have
been additions to the end-of-trip facilities there was not as dramatic an increase in
satisfaction numbers. The number of highly satisfied or satisfied staff rose by only
18%. Some feedback from the open-comments section was that there are insufficient
bike racks, not enough storage space for riders and the need for more change rooms,
suggesting some attention here could increase this number.
9.7.11 Energy and Indoor Environment Quality Awareness
This section was designed to see how well staff know the building and to see if there
has been any training in efficient use of the building. Staff were asked in the first
survey if they were aware of a NABERS or Green Star rating on the building. Very
few staff were sure and gave different responses for the star rating. It was decided
this question was too specific. For POE2 it was replaced with a list of energy and
indoor environment initiatives to see which ones staff were aware of, including
Green Star and NABERS. There was a mixed response as shown in Table 34.
Although there was no NABERS or Green Star rating when the survey was done
there was obviously some communication with regard to these initiatives. What
research has shown is that when staff are aware they are in a green building they are
more resilient to issues, such as warmer temperatures, so keeping this
communication clear to Building 1 staff is very important.
Table 34: Awareness of energy/ IEQ initiatives
Awareness
Green Star rating
NABERS Energy rating
NABERS Indoor Environment
rating
Energy reduction targets
I am not aware of any of these
Other (please specify)
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% Response
42%
14%
7%
10%
49%
3%
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Staff were also asked if they received any training in the following areas on efficient
use of design elements. Figure 86 shows an increase in most areas, but only 12% of
staff reported training regarding the sensors, which may coincide with comments on
light switches in the meeting rooms.

Figure 86 Energy efficiency training
Responses about training and guidance were analysed by zone to see if there was any
difference in areas related to where people were sitting, and to see if the trend of
Yellow zone scoring highest continued, as shown in Figure 87.

Figure 87: Training by zone
The training reported in the Yellow zone is almost double that in the Pink zone. It
may be related to the units located within these areas and the amount of training
received, but there are many other possibilities such work satisfaction and
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engagement levels that are resulting from greater satisfaction with the building. The
findings were shared in a report with the tenant to follow up.

9.7.12 Organisation and sustainability
Part of this study involves looking at the organisation and sustainability initiatives at
a corporate level, and staff awareness of these programs. Figure 88 shows the results
from a list of programs from which staff could select.

Figure 88 Staff awareness of sustainability related programs at work

In addition staff were asked about their personal commitment to sustainability Figure
89 and how involved they feel in the development of sustainability initiatives Figure
90. Empowerment and engagement of staff can be critical to the success of many
sustainability programs. Most staff feel a personal commitment at work to
sustainability and energy efficiency, but fewer feel involved in the development of
sustainability initiatives.
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Figure 89 Personal importance of sustainability and energy efficiency at work

Figure 90 Level of involvement in development of sustainability initiatives
These results were analysed by zone again to see if there were any similarities in the
trends. Interestingly this showed that those seated in the Yellow zone feel 5 times
more included in the development of sustainability initiatives that those in the Blue
zone, as shown in Figure 91. The results here suggest that either those seated in this
area have a direct role in the development of initiatives (maybe due to job role) or
that other factors are causing them to feel more included at work.
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Figure 91: Involvement in development of sustainability initiatives by zone

9.8

ENERGY DATA

The energy use data for the pre-occupancy period of 2010-11 was not available, so
the previous year (2009-2010) was used. The energy data was particularly difficult to
locate. To generate reports for NABERS, Building 1 management contracted a meter
reading company, and were required to pay to generate the reports on energy use for
their tenancy. This has implications for buildings in a similar position, as it makes
multiple attempts to gain access to data costly and difficult. It also gives limited
control over what is happening on a month to month basis if this energy data is not
checked regularly.
Table 35 shows a significant drop in energy use for the tenancy, particularly Level 4.
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Table 35: Emissions profile pre and post-occupancy
2009/2010%
2013/2012%
&&

L3&

July&
7751&
August&
8398&
September& 8093&
October&
6126&
November&
5615&
December&
5804&
January&
4649&
February&
5274&
March&
6081&
April&
5323&
May&
5961&
June&
5376&
LEVEL%3%
KwH%
74451%
LEVEL%4%
KwH%
Cost%
%% %

L4&

L3&

L4&

14072&
14707&
15132&
14109&
14158&
12637&
11952&
11631&
13784&
12290&
14069&
13512&

5703&
6227&
5592&
5896&
5765&
4602&
5413&
5366&
5541&
5060&
5778&
5232&

5608&
5832&
5138&
5974&
5739&
4460&
5116&
5198&
5405&
5088&
5808&
5339&

66175%
%

%
162053%
%%

64705%
%%

%

%%

GHG%S2%
GHG%S3%

191568.24

107321.60

26015.44

26015.44

GHG%Total%

217583.68

133337.04

GHG/sqm%

127.99

78.43

Table 36: GHG analysis
Emissions%
Source%

Electricity
scope 2
Electricity
scope 3

Consumpti
on%Units%

EF%

Factor%
Unit%

CO2?e%
(tonnes)%

236504

0.81

kg CO2e/kWh

191.57

236504

0.11

kg CO2e/kWh

26.02

NLA%

Notes%and%References%

170 NGA Factors, Table
0.00 39, Page 60
NGA Factors, Table
39, Page 60

217.58

Emissions%
Quantification%?%2012%
Emissions%
Source%

Consumpti
on%Units%

EF%

Factor%
Unit%

CO2?e%
(tonnes)%

0.82

kg CO2e/kWh

Electricity
scope 2
Electricity
scope 3

130880

107.32

130880

0.10

kg CO2e/kWh

13.09

NLA%

170
0.00

Notes%and%References%
NGA Factors, Table
39, Page 60
NGA Factors, Table
39, Page 60

120.41
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These figures in Table 36 show a dramatic reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
with a direct comparison to the NABERS benchmarks giving the tenancy around a
3.5 Star NABERS Tenancy rating. Since the research was completed Building 1
obtained a tenancy rating of 4 Stars, which includes computers, NLA and operating
hours. This shows the importance of normalising the ratings (which NABERS does)
with occupant density. It would be unfair to compare a similar building if they have
1/3 of the staff and lower operating hours but are using an equivalent volume of
electricity. The radical drop in energy data for Level 4 is attributable to the removal
of servers which are now outsourced.
9.9

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Building 1 underwent an interior retrofit of four levels and the GPET was applied as
a pre and post-occupancy tool. Physical changes to the workplace and layout can
have a major impact on staff satisfaction. The increased views outside, greenery and
low partitions appear to have a positive impact on staff. The increased density and
small storage spaces leave some dissatisfied.
Analysis of the results for Building 1 by zone repeatedly showed a particular zone
outperforming other areas, and a particular zone underperforming. With no major
disparities between the IEQ factors in these zones it seems to indicate that there is
something work-related causing a level of dissatisfaction. This is possibly filtering
into people’s perception of the building they work in. Staff who are feeling they have
been located in an unfair position in comparison to other staff members since the
retrofit, such as close to toilets, may be expressing their discontentment through the
survey. This is speculative and has been indicated to the tenant for follow-up.
The overall health indicators are improved in the post-occupancy evaluation, with
reported sickness down across all categories. This included work related stress, with
the percentage reporting work related stress dropping from 34% to 26%. When this
was broken down into zones the Yellow zone still scored slightly healthier than the
other zones, but with no major difference.
The degree of inclusion in a community that people feel is very important. However
people spend the majority of their time indoors performing their work activities and
then leaving, and so the sense of community when arriving at work is somewhat lost.
The relevance to Building 1 is that perhaps the functional work units located in the
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Yellow zone are working more effectively at creating a sense of community.
Looking at responses to the specific question in Figure 55 about how involved people
feel in sustainability initiatives suggests this.
The use of the zones enabled the data to tell a story and relate to the people inside the
building. It is also useful for indicating problem areas within a building or floorplate.
Instead of producing overall numbers it links issues to areas of the building, and
enables more targeted solutions. This process would be kept for the next survey, with
a process improved for occupants indicating which zone they are seated in.
The retrofit does appear to have saved energy, but it is imperative that there is easy
access to energy data so that progress and results can be tracked. Building 1 had
many issues obtaining this information, which was a major roadblock, particularly if
organisations are not as motivated as the agency in Building 1. Lack of access to this
data could be a major disincentive to progress with energy efficiency initiatives in
existing buildings.
Overall the trial allowed for a deeper understanding of considerations when
retrofitting for energy efficiency. Linking the occupant experience and IEQ data
showed that there may be underlying issues that complicate staff satisfaction, and in
turn affect their productivity. Despite no major issues with IEQ data, there were still
many differences in occupant satisfaction. This suggests that satisfying and
understanding staff is just as important for productivity as producing a green
workplace to support them.
9.9.1 Key learning and contributions to the tool
The results from this process were reviewed and revised for the testing in Building 2.
Following are the key findings from this process, the results of process changes will
be covered in the next chapter.
The use of zones for testing the occupants and indoor environment was critical. The
majority of performance evaluations are conducted using floor-by-floor analysis, but
the zones provided an insight into human and building performance and how the
different area interact.
There was difficulty gathering the data on the design and technology used in the
building. Some of this was evident on sight and recorded on the observation sheets,
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but a more systematic process was required. A protocol for photographing zones for
the reports was needed to supplement the observations.
In addition, the Design & Technology element was not capturing how equipment was
being maintained. Even if the tenant manager knows what type of HVAC or lighting
is used, they do not know the maintenance and cleaning schedules. This is when it
became clear that there were multiple audiences for the same elements. In light of
this, the Building Management and Design & Technology questionnaires were
formulated. From this point the threads were developed through all five elements.
There was a lot of IEQ data produced and analysed, but it was difficult to generate
meaningful conclusions from this. Rather than showing the actual readings (e.g. 420
lux), analysing it by creating a scenario may be easier, e.g., starting with 3 zones
show readings over Australian Standards, and then adjusting the standards to see
what that does to the IEQ. This is pertinent for energy efficiency, particularly with
the Australian Standard for temperature set at a minimum of 20 degrees. A different
process of analysis was designed for the next trial.
There did not appear to be a strong enough link between the IEQ results and the
variability of occupant responses by zone. There was an acceptable IEQ for all areas
but a varied response from occupants. This suggests that the productivity factors
cannot be from the building alone, but must also from other factors – such as external
views and workplace/job satisfaction. In other words, even the best investment in a
green building will not be fully valued if the needs of the end-users are not fully
understood, and they are not engaged in the process. Their dissatisfaction with other
aspects of their working life may reflect in their perception of the building.
The variation between zones, in particular in relation to how involved staff felt in the
development of initiatives, highlighted the need for a corporate culture element. This
was also obvious given the difficulties in finding information about the lease
agreement in place and energy use for the tenancy. The tenants were sustainably
oriented but the building owner and management did not seem to have the same
culture, hence making it difficult to implement energy efficiency.
Top down management ‘buy-in’ to sustainability is essential. I was invited to present
at the Building 1 annual staff meeting but the time slot was eliminated due to more
pressing issues. To this point I have not had the opportunity to present these findings
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to staff and management but knowledge of these matters could assist management
better understand overall staff satisfaction.
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10.1 BUILDING 2 TRIAL
10.1.1 Introduction
The trial on Building 2 implemented lessons learnt from trial 1 using a second
version of the Green Performance Evaluation Tool (GPET). The building is different
to the first trial in that there are no planned works or ratings for the building. It was
identified as an older, and potentially underperforming, building, which fits well into
the target market for the tool.
The sustainability manager was contacted and a meeting held with QED
Environmental Services, the sustainability manager and several team members from
the building and properties team. This meeting explained the tool and the
questionnaires. By this time, the tool has been expanded to include additional
questionnaires and thus examine all five elements: Building Management, Design &
Technology, Indoor Environment Quality, Occupant Experience and Corporate
Culture.
The team at Building 2 were enthusiastic and the testing took place in July
2012. Preparation involved a similar process to Building 1, including obtaining the
Mechanical Engineering plans to establish the zones for IEQ testing. The staff email
and letter was sent, with a slight variation in how the zoning information was given
to staff.
Several attempts were made to obtain the building management and design and
technology information but there were a number of communication issues that will
be discussed in more detail in this chapter. Overall this trial has enabled a deeper
understanding of the levels of complexity involved in gathering information on
building performance and all of the factors that need to be considered in a
performance evaluation tool.
10.1.2 The Building
Building 2 is an owner occupied local government administration building in
Fremantle, Western Australia. Part of the building connects to the Town Hall, which
was constructed in 1887. The office administration building was constructed in the
1960’s and is 4 levels with council chambers and a library. Staff are located across
the four floors and in some areas of the town hall. Over the years there have been
several add-ons to the original building for additional space.
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It presented as an ideal case of what is often cited in the literature as a building
that had changed over time and drifted from the original design intent. There was a
lack of uniformity across the building with various lighting fittings and incremental
additions and changes that have affected intended air flow for the building.
Surveys and testing were conducted in the administration building. There are
also council chambers attached to this building, but these were not included in the
analysis as they were built at a much later stage and are different to the other office
areas with less occupant density and atypical office use of the space.
10.1.3 Testing dates
Indoor Environment Quality and the Occupant Experience testing were
conducted on August 14, 2012. Security passes were given to researchers for the day
to enter the building prior to occupancy and set up the research. The online survey
was left open for a week for any staff members who were not in the office, as some
are part-time. The follow-ups to the Building Management, Design & Technology
and Corporate Culture questionnaires occurred in the following weeks with all
research completed by the end of August.
10.1.4 Limitations
Despite the effort to ensuring that staff were aware of the zone they were in, it
is still possible that some staff entered this information incorrectly. Some Masters
students were recruited and assigned to areas of the building to check if staff had any
questions about which zone they were in and ensure this part of the survey was filled
in correctly.
The Sustainability Manager intended to send the survey link to staff in the
Administration building but it also went to a small number of staff in an adjacent
building. The survey did specify it was for the administrative building but they may
have still completed it, even without the letter and zone information on their desk.
Efforts were made with IT to trace the IP addresses of any computers outside of the
Administration building but this was not possible. It was not considered a major risk
to data validity as there are only eight staff members in the building and it was
expected no more than half completed the survey
The absence of the QED data is another limitation despite the collection on the
day. A fault in the machine resulted in all of the data being lost so only the handheld
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measures have been used. The data collection could not be repeated. These will not
provide the high level particulate matter and air quality assessments, but will provide
a basic overview of the indoor environment. One of the handheld monitors was
returned for re-calibration between tests on the building. It is not believed that this
had any impact on the IEQ data collected from the handheld devices as one was
showing some issues with temperature readings as this device was not used for
temperature data collection.
10.2 DATA COLLECTION METHODS – BUILDING 2
10.2.1 Zoning
The zoning was much more challenging for this building as it is older and has
been changed many times from its original design and layout. Each floor is different
and some have had more recent fit-outs than other areas. The zones were separated in
a similar way to that done for the first trial, but it made the analysis much less
meaningful as the occupant density varied quite a lot (e.g., 17 people in one zone
compared to 3 in another). Therefore most analysis was done floor by floor. The
zones are shown in Figure 92, Figure 93, Figure 94 and Figure 95. The zones were
designated in line with the HVAC system to indicate any ‘trouble’ areas.
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Figure 92: Building 2 Ground Floor zones

Figure 93: Building 2 First Floor zones
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Figure 94: Building 2 Second Floor zones

Figure 95: Building 2 Third Floor zones
10.2.2 Occupant experience
The occupant survey was distributed online using Survey Monkey.
Respondents in the study were given the option of completing the survey online or
filling in a hardcopy. When staff entered the office on the day of testing there was a
participant information sheet on their desk with a letter outlining the study and ethics
details, and a coloured sheet of paper indicating which zone they were located in. On
completion of the survey staff received a code-word and the first 100 to finish
received a voucher for the local coffee shop.
10.2.3 Indoor Environment Quality
Indoor Environment Quality was tested in line with NABERS Indoor
Environment Protocol. A number of testing areas were identified in each floor prior
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to arrival of staff. These were selected with reference to the mechanical engineering
plans for the building, to compare different IEQ performance in zones with the
HVAC in mind.
10.2.4 Design & Technology
A questionnaire was given to the building manager for completion. In addition
researchers evaluated the building through observations of areas that were tested in
the occupant survey and indoor environment tests. As part of collecting these
observations a detailed strategy was used, photographing each zone and numbering
the photos on the sheet containing the observation data. These observations were
intended to supplement the Design & Technology questionnaire sent to the building
manager. As the building manager was not able to participate the observations have
been the main source of data.
10.2.5 Building Management
As just mentioned, the building manager who attended the project kick-off
meeting was given the questionnaire to complete, but she was not able to do so and
unable to meet with me again. However, another member of the properties team who
manages the adjacent building assisted. She was given the questionnaire and we also
met for an interview. She was able to answer the majority of the questions. The
inability to directly contact the building manager confirmed the difficulty engaging
building managers in research and the need for future work in this area.
10.2.6 Corporate Culture
Corporate culture forms an important part of overall sustainability. A
questionnaire was issued to the Sustainability Manager, asking a number of questions
about organisational culture. He completed most of it, but referred some areas to the
building manager, although, as stated, she was unable to complete them due to time
pressures.
10.3 RESULTS: DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
This section will explain key findings on each floor. The analysis has been
done floor by floor rather than by zone as the zones were found to be too varied in
size for meaningful data. This is based on researchers’ observations of the building,
the occupant experience survey results will be covered in the following sections.
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10.3.1 Ground Floor
Use of natural light varied considerably between the zones. The office in the
library had no natural light. The call centre area had all of the blinds closed and lights
on (Figure 96) and the property area, just next to the call centre (Figure 97) had
blinds open.

Figure 96 Shading and lighting variations (1)

Figure 97: Shading and lighting variations (2)
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10.3.2 Level One
There was a bridge connecting the administration building and office area with
some offices located in the Town Hall. These appeared to be the most difficult to
maintain areas with dirty light fittings on extremely high ceilings, shown in Figure
99. This is part of the original Town Hall building so is older than the administration
building.

Figure 99 Offices located in town
hall area

Figure 98 Supplementary HVAC and low
lighting

Staff in this area commented that light was very low and often the brightest
point in the room is the computer screen. In addition glare from the afternoon sun
makes it difficult to see with shades open. Staff have lodged complaints about these
problems before. They also have a supplementary HVAC system and it makes the
temperature in the room bearable, but as it is in the centre of the room it misses some
people so they have additional fans blowing air back, shown in Figure 98.
The remainder of Level 1 is office area. There was sufficient natural light in
zone 1B where the offices overlook an atrium through to the library.
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Figure 100 Zone 1B overlooking library atrium
Moving around the building the variations in light were noticeable, and colour
schemes were different. The different lighting can be seen comparing Figure 101
and Figure 102. The server was located in 1D, the temperature seemed comfortable
but possibly higher due to the additional heat from the equipment. The blinds
appeared to not be used very often and many were broken. There were also shelves
and desks against walls preventing natural light penetrating the building, shown in
Figure 101. There are also external shades on the building.

Figure 101 L. 1 Cabinets against windows

Figure 102 L.l 1 interior seating

10.3.3 Level 2
Walking into Zone 2B on Level 2 felt more welcoming than was the case in
other areas in the building. There was a lot of greenery with indoor plants on desks
and cupboards. The external blinds seem to be used well and the lights were more
uniform through the area, with photosensors that automatically adjust based on the
outdoor light, shown in Figure 103. The external vents are available for control by
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occupants but they do not appear to be used. Figure 104 shows how some of these
vents are dirty and gathering dust (which could potentially impact on the air quality).
There are many difficult-to-reach places and there are also warning signs alerting
people of asbestos in the building, which may reduce accessibility to some areas for
cleaning and maintenance.

Figure 103 Level 2 Greenery and photosensor lights

Figure 104 Dirt around
external vents

The blinds around the room were all in different positions, suggesting that they
aren’t used to their full potential, as shown in Figure 105. This is an observation and
will be questioned in the occupant survey. There was odour from the kitchen on entry
into Zone 2C, as the kitchenette is located in an open area, shown in Figure 106.
Odours can sometimes be a cause of distraction for office workers. This level had
different types of shading over the windows that seemed to allow more light in and
would be easier to operate.
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Figure 105 Differing internal blinds

Figure 106 Kitchenette in
office area

10.3.4 Level 3
The internal vents were in different positions and most did not appear to be
used, and this was confirmed by staff. Staff commented that the north side of the
building is very cold in the morning compared to the south side, which is very warm.
There were different light fittings and dust on the filters, shown in Figure 107 and
Figure 108.

Figure 107: Varied light fittings

Figure 108: Dusty filters

There is a breakout space in the middle of the room, which didn’t allow for
much privacy, as shown in Figure 109. This offers a collaboration space but could
also be a distraction due to its location with no acoustic barriers.
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Figure 109: Break out space in centre of room

10.4 RESULTS: INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY
This section will give the results for the Indoor Environment Quality testing
and analysis.
10.4.1 Summary of findings
Thermal comfort

Figure 110: Building 2 Handheld IEQ measures for temperature
In Figure 110 the results show the AM and PM readings for temperature across
the zones. Apart from Level 2 there was quite a temperature fluctuation from the
morning to afternoon, and there was also fluctuation between various zones.
Similarly to Building 1, the AM to PM temperature readings fluctuate quite a lot so
the HVAC may be cycling unnecessarily. It is also likely that the large variances
between zones on each floor could also be attributed to solar gain in windowed areas.
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Relative humidity was normal, in the recommended 40-60% range, as shown in
Figure 111.

Figure 111: Building 2 Handheld IEQ measures for Relative Humidity
Learning from the Building 1 IEQ assessment and the initial analysis conducted by
QED a different strategy was used for analysing the data. The readings were counted
to see how many feel below, within and above Australian Standard. A sample of the
spreadsheet developed for this analysis is shown in Figure 112.
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Figure 112: IEQ analysis

Looking at the count of temperature readings it can be seen that the area appears to
be more warm than cool. ‘Counts’ refer to the number of readings that are below
(‘too low’), within (‘OK’) or above (‘too high’) the Australian standard, shown in
Figure 113.

Figure 113: Temperature accounts in Australian Standard (20-24)
Interestingly, if this temperature threshold is raised by 1 degree to 25 °C, the
acceptable or ‘OK’ limit widens, shown in Figure 114. This is where the potential
lies for saving both energy and money, lifting the temperature to what is considered
more acceptable.
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Figure 114: Temperature counts 1 degree above Australian Standard (20-25)
Acoustics
Acoustic performance was not optimum, with most measurements slightly
above the optimum range of 43 to 47 dB, indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 115.
This is also shown in Figure 116 using the same analysis of readings within, above or
below Australian Standard. The most volatile sound recordings were on Level 2,
which had both the quietest and the loudest recordings. This may reflect the nature of
the work in these units.

Figure 115: Building 2 Handheld IEQ measures for Acoustics
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Figure 116: Acoustic reading total count

Lighting
Light measures are typically volatile as they can be affected by clouds, shade
and movement. The horizontal light measures should be a minimum of 320 lux for
office based activity. There were three AM and three PM readings taken in each zone
for both horizontal and vertical illuminance.
The acceptable level is up to 1600 lux, over which is considered too high.
Figure 117 and Figure 118 show the total counts of readings that are between
acceptable limits (horizontal between 320-1600 lux, vertical over 160 lux) and
Figure 119 shows the ratio. Figure 120 is the actual horizontal lux readings. The
majority of areas are acceptable on Levels 1 and 2 but on Level 3 and the Ground
floor lux levels are too low. No areas are extremely overlit, with the highest reading
at 800 lux, shown in Figure 120.
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Figure 117: Count - Horizontal lux readings
The other key factor which can affect occupant comfort is the ratio of horizontal and
vertical light. There should be a maximum ratio of three for horizontal to vertical lux
readings. Possibly the ratios are a little bit high, and this would be an area for
potential performance improvements, as shown in Figure 119.
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The vertical light readings showed a similar outcome

Figure 118: Count - vertical lux readings

Figure 119: Horizontal to vertical uniform ratios
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Looking at IEQ and energy efficiency together, although several places in the
building were too low, there were also many that were well over the 320 lux required
and thus offered the potential to reduce lighting load on the building.

Figure 120: Average lux readings (horizontal)
10.4.2 Conclusion
These readings taken on a single day showed that the indoor environment quality is
not optimum for a productive workplace. The main issue seems to be around
temperature fluctuations and varied light across the zones. The range of decibel
levels also reflect the varied tasks that are conducted in a council building. Although
the air quality was not assessed it is expected there could be some issues due to the
dust build-up in vents that could contribute to staff illness. A more longitudinal study
is needed to form conclusions.
10.5 RESULTS: OCCUPANCY EXPERIENCE
10.5.1 Respondent Summary
Demographics
There were a high number of responses to the survey, which was left open for a
week after the actual data collection day for anyone absent at the time. There were a
total of 119 respondents split across 4 levels out of approximated 250 staff emailed
the survey. Figure 121 shows the breakdown of location and gender, and it was
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notable that there were twice as many female respondents as male ones. The analysis
has mainly been done by floor as opposed to by zone, as the seating layout was very
different throughout the building and the zones presented no regular pattern for
comparison.

Figure 121: Occupant response per floor
10.5.2 Workstation and work area
The office areas were interspersed with open plan areas, although this changed
from floor to floor. From observation it seems that the use of the areas has changed
many times and there is now some inconsistency in the layout between the floors.
The majority of space is open plan, shown in Figure 122.
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Figure 122 Percentage of workstation types by floor
Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction on a five point scale from
very low to very high. Figure 123 shows the lower scores on the inside to the highest
on the outside using the rated averages from the responses. There is no great
difference apart from Level 2 that showed slightly higher satisfaction with greenery
than the other areas. This is supported by the observations in Design & Technology.
Level 3 showed the highest satisfaction scores.
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Figure 123 Satisfaction levels with work area (lowest in centre)
Often in open-plan offices noise distraction is noted to be a main source of
dissatisfaction. The survey results were also examined with regard to sound and
visual privacy satisfaction levels and seating arrangements, shown in Figure 124 and
Figure 125. It can be seen that open-plan with no partitions has the highest level of
dissatisfaction and private offices the highest satisfaction. Visual privacy did not
seem as much of an issue, with most responses on this issue falling within highly
satisfied or satisfied.
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Figure 124 Satisfaction with Sound Privacy according to seating arrangement

Figure 125 Satisfaction with Visual Privacy according to seating arrangement
This is further explored in the question about the main sources of noise
distraction, which was shown in responses to be from conversations between
surrounding people, as indicated in Figure 126. This was broken down further to see
if it was attributed to a particular working arrangement, shown in Figure 127. It is
interesting to note that even private offices commented that conversational noise is a
distraction, so specific break-out areas for meetings and interactions could assist this
workplace.
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Figure 126: Main sources of noise distraction

Figure 127 Distraction by seating arrangement

10.5.3 Temperature and Air Quality
Thermal comfort is often a key complaint for occupants in commercial
buildings, and it can be particularly difficult to reach a satisfactory level when there
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is a mix of age and gender. Temperature inconsistencies did come up frequently for
Building 2 in both the conversations with staff on the day of data collection. Figure
128, Figure 129, Figure 130 and Figure 131 show the comfort perceptions of staff in
both winter and summer.

Figure 128 Thermal comfort in summer by floor

Figure 129: Thermal comfort in summer by zone
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Figure 130 Thermal comfort in winter by floor

Figure 131: Thermal comfort in winter by zone
From the above figures Level 3 in the winter is the most uncomfortable area,
with over 60% of respondents on that level commenting it is too cold. Level 3 has a
relatively small percentage of respondents reporting the temperature as comfortable,
the majority saying in summer it is too cold, but also just over 30% commenting that
it is too warm. The varied views on temperature are highlighted in the open
comments, and also in Figure 132 when respondents were asked what thermal
comfort factors affected their ability to work productively, especially on Levels 1 and
3.
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Figure 132 Thermal comfort factors impacting productivity

In addition to the temperature inconsistencies shown in Figure 132, poor air
quality also rates highly. As well, on Level 2 there is a spike in unpleaseant odours
from the kitchen area. The highest category in the opened ended questions was
temperature variability. Staff commented that in some cases they are very close to
vents, which is uncomfortable. There were also comments made in relation to the air
flow and quality of air in the space which most likely comes back to changes that
have been made to the office layout over time that have impacted on the original air
flow design.
10.5.4 Lighting
Staff were asked about their satisfaction light levels. There were no major
variations across the zones or floors and the majority of staff were satisfied or very
satisfied with lighting levels, shown in Figure 133.
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Figure 133: Satisfaction with lighting levels
There were some noticeable issues with lighting when walking around, with
one staff member wearing a hat due to the glare. Yet only a small percentage of staff
are very unsatisfied with lighting levels, and these may be staff who are located in
pockets where light may not be optimal.
Often behaviour around energy efficiency in offices can develop from staff not
being sure how to use and operate equipment efficiently, or even not knowing where
light switches are and how to use blinds over windows. The survey asked about both
the training received in these areas, and if respondents could locate and use the
controls for lighting. There was quite a difference between the lower and upper
floors, which may be due to one floor having more desk-based staff, compared with
the call centre, library and grounds staff on the other floor, as shown in Figure 134
and Figure 135.
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Figure 134: Training for lighting received

Figure 135: Location of lighting controls
It was noted that the manual light switches were not labelled and it was
difficult to determine which areas they controlled. This can sometimes be the case
with meeting rooms if the switches are not on sensors and people are unsure which
ones to turn off, so lights generally get left on.
Staff were also asked if there are any issues which impact on their ability to
work through tasks effectively. The main issue across all floors was the glare or
reflection at workstations, which could come from lack of sufficient window
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coverings to block incoming sun, as well as from some of the artificial lighting
currently used in the building shown in Figure 136.

Figure 136: Lighting issues that impact productivity
10.5.5 Amenities, facilities and health

Staff were asked to rate their satisfaction with amenities and facilities. There
was a high level of satisfaction with the car parking and the proximity to public
transport, shown in Figure 137.
Surprisingly there were some variations across the floors in relation to nearby
parks, cycling facilities and accessibility to stairs. This is most likely due to the
particular staff using these facilities. For example staff on the ground level had the
lowest satisfaction with cycling facilities but these staff may not have been using the
facilities, whereas staff on Level 3 had a higher satisfaction rating.
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Figure 137: Satisfaction with amenities and facilities
There is an awareness of initiatives to encourage public transport and cycling to
work, shown in Figure 138, but these may not actually be effective as 75% of staff
are driving to work in a car or by motorbike, shown in Figure 139.

Figure 138: Initiatives encouraged at work
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Figure 139: Primary mode of travel

Figure 140: Use of stairs
Staff were also asked to report on a list of illnesses that they attributed to indoor
environment issues (such as air quality and low lighting). The highest reports were
for headaches and sore or dry eyes, shown in Figure 141. The ground and first floors
generally reported higher incidences, and this was also looked at by zone. but there
are no major differences, or particular zones that show higher frequency of illnesses
reported, shown in Figure 142.
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Figure 141: Illnesses reported

Figure 142: Illnesses reported by zone
10.5.6 Organisation and sustainability

Staff were asked about their personal commitment to sustainability (Figure 143) and
how involved they feel in the development of sustainability initiatives (Figure 144).
Most staff have a personal commitment to sustainability at work, but not the same
percentage feel involved in the development of sustainability initiatives.
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Figure 143 Personal importance of sustainability and energy efficiency at work

Figure 144 Level of involvement in development of sustainability initiatives
Sixty per cent of staff commented that they were not informed about energy use in
the building. A mix of other comments showed that there does not seem to be any
uniform way that staff are informed about ongoing energy use. Almost 60% of staff
also commented that they did not know if the building had a renewable energy
system connected, or if the building used Green Power.
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10.6 THE EMERGING LINKS BETWEEN IEQ AND OCCUPANT
EXPERIENCE?
In the case of Building 2 attempts were made to compare the occupant
experience results and IEQ by zone but there were insufficient numbers of people in
each zone (for example, some had 7 while others had 2). However looking on a
floor-by-floor basis it can be seen that there are some strong links.
The ground floor has been removed from this analysis as it was a mix of the
library and customer service area, which offers a very different indoor environment
to the remainder of the area. The other three floors are more consistent office space.
Comparing the light counts within Australian Standard on Levels 1-3 it can be
seen that Level 3 had the lowest lux readings of the three, with Levels 2 and 1 having
similar readings, as shown in Figure 145.

Figure 145: Horizontal Lux readings for Levels 1-3
Looking at the occupant experience surveys it can then be seen that the proportion of
staff satisfied or very satisfied with lighting levels at their personal workstations was
lowest on Level 3, in Figure 146. This is somewhat reflected in the occupant
responses.
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Figure 146: Occupant experience Levels 1-3 lighting
Looking at thermal comfort, the trend is similar but not as strong. From the
temperature counts within Australian Standard it seems that Level 2 should be the
most satisfied, followed by level 3, as shown in Figure 147.
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Figure 147: Temperature counts Levels 1-3
However, the occupant data tells a slightly different story, with Level 2 indeed
having the highest satisfaction rating, but the order of Levels 1 and 2 is the opposite
of that in the temperature count, as can be seen in Figure 148.

Figure 148: Occupant experience thermal comfort Levels 1-3
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A larger sample would need to be used but it is possible to see from the above
examples that the occupants can provide a relatively accurate assessment of the
indoor environment. Harnessing and using their responses more could assist in
providing more comfortable workplaces.

10.7 RESULTS: BUILDING MANAGEMENT
The building manager was not able to participate in the study due to time
constraints so an interview was conducted with a member of the LGA’s properties
team who manages an office adjacent to Building 2. This building is not fully
occupied by Building 2 staff – it is leased to multiple tenants – but examining it gives
an overview of building management practices and culture within the council. The
findings below have been extracted from the interview.
10.7.1 Design & Technology
There is a building management system located in Building 2 for both
buildings. Building management has very limited control over systems in the
building. She (the interviewee) is unsure if the BMS is enabled for night purging.
She is also not sure of the details for the HVAC systems as they are managed
by a contractor, but the systems are unreliable and require constant maintenance and
tuning. She believes this comes down more to the way they are connected and the
ducting than to the actual systems. She is aware of the temperature variations and
complaints in Building 2 and suggests it is highly attributable to the many additions
at different times to the original building.
The HVAC is not over-sized but the interviewee is unsure if it continues to run
overnight or it shuts down on weekends.
She is unsure if there is glazing on the windows but comments that they are
very expensive to replace. Building 2 receives a lot of morning sun but not afternoon
sun. She is unsure of the make-up of the façade but comments that both buildings
won an architectural award when built.
She is knowledgeable on issues with the lighting and has been trying to move
towards LEDs. Lights are on a six monthly schedule, with all the lamps being
replaced by the contractor at that time, so the eight lamps currently blown won’t be
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replaced till the next schedule. The interviewee is asked about the motors on the lifts
but is unsure. The placement of desks and the air flow vents are a problem, and while
internal vents can be fitted to distribute air this causes noise pollution.
10.7.2 Maintenance processes
From this interview it was apparent that a lot of maintenance occurs through
external contracts, which is not unusual for buildings, but there may be some breakdowns in knowledge about the actual building as more contractors come on board.
She was unaware of when the building was commissioned and to her knowledge
there has been no re-commissioning.
Maintenance on the building is around 70% corrective and 30% preventative,
and is more challenging in a historic building. Equipment is replaced with energy
efficient options when possible but is not always an option as it is not certain if it will
work in the building or if a part should be replaced instead. There are no policies or
procedures in place regarding energy efficient procurement.
It seems that there is difficulty finding the most energy efficient options for the
buildings. The interviewee comments that she has been looking for information on
LEDs and how to integrate these into the management plan for buildings. She adds
that there is no specific energy training and she does her own research and liaises
with the sustainability manager.
When she is asked specifically about maintenance for some of the design
elements her answer indicates that there does not appear to be regular schedules for
lighting cleaning and maintenance, and it is mostly left in the hands of the HVAC
contractors, and there do not appear to be maintenance manuals to guide them. There
is a sense of reliance on the contractors, and there are no requirements in tenders for
energy efficiency.
The interviewee comments that there are some issues with control over zones
in the building, and also that the central controls for the buildings are at one desk and
not always having access to them is a problem. Switchboard thermal imaging has
helped detect issues and she recommends this be utilised further.
There are major issues related to the updates required for the switchboards, and
to the HVAC, which requires major investment for re-conditioning.
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10.7.3 Indoor Environment
Currently there do not appear to be any policies for this building on
environmentally friendly cleaning and maintenance products, apart from catering to
people with specific allergies. There are some issues around the waterless urinals and
the amount of water required to clean them at the end of the day. There has been
“profuse” education with the cleaners, this also emphasises the need for crossdepartmental and contractor communication and inductions. She comments:
“I’d rather look at grey water solutions than the waterless urinals, but it
wouldn’t be worth it in a building like this. Everything works in concept but
it’s actually making it work, and if you don’t have everybody doing the right
thing it won’t work. It comes down to education and documentation, getting
the right cleaners and facility manager - that’s the biggest thing”.

10.7.4 Monitoring performance, communication & management
HVAC energy use and elevators are sub-metered, but lighting is not.
Temperature is also monitored through the BMS and lighting quality is tested on
request. The paper trail of bills is what is generally used to monitor energy
performance, which becomes difficult when there are multiple facilities to look after.
There are no corporate targets set for energy consumption or reports made to
key decision makers unless it is requested. Each department has its own
administration procedure without across-the-board compliance, and each business
unit tends to operate as a different entity. A lot of staff don’t really know each other.
Conclusion
When asked if she thinks she is able to affect energy efficiency in the
organisation she comments:
Things like lighting and solar panels have a positive effect but we’re never
going to be able to recondition the air con without putting some major
money on the line and that isn’t really justifiable when it is still classed as
being great office space, you’re better concentrating on the fitout or
redeveloping common space and tenancies themselves.

The interviewee could see that a sustainable approach to managing the
buildings was profitable but the main issue before even looking at efficiency in the
buildings seems to be bringing them up to a standard which has dropped over time.
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She is “dealing with predecessors who haven’t done this, and cleaning up their mess
now” before looking into efficiency.
10.8 RESULTS: CORPORATE CULTURE
The Corporate Culture questionnaire was completed by the Sustainability
Manager. The questionnaire is available in appendix 7.
10.8.1 Organisational and building culture
Currently the organisation has a corporate commitment to sustainability and is
reporting under ICLEI, with the intention of moving to carbon neutrality under the
National Carbon Offset Standard (NCOS). The organisation encourages alternative
transport to work and offers end of trip facilities for staff. However, there is not an
active sustainability team, and there are no dedicated parking areas for car-pooling or
car-sharing.
Out of a list of priorities for the building the following were rated as top 3 (in
order)
1. Public perception and leadership
2. Energy efficiency
3. Minimising operational cost
10.8.2 Communication and education
Management has regular meetings with the building or facility manager but
meetings with tenants, contractors (HVAC, lighting, services, cleaning, maintenance)
and property managers are on request. There is a building management committee.
There are currently no reports received on building performance in relation to
energy, indoor environment quality or occupant complaints.

Therefore this

information is not disclosed publicly or communicated to other stakeholders.
There is a tenancy fit-out guide that addresses sustainability and energy
efficiency. However, each floor is quite different, which suggests that this guide may
have been introduced after some fit-outs on floors were completed.
There is currently no training or education for staff or management around
sustainability. The questionnaire also asked if there were monitoring of complaints
and actioning of solutions in regards to lighting, temperature, equipment problems
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(i.e. lifts) or building fabric (i.e. broke seals on windows). The respondent was
unsure and did not complete this section.
10.8.3 Ratings, mandates and incentives
The building has no NABERS, BEECs or Green Star ratings or certificates.
There have been no applications made for retrofits to improve energy efficiency.
10.8.4 Commitments and targets
There are no energy reduction targets set for the building. There is also no
energy management or IEQ management plan for the building.
The main barrier to energy efficiency is uncertainty about the remaining life of
the building. The main barriers for improving IEQ were listed as lack of
understanding of the metrics, benefits, costs, methods of influence and remaining
building life.
10.9

CONCLUSION
Building 2 is an existing commercial office building that is the central

administration for a local government authority in Western Australia. The building
was selected for Trial 2 of the Green Performance Evaluation Tool as it had no
planned works or existing ratings, and was likely to match the profile of an existing,
underperforming building.
The GPET trial was across all five elements and built on lessons learnt from
the first trial. The addition of the Corporate Culture and Building Management
Elements gave a deeper analysis of potential systemic issues preventing optimal
performance for the building. One of the key limitations was the ongoing difficulty
engaging with building management. Observations were made to complete gaps
between the Design and Technology and Building Management questionnaires.
There were alternative methods used for analysing the IEQ data and some links
started to be made between the five areas, which will be examined more thoroughly
in the following chapter. The links were apparent but weak between IEQ and
Occupant Experience. More work and test buildings are needed to define these links
soundly. The method of assessing IEQ via performance against Australian Standard
made the data easier to assess, this would be particularly relevant when assessing
larger buildings.
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The zoning method was used again, as in Building 1, but could not give as
descriptive results. The building is old and the zones were too varied in size,
therefore floors were used to compare occupant experience results. This
demonstrated the need for flexibility and the variations between buildings make one
set method for testing difficult. There were not as many zone similarities as with
Building 1.
The links between Building Management, Corporate Culture and Occupant
Experience highlighted systemic issues and highlight a use for the tool. For example,
the respondent prioritised energy efficiency for the building, with an organisational
goal of becoming Carbon Neutral. However, the maintenance procedures and
training in the Building Management feedback did not reflect energy efficiency, and
in the Occupant Experience questionnaire the majority of staff travel to work in
private cars (despite being located near a train station) and 40% of staff do not feel
involved in development of sustainability initiatives for the organisation.
Overall the tool shows the emergence of some links between the five key
elements identified to help building users understand problem areas and define
potential solutions based on the very unique and individual problem that are in the
building. These issues may relate to many areas, from poorly maintained equipment
or the limited ‘by-in’ to the lack of a sustainability culture at a corporate level.
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11.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter will outline the outcomes of the Green Performance Evaluation
Tool (GPET) trials and discuss the implications of the research findings. The GPET
was trialled in two buildings in Perth, Western Australia. The first trial (Building 1)
was a multi-floor pre and post-occupancy evaluation of a commercial building
tenancy undertaking a refurbishment. The second trial (Building 2) was a trial on an
older local government building.
The first trial tested three elements of the GPET (Occupant Experience, Indoor
Environment Quality, Design & Technology) and the second trial used these findings
and expanded the GPET to five elements (adding Building Management and
Corporate Culture). The trials on Building 1 and Building 2 were highly useful in
developing an understanding the complexities of greening building performance. The
tool showed emerging links between the five elements, predominantly between
Occupant Experience, Building Management and Corporate Culture. The IEQ links
were weak but with more buildings tested there is potential for these to become
stronger.
11.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
11.2.1 Building 1
The pre-occupancy testing took place in Building 1 prior to a refurbishment to
a multi-floor tenancy. The post-occupancy testing took place 12 months after the
refurbishment to allow sufficient time for settling into the new area. The tenancy
underwent a major change from a traditional office space with permitter private
offices and interior cubicle desks, to a more open plan with partitions and few
offices. This was to absorb double the staff into the space. In addition, large coffee
hubs were put onto the centre of three floors for staff and green walls were installed.
Trialling the GPET gave successful and highly useful results with regard to
IEQ and occupant experience. Gathering technical details on the building’s design
and technology was more difficult and led to further investigation into building
management.
The post-occupancy trial showed increased satisfaction with daylight and
greenery, but decreases in satisfaction with noise and space. Despite the increase in
staff numbers reported distractions reduced, and staff satisfaction with their ability to
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interact with colleagues dramatically increased. Comparing the pre and postoccupancy Occupant Experience results, occupants reported a 40% increase in how
healthy the building is to work in, with all reported illnesses declining. There was a
tendency for one zone (Yellow) to be more satisfied with all areas and one zone
(Blue) to be dissatisfied.
The IEQ results showed that prior to the fit-out there was a high volume of
Volatile Organic Compounds in the air, most likely due to fit-out works on another
floor. The air was being drawn through the ducts and into the tenancy. These reduced
to normal levels after the fit-out.
The acoustic levels were over Australian Standard for both the pre- and postoccupancy, with a decrease in staff satisfaction with noise level but fewer identifying
noise as a source of distraction (apart from in areas around meeting rooms).
Considering that the population had doubled in the tenancy the acoustic performance
was not as low as expected.
The lighting levels were variable after the fit-out and although there were
blinds on the windows they didn’t appear to be used effectively. The majority of the
light levels fell within Australian Standard.
There were some temperature fluctuations which suggested the HVAC was
cycling on and off, and while the building management were contacted to discuss
this they were not able to participate. The occupants showed higher satisfaction with
temperature.
11.2.2 Building 2
Building 2 expanded to test the Building Management and Corporate Culture
Elements as well as the original three elements. The issues involved in collecting
information from building management seen in the Building 1 trial were still present,
suggesting a weakness in proper industry engagement of building management in
energy efficiency.
The building was in much poorer condition than Building 1 was in, however it
is also two decades older. The zoning was not as uniform as there have been many
internal changes floor-by-floor over the years, making it more difficult for a zone-byzone analysis. The links between the elements became more obvious through
observing the state of the building and questioning management and a member of the
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facilities team. The lack of consistent management and maintenance was reflected in
the IEQ and occupant experience results, and this was exacerbated by disjointed
communication.
The integration of useability questions into the occupant experience survey
showed the value of informing and training staff, particularly if corporate level
sustainability management policies are put into place. Without a total alignment
amongst all five elements sustainable operations are very difficult. This alignment of
organisations and buildings resulted in the development of the Conscious Building
concept which will be applied to the findings in this chapter.
11.3 OUTCOME FROM TRIALLING THE GPET
This section will discuss how well the tool worked when collecting and
analysing the data and what could be improved.
11.3.1 The five elements
Design & Technology and Building Management
One of the most important research findings was the difficulty in engaging
building managers to answer the Design & Technology and Building Management
questions. Without collaboration from building managers and designers, gathering
the exact specifications on technical elements in a building is complex and in some
respects may not even be possible. But building managers also need to have access to
necessary information, and this is an especially prevalent problem in older buildings
when the building managers may not even know what type of lights are installed and
when the HVAC is due for replacement.
The trials showed the value of the GPET in highlighting knowledge gaps, and
the potential to link these gaps across the other elements. For example, the Building
2 interviewee was unsure of the HVAC features and maintenance as contractors
manage it. There were issues raised in occupant experience with regard to
temperature variations and the IEQ results also reflected temperature variations.
There was no clear reduction target in the corporate culture element. The GPET
highlighted the need for greater communication and understanding of contractor
actions.
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This questionnaire could potentially be conducted as an energy audit by a third
party, creating an inventory of all energy using assets in the buildings. There would
still be cooperation required from the building manager but it would give a more
solid starting point for the discussion and identify missing information held by
contractors.

There could also be interviews with contractors if the information

remained unobtainable. The load profiles for technology such as HVAC could then
be compared to the IEQ readings for a more linked assessment.
There was a lot of content in the questionnaire based on the review of studies
into energy-using equipment in buildings. This could be simplified as less depth is
required. For example, in the section asking about monitoring equipment respondents
are asked to choose from many types of Building Management System (BMS), but it
may just be enough to ask if they use a digital BMS, what equipment it controls, and
if it is in working order. The level of detail that was obtainable on Design and
Technology was surprisingly low.
Indoor Environment Quality
It was recognised early that expertise for high level IEQ testing was needed,
hence the partnership with QED Environmental Services. Despite the issues with
only 1 out of 3 trials receiving the data due to machine failures there were still
valuable learning opportunities, and the collaboration was beneficial.
The handheld testing showed that results were reasonably close to the
professional testing, and that it is possible for occupants in buildings to test basic
IEQ themselves. It might not necessarily be sufficient to obtain an indoor
environment rating (such as NABERS IE) but at least monitoring at a low cost is
possible. Further testing of various handheld equipment would be necessary.
However, it is more complex and costly to test air quality and the presence of
toxins in the air. For further academic research related to IEQ and buildings it is
essential that a higher level of testing be conducted.
The IEQ testing protocol for the project that was developed between trials on
Building 1 and Building 2 was very valuable to ensure data collection was conducted
systematically. The zoning in line with the occupant experience questionnaires was
very useful for analysis.
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Further analysis of the data can determine potential savings to be made from
the building. For example, one of the zones in Building 2 was lit at 637 lux, but if
this was reduced to 320 lux it could save $170 per annum.13 This is just one zone on
one floor. Calculating potential savings from operating within energy efficient IEQ
parameters could offer more depth to the findings and more traction with
management.
Occupant Experience
The Occupant Experience questionnaire worked very well and it was helpful to
have the freedom to change and adjust the questionnaire. This flexibility would not
have been possible if a pre-existing questionnaire had been used, such as the one
from the Center for Built Environment at UC Berkeley. Until occupant experience is
understood more fully, using central databases to compare buildings may be too
limiting.
The occupant experience questionnaire allowed a story to be formed about the
building that went beyond energy efficiency. The results suggested work
dissatisfaction could filter through occupants’ perception of their building. The
process of being available when respondents were supplying the data and answering
any questions on how to start the survey, along with incentives such as coffee
vouchers, enabled a high participation rate.
The zones need to be constructed carefully. In the case of Building 1
meaningful connections could be made between the occupants and zones but for
Building 2 there were uneven numbers and some of the zones were too small, and
overall it was difficult due to the disjointed nature of the building. Planning for
occupant experience data collection needs to take account of the layout of each
building. Moreover, the zones should take into account functional work units so that
any building changes can be compared with revenue flows or other KPIs.
Corporate Culture
The questionnaire was extremely useful regarding corporate culture, and an
essential link between occupant experience and building management. When the
value chain is not aligned across these areas there is an issue. For example there

13

Assume tariff 32.06 at size of 200sq ft.
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might be a carbon reduction target but occupants may be unaware of this and the
building manager may have no energy efficiency training. It is also relevant when
building management is reliant on contracts. If the contractor’s operation processes
aren’t sustainable it will be difficult to align with corporate goals.
A report was provided to both organisations participating in the trials, with
offers to present to staff and management that have not yet progressed. It is important
that results are shared and staff feel their contribution is heard in order for them to
feel valued.
11.4 CAN THE FIVE ELEMENTS BE LINKED?
The original scoping work for the tool found that theoretically there should be
strong links between the five elements. In practice, however, these were harder to
test. The systematic process of enquiring about each of the design and technology
areas and the way they were managed was a lengthy one, and often details were not
known – hence the aforementioned need for an energy audit to complement the
process.
The linkages could first be seen in Building 1, where only three of the elements
were tested (Design & Technology, Indoor Environment Quality, Occupant
Experience). For example, from the pre- and post-occupancy assessments the
recorded temperature in the IEQ test was higher. This increase reflected in Occupant
Experience where the number of people stating that it was too cold reduced. The
noticeable change to the office layout through removal of the perimeter offices was
also connected with occupant feedback about increased levels of satisfaction with
external views, although this varied between zones.
The lack of alignment between management intentions and occupant
perception was seen in Building 1 where there was a high variation in how involved
staff feel in the development of sustainability initiatives (Figure 149), and a lack of
awareness of specific building information. The difficulty engaging the building
manager at this point led to the additional Design & Technology and Building
Management elements being tested for Building 2.
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Figure 149: Building 1 alignment of occupants to corporate goals
Building 2 tested all five elements and so the links could be made more
thoroughly. Table 37 shows how some of the analysis has been brought together.
This is a basic framework to show the potential of this data. From this point a
program could be built with algorithms based on weighted responses to all to all the
questions in the questionnaire. For example, the table shows maintenance of lighting
as ‘medium’ based on the interviewee’s response14. A higher sample would need to
be used to gather more data on this area and then weight and score the various
responses. Red lights could then indicate areas needing attention and the user could
click on that area to explore the specific zone or floor performance.

14

This is not a peer reviewed & weighted rating. It is estimated and used to show the potential of the
GPET.
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Table 37: Bringing the five elements together
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This table has taken the ‘very satisfied’ and ‘satisfied’ responses from the
occupant questionnaire and also the areas in which occupants had received training.
It has also classified the Building Management knowledge on a scale of low, medium
or high. The IEQ readings show those above (too high), below (too low) or within
(OK) Australian Standard. The Corporate Culture responses are classified as yes or
not to the main points.
Some areas that could be highlighted from here are:
- Low maintenance of lights is most likely reducing their efficacy (44 areas
below Australian Standard), resulting in low light levels. People are
somewhat satsfied with daylight levels (70.34%) but only 56.9% are
satisfied with daylight levels.
- Low communication about HVAC performance with contractors and issues
with the age and condition of the system is producing variable
temperatures. People are not satisfied with the temperature (39.13%),
not educated about the energy use of the building (below 30%) or about
how to control temperature more effectively.
- There is no fit-out guide for IEQ/energy efficiency and the disjointed nature
of the fit-out results in poor acoustic performance (119 areas over
Australian Standard). People are unhappy with the noise levels
(37.72%).
- Underpinning all of these is a corporate culture with low communication
about the building to staff, and no IEQ or energy management plans or
training in place.
There are two main areas that do not span across the five elements: façade and
‘other services’ which refers to elevators and other energy using equipment. What
was also difficult to integrate in the table was the occupant’s rating of amenities and
their transit to work (car, public transport or active transport). Not all areas cross
over the five elements but they are still important. These transit questions in
particular link to health, well-being and activity levels.
When attempting to link them all through in this way the corporate culture
element is more of an umbrella that covers all areas. For example, there might be a
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corporate goal to reduce energy by a certain amount but it won’t specify the amount
of saving that has to come from lighting or HVAC.
One of the main advantages of a tool such as the GPET, which analyses
specific actions within a building, is that it can indicate a direct and practicable next
step to improvement.
11.5 FINDINGS FROM THE TRIALS AND RESEARCH
11.5.1 The five elements promote the importance of whole systems thinking
Authors of a study looking at the value of post-occupancy studies for occupants
and facility managers found that there is very little linkage between technical
attributes of buildings and user satisfaction, and until these links are made it is hard
to justify investment in quality (Loftness et al., 2009). The development of the five
elements was an attempt to generate these links and overcome the silos that
contribute to poor performance in buildings. The results show that there were clear
linkages between areas that impact on performance, and much potential to further
clarify these links.
Buildings are often seen as “static containers” rather than as having the potential to
add value to organisations through being healthy and sustainable (Clements Croome,
2006) Pg 25). What this research shows, above all the detailed conclusions, is that to
truly prepare for a low carbon future it is important to look beyond the shell that we
work in to the values and organisational cultures of the places where we work. Fixing
the technical design elements of buildings can only be a short term solution as
tenants come and go. Sustainability needs to be long term, and we need to find a way
to hand over buildings like they are products that require ongoing care and
maintenance, which indeed they are.

11.5.2 We need to see the relationship between carbon and human health
Considerations of energy and carbon can be integrated with other factors to
create this whole systems thinking. This industry is largely dominated by engineers
and architects, those with technical backgrounds, and rarely involves a large input
from social science. This makes combining the hard (technical) and soft (social)
elements very difficult. There appears to be an ongoing reluctance to recognise the
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importance of health and well-being in the workspace and retrofitting. For example,
Environmental Upgrade Agreements only target energy and water saving initiatives –
not upgrades that benefit occupants. At numerous events I raised the potential of
extending Environmental Upgrade Agreements to include social aspects, such as end
of trip facilities but it has been difficult to gain traction. Bridging this technical and
social gap is essential, and possibly the key solution for achieving both
environmental outcomes and productivity improvements.
Most rating tools primarily account for energy use but not other scopes of
emissions. Scope 3 emissions link a building to both the organisation and the
occupants. For example, commuter emission reductions are an organisational (not
building) responsibility and converting staff from car drivers to bike riders can
improve health and productivity. Waste is also a scope 3 emission and an effective
approach to waste is a visible corporate commitment to the environment which can
engage staff. Recognising these organisational-building links is important.
11.5.3 A green building is not necessarily a sustainable building
A sustainable building and a green building are not the same. A truly sustainable
building is not necessarily a building with a high energy, Green Star or LEED rating.
Having a green building is not enough to achieve the dramatic changes that need to
occur to address climate change, whereas a ‘green performing building’ requires a
conscious and deeper understanding of the full impact from operating a building.
The existing tools do not provide a roadmap of how to improve this situation. For
example, a NABERS audit calculates the area, energy use and population density to
obtain an energy rating. It does not audit all of the energy-using equipment, and so at
the end of the rating there is no next step on how to improve. Higher end tools such
as LEED, BREEAM and Green Star offer more comprehensive guidance but are still
focused more on design than on operation, and target the top end of the market.
The GPET analysis was able to show areas where attention is required, ranging from
technical issues such as lights flickering in particular zones, to systemic problems
such as the feeling of many staff that they are not sufficiently included in the
development of sustainability initiatives. This is a step towards actioning change that
will improve existing building performance.
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The wide range of literature reviewed from various sources suggests that the existing
model of one administrator for building rating tools, such as the USGBC to LEED
and GBCA to Green Star, needs to be reconsidered in order to achieve ‘whole
systems thinking’. It is difficult for one tool to do everything, and possibly what is
required is a modular approach where different specialities can be built onto a core
tool depending on the individual building. An example of this was launched at the
2013 Green Building in the US with the launch of a wellness building certification
(Delos Living, 2013) that can be used with LEED.
11.5.4 Greater accountability to close the loop
Risk was raised in workshops with regard to post-occupancy evaluations
potentially highlighting rated buildings that aren’t performing, hence putting
stakeholders at risk of exposure for delivering a building that isn’t performing
according to design. This is a risk, it’s true, but in order to achieve sustainable
buildings we need to be accountable for actions, whether they are wrong or right.
The lack of accountability was also evident in the plethora of contractors
involved, and this process of contracting out tasks became a roadblock when trying
to collect data on operations. For example in Building 2 the facilities interviewee was
unsure of HVAC and lighting details and maintenance schedules as they are
managed by contractors. In a building where I work the same issues are experienced,
with different contractors being used for procurement and maintenance of the same
equipment, and building managers relying heavily on their skills and thus not
necessarily aware themselves of the types of equipment

in the building. This

emphasises the importance of the work of organisations such as Soft Landings UK,
which are designed to close the loop and ensure thorough communication between
all stakeholders from design through to delivery and operation.
Building 1 management was not even able to obtain their energy data and paid
an external contractor managing the building’s energy systems to access this
information. There are similar industry stories of technology being installed that can
only be serviced by contractors in other states, inhibiting building performance.
Greater accountability for the design and delivery of buildings is imperative, as well
as for their operations. This accountability goes beyond just ensuring that the
equipment is functioning to ensure that it is minimising unnecessary adverse impacts
on the environment, as well as on the people in the building.
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11.5.5 Big data risks shadowing the value of small data
The IEQ analysis by specific zone allows a story to develop that can enable
practical interventions to improve performance. These need to be underpinned by
guiding standards but at the same time be practical and useable for the people
working in those spaces. Many studies of buildings look at the building as a whole,
but examining the smaller zones enables detection of localised or specific issues that
can be solved with more specific solutions that do not necessarily apply to the whole
building.
Every building is different and while a blanket large-scale data approach can
give a perspective on the necessity for policy intervention, it will often be inadequate
to enable practical on-the-ground action. It is necessary for developing policy to
understand large scale trends such as the correlation between age of building and
energy use, but understanding the complexities within buildings and the linkages
between the five elements, requires more in-depth work.
The importance and usefulness of the small data was an unexpected outcome of
the project. Being able to see inside these zones of Building 1 showed that staff
satisfaction varied significantly, and that their perception of the space was potentially
being filtered through their work satisfaction. While occupant surveys receive some
criticism for subjectivity, in that they do not actually measure productivity and
workplace IEQ factors, if staff are discontent it doesn’t really matter how advanced
the workplace is, they are going to reflect this discontent in their work. The
satisfaction by zone results from Building 1 are shown again in Figure 150 to
illustrate this point. Each zone is represented in a different colour (yellow, green,
blue, red).
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Figure 150: Building 1 satisfaction by zone
Occupant feedback is extremely valuable and it is likely that over the next few
decades occupants will start to have more power in the workplace and demand
environments that suit their health and well-being. We are already seeing energy
rated space achieving lower vacancy rates than non rated space (IPD / Department of
Industry, 2013). What is possible is to further utilise the occupants in buildings as
automatic sensors providing feedback on aspects of the environment rather than just
relying on large-scale uptake of indoor environment monitoring equipment (Goins &
Moezzi, 2010; Loftness et al., 2009).
The level of trust in an organisation depends on the corporate culture. If data is
collected but changes are not implemented it will be difficult to build ongoing trust.
My opinion of subjective surveys has significantly shifted from the beginning to the
end of this project. I had little trust that occupants really knew about the environment
and that it was really a matter of how the design and technology worked. However,
seeing the complexity of issue that affect occupants’ work through the IEQ and
Occupant Experience Elements enabled me to see that they are vital to the process.
They are the end users of the buildings, and the ones that spend their entire days in
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that space. It is necessary for the organisational culture to accept this and utilise
feedback as a means to improve performance.
11.5.6 A productive building is not made from bricks alone
Industry research into green building is starting to focus on productivity. It is
important to understand that the building can only go so far to offer a productive
workplace. It is the same as putting energy efficient equipment in place and not
training people to use it appropriately; it won’t necessarily reduce carbon. This can
be viewed through the lens of productivity. A great building can be created with all
the supporting design for productivity but if the organisational culture doesn’t align
and harness the human energy (Schwartz, Gomes, & McCarthy, 2010), it can’t be
sustained for a long period of time. There are many other factors that need to work in
harmony to create an ideal workplace and building for productivity.
As an example, the City of Perth has an Economic Development Strategy in
place to grow the city. Between 2004-2009 the mining and petroleum industry alone
increased by 250% (City of Perth, 2010). If the Gallup poll figures on employee
engagement are used alongside this , 76% of workers are disengaged and not as
productive as they could be (Gallup, 2012), which is a 250% growth at only 30%
effectiveness. This is beyond the building alone and relates to aligning corporate
culture with employees, but it can also mean greater effort is required in ensuring a
healthy working environment.
With the inclusion of the Corporate Culture element it became clear how
aligned the other elements were with the overall corporate vision. In the case of
Building 1 it could be seen that some staff are more aligned than others, feeling they
are involved in the development of sustainability and showed knowledge of
initiatives in the building, whereas other staff did not. For example, if a NABERS
energy rating is chosen for a building and it requires an energy reduction but staff are
not informed that they are raising the temperature inside from 22 to 240C, or the
building manager is not provided with any training on energy efficiency, it is highly
likely the end result will be a green building with a high energy rating, but also with
low productivity due to uninformed and disengaged staff.
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11.5.7 Better communication and dynamic case studies are required
The uptake of green building on a large scale faces many barriers that have
been identified throughout this thesis, such as split incentives and a lack of
commercial imperative from building owners. There is also the need to review the
way the messages are delivered in regard to climate change.
Case studies tend to focus on what has worked in a building and industry
awards are given out for the best designs. Yet often it is the simple and effective
changes that people can best relate to. For example, at a recent CitySwitch event in
Perth a speaker told how he changed the lights in his office – he literally just delamped the area overnight it was extremely overlit. Feedback from attendees was
surprising: they greatly valued the speaker’s simple approach. Rather than a
technically heavy case study this was an intervention other people could take back to
the office with them.
The cases studies also need to be dynamic, in that they should be constantly
updated and show how the end results are achieved. Fellow researcher, David
Sparks, analysed case studies as part of the SBEnrc research and found that many
were difficult to follow up on. This confirmed the literature that post-occupancy
evaluations (POEs) are generally conducted once, not in an ongoing manner. In the
workshops participants mentioned that they don’t trust these kinds of once-off case
studies. Expanding existing case studies to be ongoing with updates, addressing
issues that arise and solutions to these can help with this issue. These need to be real
case studies people can relate to, showing how issues were overcome and solutions
were put into place.
11.5.8 Comfort standards may be too high
When analysing the IEQ for Building 2 using varied Australian Standards the
level of acceptability obviously changed. For example, the number of zones
achieving an acceptable IEQ level increased when the scenario was taken from 24oC
to 25oC.

Do we physically need workplaces that are cooled to a lower threshold

between 20-24oC, which is stated in most leases? Reviewing and changing domestic
and international standards in line with energy efficiency and human health could
achieve immediate benefits. The standards for both temperature and lighting need to
be reviewed. In addition, more standards on air quality that can encourage the use of
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external air need to be in place (wherever possible, as this won’t apply in all cities)
and they need to help align energy and health outcomes.
11.5.9 We need to apply the ‘Swiss Cheese Model’ to buildings.
I drew parallels between the building industry and the aviation industry, in that
errors in aviation causing accidents receive immediate investigation to ensure they
are not repeated. Aviation uses the well-known James Reason ‘Swiss Cheese Model’,
which basically refers to holes aligning between organisational layers that result in
accidents and incidents (Faculty of Science, n.d.). Other industries, such as medicine,
now adopt this model. If a building is constructed and not performing as intended,
causing harm to both the environment and occupants, surely the process should not
be repeated. The adoption of such a model could enable a more open, collaborative
and accountable approach for the building industry.
11.6 CONSCIOUS BUILDING: ALIGNING ORGANISATIONS AND
BUILDINGS
The tool shows the potential to develop building improvement roadmaps to
guide organisations towards optimising the performance of their buildings.
Knowledge about ‘weak spots’ the tool detects in understanding and awareness
could inform improvements across all five elements. Conscious Building is the term I
have created for bringing together the five elements of the Green Performance
Evaluation Tool.
This stems from Conscious Capitalism, a concept that is a relatively new
ethical business model that can be applied to sustainability, as “many businesses fail
to recognise the significant impacts they have on the environment, on other creatures
that inhabit the planet…and on the physical health and psyche of team members…”
(Mackey & Sisodia, 2013). Mackey and Sisodia refer to Conscious Capitalism as a
shift from profit to purpose maximisation, re-routing business to have multiple value
outputs to stakeholders beyond revenue alone. Conscious Buildings implies
mindfulness of organisations about how the operation of their building affects the
environment and occupants.
The outcomes of the research showed that a breakdown in one of the five
elements could impact on overall performance. Even if capital is invested to upgrade
the technology, if the weaknesses in the other elements are not addressed the change
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is not sustainable and hence it does not make economic sense in the long term. All
five elements need to be aligned and heading towards the same purposeful direction.
Conscious Building is shown in Figure 151. In order for organisations to create
high performing buildings they need the hybrid focus on the environment and people
within an organisational culture that is supportive of sustainability. This model was
also inspired through the work of Schwartz, Gomes and McCarthy who address the
need to consider people as an energy source within an organisation, and without
proper care and attention they will become unproductive (Schwartz et al., 2010).
Referring to Figure 151, many high performing buildings may have a focus in
the upper left quadrant but this needs to move to the right to also address occupants’
needs. Older, lower grade buildings will tend to fall into the lower left quadrant.

Figure 151: Conscious Building
The five GPET elements are enablers that can move organisations into the upper
right quadrant of Figure 151.
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Green%Performance%Element%
%ENABLERS

Figure 152: Green Performance Element ENABLERS

The Conscious Building concept has been applied to the test buildings. Figure 153
shows Building 1 pre and post refurbishment. There has been a clear shift towards
the upper right quadrant. The placement of the build on the quadrant is based on the
IEQ, Occupant Experience and Design & Technology information that was available.
Algorithms to accurately plot and rate buildings will need to be built up over time.
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Figure 153: Conscious Building concept applied to Building 1
Figure 154 show some of the Green Performance Enablers that helped move
Building 1 towards the upper right quadrant on the Conscious Building matrix.
However there are still some disablers that prevent them from achieving the best
position, shown in Figure 155.

Building%1%GPET%ENABLERS%

Figure 154: Building 1 Enablers
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Building%1%GPET%%DISABLERS%

Figure 155: Building Disablers

The concept has also been applied to Building 2, shown in Figure 157. The
outcomes of the tool can be used in a slightly different way. Instead of looking at
what disablers caused the building to score in the lower left quadrant, a more
solutions based approach can be used. For example, instead of organisations being
faced with ‘reduce emissions through lowering electricity use’ the tool has used a
series of surveys, questionnaires and interviews to find the ‘weak spots’. Those can
be turned into specific enablers (shown in Figure 157) that are the first step in a
building improvement roadmap, giving specific steps that can be taken for
incremental but sustainable improvements. This analysis can go much deeper, but it
demonstrates the potential of using the outcomes to map achievable change, the
roadmap being integral when implementing organisational change (Heath & Heath,
2010).
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Figure 156: Conscious Building concept applied to Building 2
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Figure 157: Building 2 Green Performance Element enablers for a building
improvement roadmap
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12.1 INTRODUCTION
Over time architecture has dramatically changed, moving from rudimentary
shelter to complex buildings. When mechanical services were introduced to
commercial buildings larger and deeper spaces were constructed to house more
workers. Thus the reliance on natural ventilation and daylight slowly reduced whilst
the dependence on energy to mechanically supply these services increased.
What resulted was a boom of commercial office space built with minimal
understanding of the impacts such construction had on either the natural external
environment, or the indoor environment of the buildings. The introduction of
building rating tools such as LEED, Green Star and BREEAM have helped reconnect the industry with the importance of these considerations. Whilst these
organisations have been fundamental in leading the industry towards more
accountable building, they mainly target new buildings. There are an abundance of
existing buildings that must reduce their operating impact on the environment, as
well as improving indoor environments for occupant health.
This thesis formed part of a national project by the Sustainable Built
Environment National Research Centre (SBEnrc) that examined strategies for
improved performance in existing buildings, a joint project between Queensland
University of Technology and Curtin University.

The research was undertaken

through an in-depth literature review and development of discussion papers for
industry partners. This was followed by stakeholder workshops and the development
of a tool targeting key areas that impact on performance in existing buildings. This
tool was trialled on two buildings and has formed the basis of this thesis.
The first trial covered three key areas: design and technology, indoor
environment quality and occupant experience. It showed how varied occupant
experience within a building could be, and how ratings of satisfaction with a building
were possibly being filtered through work satisfaction. The trial also showed that it is
hard to obtaining detailed technical information on buildings as engaging building
owners and managers proved difficult. The importance of indoor environment quality
was demonstrated with air quality readings showing toxic levels due to works on
another floor in the building.
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From these findings the research priorities were expanded to include corporate
culture and building management. All five elements were trialled in a second
building. The findings showed linkages across these five areas and how the detection
of weaknesses can contribute towards better performance improvements. The tool
became the Green Performance Evaluation Tool’ (GPET) and together the areas
tested became known as the ‘five elements’ of the GPET.
The research also included a number of interviews, industry training and
related work experience to gain an in-depth understanding of the barriers to
implementing change.
The results showed that reducing carbon from the built environment requires a
much more holistic view. Sustainable buildings need to address operating impact on
the natural environment, but importantly, the physical health and well-being of
building occupants must also be considered. Bringing all of these factors together can
enable a more integrated approach to reducing carbon. Finally, this thesis has
concluded with the concept of ‘Conscious Building’ as a way of portraying this
approach.
This chapter will show how the following research questions were addressed and
summarise the findings.
How do you reduce carbon from older building stock in cities, in a way that also
improves the health and productivity for occupants?
•

Where are the gaps in the existing rating tools and policies?

•

Do we really need to worry about existing buildings?

•

What factors influence the whole building performance (people and
environment) that need to be considered?

•

How do you develop a practical tool that targets the gaps in existing
rating tools, with a people and energy focus?

•

Who influences the performance of buildings and needs to be
targeted by such a tool?

•

Does the tool work? What did it show? How can it be improved?
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12.2 THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
12.2.1 “How do you reduce carbon from older building stock in cities, in a way
that also improves the health and productivity for occupants?”
Building rating tools were reviewed as part of my research to determine how
they target carbon and health in existing buildings. The primary building rating tools
used around the world are Green Star, LEED, and BREEAM, with other programs
such Living Building Challenge and One Planet Sustainability having a smaller
market share. These tools, however, have low penetration rates into the existing
building market.
These rating tools have been essential in progressing the industry forward to a
more sustainable point, but have targeted higher grade and newer buildings. There is
immense potential for developing a retrofit market and creating jobs and economic
benefits in cities around targeting older building stock. Many of these buildings
were constructed to standards before energy efficiency was integrated into building
codes and could be targeted for energy improvements.
However, a problem in these buildings is that there are many stakeholders with
different priories. An organisation’s top expense is generally wages over the utility
bill. To illustrate this point, Figure 158 shows annual expenditure in Australia on
wages versus energy. As carbon is not a commercial imperative there is a need to
link carbon reductions to occupants and organisations within buildings. The
corporate culture needs to align with sustainability in order to achieve truly green
buildings.
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Figure 158: Australian expenditure on wages and energy
The research commenced with a review of typical building stock and
associated carbon emissions, and other factors that affect holistic performance. A
framework was then established for a more holistic approach to improving existing
building performance. Five key areas were identified that influence performance and
a tool was developed that addressed the various roles of different stakeholders.
Instead of targeting specific areas, such as HVAC, the tool linked the five key
areas to capture weaknesses and identify areas where performance could be
improved. The intent of this approach was to enable carbon reductions as part of the
sensible management of more healthy and productive buildings.
12.2.2 “Where are the gaps in the existing rating tools and policies targeting
existing buildings?”
In order to understand the rating tools a thorough review of existing building
rating tools was conducted. I completed training for Australian rating tools (National
Australian Built Environment Rating Scheme and Green Star) and attended
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numerous industry events. A research trip to the US also involved attendance at
industry events and discussions with industry experts.
Buildings are a significant contributor to worldwide greenhouse gas emissions,
with the potential to reduce their emissions on a sliding cost scale. Buildings are
constructed to certain standards. For example, the Building Code of Australia and
Standards Australia mandate many of the design requirements for buildings in
Australia; similar bodies exist in most other nations. However, once buildings are
designed and delivered they go largely unregulated with no ongoing building
condition reporting requirements. Hence, over time, buildings drift from their
original performance intention and often end up using more energy than required,
whilst providing sub-optimal indoor environment conditions.
The lack of willingness for owners and operators of Green Star accredited
buildings to participate in this project shows an imperative need for research in this
area. An agreement with bodies such as the Green Building Council of Australia and
US Green Building Council would assist. In order to close the feedback loop from
design to operation there needs to be more transparency in data and sharing of
outcomes. This may change with the introduction of more performance ratings in
LEED and Green Star, but whether these tools will reach lower grade
underperforming buildings is questionable.
The performance of existing buildings is most closely judged by domestic
standards, such as Standards Australia, which give requirements for lighting levels,
temperature, acoustics, fit-out and other factors which make up building design. Like
the building codes, many of these standards were produced before energy efficiency
was a priority. These standards need to be reviewed, as we have come to demand
indoor conditions that are possibly higher than necessary. In turn these high
standards make achieving carbon reduction targets difficult. Furthermore there is
little ongoing review of the health or productivity implications of these standards. A
review may give more power to occupants in buildings to demand better workplaces,
a risk perhaps for many organisations, but a necessary change for long term healthy
and sustainable buildings.
There is a lack of thorough understanding and integration of human factors into
rating tools. This is possible due to the low (but growing) understanding of indoor
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environment quality and the affect that it has on both the building occupants and the
occupying organisation’s bottom line. Without addressing these human factors
important costs of poorly operating buildings, in the form of illness and treatment
costs, will continue to be pushed onto the healthcare industry.. A major issue when
addressing human factors through rating tools is that it requires a corporate culture
that supports such considerations. For example, a physical environment that
encourages movement and maximises natural daylight and ventilation needs
management endorsement. It is not sufficient to merely state that a building has a
rating; the values must actually be practiced to make a difference – hence the
inclusion in the GPET of corporate culture and questions asking how sustainability is
truly actioned within the organisations.
There is also limited inclusion of the full carbon dioxide equivalent emissions
that come from operating buildings in rating tools. Reducing carbon essentially
means reducing electricity, which should be a main priority as this is the biggest
source of emissions from buildings. However, carbon comes from other direct and
indirect sources that, if targeted appropriately, can result in better engagement with
stakeholders. For example, Scope 3 emissions from transit to work are an
organisational (not building) emission. However, targeting these at a corporate level
can result in transitioning staff to more active modes of travel, impacting on their
health and productivity, and reducing the footprint of the organisation. There could
be the potential to merge tools such as Carbon Disclosure Project and Green Star to
give organisations a sustainability rating, which includes the building rating as a
component.
The closed nature of the industry and resistance to sharing data has resulted in
difficulties in accessing necessary large-scale data. For example, I recently managed
some research for local government to build a profile of commercial building stock
in the city. We discovered multiple databases containing varied physical details of
buildings and limited information on ownership. Large scale change and policy
cannot be implemented without a thorough understanding of the building stock.
These varied databases make building an evidence-based policy challenging. Further
open information is needed.
There are many case studies of green building online. Typically these are once
off case studies published after a new construction or refurbishment. It was found in
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the workshops that, particularly if published by the owner-operator, these aren’t
trusted. To target buildings in operation the case studies need to show more of the
whole journey and be presented in a way that targets multiple stakeholders. People
learn from errors, so case studies showing how well everything works are not able to
maximise the learning curve. These cases studies need to show what went wrong,
how it was amended, the ongoing maintenance and the improved outcomes.
12.2.3 “Do we really need to worry about existing buildings?”
The precise volume of emissions from buildings is still not fully understood.
Some of the key determinants of performance are age, refurbishment cycle and
property conditions. For example, in Australia the majority of buildings are over 30
years old, shown in Figure 159, and the US also has a similar building stock profile,
shown in Figure 160.
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Figure 159: Age brackets of commercial office buildings adapted from CityScope
(2012)
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Figure 160: Year of construction for US buildings (adapted from (US Energy
Information Administration, 2010))
As often noted in this thesis, once buildings are commissioned there has been
little focus on on-going performance. Often one-off post-occupancy evaluations of
buildings are conducted but, whilst these give important feedback, they are not used
for ongoing monitoring and evaluation. In addition there are issues such as split
incentives, policy gaps and insufficient up-front capital that prevent existing
buildings from being retrofitted to improve performance. As buildings age these
issues become more prevalent. The red arrows in Figure 161 demonstrate where the
ongoing performance tends to break down as buildings age.
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Figure 161: Ongoing performance evaluation adapted from: Jay Yocis, University of
Cincinnati ((Preiser & Schramm, 2005 p17)
In some countries there is also a lack of benchmarks that can be applied across
the commercial building portfolio to provide guidance on how buildings should be
performing. For example, in Australia the current NABERS ratings are heavily
influenced by Premium and A grade buildings, and provide little guidance for
improving lower grade underperforming buildings. The mandatory energy reporting
occurring in some US cities is assisting to provide benchmarks for some buildings.
How the buildings are owned and managed are both critical to programs
targeting commercial building. Depending on the ownership and management the
stakeholders may not even be aware of energy efficiency options. The Green
Performance Evaluation Tool (GPET) was developed to target the various
stakeholders involved in operating buildings and gauge how well aligned they with
sustainability. In particular, the GPET was targeted at existing, older,
underperforming buildings as a tool which could be used by building stakeholders to
assess areas of performance breakdown.
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12.2.4 “What factors influence the whole building performance (people and
environment) that need to be considered?”
A thorough analysis of literature was conducted to see what factors influence
holistic building performance. This included reviewing existing building
performance tools such as post-occupancy evaluations. The three main areas
identified were design elements, occupants and indoor environment quality. Two
workshops were then conducted, one in Perth and one in Brisbane to engage with
industry. The workshops discovered a number of enablers and disablers to green
building, which are summarised in Figure 162 and Figure 163.

Figure 162: Enablers for Green Building
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Figure 163: Disablers for green building
Following the workshops, further research and an initial building trial, these
three areas were expanded into five key elements, shown in Table 38. These five
elements were found to be key impacts to holistic building performance and formed
the basis for the development of the Green Performance Evaluation Tool.
Table 38: Elements identified impacting holistic building performance
The Element
Summary
impacting
performance
Design &
This element covers tenancy and base building equipment that
Technology

consumes or impacts on energy and indoor environment,
focusing on monitoring and control technology, lighting, HVAC,
plant and equipment, building fabric, tenancy design and fit-out.

Building

This element explores operation and management practices,

Management

reporting

and

commissioning

evaluation,
and

maintenance

tuning,

and

management

cleaning,
personnel,

communication and education, and procurement.
Occupant

This element covers satisfaction with the environment and
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Experience

perceived impacts on productivity; communication; training,
education and guidance; and use of the building.

Corporate

This element explores how sustainability fits within the

Culture

corporate culture, any ratings or mandates and how energy is
managed and communicated throughout the organisation. It also
looks at organisational priorities.

Indoor

This element looks at indoor environment quality performance

Environment

and monitoring within the building.

Quality

There was a significant review of relevant literature and studies to identify
these elements, and identify linkages between them that demonstrate their
interdependency and the need to consider them from a holistic perspective rather
than as single elements. Table 39 (from Chapter 6) shows lighting as an example,
and how it links the five elements from different stakeholder perspectives.
Table 39: Linking the elements
Design &
Technology

Indoor
Environment
Quality

Occupant
Experience

Building
Management

Corporate
Culture

Is the lighting
system energy
efficient?

Are the lighting
levels suitable for
tasks?

How satisfied are
occupants with
light levels and
controls?

Is there a
maintenance
schedule for
lighting?

Is there a fit out
guide in place for
lighting systems?

How do you develop a practical tool that targets the gaps in existing rating
tools, with a people and energy focus?
Key weaknesses of existing tools are the lack of attention to ongoing
performance, and their prohibitive cost if large scale uptake is being considered. The
process of counting carbon in buildings is very complex. There are three scopes of
emissions from indirect and direct emissions. These occur as a result of operating the
building, as well emissions from the organisation housed within the building. The
tool essentially takes a step back, and instead of counting the carbon from all of these
sources directly, it detects the weak spots that are impeding performance.
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The five elements have a focus on the environment and the health and wellbeing of occupants for a truly sustainable building. This dual focus is demonstrated
in Figure 164.

CARBON
FOCUS

SUSTAINABLE
Existing Buildings

PEOPLE
FOCUS

Figure 164: Green Performance Evaluation Tool elements
Current tools do not provide a roadmap showing where improvements can be
made in existing buildings, and so the GPET was intended to fill this gap for users by
not providing a rating, but rather providing feedback into the areas that need to be
improved in order for holistic performance to lift. Whilst not a technically heavy
building information modelling tool, the GPET aims to integrate the basic design and
technology factors along with building management, indoor environment quality,
corporate culture and occupant experience. This process can help to identify
misalignments between the elements that may be causing weaknesses.
Different enquiry methods were developed for each of the elements. The
Occupant Experience questionnaire was developed based on previous work around
post-occupancy evaluations,

it integrated further questioning on building use,

training and interactions. This questionnaire also integrated the use of zones within
floorplates to allow a deeper analysis of the organisation and building.
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The Building Management and Design & Technology elements used a survey
targeting the building manager, which was also administered as an interview. The
Corporate Culture element was a questionnaire for senior management with an
understanding of sustainability about corporate initiatives within the organisation.
The Indoor Environment Quality element consisted of testing a number of indoor
environment parameters that affect occupants of buildings.
The results were surprising, and showed that large variations in occupant
satisfaction with the building appear to be filtered through other work satisfaction
issues. Misalignment of corporate culture, building management processes and
occupant training also showed as issues that disabled sustainability. Stakeholders
appeared to be moving in different directions. For example the corporate goals might
be sustainability but building management is focused on reactive maintenance not
energy efficiency. The close relation between organisational effectiveness and
building performance became obvious. Achieving a sustainable building is not
possible without a sustainable organisation, and that sustainability needs to extend
across all five elements.
The outcome of the GPET trials led to the development of the Conscious
Building concept shown in Figure 165, which implies increased accountability and
mindfulness of organisations about the full impact their buildings are having on the
environment and humans. It requires a re-alignment of the five elements to enable
sustainable performance.
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Figure 165: Conscious Building concept
12.2.5 “Who influences the performance of buildings and needs to be targeted
by such a tool?”
Occupants have been recognised as having a key influence on the performance
of buildings, but the role that building managers play is equally as important. For
both occupants and building management to positively influence building
performance, it is essential they are led by a corporate culture that actively integrates
sustainability.
The tool recognised the need to engage multiple stakeholders. Questionnaires
were adapted for use by building occupants (staff), building and/or facility managers
and corporate managers. The difficulty engaging building managers in research
became quite obvious and the disjointed nature of the industry was further explored
through interviews. The tool did not question contractors but the outcome of the data
analysis found that this group is a key influencer for future research.
For effective outcomes from using such a tool, the support of building owners
is critical. This enables access to information such as energy consumption as well as
building access and use. Once owners endorse the use of a tool such as the GPET,
engaging the other stakeholders will become easier.
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12.2.6 Does the tool work? What did it show? How can it be improved?
The Occupant Experience element was successful and showed valuable and
rich data, particularly using the zone analysis. There was an identified risk of limited
benchmarking comparison by not using an existing tool, such as the one from the
Centre of Built Environment at the University of California Berkeley. However, the
value of detailed data analysis was a major finding of the research. Whilst
benchmarking data is important, particularly for policy development, it may not
always give a detailed picture of the weak performance areas. For example, one of
the buildings showed major variations between zones within one floorplate that
would not have been detected if the analysis was done on the entire building.
The detailed analysis allowed a narrative to form and combine the qualitative
and quantitative outcomes from which a roadmap of solutions for the building could
be developed. How zones are divided needs to be planned carefully prior to
executing the survey. There were some difficulties in Building 2 as the zones had
varied populations and made analysis more challenging than in Building 1.
The results from the Occupant Experience element showed the need to look
further into the way people are trained about the building they work in, and to review
other impacts on their workplace satisfaction. Their perception of the building is
filtered through many lenses and all areas need to align in order for a productive
workplace to be feasible.
The Corporate Culture element also worked very well. It enabled a broad view
of the organisational culture and vision for sustainability that could be compared to
the occupant and building management responses to detect misalignments. This
element was a powerful indicator of how important it is to look beyond buildings and
into the values and organisational culture of workplaces in order to achieve
sustainability. Even if massive amounts of money are invested in a low carbon
future, organisational cultures need to embed active policies to enable sustainability
to flow throughout their operations.
The Design & Technology and Building Management elements are essential to
the tool but proved difficult areas for obtaining data due to issues engaging with
building management. There is the potential for these to be combined into one
element and accompanied with an energy audit to obtain more quantitative data on
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building assets and associated energy use. The process of using a questionnaire and
an interview proved positive, allowing the interviewee some time to explore the
answers. Also, the discussion revealed issues that would have otherwise not been
raised. The knowledge gaps in building management became obvious. In addition,
the heavy reliance on contractors also showed, with limited knowledge of, or access
to knowledge from, contractor managed and controlled assets.
The Indoor Environment Quality element was essential and allowed a different
view of how the Design & Technology in a building is actually working in operation.
For example, low lux levels in Building 2 reflected dirty lights reducing efficacy, and
disjointed building management processes (and design issues) related to lighting
maintenance. However IEQ is just as important as other factors and it was found that
although IEQ is acceptable in some zones, occupants are dissatisfied with their
perception of the IEQ - and therefore other factors are contributing to this
dissatisfaction.
The Green Performance Evaluation Tool has the potential to be further built
upon or used as a framework for other tools. It recognises five key areas that are
integral to reducing the carbon from buildings and, rather than focusing on the endpoint of reductions, it can be used to discover solutions within operating processes to
order to improve performance.
12.3 FURTHER WORK
12.3.1 Expansion of the Green Performance Evaluation Tool (GPET)
The GPET provides a solid framework for parameters that need to be
considered in sustainable building performance. The lessons learnt from the first
trials can be expanded and applied to further trials to grow a larger sample of
buildings. From these trials various interventions and roadmaps can be constructed to
assist performance and improvements, and published to assist similar buildings.
The project has the benefit of linking industry to academic research and
providing universities with more pragmatic actionable skills to take into the
workforce. The link with industry also enables more practical research outcomes that
can be implemented.
In order to access the relevant data and contacts, such as building managers,
any future buildings research should have a partnership with major built environment
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organisations such as professional bodies, large real estate firms and building
owners. Only in this way can data be accessed and made available. Having an
established relationship with a company that owns and/or manages a large portfolio
will overcome one of the major barriers of data access. However, it is important that
the existing building ownership and management structures are considered for the
research to remain relevant to this sector.
12.3.2 Building Managers and on the ground practical skills
Understanding the role of building managers in more depth should be a priority
for future buildings research. This will require more integrated socio-technical
research. It may also need to flow into the education and training of building
managers. The education industry for building management is very different in
different countries. For example it is much more valued in the UK than in Australia
where there are no dedicated degrees. Understanding this role could assist in the
development of more tertiary education streams for building operation and
management.
Building managers have a vast array of knowledge that should be collected and
codified for use in training and education. Interviews, focus groups and research
methodologies that capture their experience (as opposed to just a survey) would offer
richer data. Building management is a hybrid between tertiary and non-tertiary
education, and it requires experience as well as theoretical understanding of building
science. Transitioning from theoretical understanding into on-the-ground skills is
crucial. University research generates many theoretical frameworks that are useful
for innovation, but ensuring these frameworks are practical and achievable is
important.
12.3.3 Power to the occupants
There are many research opportunities in the occupant and tenant areas. Tenant
based research could delve further into lease arrangements and how to modify lease
agreements. At the moment green leases exist but they have achieved only limited
uptake due to their complexity.
The stories that came from the occupant experience survey framed a picture
about how differently different occupants perceived their environment. Further
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investigation into the relationship between organisational level sustainability and
staff perception could provide organisations with better communication strategies.
Controlled experiments comparing staff trained on energy efficiency and health
factors to staff without this training could also demonstrate the benefits of informed
staff and the impacts on their workplace satisfaction (that reflect in their perception
of the building).
Finally, building owners should provide tenants with healthy and safe leased
office space. People occupying these spaces have the right to breathe air that is clean
and spend their days in an environment that supports their physical well-being, and
hence the need for further research in transitioning existing workplaces into healthy
spaces.
12.3.4 Are our standards too high? Consciousness at a regulatory level
A review of relevant domestic and international standards governing buildings
should be conducted. Lighting, thermal comfort and acoustic standards may not
reflect acceptable business practices today and should be reviewed to ensure they
minimise environmental impact whilst still offering healthy, but not luxurious,
environments for occupants. In order to reach necessary carbon emissions reductions
buildings cannot continue to operate to unnecessary comfort standards.
12.3.5 Further investigation into environmental and social upgrade agreements
and collaboration potential for precinct level retrofits
Environmental Upgrade Agreements (EUAs) are in place in Australia with a
model similar to a US one called Property Assessed Clean Energy Finance (PACE).
EUAs have been based on industry led research and trials but need backing from
academic research. Collaboration with the finance and property industry is also
needed to investigate current barriers to EUAs for building owners, and how to
engage tenants in the process.
As well as reducing energy use there are benefits that can come from
retrofitting buildings that benefit the end-user, such as end-of-trip facilities, green
walls or garden areas, collaborative spaces and standing desks. Providing such
benefits in fit-outs can improve staff productivity. As wages are the biggest overhead
for businesses, mixing the social and environmental upgrades could encourage
greater uptake.
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The EUA and social upgrades should also look beyond the boundary of a
building to the potential for collaborative agreements. For example, pocket parks
may be ideally located between buildings and could result from a joint investment by
multiple owners. There could also be potential for shared end-of-trip facilities
between buildings, and co or tri-generation power supplying existing buildings.
These approaches require collaborative thinking and arrangements between building
owners, planning authorities, local governments and funding bodies. There may be
need to explore how these precinct level projects are managed, such as through a
strata committee. This collaboration requires a Conscious Building approach to
maximise potential benefit to all parties involved, and mitigate impacts as much as
possible.
12.3.6 Modular rating tool investigation
A scoping study into the potential for modular rating tools could highlight the
potential for more specialist fields to be linked together. This would require a
collaborative approach with administrating bodies such as the green building
councils around the world. Although the green building councils already undertake a
vast amount of industry consultation, further involvement and management of
specialist modular tools that work off a core rating tool could help move the industry
forward through a more united front.
12.3.7 Further existing building research
More baseline research into low grade building stock, and retail and industrial
buildings is needed. There is also much potential for expanded research on office
buildings using the GPET framework and Conscious Building concept. This would
develop further understanding of the synergies between the five elements and
strategies to improve weak performance areas. This also aligns with the suggested
integration of James Reason’s ‘Swiss Cheese Theory’ discussed in Chapter 11,
where any failures in building are more fully investigated to ensure they are not
repeated. This holistic perspective can help to ensure that the silo approach of
undertaking just energy efficiency is overcome and further contributions can be made
to improving the overall health and productivity of the workforce.

The algorithms to produce the Conscious Building roadmaps are not yet built into the
tool but a larger research project could gather and assess the various enablers and
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disablers that could be used alongside the tool analysis to produce these building
improvement roadmaps. A critical factor when dealing with older and
underperforming buildings is that the information needs to be accessible, affordable
and easy to understand. There is a segment of the market that is not being reached
through market drivers alone and requires the assistance of such research projects
and government policy.
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

antony turner antony@carbonsense.com
Re: Use of images in thesis
30 December 2013 4:00 pm
Sam Hall Sam.Hall@curtin.edu.au

Hi Samantha,
Great to hear you are using our images. Yes do use any of them if you credit us. Check out our Flickr pages too. Good luck with thesis.
Best wishes,
Antony Turner
Sent from my iPhone
On 30 Dec 2013, at 06:42, Sam Hall <Sam.Hall@curtin.edu.au> wrote:
Dear Antony
I just wanted to say I love the work that Carbon Visuals are doing! It is great and I reference it all the time in presentations.
I am currently doing a PhD in Australia looking at energy use in existing buildings (and a number of other factors which impact
sustainability). I wanted to see if it would be possible to use some of your images in my thesis. I am particularly interested in building
related images, the NY and London ones are great demonstrations of how much energy buildings are using.I just visited NY and was
blown away with the data they now have available.
I am making a very clear point on the need for integrated databases to understand baselines and would like to reference your images
to show what is possible once that data is accumulated.
It would be completely referenced to Carbon Visuals of course. If that is possible I will send through some more information about my
thesis including my Supervisor’s details (Professor Peter Newman) and the university ethics clearance details.
If you need any further info I am on LinkedIn and twitter _samanthahall.
Many thanks,
Samantha Hall
B.Comm, M.Sc Sustainability Management

PhD$Candidate$,$Sustainable$Built$Environment
Cur8n$University$Sustainability$Policy$(CUSP)$Ins8tute
Research$and$Graduate$Studies$|$Faculty$of$Humani8es
Cur8n$University
Tel$|$+61$8$9266$9030
Fax$|$+61$8$9266$9031
Mobile$|$0422$865$776$$$
Email$|$sam.hall@curtin.edu.au
Web$|$http://sustainability.curtin.edu.au$

Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology.
CRICOS Provider Code 00301J (WA), 02637B (NSW)
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Nexus values and interactions between nodes

Element'
DESIGN'ELEMENTS'

Value/Ideal'

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'
BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'

Energy'
Basic&energy&metering&systems&can&provide&insight&into&current& BM:''
monitoring' and' energy& performance& and& help& identify& where& energy& is& being&
control'systems'
wasted.& When& used& optimally& they& can& help& deliver& energy&
i
savings&of&5&–&20&per&cent. &
LCNLA:'

OE:'
IEQ:'
HVAC'

HVAC&systems&may&be&responsible&for&up&to&50&per&cent&of&total& BM:''
iii
energy& use & and& studies& show& that& building& users& consider&
thermal&comfort&to&be&amongst&the&most&important&parameter&
iv
influencing&overall&satisfaction&with&IEQ. &&
Replacing&constant&air&volume&systems&with&variable&air&volume&
systems& can& potentially& reduce& energy& use& by& 30& to& 40& per&
v
cent. & Economy& cycles& can& be& used& when& outdoor& conditions&
are&favourable&to&reduce&energy&use&and&have&been&associated&
with&a&0.6&Star&NABERS&Energy&improvement.vi&Variable&speed& OE:''
drives& for& pumps& and& fans& can& provide& energy& savings& of& over& '
vii
30&per&cent. &&
&
&

Energy&metering&is&an&important&tool&for&improving&building&performance&but&requires&
good& monitoring& and& reporting& procedures& in& order& to& become& a& powerful& tool.&
Advanced& monitoring& and& control& systems& provide& a& greater& level& of& control& over&
building& systems& and& can& be& powerful& visualisation& aids& to& understand& building&
functions.&
Use&to&providing&feedback&to&building&occupants&about&the&impacts&of&their&behaviour&
on&building&performance&and&using&metering&technology&to&guide&incentive&programs&
ii
and&engage&occupants&in&energy&efficiency. &
Check& effectiveness& of& energy& efficiency& and& energy& reporting& initiatives& with& an&
occupant&experience&survey.&
Use& in& conjunction& with& IEQ& testing& to& ensure& energy& efficiency& measures& do& not&
negatively&impact&indoor&environment&quality&
Ensure& systems& are& correctly& sized,& and& investigate& economy& cycles& and& night& purge&
viii
modes. & Matching& operating& schedules& to& occupancy& and& good& maintenance&
practices&will&contribute&to&further&energy&savings&and&ensure&the&system&is&well&suited&
to&occupant&requirements.&Air&handling&systems&require&good&maintenance&practices,&
ix
such& as& regular& filter& replacement& and& coil& cleaning,& for& optimal& efficiency. & Ensuring&
HVAC' zones& are& appropriately& sized& and& that& zones& with& similar& thermal& needs& are&
grouped& to& allow& optimal& control& over& conditions.& Separating& internal& and& perimeter&
zones&can&improve&efficiency&and&improve&occupant&comfort.&
Check&satisfaction&with&thermal&comfort&and&air&quality&with&an&occupant&experience&
survey.& Provide& some& degree& of& control& over& thermal& conditions& where& possible.&
Thermal& comfort& is& one& of& the& main& determinants& of& office& satisfaction& and& lack& of&
control& over& airUconditioning& is& often& associated& influences& how& well& a& person& copes&
x
with&discomfort. &&

Element'

Value/Ideal'

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
IEQ:'
Poorly& designed& and& maintained& HVAC& systems& can& detrimentally& affect& indoor& air&
xi
quality& and& result& in& illness& and& reduced& productivity. & Locate& air& intakes& away& from&
pollution& sources& and& Regularly& clean& and& maintain& systems& and& components& to&
improve&IEQ&and&productivity.&
LCNLA:' Consider& reviewing& set& points& in& lease& documentation& to& allow& a& wider& range.&
Implement& clothing& policies& and& education& initiatives& to& educate& occupants& on& lowU
energy&thermal&comfort&options.&Educate&occupants&about&correct&use&of&controls&for&
energy&efficiency&and&improved&comfort.&
Car'
park' Energy& efficient& carUpark& ventilation& strategies& can& deliver& BM:''
Ensure&sensors&are&calibrated&and&maintained&and&regularly&monitor&run&times&
ventilation'
significant& energy& efficiency& improvements& by& reducing& total& '
systems'
run&time.&&
'
IEQ:'
Locate&car&park&exhaust&away&from&other&building&air&intakes&
Supplementary'
Supplementary& systems& can& be& used& in& lowUoccupancy& areas& BM:'
heating'
and' such&as&meeting&rooms,&to&reduce&use&of&central&plant.&
'
cooling'systems'
LCNLA:'

Ensure&supplementary&systems&do&not&work&against&central&systems&

Lighting'

Regular&maintenance&and&cleaning&of&lamps&and&luminaires&is&integral.&Ensure&light&are&
in& accessible& locations& with& clear& labelling& or& occupants& will& not& use& them.& & If&
appropriate,&consider&reducing&maintained&artificial&illuminance&levels&in&the&office&and&
& xiii
providing& good& task& lighting; & This& has& been& shown& to& be& a& highly& costUeffective&
xiv
method&of&improving&employee&productivity. &&
Improved&lighting&design&could&increase&individual&productivity&by&on&average&3.2&per&
cent& though& increased& working& speed,& reduced& error& rate,& improved& concentration,&
xv
and&other&impacts. &Check&the&level&and&quality&of&light&with&an&occupant&experience&
survey.&

Effective& use& of& lighting& controls& can& reduce& energy& BM:''
xii
consumption&by&more&than&30&per&cent &
'
&

OE:'

Require& tenant& supplementary& systems& to& be& approved& before& installation,& in&
accordance&with&fit&out&guidelines.&

Element'

Value/Ideal'

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
LCNLA:' Specify&energy&and&IEQ&performance&requirements&for&lighting&fit&out&in&tenant&leases.&
Electric&lighting&is&a&large&user&of&energy&and&also&generates&waste&heat&which&places&
additional& load& on& building& HVAC& systems,& estimated& to& account& for& up& to& 15U20& per&
xvi,xvii
cent& of& cooling& demand.
& Provide& education& so& occupants& are& aware& how& and&
when& to& use& lighting& controls& and& how& this& impacts& building& performance.& Provide&
regular&feedback.&
IEQ:'
Check&lighting&levels&at&workstations&on&the&horizontal&and&vertical&plane&to&determine&
if&lighting&systems&are&providing&good&lighting&levels.&

Other' plant' and' Consider& the& efficiency& of& current& elevators,& domestic& hot& BM:'
equipment'
water& systems,& servers,& and& other& equipment& such& as& pumps&
and& motors.& Efficiency& measures& for& elevators& can& reduce&
xviii
energy&use&by&30U40&per&cent. &&
&

OE:'

LCNLA:'

Fabric'

Consider&the&whole&system&impacts&of&fabric&upgrades&as&they& BM:'
can& result& in& improved& indoor& environment& quality,& drastically&
reduced& cooling& loads,& better& utilisation& of& daylight,& and&
xxii
improved&radiant&comfort. &

Investigate& options& to& optimise& lift& control& strategies.& More& efficient& control&
xix
algorithms& can& save& energy& and& improve& passenger& transportation& efficiency & and&
regenerative& braking& systems& can& recover& potential& energy& to& generate& electricity.&
Lowering&hot&water&temperature&to&60&degrees&can&reduce&energy&use&and&may&enable&
system&downsizing.&Improve&server&efficiency&by&switching&off&unnecessary&computers&
when& not& needed,& reducing& and& consolidating& equipment& and& improving& server&
environment&by&improving&airflow&and&reducing&additional&heat&gain&from&lighting&and&
xx
other&equipment. &
Use& occupant& experience& surveys& to& check& effectiveness& of& education& on& occupants’&
potential& to& influence& these& systems,& such& as& through& water& efficient& behaviour,&
turning&off&computers,&and&using&stairs&for&short&journeys.&
Stairs&obviously&represent&the&most&energy&efficient&form&of&transport&and&can&provide&
xxi
health& benefits& for& occupants. & Make& stairwells& accessible& and& keep& them& wellU
maintained&to&encouraging&occupants&to&use&them,&especially&for&short&journeys;&this&
will&can&reduce&elevator&starts,&cut&energy&use,&and&can&improve&occupant&health.&
Maintenance&of&operable&design&elements&such&as&windows,&louvers,&external&shading&
elements&is&important&to&ensure&they&function&correctly.&Check&building&tightness&and&
existence& of& thermal& bridging& as& this& may& have& IEQ& impacts.& Effective& daylighting&
strategies&can&deliver&reduction&in&annual&lighting&energy&consumption&in&the&order&of&
xxiii
10&–&60&per&cent. &

Element'

Value/Ideal'

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
OE:''
Operable& design& elements& can& contribute& significantly& to& occupant& satisfaction& or&
'
dissatisfaction.& Check& awareness& and& use& of& these& features& through& an& occupant&
experience&survey.&&
LCNLA:' Educate& occupants& on& their& ability& to& significantly& impact& energy& efficiency& of& the&
building&through&interaction&with&operable&design&elements.&
IEQ:'

Design'and'fit'out' Office&design&and&fit&out&can&impact&occupant&satisfaction&and& OE:''
energy& efficiency.' Installing& efficient& equipment& and& enabling& '
power& management& strategies& can& reduce& energy& use&
LCNLA:'
significantly.&

IEQ:'

BUILDING'MANAGEMENT'
General'
Most& buildings& in& Australia& could& achieve& a& four& star& NABERS&
energy&rating&(equivalent&to&a&30%&energy&improvement)&with&
xxvi
minor&expenditure. &
xxviii
Commissioning'
16%& energy& savings& from& commissioning& existing& buildings .&
and'tuning'
Most&common&energy&wasters&are&HVAC&and&lighting,&common&
faults&that&are&estimated&to&account&for&approximately&2%U11%&
xxix
of&energy&use&in&commercial&buildings. &
Finding& and& fixing& common& faults& can& be& integrated& with& an&
ongoing&building&management&plan.&
&

Glazing&can&impact&lighting&levels&and&lighting&quality.&External&shading&features&can&be&
automated&or&manually&controlled&to&reduce&heat&gain&and&control&lighting.&&
Check& occupant& satisfaction& with& the& general& building& and& office& space& through& an&
occupant&experience&survey.&
Specify& fit& out& works& meet& specified& energy& efficiency& or& IEQ& performance&
requirements.& Educate& occupants& on& the& impact& of& their& actions& on& office& and& base&
building&energy&use.&
Open& plan& form& and& lightUcoloured& surfaces& can& increase& daylight& to& allow& reduced&
artificial& lighting& levels,& but& may& have& negative& occupant& satisfaction& impacts& due& to&
noise& issues& and& visual& comfort& respectively.& Indoor' plants& may& induce& positive&
xxiv
emotional& states& and& improved& cognitive& performance& some& occupants, & and& some&
xxv
plant&species&can&remove&VOCs&from&indoor&air. &

Significant& savings& over& a& building& life& cycle& when& planned& maintenance& is& put& into& place.&
Maintenance&of&existing&equipment&will&reduce&the&number&of&times&it&needs&to&be&replaced&and&
xxvii
is&a&cheaper&option .!
xxx
OE/IEQ:&& A& Melbourne& study& conducted& in& 1998& by& Williams& & explored& increasing& reports& of&
&
illness& and& discomfort& in& 653& airUconditioned& buildings& between& 1989& and& 1996,&
measuring& indoor& air& quality,& ventilation,& lighting& and& air& quality,& correlated& against&
surveys&measuring&productivity.&Faults&in&airUconditioning&systems&were&found&to&be&a&
major& factor& along& with& low& priority& and& ignorance& to& the& design,& installation,&
commissioning,&leasing&and&onUgoing&operation&of&airUconditioning&systems&
DE:'
Systems&degrade&over&time&and&need&to&be&continually&maintained'

Element'

Value/Ideal'

Efficiency'
measures'for'
HVAC'

Lower&energy&costs&can&come&from&implementing: &
• Outside&air&economizer&for&free&cooling&&
• Heat&recovery&from&exhaust&ventilation&air&
• Night&time&preUcooling&using&outdoor&air&&
• Operable&windows&substitute&for&air&conditioning&

Maintaining'
HVAC'

Maintaining'
lights'and'group'
relamping'

Handling'
occupant'
complaints'

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
LCNLA:'
System&can&impact&IEQ&in&tenancies.&Base&building&and&tenancies&need&communication&
and&policies&in&place&for&maintenance.&'
xxxi

IEQ/OE:&& Generally,& these& efficiency& measures& will& improve& indoor& environmental& quality& and&
&
lower& pollutant& levels,& potential& productivity& gains& from& reduced& respiratory& disease&
and& sick& building& syndrome& (SBS).& On& average,& occupants& of& buildings& with& natural&
xxxii
ventilation&and&operable&windows&report&fewer&SBS&symptoms .!
LCNLA:'

Policies& and& education& on& after& hours& use,& manual& overrides& and& use& of& operable&
shades&and&windows&necessary.&HVAC&related&energy&demand&for&tenancies&and&base&
building&need&targets.&&
Policies& need& to& be& in& place& to& ensure& contractors& are& informed& of& energy& efficiency&
and&communication&is&open&with&other&stakeholders.'
Energy& reductions& of& up& to& 60%& when& HVAC& fans,& bearings,& IEQ:&&
Issues& such& as& mold& and& dampness& can& impact& energy& efficiency& and& the& indoor&
xxxiii
belts&are&cleaned &
&
environment.&
OE:'
Occupant& comfort& and& complaints& can& reduce& when& system& is& working& more&
efficiently.'
LCNLA:'
Maintenance&of&system&can&impact&the&IEQ&and&energy&performance&for&tenancies&and&
base&building.'
Group&relamping&at&planned&intervals&can&reduce&labor&costs&to& IEQ/OE:&& Better&lighting&maintenance&reduces&energy&and&can&improve&the&quality&of&light&levels&
between&oneUfifth&and&oneUtenth&of&the&cost&per&lamp&for&spot& &
which&have&strong&and&direct&impacts&on&productivity.&&&
xxxiv
relamping. &
DE:'
High& efficiency& lighting& can& reduce& energy& consumption& (if& maintained& with& correct&
Cleaning& lights& can& improve& output& by& as& much& as& 25U30&
lamps)'
xxxv
percent& &
LCNLA:'' Policies&in&place&to&ensure&contractors&are&informed&of&correct&lights&and&replacement&
Incorrect&wattage&of&bulbs&in&light&fittings&can&negate&the&cost&
schedules.'
of&any&retrofits.&
Adopting& optimized& complaint& handling& processes& can& help& IEQ/DE:&& Formally&collecting&and&monitoring&occupant&complaints&can&improve&design&element&
diagnose& performance& problems,& and& thus& support& improved&
performance.& Complains& can& indicate& issues& with& DE& and& be& used& to& optimize&
xxxvi
building&performance .&
performance&

Element'

Reporting'and'
evaluation'

Personnel,'
education'and'
communication'

Value/Ideal'

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
OE/' LC Actioning&complaints&assures&occupants&their&feedback&is&of&value&and&promotes&open&
NLA:'
and& continuing& communication.& If& not& after& time& occupants& stop& submitting&
complaints&if&action&is&not&taken&and&there&is&no&feedback&on&how&the&IEQ&is&impacting&
them.'
Commercial& building& performance& can& improve& by& providing& DE:&
Using&feedback&can&show&faults&in&design&elements&through&load&profiling&and&detect&
xxxvii
operations&staff&with&simple,&timely&and&accurate&feedback &
areas&for&improvement.&
This& can& take& the& form& of& an& email& or& report& which&
'
demonstrates&how&the&building&is&performing.&&
LCNLA:'& Stakeholders&in&the&building&community&need&access&to&data&on&building&performance&
'
to&be&informed&on&what&impact&their&actions&have&for&energy&and&IEQ.&This&data&can&be&
used& to& set& benchmarks& and& performance& standards& for& the& building.& Incentives& or&
penalties& can& apply,& potentially& written& into& the& lease& as& revision& clauses& for& multiU
tenanted&buildings.'
OE:'
Including& staff& in& dissemination& of& data& ensures& they& are& informed& and& included& as&
part&of&the&process.&Putting&additional&policies&in&place&(ie.&Turning&off&lights)&can&be&
assisted&when&staff&can&see&why&this&is&being&done&and&the&impact&it&has.'
IEQ:'
Data& and& monitoring& usually& only& applied& to& energy& and& water& consumption& but&
monitoring&and&reporting&on&IEQ&and&complaints&is&also&important.'
Buildings& perform& better& where& there& is& an& energy& efficiency& LCNLA:'&
training& program& in& place,& and& that& managers& with& greater&
energy& efficiency& skills& are& able& to& maintain& buildings& more&
xxxviii
efficiently.
&
DE/OE/
IEQ:'

LEGAL'AND'NONCLEGAL'AGREEMENTS'
Leasing'
Clauses& and& amendments& to& leases& can& be& integrated& to& BM/DE:'&
agreements'
manage& energy& consumption& for& buildings& with& multiple&
tenants&

Education& and& training& at& all& levels& of& stakeholders& is& important,& from& the& actual&
building& manager& through& to& tenants& or& staff& to& ensure& all& parties& know& how& to&
efficiently&operate&the&building.&
If&occupants&know&how&to&operate&building&features&and&where&to&ask&if&they&are&unU
informed&it&can&improve&the&performance&of&the&building,&as&well&as&their&experience.&
For&example,&window&shading&features&can&reduce&thermal&load&and&improve&comfort&
but&if&staff&are&unsure&how&to&use&these&they&are&a&wasted&resource.'
Performance&targets&for&buildings&in&lease&agreements&require&building&management&
practices& for& energy& efficiency.& This& can& extend& to& replacement& of& equipment& for&
better&performance.&

Element'

Incentives'
targets'

Value/Ideal'

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
IEQ/OE:' Clauses& should& also& consider& procurement& of& items& that& minimize& impact& on& the&
indoor&environment&(such&as&low&VOC&paints)&for&improved&occupant&experience.'

and' For& buildings& that& are& owner/occupied& or& small& numbers& of& BM/DE:'&
tenants&incentives&and&targets&can&be&set&for&managing&energy&
consumption&
IEQ/OE:'

Organisational'
culture'

Communication'
and'education'

Organisations& that& consider& sustainability& or& energy& efficiency& BM/DE:&&
as& part& of& their& core& strategy& are& more& likely& to& implement& &
policies&that&support&building&performance&&

Performance& also& needs& to& consider& monitoring& of& IEQ& parameters& to& improve&
occupant&experience&and&should&also&consider&procurement&of&items&that&minimize&
impact&on&the&indoor&environment&(such&as&low&VOC&paints).'
Policies& in& place& at& a& corporate& level& that& mandate& performance& can& influence&
building& management& (i.e.& all& buildings& must& operate& at& a& minimum& 4& star& NABERS&
rating).&

IEQ:'

Organisations& should& also& consider& IEQ& and& productivity& in& sustainability& policies& as&
improving&this&can&also&reduce&operational&costs&through&lower&staff&overheads.'

OE:'

Staff&are&generally&disconnected&from&conserving&energy&as&they&are&not&paying&the&
bill,& building& organisational& culture& around& sustainability& can& assist& encouraging&
occupants&to&take&ownership&and&more&responsibility&for&their&actions&which&impact&
performance.'

A& building& cannot& operate& efficiently& without& informed& and& BM/DE:&&
educated&occupants&
&

OE:'

OCCUPANT'EXPERIENCE'

Benchmarks& can& be& established& based& on& current& load& profiles& and& performance&
targets&set&for&improving&building&performance.&

Knowledge&on&how&to&efficiently&operate&equipment&needs&to&be&implemented&on&a&
base& building& level& for& main& equipment& (i.e.& HVAC& plant& operation)& and& also& on& a&
tenancy/staff&level&to&ensure&people&know&how&to&use&and&operate&the&building.&
IEQ:& Better& operation& of& the& building& can& impact& IEQ& (i.e.& correct& use& of& openable&
windows&can&improve&ventilation&rates).&
Inclusion& of& occupants& in& the& process& and& educating& and& informing& them& creates& a&
more&satisfactory&environment&for&staff.'

Element'

Value/Ideal'

Occupant'
experience'

There&are&a&number&of&existing&surveys&research&has&drawn&on:&
PROBE!(Building!Use!Studies,!UK)!
Centre!for!Built!Environment!–!UC!Berkley!

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
BM/DE:& Occupant&experience&evaluations&can&provide&feedback&to&building&managers&on&how&
the&environment&is&to&work&in.&Occupants&spend&all&day&in&the&office&and&are&a&reliable&
source&of&information&on&problems&and&issues.&

University! of! Montreal! –! New! Work! Environment! Research!
IEQ:'
Group!(GRET)!!

Occupant'
satisfaction'

Training,'
education'and'
guidance'
'

&
There& is& a& recent& awareness& of& the& importance& of& occupant&
feedback& in& improving& building& performance;& however& uptake&
is& still& relatively& slow.& This& node& seeks& to& understand& the&
experience& of& occupants& as& related& to& design& elements,&
building& management& practices,& and& indoor& environment&
quality& to& draw& out& user& feedback& to& help& improve& building&
performance.'
Occupant& satisfaction& responses& can& highlight& potential&
problem& areas& or& systems& that& are& contributing& to&
dissatisfaction.&This&can&be&used&to&help&to&identify&and&rectify&
issues.&
&
&
&

Occupant& experience& can& be& analysed& against& IEQ& (i.e& lighting& dissatisfaction& can& be&
tested&to&see&if&LUX&levels&are&too&low)&to&improve&the&environment.'

LCNLA:'

Performing& occupancy& evaluations& often& makes& staff& feel& that& the& organization& is&
listening& to& their& feedback& and& values& their& input.& If& these& are& done& regularly&
performance&can&be&monitored&over&time&and&analysed&against&building&management&
and&IEQ&to&indicate&areas&requiring&improvement&'

DE:&&

The& survey& asks& respondents& to& rate& their& satisfaction& with& specific& design& elements&
(office& design,& thermal& comfort,& lighting,& general& building& features).& This& can& be&
compared&with&the&physical&design&elements&to&identify&any&potential&problem&areas.&
The& survey& asks& respondents& to& rate& their& satisfaction& with& indoor& environment&
conditions,&such&as&lighting&quality&and&thermal&comfort.&This&can&be&compared&with&
physical&IEQ&measurements&such&as&lux&levels&and&temperature.'
The& survey& asks& respondents& to& rate& their& satisfaction& with& building& management&
practices'

IEQ:&&
'
BM:'

This&questioning&seeks&to&identify&if&training&and&education&on& DE/BM:&& This& can& help& identify& if& occupants& are& aware& of& design& elements& that& can& impact&
energy&efficient&use&of&the&building&features&has&been&provided.&&
energy&consumption&or&personal&comfort&and&educating&occupants&on&how&to&use&and&
Effective& training& and& education& for& occupants& on& energy&
control& design& elements& to& suit& their& personal& needs& should& be& a& key& focus.& When&
efficient&behavior&and&correct&operation&of&building&elements&is&
occupants& can& adjust& conditions& to& suit& their& task& or& needs& it& helps& to& provide& an&
essential&if&buildings&are&to&perform&optimally.&&
environment& free& from& distractions& and& contributes& to& improved& occupant&
xxxix
When& occupants& are& properly& informed& about& low& energy&
experience. &&
designs&it&can&contribute&to&high&rates&of&occupant&satisfaction& IEQ'
Tolerance&to&IEQ&conditions&can&increase&if&people&are&informed&and&trained&

Element'

Value/Ideal'
(REF).&

Use'of'controls'
'

Communication'
and'reporting'
'
Perceived'
productivity'

This& question& seeks& to& identify& if& occupants& know& how& to& use&
available&controls&to&influence&their&personal&comfort&or&energy&
use.&
Controls& may& be& available& for& a& variety& of& building&
technologies,&such&as&lighting,&HVAC,&external&shading,&internal&
blinds,& office& equipment,& and& power& management& features.&
However,& occupants& may& not& be& aware& of& controls& or& how& to&
use&them&to&improve&their&comfort&or&energy&use.&&
This&questioning&seeks&to&identify&how&occupants&report&issues,&
and& their& satisfaction& with& response& to& complaints.& Good&
communication& between& occupants& and& other& building&
stakeholders&can&help&to&ameliorate&many&issues.&&
Productivity& is& influenced& by& a& complex& interaction& of&
physiological,& psychological,& social,& managerial& and& individual&
xlii
factors & and& is& thus& inherently& difficult& to& define& and& to&
xliii
measure& in& an& office& environment. & However,& perceived&
productivity& is& a& sufficient& measure& of& the& importance& of&
various&issues&related&to&the&office&environment.&&

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
LCNLA:' Communicating& how& the& building& is& used& is& essential.& Education& and& training& can& be&
integrated& into& tenant& or& staff& inductions& and& cover& operation& of& the& building& and&
energy&efficient&equipment.&
DE/BM:' There& is& growing& evidence& that& some& degree& of& individual& control& is& important& for&
occupant& satisfaction& and& wellUbeing.& Occupants& can& also& dramatically& impact& the&
energy&performance&of&a&building&through&their&interaction&with&design&elements&and&
building&operation.&
IEQ/'LC
Give& people& control& over& their& environment& and& their& tolerance& for& its& variability&
NLA'
increases.&(Leaman&et&al&2007)&But&too&much&control&will&annoy&them&–&people&do&not&
like&to&be&fiddling&constantly&to&be&comfortable!&(Leaman&&&Bordass&2006;&Bordass&et&
xl
al.&2007) &
Timely& response& can& often& help& to& reduce& dissatisfaction& and& contribute& to& a& more& productive&
workplace.& When& occupants& feel& heard,& and& when& they& feel& as& if& they& have& some& control& over&
xli
their& comfort,& they& may& be& more& likely& to& be& tolerant& of& temporary& discomfort. & This& has&
impacts&on&productivity.&
DE:&The&survey&asks&respondents&to&state&if&specific&design&elements&impact&their&ability&to&work&
productively.&This&can&be&compared&with&the&physical&design&elements&to&identify&any&potential&
problem&areas.&
&
BM:&The&survey&asks&respondents&to&state&if&specific&design&elements&impact&their&ability&to&work&
productively.&This&can&be&compared&with&the&physical&design&elements&to&identify&any&potential&
problem&areas.&

INDOOR'ENVIRONMENT'QUALITY'
General'

The'costs'of'low'productivity'and'illness'in'a'workplace'can'be' Indoor& Environment& Quality& is& not& a& direct& measure& of& productivity& but& a& measure& of& how&
xliv
100' to' 200' times' the' cost' of' energy' bills ,' with' just' a' 1%' supportive&the&environment&is&of&productivity.&The&IEQ&and&energy&performance&of&a&building&are&
productivity' change' in' Australia' equating' to' AUD' $1.2' closely&linked.&
xlv
billion .'

Element'

Value/Ideal'

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

Temperature'

HVAC& is& a& major& consumer& of& energy& in& buildings& and&
temperature& has& a& direct& impact& on& the& quality& of& the& indoor&
environment&for&occupants.&
It& is& important& to& monitor& and& measure& temperature& in& office&
areas& and& common& spaces& to& ensure& consistency& and& an&
adequate&comfort&band.&
&

Air'quality'

Measuring& air& quality& (carbon& dioxide,& carbon& monoxide,&
particulate& matter,& VOC.s& Formaldehyde)& can& show& levels& of&
toxins& and& air& quality& inside& buildings& that& are& impacting& the&
health&of&occupants.&&
Air& flow& and& ventilation& rates& are& important& to& ensure&
adequate&levels&of&fresh&air&are&enetering&the&building.&
&

Workspace'
design'

The&tenancy&fitout&can&impact&on&both&IEQ&and&energy&through& DE:&&
adjustments& to& air& flow& and& lighting& levels& especially& if& the& '
building’s&use&has&changes&since&design&intention.&
BM:&&
'
OE:'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
OE:&&
Temperature& has& a& direct& impact& on& the& satisfaction& and& productivity& of& occupants.&
&
Over& time& people& have& become& more& accustomed& to& airUconditioning,& the& ideal&
temperature&is&difficult&to&maintain&as&it&can&vary&between&individuals.&&Federspiel&et&al&
xlvi
(2002) &found&the&ideal&temperature&for&productivity&in&an&office&to&fall&between&21.5&
&O
xlvii
–&24.75 C.&Hedge&(2004) &found&that&performance&decreases&when&the&air&is&too&hot,&
too&cold&or&it&is&too&noisy&(which&can&come&from&HVAC&systems&or&background&noise).&&&
DE/BM:' Maintaining& or& reUcommissioning& HVAC& can& improve& performance& and& assist& with&
temperature& fluctuations& and& reduced& energy& demand.& Over& time& systems& degrade&
and&need&to&be&constantly&tuned.'
LCNLA:'
Occupants& in& green& buildings& tend& to& be& more& forgiving& of& temperature& fluctuations&
but&need&to&be&educated&on&the&benefits.&Feedback&on&temperature&and&management&
of&complaints&can&assist.'
DE:&&
Energy& efficiency& measures& need& to& be& checked& against& their& impacts& on& IEQ.& Bell,&
Franz&et&al&(2008)&indicate&that&the&emphasis&on&energy&efficiency&in&buildings&may&be&
leading& to& neglect& of& the& need& for& sufficiently& high& ventilation& rates& to& avert& SBS&
symptoms.&&
Placement&of&vents&for&adequate&ventilation&is&important.&
OE:'
The& quality& of& the& air& impacts& the& concentration,& health& and& productivity& of& people.&
Wargocki&and&Wyon&(2000)&indicate&that&increasing&ventilation&rates&above&minimum&
levels&can&increase&productivity&and&in&many&cases&pay&for&itself&through&reducing&SBS&
symptoms&and&increasing&air&quality.'
BM:&&
Unmaintained&systems&can&result&in&mould&and&other&airborne&contaminants'
LCNLA:'
Policies&on&use&of&low&VOC&materials&inside&buildings.'

LCNLA:'

Placement&of&partitions&and&design&of&area&can&impact&the&air&flow&and&acoustics.&
Ensuring& occupants& are& educated& on& how& fitout& impacts& building& performance& and&
their&comfort.'
Airflow&and&acoustics&have&direct&impacts&on&productivity'
Policies&for&fitout&to&demonstrate&impact&on&IEQ&and&energy&prior&to&approval'

Element'

Value/Ideal'

Acoustics'(dB)'

It& is& important& to& measure& dB& in& office& working& environments&
and& common& areas& to& see& if& levels& are& potentially& impacting&
employee&productivity.&

Lighting'
(lux)'

levels' Light& levels& from& artificial& and& natural& sources& can& impact& the&
quality& of& the& indoor& environment& and& energy& consumption.&
Light& levels& need& to& be& checked& at& desk& level& and& in& common&
areas&to&ensure&levels&are&neither&inadequate&or&overUlit.&&

Impact'on'energy'performance'and'links'to'other'nodes/elements'

BM:'Building'Management'DE:'Design'Elements'OE:'Occupant'Experience'
IEQ:'Indoor'environment'Quality,'LCNLA:'Legal/'NonClegal'agreements'
xlviii
OE/DE:&& The&layout&of&the&office&is&important&for&energy&and&IEQ.&Jensen,&Arens&et&al&(2005) &
found&that&50%&of&occupants&in&open&plan&spaces&were&dissatisfied&with&acoustics&and&
believe& it& interferes& with& their& ability& to& work.& Other& studies& have& shown& that& poor&
xlix,l,li
acoustics&can&be&a&key&issue&for&discontent&office&staff&
&
lii
OE:&&
Studies& linked& lighting& levels& and& employee& productivity.& Abdou& (1997) & showed&
&
lighting&conditions&as&a&highly&costUeffective&method&of&increasing&worker&productivity&
& liii
in& office& spaces,& and& Luo& (1998) & showed& that& full& spectrum& lights& help& increase&
worker& productivity& and& reduce& absenteeism.& The& term& ‘illUlighting& syndrome’& was&
& liv
coined& by& Begemann& (1997) & which& showed& a& lack& of& vitamins& from& natural&
lv
daylighting&can&cause&various&health&problems&for&workers.&Heerwagen&et&al,&(1998) &
linked&daylighting&levels&with&mood&and&productivity.&
DE:&&
Increased& natural& daylighting& over& artificial& lights& reduces& energy& consumption& and&
'
requires&use&of&correct&tinting&on&windows&and&external&or&internal&shading.'
BM:'

LCNLA:'

Lights& and& windows& need& to& be& adequately& maintained& to& maximise& light& levels,&
prevent&flickering.&BM&manuals&and&schedules&in&place&to&ensure&eplacement&lights&are&
correct&wattage&for&fixture&to&maintain&light&levels&and&reduce&energy&demand.'
Policies& in& place& for& afterUhours& light& use,& adequate& labelling& and& mapping& of& light&
switches,&report&procedures&for&complaints&on&lighting,&
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Friday!27!May!2011!
XXXX!
Sustainability!Manager!–!Environment!
XXXXX!
XXXXX!
XXXXX!
Perth!WA!6000!
!

!
!
!

!

Dear!Greg,!
!
RE:$Sustainable$Built$Environment$National$Research$Centre$project$
!This!letter!is!to!confirm!the!study!discussed!with!Samantha!Hall!from!Curtin!University!regarding!
the!XXXX!House!refurbishment,!and!to!provide!an!outline!of!the!national!research!agenda.!!
!
The! Sustainable! Built! Environment! National! Research! Centre! is! funding! this! project! which! is!
titled! ‘Greening! the! Built! Environment:! Design! and! Performance! Assessment! of! Commercial!
Green! Building’.! The! project! is! being! led! by! Curtin! University! Sustainability! Policy! Institute! in!
collaboration!with!Queensland!University!of!Technology.!Other!project!partners!include:!Parsons!
Brinckerhoff,! John! Holland! Pty! Ltd,! Western! Australian! Department! of! Treasury! and! Finance,!
Queensland! Department! of! Public! Works,! Victorian! Department! of! Education! and! Early!
Childhood!Development!and!the!Green!Building!Council!of!Australia.!
!
Included! with! this! letter! is! a! fact! sheet! detailing! the! research.! The! project! has! two! main!
objectives:!
1. Investigate!the!relationship!between!selected!green!design!elements!and!actual!performance!
(energy! and! water! efficiency,! occupant! health! and! productivity)! for! commercial! green!
buildings;!
2. Investigate! additional! measures! to! improve! the! health! and! productivity! of! occupants! of!
green!buildings,!with!consideration!of!their!contribution!to!energy!and!water!efficiency.!!
!
Researchers! will! conduct! high! level! analysis! of! Green! Star! and! NABERS! rated! buildings! around!
Australia,! such! as! XXXX,! to! further! enhance! the! understanding! of! methods! used! to! green!
commercial! buildings.! The! project! aims! to! takes! lessons! learned! from! participants! and! form!
evidence!based!design!guidelines!to!increase!the!sustainability!of!the!building!and!construction!
industry!in!Australia.!
!
Data! will! be! gathered! over! a! 12! month! period! and! will! involve! a! pre! and! post! move! survey!
questionnaire! of! staff,! stakeholder! interviews,! collection! of! indoor! environment! measurements,!
and!collection!of!energy!and!water!data.!!
Below!are!details!of!these!data!collection!methods:!!
! Survey$ Questionnaires:! Staff! will! be! asked! to! participate! in! a! short! webZbased! survey!
related!to!indoor!office!environmental!conditions!(thermal!comfort,!acoustic!comfort,!lighting!
quality,! air! quality,! and! office! layout).! This! will! be! conducted! pre! and! post! occupancy! of! the!
refurbished!fifth!floor.!
! Interviews:!SemiZstructured!interviews!will!be!requested!with!key!stakeholders!involved!in!
the! building’s! design,! construction! and! operation.! This! will! include! architects,! ESD!
consultants,!engineers!and!facility!managers.!Participants!will!be!given!an!information!sheet!
prior!to!the!meeting!outlining!questions!that!will!be!asked.!The!aim!of!this!process!is!to!gather!
information!on!the!building’s!design!and!the!selected!design!elements.!
Interviews! with! line! managers! will! also! be! conducted! to! ascertain! productivity! changes! to!
staff!in!the!green!building.!
! Indoor$ Environment$ Measurements:! We! will! be! working! with! a! professional! Indoor!
Environment! Quality! contractor! to! measure! the! office! environment! (air! temperature,! air!

quality,!humidity,!light!levels,!air!velocity,!and!acoustics).!This!data!will!be!collected!through!
unobtrusive!monitoring!stations!set!up!in!the!office.!
! Energy$and$Water$Data:!We!will!be!gathering!data!about!energy!and!water!consumption!in!
the! office.! We! will! require! one! full! year! of! energy! and! water! utility! bills! and! office! plans! or!
information!about!the!total!floor!area,!layout,!Green!Star!documents!and!installed!technology.!
We!may!also!require!access!to!BMS!systems!to!gather!data!on!energy!and!water!consumption!
by!each!building!service.!
$
Will$there$be$a$disruption$to$staff?$
There!will!be!minimal!disruption!to!staff!Z!the!questionnaires!will!take!approximately!10!minutes!
per!staff!member!in!total!to!complete.!Indoor!environment!measurements!will!be!taken!through!
monitoring!stations!in!discrete!locations.!!
!
Participant$consent$and$anonymity$
Participation! is! voluntary! at! all! levels.! A! consent! form! will! be! provided! and! explained! to!
participants! prior! to! conduction! of! the! survey! and! interviews.! The! staff! surveys! are! totally!
anonymous,! researchers! will! have! access! to! identities! of! interviewees! to! administrate! the! data!
collection!process!but!no!information!will!be!published!without!consent.!
No! company! information! will! be! published! without! written! consent.! The! aim! of! the! data!
collection! is! not! to! criticise! selected! design! elements! or! processes! but! to! take! lessons! learned!
from! active! participants! in! the! green! building! process! and! use! this! feedback! to! encourage!
Australia’s!adoption!of!green!building!practices.!
!
How$will$the$data$be$used?$
All! data! collected! will! be! deZidentified! before! inclusion! in! reports.! The! physical! indoor!
environment!measurements!will!be!compared!to!the!results!from!the!staff!survey!to!confirm!or!
reinforce!the!results.!
!
It!is!an!exciting!research!opportunity!for!Australia!and!we!appreciate!Landcorp’s!participation!to!
assist! the! growth! and! development! of! a! sustainable! building! industry.! Please! let! myself! or!
Samantha!know!if!you!require!any!further!information!regarding!the!SBE!project.!Details!are!also!
available!on!the!SBE!website!at!http://www.sbenrc.com.au.!
!
Sincerely,!!!

$
Email!|!p.newman@curtin.edu.au!$

Prof.$Peter$Newman$
$
John!Curtin!Distinguished!Professor!of!Sustainability!

Director!|!Curtin!University!Sustainability!Policy!(CUSP)!Institute!
Research!and!Graduate!Studies!|!Faculty!of!Humanities!
Curtin!University!
Tel!|!+61!8!9266!9032!!
Fax!|!+61!8!9266!9031!
Mobile!|!0407!935!133!!!
Web!|!http://sustainability.curtin.edu.au!!

!!

!
Curtin!University!is!a!trademark!of!Curtin!University!of!Technology.!!
CRICOS!Provider!Code!00301J!(WA),!02637B!(NSW)!

$
!

!

Building(1!

!

Pre"Move%Survey,%4!August&2011!
Levels&3&&&4&to&Level&5!
1. Summary!
XXXX!are!retrofitting!3.5!floors!!(levels!3!to!6)!of!their!CBD!head!office!in!the!XXXX!building!(!Perth)!to!achieve!a!
Green!Star!interiors!rating.!Staff!will!be!moved!in!several!stages,!the!first!on!August!13!where!70!staff!will!be!
relocated!from!Levels!3!and!4!to!Level!5.!The!staff!in!the!first!stage!move!will!be!used!to!pilot!the!data!
collection!process.!
!
Data!collection!will!consist!of!surveys!for!the!occupants,!recordings!of!energy!and!water!consumption,!IEQ!!
measurements!and!interviews!with!staff!managers!and!building!managers.!Discussions!will!also!be!requested!
with!ESD!Consultants.!
!
The!building!is!managed!by!Jones!LangLaSalle,!the!engineering!company!is!Aurecon!and!Cox!Howlett!&!Bailey!
Woodland!are!the!architect.!Key!XXXX!contacts!are!XXXX!(Sustainability!Manager)!and!XXXX!(Project!Manager!
Accommodation).!
!
XXXX!have!supplied!current!and!future!seating!plans!for!the!floors.!There!are!no!mechanical!engineering!(ME)!
plans!available!for!the!original!building!due!to!its!age.!The!ME!plans!for!the!fitout!have!been!supplied.!
!
Ideally!the!preXmove!survey!would!have!been!conducted!earlier!but!this!was!not!possible.!Following!analysis!of!
this!data!we!may!request!a!second!survey!of!the!staff!moving!in!the!next!stage!(October)!to!minimise!external!
variables!in!the!data!from!disruptions!due!to!the!move.!

2. Data!collection!–!Quantitative!!
The!preXmove!data!will!be!collected!through:!
! Occupant!surveys:!Occupant!written!surveys!issued!as!either!handouts!or!online.!Staff!will!be!given!a!
coffee!voucher!on!completion!of!the!questionnaire.!
! IEQ!measurements:!QED!will!be!collecting!the!indoor!environment!data!and!we!will!also!be!using!the!
handheld!monitor!to!compare!results.!
! Observations:!Internal!and!external!observations!of!workspace!and!building!
! Energy!and!water!data!from!redords!
!

3. Agenda!
Wednesday,!August!3!
Pick!up!of!security!plantroom!keys!and!building!access!from!Concierge!
Pick!up!of!XXXX!tenancy!access!required!for!team!members!
15.00:!Send!email!to!staff!about!survey!
!
!
!

Thursday,!August!4!
In!attendance,!will!require!access!to!Levels!3!and!4!
!
06.00:!!
Set!up!of!monitoring!stations!and!initial!testing!for!base!building,!stations!will!then!be!rotated!
throughout!the!day!
06.30!–!08.30:!Walkaround!of!floors!observing:!
Lighting!(types,!sensors,!task!lighting,!daylighting,!window!shades),!thermostats/controls,!BMS,!
external!views,!window!coverings,!indoor!greenery,!location!of!printer/IT!rooms!and!equipment,!
bins/recycling,!amenities,!meetings!rooms!and!breakout!spaces.!
09.00:!!
PickXup!muffins!and!coffee!vouchers!
09.00:!!
Sending!of!email!to!staff!with!link!to!survey!and!information!on!briefings!
09.30:!!
Commence!AM!IEQ!handheld!measurements!for!Level!3!(Zones!1!&!2)!and!4!(Zones!1,2,3!and!4)!
10.00X10.30:!!Briefing!of!staff,!Level!3!Canning!Vale!Room!
11.00X11.30:! !Briefing!of!staff,!Level!4!Jervious!Bay!Room!
13.00:!!
Walkaround!of!general!building!observing:!
Cycle!facilities,!accessibility,!parking,!proximity!to!public!transport,!nearby!amenities,!
park/greenery!within!walking!distance!
14.00:!
!Commence!PM!IEQ!handheld!measurements!for!Level!3!(Zones!1!&!2)!and!4!(Zones!1,2,3!and!4)!
18.00:!!
Final!data!for!IEQ!monitoring!(if!construction!noise!was!too!high!for!6.00am!measurements!the!
building!will!be!reXassessed!at!this!time.!!

4. Occupant!survey!
An!email!will!be!sent!to!staff!on!Wednesday!outlining!the!survey.!They!will!then!be!sent!a!followXup!email!of!
the!survey!containing!information!on!briefing!sessions!that!morning!and!a!link!to!the!survey.!The!SBE!team!will!
hand!out!hardcopies!of!the!zoning!chart!for!people!at!their!desks!so!they!are!aware!of!which!zone!they!are!
seated!in.!
!
IEQ!measurements!on!the!handheld!device!will!also!be!taken!in!the!areas!being!surveyed!and!this!will!be!
compared!with!the!data!collected!by!QED.!
!
Interviews!have!not!yet!been!planned!but!will!be!requested!with!building!management.!

5. Data!collection!–!Qualitative!
A!series!of!inXdepth!interviews!will!be!conducted!with!the!team(s)!involved!in!the!building!management!to!
discuss!the!current!status!of!the!building.!These!will!be!continued!through!to!building!commissioning.!!
Interviews!will!also!be!conducted!with!line!managers!after!the!move!to!discuss!the!progress!of!staff!and!any!
noticeable!changes!to!productivity!and!comfort.!
Interviews!will!also!be!requested!with!the!architects!and!ESD!consultants!to!discuss!the!retrofitting!design!
decisions!made!and!outcomes!once!in!place.!
!

6. Other!Details!
August!2011!!
• Movement!of!divisions!will!begin!in!August.!!
• Metro!and!part!of!F&S!will!relocate!to!Level!5!on!Saturday!13!August.!Packing!crates!will!arrive!the!
week!before!and!staff!will!be!given!some!tips!and!procedures!for!packing.!!
• At!the!same!time!the!People!and!Services!team!will!move!temporarily!to!the!west!side!of!Level!3.!!
• Clarity!consultants!will!move!to!the!meeting!room!on!Level!7!at!10!William!St.!They!will!remain!there!
until!November.! !
• Construction!of!Level!4!and!Level!6!will!begin!midXAugust!through!to!the!end!of!October.! !
October!2011!!
• !At!the!end!of!October,!the!Regional!and!Industrial!divisions!will!vacate!Level!2!and!move!to!Level!4.!
They!will!remain!on!Level!4!until!midXFebruary,!when!they!will!be!relocated!permanently!to!Level!3.! !

!

!
The!OCEO!and!the!Western!Trade!Coast!team!will!also!move!to!Level!4!at!the!end!of!October.!!
The!Ord!team!and!Environmental!Services!will!move!to!L6!temporarily.!!
!Reception!and!the!People!and!Services!team!will!move!to!Level!6!at!the!end!of!October.! !
Construction!of!Level!3!will!begin!early!November!and!be!completed!mid!to!late!Feb.!This!floor!is!
taking!slightly!longer!to!allow!for!the!annual!construction!break!over!Christmas!and!New!Year.! !
February!2012!!
• The!final!move!will!be!the!Business!and!Development!&!Marketing!division.!
!
Post!move!data!will!be!collected!3X6!months!after!the!move,!and!ideally!again!12!months!after!the!initial!move.!
Timing!will!depend!on!disruption!to!staff!due!to!the!other!floors!being!refurbished!and!if!staff!may!need!to!be!
temporarily!reXlocated!before!having!a!permanent!location.!!
•
•
•
•
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION FOR RESEARCH PROJECT
Performance assessment of commercial buildings for energy
efficiency and indoor environment quality
[Interview]

RESEARCH TEAM
Principal Researchers

Professor Peter Newman, Professor, Curtin University
Ms Samantha Hall, PhD Candidate, Curtin University

Please contact the researcher team members to have any questions answered or if you require further information about the project

DESCRIPTION
This research forms part of a Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre (SBEnrc) project being undertaken by Curtin
University and Queensland University of Technology, in collaboration with the Western Australian and Queensland Governments,
Parsons Brinkerhoff and John Holland.
The project is focused on creating a framework for understanding the performance of commercials buildings in order to improve
energy efficiency in a way that supports a healthy indoor environment and productive workplace. The research will attempt to
identify the inter relationships between five main areas: the building occupants’ experience, indoor environment conditions,
stakeholder engagement/ communication, the building management, and the building’s energy related design elements.
This interview is to collect information on the building design, building management and stakeholder engagement which can be
answered by either completing the questions in paper form or via an interview. Data from the interview will be stored
anonymously and used by the research team to consider inter relations between the five types of performance data. The
interview will take approximately one hour.

VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION
Your participation in this project is entirely voluntary and the data we collect is anonymous, meaning that your responses will NOT
be identified. If you do not wish to participate, you can withdraw from the project at any time without comment or penalty.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES
The expected outcomes of the project are to inform efforts to understand the inter relationship between various factors affecting
a commercial building’s performance. This survey helps researchers test the framework for improving building sustainability
performance, better understanding occupants’ needs, and improving Australian work environments.

RISKS
There are no risks associated with your participation in this project.

PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
All responses will be treated confidentially and only the immediate research team will have access to the raw data.
This interview information will be used as part of the thesis and used for additional publications. Some quotes may be used in
these publications, for example, “a building manager from Building A commented that the roof is difficult to access which
sometimes makes maintenance difficult” or for general industry feedback interviewees will be referenced i.e. Mr Smith, CEO of X
Association, believes that “….” Please let researchers know if you would not like any comments to be included.
In adherence to university policy all research data will be kept at least five years, before a decision is made as to whether it should
be destroyed.
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION FOR RESEARCH PROJECT
Curtin University Sustainability
Policy Institute

[Interview] Curtin ethics approval: HR 66/2011

Performance assessment of commercial buildings for energy efficiency and indoor
environment quality
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE
When you have signed a consent form it is assumed that you have agreed to participate and the data can be used in this research.

QUESTIONS / FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROJECT
If have any questions or require any further information about the project please contact one of the research team members. This
research is being used by Samantha Jane Hall as part of her Doctorate of Philosophy Studies at Curtin University under the
supervision of Professor Peter Newman.
Samantha Hall, PhD Candidate
Curtin University
0413 703 819, sam.hall@curtin.edu.au

Professor Peter Newman, Director
Curtin University Sustainability Policy Institute
9266 9030, p.newman@curtin.edu.au

FURTHER INFORMATION
This study has been approved by Curtin University Human Research Ethics Committee (Approval number HR66/2011). The
Committee is comprised of members of the public, academics, lawyers, doctors and pastoral carers. Its main role is to protect
participants. If needed, verification of approval can be obtained by writing to the Curtin University Human Research Ethics
Committee, c/Office of Research and Development, Curtin University, GPO Box U1987, Perth 6845 or by telephoning 92662784 or
by emailing hrec@curtin.edu.au
The project also has a number of in kind research partners which include QED Environmental Services who are conducting the
indoor environment testing, Green Building Council of Australia and HFM Asset Management.

Thank you for helping with this research project.
Please keep this sheet for your information.
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
Curtin University Sustainability
Policy Institute

Curtin ethics approval: HR 66/2011

Performance assessment of commercial buildings for energy efficiency and indoor
environment quality

RESEARCH TEAM CONTACTS
Samantha Hall, PhD Candidate
Curtin University Sustainability Policy Institute
0413 703 819, sam.hall@curtin.edu.au

Professor Peter Newman, Director
Curtin University Sustainability Policy Institute
9266 9030, p.newman@curtin.edu.au

STATEMENT OF CONSENT
By signing below, you are indicating that you:
have read and understood the information document regarding this project
understand that participation is anonymous and no personal identifying information will be used in any published materials
understand that if you have any additional questions you can contact the research team
understand that you are free to withdraw at any time, without comment or penalty
understand that you can contact the Research Ethics Unit on 92662784 or email hrec@curtin.edu.au if you have concerns
about the ethical conduct of the project
understand that non identifiable data collected in this project may be used as comparative data in future projects
agree to participate in the research study outlined

Name
Signature
Date

Thank you for helping with this research project.
Please return this sheet to the investigator.
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Overview of survey and information for participants

  

This  survey  is  being  conducted  by  Curtin  University  in  partnership  with  Queensland  University  of  Technology  for  the  Sustainable  Built  
Environment  National  Research  Centre.    
  
It  will  take  approximately  10-15  minutes  to  complete  and  will  ask  questions  on  your  experience  and  satisfaction  in  your  working  environment.  
Attached  to  the  email  you  received  is  an  information  sheet  about  the  survey.    
  
Team  members  also  have  hardcopies  of  this  sheet  and  will  be  in  the  office  all  day  if  you  have  any  questions.  There  are  also  briefing  sessions  
being  run  at  10am  (Canning  Vale  Room)  and  11am  (Jervious  Bay  Room)  for  further  information.  Please  note  that  that  all  questions  are  
required  to  be  answered.  
  
Your  time  to  participate  is  greatly  appreciated,  on  completion  of  the  survey  you  will  receive  a  free  coffee  voucher.  
  
Consent:  
•  I  have  been  provided  with  the  participation  information  sheet  or  viewed  this  online.  
•  I  understand  that  my  involvement  is  voluntary.  
•  I  understand  that  no  personal  identifying  will  be  used  in  any  published  materials.  
•  I  understand  that  all  information  will  be  securely  stored  for  at  least  5  years  before  a  decision  is  made  as  to  whether  it  should  be  destroyed.  
•  I  have  been  given  the  opportunity  to  ask  questions  about  this  research.    
•  I  agree  to  participate  in  the  study  outlined  to  me.    

1. Do you provide consent for information gained during the study to be
published, understanding that you will not be identified and your personal
results will not be divulged?
I  provide  consent

  

  

Basic Information

  

2. Which floor do you work on?
Level  3
Level  4

  
  

3. Which zone do you work in? (A map of the zones has been provided with the
information sheet, if you are unsure please ask a member of the team).
Zone  G1  (L3)
Zone  A
Zone  B
Zone  C
Zone  D
Zone  E
Zone  F

  

  
  
  
  
  

  

Zone  G2  (L4)

  

4. What age bracket do you fall into?
30  or  under
31-40
41-50

  

  
  

Over  50

  

5. What is your gender?
Male

  

Female

  

  

  

Workstation

This  section  asks  questions  about  your  current  workstation.  

6. What type of workspace do you have?
Private  office  with  glass/transparent  walls

  

Private  office  without  glass/transparent  walls
Shared  enclosed  office

  

  

Open  plan  with  partitions  you  cannot  see  over  when  sitting
Open  plan  with  partitions  you  can  see  over  when  sitting
Open  plan  with  no  partitions
Other  (please  specify)

  

  

  

  

  

7. How long have you been at your current workstation?
Under  3  months
4-12  months
Over  1  year

  

  

  

8. Please rate your satisfaction with the following at your workstation.
Very  
Low

Low

Med

High

Very  
High

Visual  privacy
Storage  for  personal  items
Storage/filing  for  work  items
Overall  size  of  workstation
Surface  area  of  workstation
Greenery  (plants)  at  your  workstation
Greenery  (plants)  in  the  general  office  area

9. Please rate how important these things are for you to work
productively
Very  
Low
Visual  privacy
Storage  for  personal  items
Storage/filing  for  work  items
Overall  size  of  workstation
Surface  area  of  workstation
Greenery  (plants)  at  your  workstation
Greenery  (plants)  in  the  general  office  area

Low

Med

High

Very  
High

10. Do you have break-out areas to interact with your colleagues?
Such as meeting rooms, lunch rooms or other recreational areas.
Yes  (Go  to  Question  11)
No  (Go  to  Question  12)

  

  

Unsure  (Go  to  Question  13)

  

11. If you responded yes, how frequently do you use these areas?
Never

  

Occasionally
Often

  

  

Very  Often

  

12. If you responded no, what are the reasons for not using these
spaces?
I  am  not  sure  where  they  are  located

  

I  am  unsure  about  the  rules  for  their  use

  

I  am  worried  that  my  conversations  will  disrupt  people  in  surrounding  area
I  don’t  like  interacting  with  other  people  in  the  office
I  think  use  of  this  space  is  a  waste  of  work  time

  

  

  

I  am  worried  that  use  of  this  space  will  appear  as  a  waste  of  work  time

  

Other  (please  specify)  

13. How satisfied are you with your ability to interact with co-workers?
Very  satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral

  

  

  

Unsatisfied

  

Very  unsatisfied

  

14. How important is interacting with your colleagues to your ability to
work effectively? (i.e. is your quality of work impacted by having or
not having this interaction?)
Very  important
Important
Neutral

  

  

  

Unimportant

  

Very  unimportant

  

15. Are there any other important issues regarding your workstation that affect your
work?

  

  

External Views

  

16. How close do you sit to a window?
Under  3  metres
3-6  metres

  

  

6-12  metres

  

Over  12  metres

  

There  are  no  windows  in  the  general  area  where  I  sit

  

17. What view do you have outside from your workspace (when you
sit or stand)?
I  don’t  have  a  view
I  can  see  the  sky

  

I  can  see  parkland
I  can  see  trees

  

  

  

I  can  see  the  street

  

I  can  see  another  building

  

We  have  shades  or  louvres  over  the  windows  that  are  usually  closed

  

Other  (please  specify)  

18. How satisfied are you with your view outside?
Very  satisfied
Satisfied

  

  

Somewhat  satisfied
Unsatisfied

  

  

Very  unsatisfied

  

19. How much impact do you think an external view has on your
ability to work effectively?
Very  high
High

  

Medium
Low

  

  

  

Very  low

  

  

  

Temperature

This  section  asks  questions  on  your  thermal  comfort  at  work.  

20. In general, how do you rate the temperature in your workspace?
Often  too  cold

Comfortable  

Often  too  hot

In  cold  temperatures  (cold  days)
In  warm  temperatures  (warm  
days)

21. How would you rate the following in your workspace?
Often  too  much

Comfortable

Often  too  low

Drafts  (air  movement)
Incoming  sun

22. How would you rate the following in your workspace?
Often  too  humid

Comfortable

Often  too  dry

Humidity  level

23. Do you have the following in your workplace?
Yes

No

Accessibility  to  thermostats
Flexibility  of  clothing  policy  for  
temperature

24. How do you report any problems with the temperature?
Email  the  building  manager

  

Phone  the  building  manager
Online  (through  a  website)
Tell  my  manager

  

  

  

I  don't  usually  tell  anyone

  

Other  (please  specify)  

25. How satisfied are you with response to any complaints made?
Very  satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral

  

  

  

Unsatisfied

  

Very  unsatisfied

  

26. Are there any other important issues regarding temperature that affect your work?

  

27. What level of impact do you think the temperature has on your ability to work
effectively?
Very  high
High

  

Medium
Low

  

  

  

Very  low

  

  

Air Quality

  

This  section  asks  questions  related  to  the  air  quality  at  work.  

28. How satisfied are you with the following in your workspace?
Highly  satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Highly  
unsatisfied

Air  quality  (cleanliness)

29. Do you experience any of the following in your workspace?
Frequently

Sometimes

Not  often

N/A

Unpleasant  odours  (from  kitchen  
area  or  food)
Unpleasant  odours  (from  printers/  
equipment)
Unpleasant  odours  (from  other  
chemicals  such  as  finishings  or  
furnishings)

30. Are there any other important issues regarding air quality that affect your work?

  

31. What level of impact do you think the quality of air has on your ability to work
effectively?
Very  high
High

  

Medium
Low

  

  

  

Very  low

  

  

Health and Productivity

  

This  section  asks  questions  on  your  general  health,  well-being  and  productivity  at  work.  Please  keep  in  mind  that  the  
survey  is  completely  anonymous  and  we  are  using  this  section  to  see  how  the  building  design  can  influence  your  
comfort  and  well-being  at  work.  

32. How healthy do you think your building is to work in?
Very  healthy
Healthy
Neutral

  

  

  

Unhealthy

  

Very  unhealthy

  

33. How often do you suffer from the following?
Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Cough
Cold  and  flu
Headaches
Sore/dry  eyes
Asthma
Fatigue
Allergies  irritated  at  work
Work  related  stress
Other  (please  specify)  

34. Do any of the following impact your ability to work through tasks
effectively?
Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Visual  distractions
Noise  distractions
Fatigue
Thermal  discomfort

35. Are there any other important issues regarding health and wellness that affect your
work?

  

36. How well do you think the workspace supports your ability to
work productively?
Highly  supportive
Supportive
Neutral

  

  

  

Unsupportive

  

Highly  unsupportive

  

  

  

Lighting

37. Do you have any control over lighting in your workspace?
No,  just  main  switches
Dimmers

  

  

Task  lighting

  

Window  shades
Portable  lights

  

  

Other  (please  specify)  

38. Please rate your satisfaction with the following.
Very  satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Very  unsatisfied

Electric  lighting  levels
Natural  daylight  levels

39. Do you experience a glare or reflection at your workstation?
Very  often

  

Fairly  often
Sometimes

  
  

Occasionally
Rarely

  

  

40. Are there any other important issues regarding lighting that affect your work?

  

41. What level of impact do you think the lighting has on your ability to
work effectively?
Very  high
High

  

Medium
Low

  

  

  

Very  low

  

  

Acoustics

  

This  section  asks  questions  on  your  acoustics  and  noise  comfort  at  work.  

42. Please rate your satisfaction with the following.
Very  satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Very  
unsatisfied

Noise  levels  in  the  office
Sound  privacy  in  your  workspace

43. What are the main sources of noise contributing to your
dissatisfaction?
Conversations  between  neighbours
People  talking  on  the  phone

  

  

Mechanical  noise  (i.e.  air-conditioning,  lifts)
Office  equipment  (i.e.  shredders,  printers)

  

  

Noise  from  open  areas  or  break-out  spaces  (i.e.  meeting  rooms,  reception  area)

  

  

Outdoor  noise

Other  (please  specify)  

44. Are there any other important issues regarding acoustics that affect your work?

  

45. What level of impact do you think the acoustics in your workspace
have on your ability to work effectively?
Very  high
High

  

Medium
Low

  

  

  

Very  low

  

  

Amenities

  

This  section  asks  questions  about  the  importance  and  satisfaction  of  basic  amenities  at  work.  

46. Please rate the importance of the following to you in a workplace.
Very  high

High

Med

Low

Very  low

Building  location
Access  to  public  transport
Cycling  facilities
Staff  kitchen/recreation  areas
Nearby  cafes/  restaurants
Nearby  parks
Car  parking
Building  easy  to  navigate
Building  security

47. Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following in your
workplace.
Very  satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Very  unsatisfied

Building  location
Access  to  public  transport
Cycling  facilities
Staff  kitchen/recreation  areas
Nearby  cafes/  restaurants
Nearby  parks
Car  parking
Building  easy  to  navigate
Building  security

48. Are there any other issues regarding building amenities that affect your work?

  

  

Building management and sustainability

  

This  section  looks  at  specific  sustainability  initiatives  in  place  and  your  understanding  or  control  of  these.  

49. If you are aware of a current Green Star or NABERS rating for your
building or workplace please indicate it below:
1  Star

2  Star

3  Star

4  Star

5  Star

6  Star

Not  sure

There  isn't  
a  rating

Green  Star
NABERS

50. Are you aware if the air quality or indoor environment is regularly
tested in your building?
Yes  (Go  to  question  48)
No  (Go  to  question  49)

  

  

51. If you responded yes, do you know how it performs?
Excellent
Average
Good
Poor

  

  

  

  

Don't  know

  

52. Are you aware of any sustainability initiatives in place for your
building or workplace (tick all that apply).
Environmental  Management  or  Sustainability  Committee
Energy  reduction  targets
Water  reduction  targets

  

  

Waste  minimisation  and  recycling
Bicycle  use  encouragement
Not  aware  of  any  initiatives
Other  (please  specify)  

  

  

  

  

53. Have you been given any instructions or an induction on how to
use building features? Please check any that apply below or add in
any not included.
Lighting  sensor  controls

  

Thermostats  or  temperature  set  points
Office  recycling

  

Operable  windows
Lift  operations

  

  

  

After  hours  air-conditioning
After  hours  lighting

  

  

Water  saving  taps  or  other  water  saving  features
Cycling  facilities

  

  

Indoor  greenery  care
No  instructions  given

  
  

Other  (please  specify)  

54. How energy and water efficient do you think the building is?
Very  efficient
Energy
Water

Efficient

Unsure

Inefficient

Very  inefficient

55. If you are aware of any of the following technologies used in the building
please rate your level of satisfaction with them.
Unsure/  
Very  high

High

Neutral

Low

Very  low

Unaware  of  
these  

Air-conditioner  with  automatic  shut  
down  after  hours  to  save  power
Sensor  controls  on  lights
Automatically  opening  windows
Manually  operable  windows
Shading  on  windows
Displays  showing  energy  use
Displays  showing  water  use
Water  saving  taps
Waterless  urinals
Water  saving  cooling  systems
Other  (please  specify)  

  

N/A  (the  
office  
doesn't  have  
these)

Thank you for participating!

  

Thank  you  very  much  for  your  contribution  to  this  important  survey  which  aims  to  assist  the  development  of  healthy  
and  green  buildings  of  the  future.  
  
A  member  of  the  team  will  be  around  shortly  with  a  free  coffee  voucher,  please  give  the  code  word  for  today  -  
'Biophilia'.  
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Overview of survey and information for participants

  

Welcome!  Thank  you  for  taking  the  time  to  participate  in  this  survey.  
  
This  survey  is  part  of  the  'Greening  the  Built  Environment'  program  of  the  Sustainable  Built  Environment  National  Research  Centre  (SBEnrc).    
  
This  survey  is  being  conducted  to  find  ways  to  improve  the  overall  energy  performance  of  commercial  buildings,  whilst  maintaining  a  healthy  
and  productive  workplace.  
  
It  will  take  approximately  10-15  minutes  to  complete  and  will  ask  about  your  workplace,  the  building  and  your  levels  of  comfort  and  
satisfaction.    
  
Your  time  to  participate  is  greatly  appreciated,  researchers  have  100  coffee  vouchers  to  HUSH  to  give  away  for  the  first  to  complete  surveys.  
  
By  consenting  below  you  are  agreeing  that  you  have:  
•  have  read  and  understood  the  information  document  regarding  this  project  **  
•  understand  that  participation  is  anonymous  and  no  personal  identifying  information  will  be  used  in  any  published  materials  
•  understand  that  if  you  have  any  additional  questions  you  can  contact  the  research  team  
•  understand  that  you  are  free  to  withdraw  at  any  time,  without  comment  or  penalty  
•  understand  that  you  can  contact  the  Research  Ethics  Unit  on  92662784  or  email  hrec@curtin.edu.au  if  you  have  concerns  about  the  ethical  
conduct  of  the  project  
•  understand  that  non-identifiable  data  collected  in  this  project  may  be  used  as  comparative  data  in  future  projects  
•  agree  to  participate  in  the  research  study  outlined  
  
**  Document  was  provided  in  email  with  survey  link,  also  available  as  hard  copy  from  the  research  team.  
  
The  research  is  being  undertaken  by  Curtin  University  Sustainability  Policy  Institute  and  Queensland  University  of  Technology.  Core  members  
of  the  SBEnrc  include  Government  of  Western  Australia,  Queensland  Government,  John  Holland,  and  Parsons  Brinckerhoff.    

1. Do you provide consent for information gained during the study to be
published, understanding that you will not be identified and your personal
results will not be divulged?
I  provide  consent

  

  

Basic Information

  

2. Which level do you work on?
Ground  Floor

  

Level  1

  

Level  2

  

Level  3

  

3. Which zone do you work in? This information is on your desk or available from the
research team if you are missing this sheet. This is very important to establish your
proximity to windows, vents and other equipment which can impact your comfort
levels.
A

B

C

D

E

F

Ground
Level  1
Level  2
Level  3

4. What age bracket do you fall into?
30  or  under

  

31-40

  

41-50

  

Over  50

  

5. What is your gender?
Male

  

Female

  

6. How long have you been with your current employer or government department?
Under  1  year

  

1-5  years

  

6-10  years

  

  

11-15  years

  

16  years  and  over

  

Office design and workstation

  

7. What type of workspace do you have?
Open  plan  with  partitions  you  cannot  see  over  when  sitting
Open  plan  with  partitions  you  can  see  over  when  sitting
Open  plan  with  no  partitions
Private  office

  

  

  

  

Shared  enclosed  office
Other  (please  specify)

  

  

  

8. Please rate your satisfaction with the following in your work area.
Very  
satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Very  
unsatisfied

Visual  privacy  at  workstation
Sound  privacy  at  workstation
General  noise  levels  in  office
Daylight  levels  at  workstation
Greenery  (plants)  in  the  general  office  area

9. Do any of the following regularly detract from your ability to work
productively? Please check all that apply.
Conversational  noise  (i.e.  talking,  phone  calls)
Mechanical  noise  (i.e.  air-conditioner,  lifts)
Office  equipment  noise  (i.e.  printers)

  

  

Noise  from  open  areas  (i.e.  meeting  rooms)
Outdoor  noise

  

  

  

N/A  -  None  of  these  impact  my  productivity

  

Other  (please  specify  anything  else  around  office  design  and  your  workstation  that  impacts  your  productivity)  

  

Energy efficiency in the office

  

10. Have you received any training, education or guidance on energy efficient operation
of office equipment?
  
Yes
No

  

11. Do you have energy efficiency or power management options enabled on your
computer and monitor? (i.e. sleep mode, shut down after inactive period).
  
Yes
No

  
  

Not  sure

12. Do you completely shut down the following at the end of day?
Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Computer
Monitor

13. Are there any other important issues regarding your workstation or office area that
affect your work?

  

  

Thermal comfort and air quality

  

14. In general, how satisfied are you with the following in the office?
Very  satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Very  unsatisfied

Thermal  comfort
Air  quality
Ability  to  control  thermal  
comfort

15. In general, how do you rate temperature in the workplace?
Often  too  cold

Comfortable  

Often  too  hot

In  summer
In  winter

16. Have you received any training, education or guidance on energy efficiency in the
following areas?
Yes
Low  energy  options  for  better  thermal  comfort
After  hours  operation  of  air-conditioning

17. Do you use any of the following to control your individual thermal
comfort? Please check all that apply.
Thermostat  adjustment
Window  blinds

  

Openable  windows
Portable  fans
Ceiling  fans

  

  

  

  

Dress  accordingly  (i.e.  no  ties  in  summer)
N/A  -  I  don't  use  any  of  these  controls

  

  

Other  (please  specify)  

18. How do you report any problems with the temperature?
Contact  the  building  manager
Lodge  complaint  online
Tell  my  manager

  

  

I  don't  usually  tell  anyone
Other  (please  specify)  

  

  

No

19. How satisfied are you with response to temperature related complaints?
Very  satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Very  unsatisfied

Level  of  satisfaction

20. Do any of the following regularly impact from your ability to work
productively? Please check all that apply.
Inconsistency  with  temperature
Uncomfortable  drafts

  

  

Uncomfortable  humidity

  

Unpleasant  odours  (from  kitchen  area  or  food)
Unpleasant  odours  (from  printers/  equipment)

  

  

Unpleasant  odours  (from  other  chemicals  such  as  finishings  or  furnishings)
Poor  air  quality

  

  

N/A  -  None  of  these  impact  my  productivity

  

Other  (please  specify  anything  else  about  thermal  comfort  or  air  quality  that  impacts  your  productivity)  

21. Do you regularly suffer from any of the following? Please tick all
that apply.
Cough

  

Cold  and  flu
Headaches

  

  

Sore/dry  eyes
Asthma

  

  

Allergies  irritated  at  work

  

N/A  -  I  don't  regularly  suffer  from  any  of  these

  

Other  (please  specify)  

22. Are there any other important issues regarding temperature that affect your work?

  

  

Lighting

  

23. Please rate your satisfaction with lighting levels in the following
areas:
Very  satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Very  unsatisfied

At  personal  workstation
General  office  area
Common  areas  (i.e.  lunch  room/  
bathrooms)
Meeting  rooms

24. Have you received any training, education or guidance on energy efficiency in the
following areas?
Yes

No

Efficient  operation  of  lighting
After  hours  operation  of  lighting

25. Are you able to locate and use the following controls over lighting
in your workspace? Please check all that apply.
Manual  light  switches
Task  lighting

  

  

Internal  blinds  or  window  shades
External  blinds  or  shades

  

  

Light  switches  in  meeting  rooms

  

N/A  -  I  don't  use  any  of  these  controls

  

Other  (please  specify)  

26. How do you report any problems with the lighting?
Contact  the  building  manager
Lodge  complaint  online
Tell  my  manager

  

  

  

I  don't  usually  tell  anyone

  

Other  (please  specify)  

27. How satisfied are you with response to lighting related complaints?
Very  satisfied
Level  of  satisfaction

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Very  unsatisfied

28. Do any of the following regularly impact your ability to work productively?
Please check all that apply.
Flickering  lights  at  workstation

  

Flickering  lights  in  other  common  areas
Glare  or  reflection  at  workstation
Occupancy  sensors  not  working

  

  

  

Difficulty  operating  after  hours  controls

  

N/A  -  None  of  these  impact  my  productivity

  

Other  (please  specify  anything  else  about  lighting  that  impacts  your  productivity)  

29. Are there any other important issues regarding lighting that affect your work?

  

  

General building features and equipment

  

30. Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following in your
workplace.
Very  satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Very  unsatisfied

Proximity  to  public  transport
Cycling  facilities  (showers,  
lockers  etc)
Accessibility  to  stairs
Nearby  parks
Car  parking

31. Are there any initiatives in your workplace to encourage the following activities?
Please check all that apply.
Cycling  to  work

  

Taking  public  transport  to  work
Use  of  stairs  instead  of  lift

  

Fitness  or  physical  activity
Water  conservation

  

  

  

Carpooling/  car-sharing

  

N/A  -  I  am  not  aware  of  any  of  these

  

Did  we  miss  anything?  Other  (please  specify)  

32. Have you used the stairs (instead of lift) today?
  
Yes
No

  

33. What has been your primary mode of transport to work in the past week? Please
select one option.
Private  car/motorbike
Carpool

  

Public  transport
Bike

  

  

  

Walking

  

Other  (please  specify)  

  

Organisational culture, sustainability and communication

  

34. How supportive of sustainability do you feel the organisation you work for is?
Very  supportive

  

Somewhat  supportive
Not  very  supportive

  

  

35. Is sustainability or energy efficiency at your workplace important to you personally?
Very  important

  

Somewhat  important
Not  important

  

  

36. Are you aware of any sustainability initiatives in your workplace?
Yes

No

Corporate  commitment  to  sustainability
Environmental  or  Energy  Management  Plan
Sustainability  Committee  or  staff  'green'  team
Energy  efficiency  behaviour  change  programs
Other  (please  specify)  

37. If these exist, do you think they have been effective in changing workplace
behaviour?
Effective
Corporate  commitment  to  sustainability
Environmental  or  Energy  Management  Plan
Sustainability  Committee  or  staff  'green'  team
Energy  efficiency  behaviour  change  programs

38. Are you aware of any ratings or targets for your building? Please
check all that apply.
Green  Star  rating

  

NABERS  Energy  rating

  

NABERS  Indoor  Environment  Quality  rating
Energy  reduction  targets

  

N/A  -  I  am  not  aware  of  any  of  these
Other  (please  specify)  

  

  

Somewhat  
Ineffective
effective

N/A

39. Does this building have or use:
Yes

No

Don't  know

Renewable  energy  systems  (i.e.  PVs  on  roof)
GreenPower

40. How are you informed about energy use in your building? Please check all that
apply.
I'm  not  informed  about  energy  use
Written  reports  published  for  staff

  

  

Electronic  visual  displays  (i.e.  screens)

  

Other  visual  (i.e.  noticeboards,  posters)
Informed  at  meetings  or  by  managers

  

  

Other  (please  specify)  

41. Are you aware of any indoor environment quality testing in your building? This
refers to testing on air quality, thermal comfort, light and noise.
  
Yes
No

  

42. Do you feel involved in the development and direction of sustainability and energy
efficiency initiatives in your organisation?
Very  involved

  

Somewhat  involved
Not  involved

  

  

43. In your opinion, are there any barriers that prevent the building from being more
energy efficient?

  

44. In your opinion, are there any barriers that prevent the building from having a higher
indoor environment quality for you as occupants? This refers to factors which impact
the lighting and noise levels, air quality and thermal comfort conditions.

  

  

Other - General

  

45. Are there any other issues that affect your productivity at work?
Management  issues
Job  dissatisfaction
Morale

  

  

  

Workplace  stress

  

Other  (please  specify)  

46. Is there anything else you'd like to include that impacts your productivity and
experience at work?

  

  

Thank you for participating!

  

Thank  you  very  much  for  your  contribution  to  this  important  survey  which  aims  to  assist  the  development  of  healthy  
and  green  buildings  of  the  future.  
  
The  first  100  people  to  complete  the  survey  will  receive  a  medium  coffee  voucher  for  HUSH.  Please  note  down  the  
keyword  'Biophillia'  and  time  you  completed  the  survey  and  have  a  chat  to  one  of  our  research  team.  
  
If  you  have  a  moment  to  provide  any  feedback  on  the  actual  survey  for  researchers  please  leave  any  comments  
below.  
  
Thank  you!  
  
  

47. Approximately how long did the survey take?
Under  10  mins
10-15  mins
15-20  mins

  

  
  

Over  20  mins

  

48. Were the questions clear? Anything we missed?

  

5.
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Performance Nexus

Node 1: Design Elements
Design Elements: Base Building Level Questionnaire

AUDIENCE: Building Manager
1. Monitoring and Control Technology
1.1. Does the base building have basic energy metering systems?
1.1.1. Sub-metering - Are base building systems sub-metered?
Yes

No

Cooling Systems
Heating systems
Pumps and fans
Common area and external lighting
Lifts
Server rooms
1.2. Does the base building have advanced energy monitoring and control systems?
1.2.1. Energy Monitoring and Control System (EMCS) / Building Management System
(BMS)
Yes
No
Time clock
Basic EMCS/BMS System (pneumatic/electric)
High level EMCS/BMS System (direct digital controls)
1.2.2. Does the EMCS/BMS interface with:
Yes

No

Chillers
Boilers
Thermostats
Meters
Zone Controls
Lighting controls
Lifts
Domestic hot water systems
1.3. Does the base building have IEQ monitoring and control technology?

Temperature monitoring/data logging
Carbon dioxide monitoring system

Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre (Curtin University and QUT)
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2. Lighting
2.1. Does the base building have efficient lights? (Note approximate percentage)
Common Stairwells Elevators Car parks, External
areas
plant room lighting
etc
Approx. % Approx. % Approx. % Approx. % Approx. %
Incandescent
T12
T8
T5
LED
Light pipes/tubes
Other
2.2. Does the base building have efficient ballasts?
Yes

No

Yes

No

Low-loss magnetic ballasts
Electronic ballasts
Dimmable magnetic or electronic ballasts

2.3. Does the base building have zoned lighting?
Common areas
Tenancy areas

2.4. Does the base building have lighting controls?
Common
Stairwells,
areas
bathrooms
Approx. %
Approx. %
Manual switches
Occupancy/motion
sensors
Photosensors
Dual technology sensors
Electronic
timers/schedule control

Elevators
Approx. %

Car parks
etc
Approx. %

Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre (Curtin University and QUT)
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3. Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
3.1. Type of Cooling technology
Age of
Equipment

Coefficient of
Performance

Part-load
performance

Age of
Equipment

Rated
efficiency

Part-load
performance

Air Cooled Direct Expansion
System
Water Cooled Direct
Expansion System (w/ cooling
tower)
Air Cooled Water Chiller
System
Water Cooled Water Chiller
System (w/cooling tower)
Other
3.2. Type of Heating technology

Fan Coil System
Gas Boiler
Electric Boiler
Co- or Tri-generation System
Other
3.3. Type of ventilation system
Age of Equipment

Last refurbishment

Age of Equipment

Last refurbishment

Mechanical ventilation
Mixed mode ventilation
Natural ventilation
3.4. Type of air handling technology
Constant Air Volume Air
Handing Unit
Variable Air Volume Air
Handing Unit
Hybrid Air Handing System
3.5. Does the building have efficient car park ventilation systems?
Yes

No

Contaminant sensing systems for control of air handling
technology
Motion sensors for control of air handling technology
Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre (Curtin University and QUT)
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3.6. Does the building have the following HVAC energy demand reduction
technologies/systems?
Yes
Economy cycle/economizers
Night purging system
Variable Speed Drives/Variable Frequency Drives
Energy/heat recovery systems/ERV Energy recovery
ventilation
Insulation on ductwork and air-handlers?

No

3.7. Does the building have HVAC zoning?
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Zoning - Multiple floors
Zoning - Single floor
Zoning - Single floor with separate perimeter and
internal zones
4. Other Plant and Equipment
4.1. Does the building have efficient vertical transport systems?
Stairs
Elevators - High efficiency motors
Elevators - Variable frequency drives
Elevators - Regenerative braking
Elevators - Optimised lift controls
4.2. Domestic hot water
4.2.1. Is the domestic hot water system energy efficient?
Heat pump
Solar hot water
Use of waste heat for domestic hot water
Insulated pipes to reduce heat loss
4.3. Does the building have an efficient data centre/server?
4.3.1. Is there supplementary HVAC system for data centre?
Yes
No
4.4. Does the building have renewable energy systems?
Solar thermal systems
Solar photovoltaic systems
Wind turbines
Geothermal systems
Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre (Curtin University and QUT)
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4.5. Does the building have energy efficient pumps, fans and motors

Yes

No

Appropriate size / matched to output
Variable speed drives / variable frequency drives
5. Building Fabric
5.1. Is the building fabric optimized for the climate?
5.1.1. Does the building envelope optimise and control solar gain?
Yes
Light colours to reduce solar heat gain where required
(cool roof/wall with high solar reflective coating)
Dark colours to utilize solar heat gain where required
Green roof
External green wall

No

5.1.2. Does the building have insulation
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Walls
Roof
Ceiling
5.1.3. Does the building have energy efficient windows?
Double or triple glazing
Low-e coatings
Minimised thermal bridging
Openable/operable windows
Window and door seals in good condition
5.1.4. Does the building have external shading features?
Fixed external shading features (fins, overhangs, eaves,
trees)
Operable external shading features (louvers, external
blinds)
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6. Base building and common area design
6.1. Does the base building and common area design enhance daylight penetration?
Yes
No
Light-coloured internal wall and ceiling colour
Light-coloured floor coverings
Light-coloured furnishings
6.2. Does common area fit out facilitate good indoor environment quality?
Yes
Low- or no-VOC materials and furnishings
Low- or no-formaldehyde materials and furnishings
Green wall with appropriate species
Potted plants with appropriate species

No

6.3. Does the building facilitate active occupants?
Yes

No

Cycling facilities
Gym
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Design Elements: Tenancy Level Questionnaire

Audience: Tenant Representative
1. Tenancy: Monitoring and Control Technology
1.1. Does the tenancy have basic energy information/metering systems?
1.1.1. Sub-metering - Are tenant services sub-metered?
Yes
Whole tenancy energy
Lighting
HVAC
Plug loads
Servers

No

1.2. Does the tenancy have advanced energy monitoring and control technology?
1.2.1. Does the tenancy have energy control system/s
Yes
No
Lighting controls
HVAC controls
Plug load controls
Connection to a central Building Management System
interface
2. Tenancy: Lighting
2.1. Does the tenancy have efficient lights?
General
Private Offices Meeting Rooms
Kitchen,
Tenancy Areas
Bathrooms etc
Approx. %
Approx. %
Approx. %
Approx. %
Incandescent
T12
T8
T5
LED
Light
pipes/tubes
Other
2.2. Does the tenancy have efficient ballasts?
Yes

No

Low-loss magnetic ballasts
Electronic ballasts
Dimmable magnetic or electronic ballasts
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2.3. Does the tenancy have zoned lighting?
Yes

No

2

< 100m
> 100m2
2.4. Do tenancy spaces have lighting controls?
General
Meeting
tenancy
rooms
areas
Approx. %
Approx. %
Manual switches
Occupancy/motion
sensors
Photosensors
Dual technology
sensors
Electronic
timers/schedule
control

Bathrooms

Server
rooms

Approx. %

Approx. %

2.5. Does the tenancy have task lighting?
Yes
No

3. Tenancy: Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
3.1. Does the tenancy have supplementary heating and cooling systems?
Yes
Supplementary room air-conditioning units
Permanent heaters
Portable heaters
Ceiling fans
Portable fans
Adjustable air vents
Operable windows
Doors to exterior space

No

3.2. Does the tenancy have HVAC Controls
3.2.1. Temperature controls
Yes

No

Tenancy thermostat controls
Centrally-controlled HVAC set points
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3.2.2. Schedule controls
Yes

No

Yes

No

Schedule control (set time schedule)
Time switch
Afterhours requests
3.3. Does the tenancy have zoned HVAC
Zoning - Multiple floors
Zoning - Single floor
Zoning - Single floor with separate perimeter and
internal zones

4. Tenancy: Other Plant and Equipment
4.1. Vertical transport systems
4.1.1. Does the tenancy have access to stairs for movement between floors
Yes
No
4.2. Domestic hot water
4.2.1. Does the tenancy have water-efficient fixtures to reduce hot water use
Yes
No
4.3. Does the tenancy have an efficient data centre/server?
Yes

No

Energy efficient server equipment
Minimisation of heat gain in server room
Efficient cooling and ventilation system for data centres

5. Tenancy: Building Fabric
5.1. Does the tenancy have openable/operable windows?
Yes
No
5.2. Can the tenancy have controls for external shading features?
Yes
No
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6. Tenancy - Office and workstation design
6.1. Office layout
6.1.1. What is the tenancy plan form?
Approximate percentage
Open plan
Low cubicles
High cubicles
Private office
6.2. Office equipment
6.2.1. Are tenancy equipment/plug loads as per design intent?
Yes
No
6.2.2. Does the tenancy have energy efficient office equipment?
Yes
ENERGYSTAR Computers
ENERGYSTAR Monitors
ENERGYSTAR Printers
ENERGYSTAR Kitchen appliances

No

6.2.3. What is the ratio of desktop computers to printers?
Tick
<8:1
<14:1
<20:1
>20:1

6.3. Office design
6.3.1. Does the office design and layout enhance daylight penetration?
Yes
Light-coloured internal wall
Light-coloured ceiling
Light-coloured floor coverings
Light-coloured furnishings (desks/partitions)
Operable internal blinds

No

6.3.2. Does the tenancy fit out facilitate good indoor environment quality?
Yes
No
Low- or no-VOC materials and furnishings
Low- or no-formaldehyde materials and furnishings
Green wall with appropriate species
Potted plants with appropriate species
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BUILDING MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
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Performance Nexus

Node 2: Building Management
Building Management: Base Building Level Questionnaire

Audience: Building Manager.
Section A: General whole-building questions
1. Building Commissioning
1.1. Has the whole building been commissioned?
Yes
No
Date of last commissioning:
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

Tick

2. General Maintenance/office cleaning
2.1. Is there a maintenance schedule that is followed for the building?
Yes
No
2.2. What proportion of maintenance spending is preventative (e.g. replacing old
HVAC units) verses corrective (e.g. fixing already failed systems)?
Maintenance expenditure
Percentage
Preventative
Corrective
2.3. Are office cleaning schedules in line with building operating hours?
Yes
No
3. Procurement
3.1. Are there any energy efficiency requirements for new or replacement equipment?

Yes

No

3.2. Are green products used in maintenance? (e.g. low toxin paints)
Yes
No
3.3. Are green products used in cleaning? (e.g. low toxin cleaners)
Yes
No
3.4. Are suppliers of products or services to the building required to meet any
minimum environmental performance standards?
Yes
No
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4. Management Personnel, communication and education
4.1. Are the following management and maintenance personnel used for the building?
On-site,
Off-site,
Contracted externally
Individual building manager
Building management team
Individual facility manager
Facility management team
Maintenance personnel
4.2. Is there a building management committee for the building?

Yes

No

4.3. Do management personnel participate in meetings with other building
stakeholders?
Yes
No
4.4. Are there any incentives in place for the building or facility manager regarding
building performance? (e.g. energy efficiency, occupant satisfaction targets).
Yes
No
4.5. As building manager, have you received any training in energy efficiency
operation for your building?
Yes
No
4.6. Do the following education programs or materials exist for the building?
Yes
No
Education program for building or facilities management
personnel
Education program for maintenance personnel
Building user training program for tenants
Building user or management manuals (base building)
Building user or management manuals (tenancy)
4.7. Do you feel as building manager you are able to actively effect change in regards
to energy efficiency?
Yes
No
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Section B: Design Element operation and management
1. Monitoring and control systems
1.1. Monitoring and control systems - Operation and management
1.1.1. Is data from the monitoring and control systems available in an intuitive and
actionable form?
Yes
No
1.1.2. Is this data collected and used to manage the building?
Yes
No
1.2. Monitoring and control systems – Evaluation and reporting
1.2.1. Are the following measured, how frequently and are performance targets
set?
Area measured
Measured?
Frequency?
Target set?
(BB = Base Building)
Yes/No
Daily/Weekly/M
Yes/No
onthly/Yearly
BB HVAC Energy
BB Lighting Energy
BB Services Energy
BB Other Energy
Tenancy Energy
Relative humidity
Temperature
Light quality
Noise levels
Complaints
1.2.2. Is this data reported to key decision makers?
Yes
No
1.2.3. Does this data influence building management decisions?
Yes

No

Energy consumption data
Indoor environment quality data (temperature, RH, Light,
Noise)
Occupant complaints (formal tenant feedback
mechanisms)
1.3. Monitoring and control systems - Maintenance
1.3.1. Is there a planned maintenance strategy for costs associated with
maintaining BMS/EMCS and IEQ systems?
Yes
No
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1.3.2. Do you use a manufacturer’s maintenance manual for the BMS/EMCS and
IEQ systems?
Yes
No
1.3.3. Is there comprehensive and up-to-date maintenance documentation for the
BMS/EMCS and IEQ systems?
Yes
No
1.3.4. Is the BMS or EMCS checked and maintained against actual occupancy
patterns in the building?
Yes
No
1.4. Monitoring and control systems – Commissioning
1.4.1. Have the monitoring and control systems been commissioned
Yes
No
Date of last commissioning:
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

Tick

2. Lighting
2.1. Lighting Operation and management
2.1.1. Have any of the following high performance measures for lighting been
implemented?
Yes
No
Is lighting matched to building occupancy hours?
Lighting levels matched to Australian standards?
2.2. Lighting Maintenance and cleaning
2.2.1. Is there a planned maintenance strategy for costs associated with
maintaining energy efficient lighting?
Yes
No
2.2.2. Are lights replaced when broken or are group re-lamping schedules in place?
Broken
Group schedule
2.2.3. Do you have a manufacturer’s maintenance manual for lighting with a
lighting inventory that shows details such as manufacturers, fixture type, model
number and wattage?
Yes
No
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2.2.4. Are lights accessible for maintenance?
Yes
No
2.2.5. Do you conduct the following processes during maintenance on lighting?
Yes/No
Freq
Verify that the lamps are correct wattage and
type
Clean lights and fittings (including diffuser)
Verify lighting controls are calibrated and
functional
- Automatic dimming controls
- Occupancy sensors
- Photosensors
- Timers
Verify lighting sensors are working
Check external lights are working
Fix light flickering
2.3. Lighting Commissioning
2.3.1. Have lighting systems been commissioned?
Date of last commissioning:
Tick
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

3. Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC)
3.1. HVAC Operation and management
3.1.1. What is the average set point ( C) in the following areas?
Area
Summer
Common/lobby areas
Tenancies
Server rooms
Stairwells/bathrooms/other

Winter

3.1.2. Is the system correctly sized? Does the HVAC run fully loaded for less than 10
days per year?
Yes
No
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3.1.3. Have any of the following HVAC performance measures been implemented?
High performance measures of HVAC
Is economy cycle used when outdoor temperature
permits?
Are start-up and shut-down times in line with occupancy
hours
Is night purging used?
Is natural ventilation used where possible (openable
windows)
Is simultaneous heating and cooling avoided? (e.g.
chillers and boilers not running at same time)
Cooling/ventilation of lift motor rooms not excessive or
running when building unoccupied
Ventilation of car park not excessive or running when
building unoccupied
Thermostats located in places where air flow is constant
temperature and unrestricted (ie. Near return air ducts)
Are air intakes located away from pollution sources?
Are after hours

Yes

No

3.2. HVAC Maintenance and cleaning
3.2.1. Is there a planned maintenance strategy for costs associated with
maintaining HVAC systems?
Yes
No
3.2.2. Do you use a manufacturer’s maintenance manual for the HVAC?
Yes
No
3.2.3. Is there comprehensive and up-to-date maintenance documentation for the
HVAC?
Yes
No
3.2.4. Are the following systems and areas accessible for routine maintenance?
Area
Yes
No
Mechanical equipment
Rooftop
Ductwork
Air handler
Filters
Fan coil units
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3.2.5. Do you conduct the following cleaning procedures and how frequently is this
performed?
Process
Yes/No
Freq
Cleaning HVAC fans, bearings, belts and air ducts
Filter replacement
Cleaning evaporator and condenser coils
Inspect, fixing and cleaning leaks in air ducts
Clean and adjust dampers
Clean boilers
3.3. HVAC Commissioning
3.3.1. Has the HVAC been commissioned?
Yes
No
Date of last commissioning:
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

Tick

3.3.2. Do you experience any of the following?
Process and action on faults
Duct or valve leakage
Airflow not balanced
Improper refrigerant charge
Dampers not working properly
Problems with hardware installation
Software programming errors
Air-cooled condenser fouling

Yes

No

Not sure

4. Other plant and equipment
4.1. Elevators - Operation and management
4.1.1. Are elevator control algorithms optimised for energy efficiency?
Yes
No
4.2. Elevators - Maintenance and cleaning

4.2.1. Is there a planned maintenance strategy for costs associated with
maintaining elevators?
Yes
No
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4.2.2. Do you use a manufacturer’s maintenance manual for the maintaining
elevators?
Yes
No
4.2.3. Is there comprehensive and up-to-date maintenance documentation for the
elevator systems?
Yes
No
4.3. Elevators - Commissioning
4.3.1. Have the elevator systems been commissioned?
Yes
No
Date of last commissioning:
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

Tick

4.4. Domestic hot water - Operation and management
4.4.1. Are domestic hot water temperature settings higher than required by
Australian Standards?
Yes
No
4.5. Domestic hot water - Maintenance and cleaning
4.5.1. Is there a planned maintenance strategy for costs associated with
maintaining domestic hot water systems?
Yes
No
4.5.2. Do you use a manufacturer’s maintenance manual for the maintaining
domestic hot water systems?
Yes
No
4.5.3. Is there comprehensive and up-to-date maintenance documentation for the
domestic hot water systems?
Yes
No
4.6. Domestic hot water - Commissioning
4.6.1. Have the domestic hot water systems been commissioned?
Yes
No
Date of last commissioning:
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

Tick
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4.7. Renewable energy systems - Operation and management
4.7.1. Are any renewable energy systems operational and connected to the
building’s electricity supply?
Yes
No
4.8. Renewable energy systems - Maintenance and cleaning
4.8.1. Is there a planned maintenance strategy for costs associated with
maintaining renewable systems?
Yes
No
4.8.2. Do you use a manufacturer’s maintenance manual for the maintaining
renewable systems?
Yes
No
4.8.3. Is there comprehensive and up-to-date maintenance documentation for the
renewable systems?
Yes
No
4.9. Renewable energy systems - Commissioning
4.9.1. Have the renewable energy systems been commissioned?
Yes
No
Date of last commissioning:
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

Tick

4.10.
Pumps, fans and motors – Operation and Management
4.10.1.
Have the following energy efficiency measures been implemented?
Yes
No
Turn off/sequence unnecessary pumps/fans/motors
All bearings lubricated as per manufacturer recommendations
Correct alignment of pump/motor coupling
Secure pump/motor mountings are dynamically balanced
Adjust drive belt tension to recommended specifications
Balance three-phase power
4.11.
Pumps, fans and motors – Maintenance and Cleaning
4.11.1.
Is there a planned maintenance strategy for costs associated with
maintaining elevators?
Yes
No
4.12.
Pumps, fans and motors – Commissioning
4.12.1.
Have pumps, fans and motors been commissioned?
Yes
No
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Date of last commissioning:
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

Tick

5. Building Fabric
5.1. Building Fabric - Operation and management
5.1.1. Are external shading features actively used to manage daylight and heat
gain?
Yes
No
5.1.2. Are windows actively opened where appropriate to maximise natural
ventilation?
Yes
No
5.2. Building Fabric - Maintenance and Cleaning
5.2.1. Is there a planned maintenance strategy for costs associated with
maintaining the building envelope?
Yes
No

5.2.2. Is there comprehensive and up-to-date maintenance documentation for the
building envelope?
Yes
No
5.2.3. Are the following areas accessible for maintenance and cleaning?
Yes
Exterior of building/ facade
Exterior windows/ glazing

No

5.2.4. Do you encounter issues with any of the following when maintaining the
building:
Yes
No
Leaks from water penetrating the building
Standing water building up around air handling units or
air intake
Cracks in the building
Cladding or façade damage/ decay
Mould or funghi
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5.3. Building Fabric - Commissioning
5.3.1. Has the building fabric been commissioned?
Yes
No
Date of last commissioning:
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

Tick
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Building Management: Tenancy Level Questionnaire

Audience: Building Manager or Property Manager at Tenancy Level.
Section A: General whole building questions
1. Building Commissioning
1.1. Has the whole building been commissioned?
Yes
No
Date of last commissioning:
Under 1 year ago
1-5 years ago
6-10 years ago
10+

Tick

2. General Maintenance/office cleaning
2.1. Is there a maintenance schedule that is followed for the building?
Yes
No
2.2. What proportion of maintenance spending is preventative (e.g. replacing old
HVAC units) verses corrective (e.g. fixing already failed systems)?
Maintenance expenditure
Percentage
Preventative
Corrective
2.3. Are office cleaning schedules in line with building operating hours?

Yes

No

3. Procurement
3.1. Are there any energy efficiency requirements for new or replacement equipment?
Yes
No
3.2. Are green products used in maintenance? (e.g. low toxin paints)
Yes
No
3.3. Are green products used in cleaning? (e.g. low toxin cleaners)
Yes
No
3.4. Are suppliers of products or services to the building required to meet any
minimum environmental performance standards?
Yes
No
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4. Management Personnel, communication and education
4.1. Are the following management and maintenance personnel used for the building?
On-site,
Off-site,
Contracted externally
Individual building manager
Building management team
Individual facility manager
Facility management team
Maintenance personnel
4.2. Are there any incentives in place for the building or facility manager regarding
building performance? (e.g. energy efficiency, occupant satisfaction targets)
Yes
No
4.3. As building manager, do you have a required energy reduction target?
Yes
No
4.4. As building manager, do you have required indoor environment targets (e.g.
occupant complaints, air quality levels etc)
Yes
No
4.5. Do you feel as building manager you are able to actively effect change in regards
to energy efficiency?
Yes
No
4.6. Is there a building management committee for the building?
Yes
No
4.7. Do management personnel participate in meetings with other building
stakeholders?
Yes
No
4.8. Do the following education programs or materials exist for the building?
Yes
Education program for building or facilities management
personnel
Education program for maintenance personnel
Building user training program for tenants
Building user or management manuals (base building)
Building user or management manuals (tenancy)
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Section B: Design Element operation and management
1. Monitoring and control systems
1.1. Monitoring and control systems - Operation and management
1.1.1. Do you measure and record the follow data (or are you provided with this
data from the building owner/manager) and at what frequency is it recorded?
Area measured

Measured?
Yes/No

Frequency?
Hourly/ Daily/Weekly/Monthly/Yearly

Whole Tenancy Energy
Tenancy Lighting
Tenancy Plug load
Relative humidity
Temperature
Light quality
Noise levels
Occupant complaints
1.1.2. Is the energy data in an intuitive and actionable form?

Yes

No

1.1.3. Is the IEQ data available an intuitive and actionable form?
Yes
No
1.1.4. Does this data influence the way you operate your tenancy?
Yes
Energy consumption data
Indoor environment quality data (temperature, RH, Light,
Noise)
Occupant complaints (formal tenant feedback
mechanisms)

No

2. Lighting
2.1. Lighting Operation and management
2.1.1. Have any of the following performance measures for lighting been
implemented?
Yes
No
Are lights switched off when people leave the building?
A policy or guide for lighting use?
Maps or signage on lighting controls?
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3. Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC)
3.1. HVAC Operation and management
3.1.1. What is the average set point ( C) in your tenancy? (This may be stipulated in
your lease)
Area
Summer
Winter
Tenancies
3.1.2. Are openable windows and vents maintained for use by occupants? (e.g. can
windows be opened or are they broken/blocked?)
Yes
No
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Performance Nexus

Node 3: Agreements and Culture
Agreements and Culture: Base Building Level Questionnaire

Audience: Building Owner
1. Lease Agreements
1.1. What is the ownership and leasing structure in the building?
Tick
Owner occupied
Landlord/owner w/ Single tenant
Landlord/owner w/ Multiple tenants
1.2. Does the term of the lease encourage upgrades for energy efficiency?
Tick
Under 1 year
1-5 years
6-10 years
+ 10 years
1.3. Energy related outgoings
1.3.1. How are outgoings determined for tenants?
Tick
Set figure monthly
Sub-meter reading of actual use (kWh)
Proportion of utility bill ($)
1.3.2. How are outgoings paid by tenants?
Tick
Paid by tenant (net lease)
Paid by owner and on-charged (gross lease)
Paid by owner as part of lease (gross lease)
1.4. Are afterhours requests charged at a premium?
Yes

No

Lighting
HVAC
1.5. Rent and Review
1.5.1. Is base building energy performance considered in rent and review clauses
for tenant leases?
Yes
No
1.5.2. Is tenancy energy performance considered in rent and review clauses for
tenant leases?
Yes
No
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1.6. Repair and Alterations (covenant to repair)
1.6.1. Does covenant to repair allow provisions for lessor to upgrade for energy
efficiency?
Yes
No
1.6.2. Does the owner/lessor have the authority to refuse consent if alterations
negatively impact the energy performance of the building?
Yes
No
1.6.3. Is tenant required to demonstrate that fit out will not negatively impact
HVAC performance and IEQ?
Yes
No
1.6.4. Does the lease require tenants to seek approval for supplementary HVAC
systems?
Yes
No
1.6.5. Is replacement material for repairs in the base building or tenancies required
to meet any minimum standards (e.g. Low flow tap fixtures)?
Yes
No
1.7. Break and relocation
1.7.1. Is there a break and relocation clause that allows for environmental
upgrades?
Yes
No

2. Organisational Culture and Building Culture
2.1. Does the building owner/organisation have a corporate commitment to
sustainability?
Yes
No
2.2. Is the owner’s organization active in any of the following?
Initiative
Tick
CitySwitch
Carbon Disclosure Project
ISO 14001
Other
2.3. Does the owner’s organisation have an active sustainability team?
Yes
No
2.4. Does the owner’s organisation have a carbon management plan? (e.g. carbon
neutral plan)
Yes
No
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2.5. Does the owner’s organisation actively encourage tenants organizations to
participate in sustainability initiatives?
Yes
No
2.6. As building owner/landlord, what are your priorities in this building? (Please order
1-5 with 5 being the highest priority)
Initiative
Order of priority
Minimising operational cost
Energy efficiency
Tenant satisfaction/retention
Leasing revenue
Indoor environment quality (e.g. Air quality)
Other?
2.7. Does the owner encourage alternative transport in order for building occupants to
reduce car use?
Yes
No
2.8. Are there amenities for cyclists in the building (storage, change rooms etc)

Yes

No

2.9. Are there dedicated spots in the car park for car pooling/sharing?
Yes
No
3. Communication and Education
3.1. Is there a Building Management Committee that the building owner/landlord
participates in?
Yes
No
3.2. Do you receive reports on building performance?
Reports
Energy – Base Building
Energy – Tenancy level
Indoor Environment Quality
Occupant complaints
Other

Yes

No

3.2.1. Do you communicate this information to other stakeholders?
Yes
No
3.2.2. Is this report publicly disclosed?
Yes
No
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3.3. How do you communicate with the following stakeholders in the building? Please
indicate relevant stakeholders and how you meet with them.
Stakeholder

The building
has this
stakeholder
Yes/No/NA

Regular
organised
meeting

Meeting Type
Meeting
When
on
there’s a
request
problem

No direct
communication

Building or
facility manager
Tenants
Building services
contractor
Cleaning
contractor
Maintenance
contractors/team
Leasing agents/
property
managers
Light contractor
HVAC contractor
OH&S
Other
3.4. Is there a tenant fit out guide that addresses sustainability or energy efficiency?
Yes
No
3.5. Is there any type of introductory and ongoing sustainability/energy efficiency
education for tenants that covers the following:
Initial
Ongoing
Use of monitoring and control systems
Use of lighting
Use of HVAC controls
Use of external shading
3.6. Is there any training and education in place for staff of the owner organization on
sustainability? This is not referring to tenants in the building but staff involved
(such as property management, building management, leasing agents etc)
Yes
No
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3.7. Do you monitor complaints from the following areas within the building, and do
you use this feedback to action change in the building?
Monitored
Actioned
Monitoring & Control (e.g. access to submetres,
energy use amount)
Lighting
Temperature
Plant and equipment (e.g. lifts)
Fabric (e.g. broken window seals)
4. Ratings, Mandates, and Incentives
4.1. Does the building have any of the following?
Rating
Yes

No

Don’t
know

Date
obtained

NABERS Energy (Base building)
NABERS Energy (Whole building)
NABERS IE (Base building)
NABERS IE (Whole building)
Green Star
Building Energy Efficiency
Certificate
4.2. Have the owner applied for or received any incentives for building upgrades to
improve energy efficiency?
Other
Yes
No
Tax breaks
Energy efficiency upgrade grants
Environmental Upgrade Agreement
Government energy efficiency grants
On-bill finance
Low Carbon Australia loans or assistance
Other
4.3. Does the owner offer any incentives to tenants to improve energy efficiency at a
tenancy level? (such as lighting upgrades)
Yes
No
4.4. Does the owner offer any incentives to tenants to improve indoor environment
quality at a tenancy level?
Yes
No
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5. Commitments and Targets
5.1. Has a base building energy baseline been established?
Other
Electricity (MJ/month)
Gas (MJ/Month)

Yes

No

5.2. Does the building have targets in place for any of the following and are these
monitored?
Other
Targets?
Monitored?
Energy reduction targets
Occupant satisfaction or complaint reduction targets
IEQ targets (e.g. minimum air quality)
Other?
5.3. Is there an Energy Management Plan in place for the building?
Yes
No
5.4. Is this plan being actively followed?
Yes
No
5.5. Is the building under an energy performance contract, and if so, does this EPC
consider IEQ?
Yes
No
5.6. Is there a whole building IEQ management plan for the building?
Yes
No
5.7. What do you perceive as the main barriers to energy efficiency in your building?
Other
Yes
No
Return on investment for upgrades
Downtime for tenants
Upfront costs too high
Limited time to focus on energy efficiency
Not a priority
Unsure of options to make building more efficient
Other
5.8. What do you perceive as the main barriers for improving the indoor environment
quality in your building
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Performance Nexus
Agreements and Culture: Tenancy Level Questionnaire

Audience: Tenant Representative.
1. Lease Agreements
1.1. What is the ownership and leasing structure in the building?
Yes

No

Owner occupied
Landlord/owner w/ Single tenant
Landlord/owner w/ Multiple tenants
1.2. Does the term of the lease encourage energy efficiency?
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Under 1 year
1-5 years
6-10 years
+ 10 years
1.3. Energy related outgoings
1.3.1. How are outgoings determined for tenants?
Set figure monthly
Sub-meter reading of actual use (kWh)
Proportion of utility bill ($)
1.3.2. How are outgoings paid by tenants?
Paid by tenant (net lease)
Paid by owner and on-charged (gross lease)
Paid by owner as part of lease (gross lease)
1.3.3. Are afterhours requests charged at a premium?
Lighting
HVAC
1.4. Rent and Review
1.4.1. Is there an energy performance target in the lease for your tenancy?
Yes
No
1.4.2. Is your energy performance considered in a rent and review clauses for the
lease?
Yes
No
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1.5. Repair and Alterations (covenant to repair)
1.5.1. Are tenants required to reinstate premises to former condition on departure?
Yes
No
1.5.2. Does covenant to repair allow provisions for tenant to upgrade for energy
efficiency?
Yes
No
1.5.3. Is replacement material for repairs or fit-out in the tenancy required to meet
any minimum standards (ie. Low flow tap fixtures)?
Yes
No
1.6. Break and relocation
1.6.1. Is there a break and relocation clause that allows for environmental
upgrades?
Yes
No
2. Organisational Culture
2.1. Does the tenant organisation have a corporate commitment to sustainability?
Yes
No
2.2. Is the tenant organization active in any of the following?
Tick
CitySwitch
Carbon Disclosure Project
ISO 14001
Other
2.3. Does the tenancy organization have an active sustainability team or green
committee?
Yes
No
2.4. Does the tenancy organisation have a Carbon Management Plan? (e.g. carbon
neutral plan)
Yes
No
2.5. Does the tenancy organisation actively encourage staff to participate in
sustainability initiatives?
Yes
No
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2.6. As tenant what are your priorities in this building? (Please order 1-5 with 5 being
the highest priority)
Order of
priority
Reducing tenancy operational cost
Energy efficiency (e.g. energy targets/carbon reductions)
Minimising staff overheads
Staff retention/satisfaction
Maintaining indoor environment quality (e.g. air quality)
Other
2.7. Does the tenancy organisation encourage alternative transport in order for staff to
reduce car use?
Yes
No
2.8. Are there amenities for cyclists available for staff in the building (storage, change
rooms etc)
Yes
No
3. Communication and Education
3.1. How do you communicate with the following stakeholders in the building?
Stakeholder
The building
Meeting Type
has this
Regular
Meeting
When
No direct
stakeholder organised on request there’s a communiYes/No/NA
meeting
problem
cation
Building or facility
manager
Other tenants
Building services
contractor
Cleaning
contractor
Maintenance
contractors/team
Leasing agents/
property managers
Lighting contractor
HVAC contractor
OH&S
Other
3.2. Is there a Building Management Committee that the tenancy organisation
participates in?
Yes
No
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Performance Nexus

3.3. Are stakeholders easily approachable to discuss building related issues?
Tick
Very approachable
Somewhat approachable
Difficult to approach
3.4. Do you receive reports on building performance?
Yes

No

Energy – Base Building
Energy – Tenancy level
Indoor Environment Quality
Occupant complaints
Other
3.5. Are you provided with any fit out guidelines or advice that addresses
sustainability or energy efficiency?
Yes
No
3.6. Is there any type of ongoing sustainability/energy efficiency education for
tenants? (e.g. use stairs instead of elevators)
Yes
No
4. Ratings, Mandates, and Incentives
4.1. Does your tenancy have any of the following Ratings?
Rating
Yes
No

Don’t
know

Date
obtained

NABERS Energy
NABERS IEQ
Green Star
4.2. Has the tenancy undergone retrofits or upgrades to be more sustainable?
Yes
No
4.3. Have any incentives for upgrades been obtained?
Yes

No

Tax breaks
Energy efficiency upgrade grants
Environmental Upgrade Agreement
Government energy efficiency grants
On-bill finance
Low Carbon Australia loans or assistance
Other
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5. Commitments and Targets
5.1. Has a tenancy energy baseline been established?
Yes

No

Electricity (MJ/month)
Gas (MJ/Month)
5.2. Has the tenancy organization been involved with the development of an Energy
Management Plan for the building?
Yes
No
5.3. What do you perceive as the main barriers to energy efficiency in your tenancy?
Yes
No
Return on investment for upgrades
Downtime/ inconvenience
Upfront costs too high
Limited time to focus on energy efficiency
Not a priority
Unsure of options to make tenancy more efficient
Other
5.4. Does the tenancy use GreenPower?
Yes
No
5.5. Does the tenancy have targets in place for any of the following and are these
monitored?
Targets?
Monitored?
Energy reduction targets
Occupant satisfaction or complaint reduction targets
IEQ targets (e.g. minimum air quality)
Other? ##
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Node 4: Indoor Environment Quality
Indoor Environment Quality: Base Building Level Questionnaire

Audience: Building Manager
1. Basic IEQ Monitoring
1.1. Are the following indoor environment quality parameters measured for the base
building?
Never Once off Daily
Weekly Monthly Yearly
Temperature
Relative humidity
Air movement
Light
Sound levels
Carbon dioxide
2. Advanced IEQ monitoring
2.1. Does the base building contract an indoor environment specialist to measure the
following indoor environment quality parameters?
Never Once off Daily
Weekly Monthly Yearly
Temperature
Relative humidity
Air movement
Light
Sound levels
Carbon dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
Particulate Matter
VOC
Formaldehyde
Microbials
3. IEQ Management Program
3.1. Is there an indoor air quality management plan for the base building?
Yes
No
4. Health and well-being
4.1. Does the base building monitor complaints related to IEQ
Yes

No

Temperature
Lighting
Noise
Air quality
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5. Reporting and communication
5.1. Are IEQ results communicated to building stakeholders?
Yes

No

Building owner
Building manager
Facilities manager
Manager of tenancy space
5.2. Is this information used as feedback for decisions regarding the indoor
environment?
Yes
No
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Performance Nexus
Indoor Environment Quality: Tenancy Level Questionnaire

Audience: Tenant Representative.
1. Basic IEQ Monitoring
1.1. Does the tenancy measure indoor environment quality parameters?
Never Once off Daily
Weekly Monthly
Temperature
Relative humidity
Air movement
Light
Sound
Carbon dioxide

Yearly

2. Advanced IEQ monitoring
2.1. Does the tenancy contract an indoor environment specialist to measure indoor
environment quality parameters?
Never Once off Daily
Weekly Monthly Yearly
Temperature
Relative humidity
Air movement
Light
Sound
Carbon dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
Particulate Matter
VOC
Formaldehyde
Microbials
3. IEQ Management Program
3.1. Is there an indoor air quality management plan for the tenancy?
Yes
No
4. Health and well-being
4.1. Does the tenancy monitor complaints related to IEQ
Yes

No

Temperature
Lighting
Noise
Air quality
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4.2. Does the tenancy monitor indicators of health and well being?
Yes
Staff sick days
Key performance indicators
Health complaints

No

5. Reporting and communication
5.1. Are results communicated to building stakeholders?
Yes

No

Building owner
Building manager
Facilities manager
Manager of tenancy space
5.2. Is this information actively used to influence and inform decisions regarding the
indoor environment in the building?
Yes
No
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Building 1 Pre-occupancy floor layout (one floor all are similar)

NORTH

Building 1- Post-occupancy floor plan (1 floor, all floors similar layout)
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